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ABSTRACT 0? THESIS

Review of literature on the relationship between the travel needs and

the mobility of the population Indicated that planners were generally

assessing mobility by considering motorised methods of travel of the household

as a unit, rather than all methods of travel used by the individuals of the

household. As a result, the importance of independent movement was overlooked,

in analysis of the relative benefits and limitations of each of the main

methods of travel demonstrated the clear advantages of cars, but showed that

only 20$ of the population have exclusive use of them, and that even by the

year 2000 this proportion will only be 4C$'| moreover, the advantages are

often gained at the expense of the interests of the community as a whole.

A postal survey was carried out in Stevenage Hew Town. It was found

that the mobility of individuals varied substantially according to their age

and the ear ownership within the household, although basic essential and

leisure travel needs were relatively constant.

Criteria for an optimal urban structure were determined, primarily by

establishing a relationship between accesaibility and population density, in

order to assess the efficiency of movement systems in New Towns. In view of

the disadvantages to pedestrians and public transport caused by unrestricted

car use, it was suggested that current trends be revereed, to allow mobility

to become relatively independent of age, income and ability - three

prerequisites of car ownership. The thesis established that a movement system

orientated towards pedestrians and publio transport, without restriction on

car use, would satisfy the needs of individuals of all ages more equitably

than systems currently being implemented. Outline proposals for a new

community environment baaed on this finding were put forward.
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Eighteen and a half Billion new dwellings will be required in Great

Britain between the years 1964 and 2004 to house the predicted population

increase and to replace existing stock in poor condition (Stone, 1968). Much

of this housing will have to be in new towns constructed at a rate equivalent

to one town of one hundred thousand people every few months (Wilson, 1967).

sith advances in technology, these new towns should be able to provide a

more attractive environment and cost less than could be achieved by expanding

existing towns (Manners, 1969)* It seems highly desirable that the opportunity

should not be missed of planning these with ideal social goals in view. Mobility

has been isolated for study from the many aspects of the planning of new towns,

since circulation is considered to be the prime determinant of turban form

(Buchanan et alia, 1963).

Predicted levels of car ownership are currently used to measure

mobility. There are indications, however, that there may be better criteria

for evaluating this aspect of acceptable environment. At present, about one

fifth of the population in Great Britain own cars and therefore, benefit

exclusively from their use. Transportation planning for the rest of the

population doea not appear to give adequate consideration to the needs of

pedestrians, nor to the efficiency of the transport system for the community

as a whole. If present policies persist, by the year 2000 forty million

people are likely to be relying on others for most of their journeys; these

will include everyone below the age of sixteen and all adults who cannot drive

or are unable to afford oars. However, it is regarded as axiomatic that

democratic planning should ensure that each individual should have the

opportunity to enjoy urban life optimally and that, therefore, his
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mobility should be minimally dependent on his age, ability or income. Clearly

a perfect solution will not be found since social attitudes are continuously

changing, but we may be more likely to approximate to it by a close examination

of the travel needs of individuals rather than of households.

The thesis explores this subject from the viewpoint of the individual)

the community and the planner. It begins with a review of literature on

the relationship between the travel needs and the mobility of individuals

and is followed by an analysis of the characteristics of each of the main

methods of movement. A survey is carried out in Stevenage New Town to establish

norms of mobility. Patterns of individual activity are studied and the

effects of personal choice of travel mode on the community as a whole are

considered. Optimal criteria are defined for an urban structure designed to

satisfy travel needs equitably. An outline proposal for a new community based

on these criteria la put forward. Although this is primarily a study of New

Towns, it is hoped that some of the findings may also be relevant to urban

redevelopment.
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1.0. IitTROrjOCTIOS

The current method of analysing personal movements in towns

is generally bssed on an examination of oar ownership levels and

numbers of trips per household. This approach tends to neglect or

overlook the particular travel needs and problems of mobility of the

individuals within households. This study differs from previously

published studies in that it examines the main aspects of movement of

individuals. Analyses are made of each stage in the life-cycle,

broedly determined by the periods when travel requirements or

mobility are similars

1.1. Pre-school children) 1.2. Primary school children)

1*3. ..dolescents) 1.4. Adults of working age) 1.5. Elderly persona.

An additional sub-section, 1.6. llsabled persons, is included.

Movements of individuals in each of these stages are

considered according to demography, social aspects, leisure tins,

patterns of travel, personal limitations on mobility, and the

constraints imposed by the urban environment.
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1.1. PRS-SCIIOOL CBILPRSH (O to 4 years)

1.1.1. Pornography

In the United Kingdom there ere 4.8 million children in this age

group, representing 8.6^ of the total population) by the year 2.000

this figure is expected to have risen to Q.B% (Central Statistical

Office. 1969, Table 14).

1.1.2. Social Aspects

The first five years of life are generally considered to be

the most important for a child's emotional and intellectual development

(welford, 1962) Tudkin, 1967, p.l), and the time when he learns most

rapidly (Gesell, 1954* p.252) Bloom, 1964, p.214) Sandstrom, 1966,

p.177) Holt, 1968, p.YIl)) the basic patterns that evolve at this

time are subject to only minor modifications in later years (Ambrose,

1969).

Evidence suggests that environmental as veil as hereditary

factors play an important part in the child's development (heighton,

1955) Kussen et alia, 1963. p.150) Pickard, 1965, p.86) Dubos, 1967)

Mental Health Research Fund, 1968). His social interaction, particular¬

ly with those of the same age group, is thought to be essential to the

growth of his personality and the principle means for reducing self-

centredness (Fowler, 1962) Flavell, 1963, p.279)) it has been noted

that the child who typically receives his rewards from adults has more

difficulty in establishing friendships with his peers (huesen et alia,

op. cit., p.324). The extreme importance of mixing and playing, and

of observing older children and adult activities, from about the age
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of two, haa been cited by psychologists end sociologists (Geeell, op,cit.,

pp.51-57? Mussen et alia, op.cit., p.323i Pickard, op.cit., pp.32, 76)

Yudkin, op.cit., p.3; Soddy, 1967, p.284). The young child has a need

for relationships at varying degrees of intensity with adults other than

his parents, which the extended family used to provide in the past (wall,

1969).

Studies of infants showed that if they were deprived of learning

opportunities, there were narked deficiencies in their development

(Narajan, 1957) and young monkeys denied play in their early years

developed into socially inadequate adults (Harlow, 1962). The total

quantity rather than quality of sensory stimulation from the environment

is considered to be the essential factor in the development of perception

and discrimination (Gewirta, 1961). It is thought that there is almost

no limit to the stimulation the child can receive; ideally, his potential

for intellectual development and ability to cope with new circumstances

should be maximised by creating opportunities to match each stage of his

progress (Hunt, 1961, pp.247-279). The external environment which has

an increasing influence with age, can provide many of these opportunities

in the informal circumstances that neither home nor echool provides.

The Urt&SCO Seminar on Child Education (1952) concluded that the

most urgent single reform needed in this field wae the provision of

'subsidiary environmenta' outside the family, to encourage the child's

latent independence, and to develop his individuality. This could also

serve as a much needed outlet to 'let off steam' without disturbing

neighbours unnecessarily, and bo relieve parents of the responsibilities

of constant supervision (Antony et alia, 1968).
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For those reasons, a year at nursery school Is considered

preferable to an extra year In the sixth font (Wolff, 1969), and playgroups

and outdoor playspaces are thought to be essential! they can also

counteract trends towards the social isolation of mothers (wide 1.4*2.).

1.1.3. figure Time

.'a the child grows older the proportion of time sleeping decreases.

In the first year of life, a baby is awake for over eight hours a day

(Sew8on and Newson, 1963;i this period gradually increases to about

twelve hours by the age of five (Spock, 1966). The majority of this

time can be devoted to the child's physical and social development. At

the age of one, six hours a day are spent playing, and in the subsequent

years of this age group, the majority of waking time (Maddi, 1961).

1.1.4. Travel Requirements

For the first two or three years of life, a child is usually

dependent on his parents for Journeys outside the home, and generally

has to be taken by his mother whenever she wishes to go out during the day.

The motion during these outings appears to be appreciated, perhaps for the

same reason that baby monkeys prefer a rocking mother substitute (Harlow,

1959); like older children, a baby can become bored and lonely, and

benefits from being visually and aurally stimulated (Hasselaeyer, 1964).

In the early years, outdoor playspaces may be in the garden or

on a balcony. Later however, the child's need for new experiences is

satisfied only by more stimulating and more public spaces, providing that

mother is within easy reach (Madge, 1963! Flowden et alia, 1967, p.326).
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From the age of three, he prefers to play with a group of other children

(Valentine, 1956), and this poses a problem of an adequate population

which is easily accessible to his (vide 5*l)l this is further aggravated

by an increasing discrimination in favour of friendships on the basis of

like age and sex (Challman, 1932j Kussen et alia, op.cit., p.329).

Visits to parks or playgrounds are regular needs and attendance at

nursery schools is becoming more widespread) this form of education will

probably be available to all children over the age of two, by 1980

(Short, 1970).

However, much of a young child's day is not devoted to particular

objectives, but is spent in satisfying his curiosity and interests

(Mussen et alia, op.cit., p.269)) in this sense he also has diverse

though physically limited travel needs.

1.1.5. Constraints on Kobllltv

His newly acquired ability to walk at the average age of fifteen

months (Sheridan, 1968), enables him to explore wider dimensions of his

surroundings, and thus expand his experience. Longer Journeys are

usually undertaken in the perambulator or pushchair, which have their

own problems of movement, particularly on bus Journeys. Even for a

mother, with the use of a car, the physical effort Involved in manhandling

the collapsible perambulator or pushchair can be sufficient to discourage

her from all but the most essential trips. In addition to the value of

mixing with other children, outdoor play spaces are important for his

physical development) it is perhaps relevant to note that at an early

age the tricycle la the child's favourite toy (Gesell, op.cit., p.57).
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Plaget'e motivational theory stresses the important of curiosity

and exploratory drives. He considers that the child needs to 'nourish

his cognitive schemes' with environmental stimulation (flsvell, op.eit.,

pp.78-80). Gibson (1959) argues that perceptual learning is dependent

on the stimulus of the environment. As the child grows older, the

outside world has increasing relevance in this respect, and restriction

on independent exploratory behaviour could deprive his of some of this

learning process, and inhibit his natural development. Any limitation is

frustrating, and this often explains the child's aggressive actions

(Mussen et alia, op. cit., pp.209, 269).

Apart from accompanying his mother on most of her Journeys during

his waking hours, the two routine Journeys of the pre-echool child are

visits to outdoor playspaces and, at the age of about three yeare,

attendance at nursery schools, whan these facilities are available. He

also begins to have a desire for diverse and self-directed experiences,

opportunities for which should preferably exist in the immediate

neighbourhood. Thus the pro-school child has his own limited, though

clearly defined and significant travel needs| in view of the importance

of these formative years, they can be considered as no less essential to

the welfare of the community than those of his alders.
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1.2. PRIMARY SCHOOL CBIUfflBH (5 to 11 years)

1.2.1. Bemogranhv

In the United Kingdom there ere 6 million children in this age

group, representing 10.9$ of the total population! by the year 2000

this figure is expected to be 11.8$ (Central Statistical Office. 1969.

Table 14).

1.2.2. Social Aspects

According to Goeel1 and Ilg (1946, pp.323-4), this is the most

active period of a child's life, when he wishes to exercise his physical

abilities; Comfort (1965) states that by the age of twelve, the human

body is at its most vigorous.

Many of the observations on the social needs of the pro-school

child are equally applicable to the primary school child. However,

by the age of five years, he is thought to have reached a clearly defined

stage in his emotional development, for he has become far more adaptable

(Sandetroa, op.eit., pp.53-62). He can make his own group of friends,

whose company he prefers to that of his parents (Trasler, 1968, p.5f

Mussen et alia., op.clt., pp.388-390). He is also receptive to cultural

influences which are considered to be one of the functions of his play

(Huicinga, 1949). His need to be treated as an individual with personal

rights has been stressed (Brierley, 1933. pp.426-7).

Child psychologists and educationalists consider that as the child

grows older, contact with the outside world is of increasing value in

educational attainment and emotional development (ibid., p.456; Isaacs,

1961; Hadfield, 1962; Bloom, op.cit., p.77l Wiseman, 1966, p.76;



Trasler, op.cit., p.14). lifferant types of social relationships to those

of the school and home, dependent aore on the child's initiative, can he

established in this way. The child needs a variety and an intensity of

experiences with adults, particularly if he is growing up in a 'nuclear'

faaily (Mead, 1969). The environment makes a significant difference to

the child'8 'psychic equilibrium' by the opportunities for spontaneous

action that it provides (Brierley, op.cit., p.424) Froam, I960, pp.222-226).

Freedom from adult authority is considered s basic need (Ople and Opie,

1969, pp.15-16). If he can wander, explore, and even experiment with

danger, he is mors sbls to familiarise himself with the environment (wall,

I960), and to develop superior achievement (Mussen et alia., op.cit.,

p.46l). According to Bruner (1961, p.199), an environment with reduced

opportunities, ultimately produces an adult organism with less ability to

discriminats and less dssirs for exploratory behaviour) it haa been

suggested that this may affect later creativity (Morris, 1969, pp.226-227).

Physical restraints on s child's mobility can also induce a deficiency in

metabolic turnover (Scott Williamson, 1938).

Controlled observations of wild and domestic animals have shown

that thsy achieve earlier maturity in a stimulating environment (Kavanagh,

1964); studies have also demonstrated that the desire to explore is s

primary drive in learning (Gibson and Walk, 1956). The efficacy of

generalising from studies of animal species may be questioned) however,

they do have some relevance to the behaviour of young children.

The child's need to observe adult activities and situations is

considered to be important for its intrinsic interest and for insight

into different types of relationships1 it can also make s significant

contribution to early learning (Wall, I960) Aaron, 1965, pp.28-37).

Holt (op.cit., pp.184-185) views this method of acquiring knowledge to



be quicker and more permenent than formal teaching. Euhl (1963) also

asserts that learning does not come exclusively from the school - "it

feeds upon vital experiences, the exploration of a new environment, the

sensing of open space, perception of nature, and the stimulation of a

city." The need for direct and vicarious experience with a complex

world is viewed as essential to the development of intelligence (Bloom,

op.eit., p.88)

Freedom from adult authority in children's play is considered s

basic need (opie and Opis, 1969, pp.15-16). It would seem insufficient

to provide this need in a safe playground for this would conflict with

the desired diversity of stimulation. This may account for ths insecurity

and frustration that leads to petty vandalism at this aget children have

been noted to be far mors aggressive inside than outside playgrounds

(ibid., p.13). The child's outdoor activities should preferably take

place on safe streets or other easily accessible and interesting places

(Jacobs, 1964| Hole, 1966, p.35} Ash, 1966), which provide the essential

Ingredients for play, of fantasy, imitation, adventure, sad physical

activity, in safety (Abemethy, 1968), and for socialising (Morris, 1967}

Opis sad Opis, op.eit., p.14). It is perhaps for these reasons that

children do not regularly visit parks and playgrounds: a study in

Birmingham found that available facilities within ten minutes walk

were used by children only about six times a month during the summer,

and three times a month during winter (Mssser, 1966)} in a new

Coventry estate, only 5% of children's play locations were in the

purpose-built play spaces (Adams, 196?)•
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1.2.5. leisure Time

As the child grows older, there is s marked increase in his

leisure time, which is primarily due to a reduction in the hours needed

for sleep. As a result, the travel needs of the primary school child

change much faster than those of other age groups; this coincides with

his rapid physical and mental development. Although attendance at

school occupies a large part of the 'working' week, there is a

surprisingly high proportion of the day free to organise himself outside

school hours; in one study in the United States, it was noted that

children spend approximately two-thirds of their total time as they

wish (Aaron, op,clt., p.59). The figures for this country would not

he substantially different as the 40-week school year is very similar

(Pepartment of Education and Science, 1968). A survey of 10 and 11

year old children found that one third of their time between returning

from school and bedtime was engaged outdoors, averaging six to twelve

hours per week (Hiamelweit, Oppenheim and Vance, 1958, Table 49);

another survey recorded that roughly double the amount of the child's

indoor leisure time was spent outdoors (Hole, 1966, p.29, Table 12).

1.2.4. Travel Requirements

The main reasons for travel are school journeys and leisure

activities. All children from the age of 5 are obliged by law to

attend primary school. lounger ones may have two daily journeys to

school if they go home for lunch, which is thought to benefit than

psychologically (Levin and Bruce, 1968); a change of environment has

also been shown to improve children's efficiency (iCallio, 1964).
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The school may also serve a dual function in providing facilities for

out-of-school activities such as cub scout meetings (Ministry of Housing

and Local Government, 1966).

At this age the child is developing and expressing himself

in imaginative play during his leisure hours. His preferred activities

are most related to physical exercise (Hole, 1966, p.30). However,

the type changes rapidly* at 6 years he enjoys playing ball, but at

7 years cycling, slcating, swimming, running and wrestling are his

favourite activities; interest in group games commences at 8 years,

and in organised forms at 9 years (Gesell and Ilg, op.cit., p.368;

Crowther et alia., 1939* p.9)j between the ages of 10 and 12 years of

age, sports are usually his consuming interest (Gesell, Ilg and Ames,

1956, p.324). In a survey of Idle leisure activities of children in

this latter stage, preference was shown for outdoor activities, Including

aimless wandering, loitering and shopping expeditions (Himmelwelt,

Oppenheim and Vance, op.cit., Table 61). In a survey of twelve New

Towns, it was noted that over one third of the use of hired accommodation

was for children's pursuits such as cub and scout nestings, clubs, and

dancing classes (Ministry of Housing and Local Government, op.cit., p.2).

Interest in the cinema was shown in the higher frequency of attendance at

this age (Osborne, 1950).

Gsssll and Ilg, (op.cit., p.347) noted that the child usually

enjoyed family outings only up to the age of 7 years, after which he

preferred leisure activities independent of his parents.
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The child's nobility is largely dictated by his walking capacity

or in later years by his ability to cycle, by parental constraints, and

by his perception of the environment (Lewin, 1952, pp.107, 245-247).

Although by the age of ten, he can appreciate the layout of a town in

relation to places with which he is familiar (hunter, 1969), his

effective mobility is very dependent on the character of the immediate

neighbourhood| if he is unable to walk or cycle to his destination in

safety and without undue effort, he may be prevented or discouraged by

his parents from going where he chooses (Hole, 1966, pp.24, 33). In a

survey of twelve housing estates, 43$ of 3-year olds played outside on

their own, the majority within sight or calling distance of parents,

whilst 93$ of the 7-14 year age group played outside on their own, the

majority quite independent of their parents (Hole, 1966, p.10, Table 5);

it was not until the age of 8 or 9 that the majority were allowed off

their estates (ibid., p.24). Informal activities which play a significant

role in children's development, are particularly influenced by the

ability to act on their own initiative. Proximity has been noted as

an important determinant of child friendship (Festinger, Shachter and

Back, 1950| Languor and Michael, 1963I Mussen et alia., op.cit.,

p.388) Cans, 1968, p.159), and can be crucial at this stage when, as has

already been cited, friends are almost exclusively of the same sex, and

change frequently as interests alter.

In the early years of this age group, children are not usually

considered sufficiently responsible to travel on their own by public

transport) journeys by car require a parent's congruence of time and

inclination for the trip and the return journey. They are therefore
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very dependent on activities and friends within reasonable and safe

walking distance. Although the ability to act spontaneously is

considered an essential element of the activity of an integrated

personality (Fromm, op.cit., p.222-226), it appears that the autonomous

nobility of children is declining as a result of increasing reliance on

motoriaed movement (Parr, 1969). Parents have even been advised

never to allow their children out of home if they are upset (Pratt,

1970)J

lrti.6. Oenqrpl pomment

The primary school child's life is usually considered to revolve

around hcae, school and formal playground, and journeys between these

should obviously be possible in safety and within reasonable time.

However, the child can become relatively Isolated in this fairly

ordered arrangement. It has been noted that development of social

competence depends on learning through play, friendship formation,

observation of adult activities, and the stimulus of new experiences!

clearly the external environment plays an important role in this respect.

It should, therefore, provide a minimum of built-in deterrent to freedom

of movement so that, within reason, the child can act on his own initiative

and reap the benefits or bear the consequences of his actions. It would

be preferable if the only constraints were the limits of the child's

own mobility.
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Iii fXOLfr?,Wf? (^ to n years)

1.3.1. Demography

In the United Kingdom there ere 4*7 million in this age group,

representing 8.5y( of the total population) by the year 2000. this

figure ia expected to be 9*4/^ (Central Statistical Office. 1969* Table

14). At present, one fifth of adolescents stay on at school up to the

age of 18, though this proportion is likely to grow considerably (Depart¬
ment of Education and Science, 1969). The number of students in higher

education is planned to double by 1981, from the present figure of over

four hundred thousand (KaoArthur, 1969).

1.3.2. Social Aspects

Adolescents develop physically, emotionally and intellectually

at a rapid though uneven pace (Wall, 1952) Prince, 1969, p.3). Their

place in society has been described as 'similar to marginal members of

an underprivileged minority group' (Lewin, op.cit., p.144), and their

psychological state as overlapping both childhood and adulthood

(Wright, I960).

By the age of 12 or 13, the adolescent wishes to assert his

independence, and establish his own identity apart from the family,

which usually results in emotional conflict (Muasen et alia, op.cit.,

p.546). 9a derives his social needs and satisfactions from a new style

of relationship, usually dependent on intimate ties with his own age

group and its sub-culture (Hauser, 1962, p.81) Wiseman, op.cit., p.55)

Soddy, op.cit., pp. 324, 323). Ho also needs the opportunity for

interpersonal relationships with people of different ages (Miller, 1969,
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p.69), and freedom to Isolate himself from society If he chooses (Spencer,

1964. p.74). He spends a high proportion of his leisure time outside

the home, and rarely in the company of his parents.

Social stability is crucial to the emotional development of

adolescents, particularly in view of the decline of opportunity for

relationships within the extended family (Killer, op.cit., p.9). for

this reason the value of clubs has often been stressed (Himmelweit,

Oppenhelm and Vance, op.cit., pp.344-365) Wall, 1952, pp.19, 43)

Albemarle et alia, I960, para. 220-223; Killer, op.cit., pp.66-84).

Eowever, at this awkward age, too great a degree of adult control may

create in him a sense of frustration. If social facilities are not

provided or are not easily accessible, and if there are insufficient

outlets for adventure and new experiences, the adolescent may feel

bored and Isolated and this can alienate him from society (Albemarle

et alia, op.cit., para. 113-126)) alternatively, he may deliberately

or unconsciously behave Irrationally to draw attention to himself

(Parr, 1966, p.43). These symptoms are perhaps reflected in the high

incidence of crime in this age group: the peak age of delinquency is 14

years (McLintock and Avlson, 1968). It is clear that the adolescent's

ability and need to become a social personality in his own right can

easily be jeopardised.

»ith long holidays and few family responsibilities, the

adolescent has a high proportion of the day free. As with younger

children, them am only forty weeks of the year at school. Even

during tern, evenings and weekends provide ample time for social and
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recreational activities, which are mainly enjoyed away from home.

1.3.4. Travel Requirements

The regular travel needs of this age group are school Journeys;

late afternoon and evening activities in schools are also becoming more

frequent (Pitt, I960, p.14), and this extension of the school day is

now Government policy (Newsom et alia., 1963). The change from

primary to secondary or comprehensive school from the age of 11 or 12

years usually entails longer Journeys, necessitating the use of public

transport. The necessity of making longer Journeys also applies to the

majority of adolescents who travel to work from the age of 15 years.

At this age, there is a marked change in leisure interests,

which are increasingly orientated towards group organisations and

adult subjects (Gesell, Xlg and Ames, 1956, pp.423-427). Sports,

particularly swimming, are preferred activities, and there are high

attendances at cafes, clubs and other social locations. The extent

of participation in social and recreational pursuits has been shownt a

survey of two thousand teenagers recorded that over 6Cwere members

of organisations - the boys spent their leisure time mainly at games and

sports, cluba, and cinemas, and the girls went dancing, to clubs, gases,

cinema, and to arts and crafts sessions (wilkins, 1955); a comparison

between the activities of teenagers in 1946 and 1956, showed a marked

increase in membership of organisations, particularly those from which

their parents were effectively excluded (Stewart, I960); in two surveys

of teenagers, their most frequent activities were outdoor recreation,

cinema, dancing, youth clubs, and visiting friends and relatives

(Crowther et alia., op.cit., Table 33; Schofleld, 1965); in a study
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of three thousand teenagers in West Scotland, leisure activities were

divided between the mass entertainment category of cinema, dance hall

and cafe, and the more personal variety such as visiting friends or

playing scratch football - activities which did not require planning

ahead (Jephcott, 1967, fables 14, 20)j the favourite activities of young

teenagers in a London survey were similar to those described in the other

surveys (Greater London Council, 1968, p.5).
Most of these surveys confirm that adolescents spend their

leisure time outside the family group, and that social and recreational

pursuits interest them more than entertainment at home (Slnmslweit,

Oppenhelm and Vance, op.cit., p.365f Pitt, op.cit., p.15! Jephcott,

op.cit., Tables 23 and 23).

1.5.5. Constraints on Mobility

The activities of adolescents are limited by the cost, service

and frequency of public transport services, as the majority of

recreational pursuits are usually located beyond reasonable walking

distances; from the age of fourteen, adolescents are obliged to pay

an adult fare. Even if there is a choice of travel mode, they are

unlikely to want to be taken in a oar by parents, since this runs

counter to a desire to assert their independence! in any case, return

journeys have to be made! The marked effect on adolescent activity

of a cheap and convenient bus service was noted among teenagers in the

West Scotland survey (Jephcott, op.cit., p.118), and over half the

complaints made in a Mew Town survey related to lack of entertainment and

poor transport (Sykes, Livingstone and Green, 1968). An American study

recorded similar problems in a new suburb, and referred to the great
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isolation of teenagers because of their reduced nobility, relative to

adult car owners (Gene, 1967). It is unfortunate that bicycles, which

are the most convenient method of transport for adolescents, are unpleasant

and dangerous to use on most roads.

The influence of the environment on the activities of

adolescents is primarily related to the fact that many recreational

facilities, such as cinemas, youth clubs and sports centres, are

becoming increasingly centralised and dependent on wide catchment areas

for their support (vide 5.l) J as a result, they are more difficult to

reach. Distance and accessibility also affect social relationships

(Millar, op.clt., p.68). A suitable outdoor environment can serve a

useful function for many adolescents who use the street as an informal

area of social activity (Waldorf, 1966, p.1700).

1.9.6. Ceneral Comment

It is clear that, apart from essential school journeys, the

social functioning of adolescents requires casual and regular

social interaction, and opportunities to participate in many forma of

mass entertainment. In view of their preference for leisure pursuits

independent of their families, they have to rely very much either on

the proximity of social facilities, or on s oonvenient public transport

system to reach them.
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ials ATU'LTS (womeni 18-59 years; men: 18-64 .Tears)

1.4.1. Demography

In the United Kingdom, the adult working population coniiets of 31.3

million persons, representing 56.5$ of the total population; by the year

2000, this figure is expected to decline to 55.9$ (Central Statistical

Office, 1969» Table 14). In 1967, 35$ of the total working population

were women, 56$ of idiom were married (Finder, 1969, p.642, Table l).

M.2. Soc*tl /spects

The individual's mental and physical powers have reached their

peak by early adulthood, and decline slowly in subsequent years (Office

of Health Economics, 1969, p.5). This stage of maturity generally

ensures an optimum ability to cope with practical and emotional problems,

storking adults have two main spheres of social interest in which to

maintain their equilibrium - at the personal level at home, and at the

less personal though much needed level, at their place of work.

In the past, some adults could return home at lunch-time, which

made a useful contribution to the family life, particularly of very

young children. Nowadays, there is little opportunity for this social

function, and even during weekday evenings, the father usually returns

home after children have been put to bed. am a result, the housewife,

whose life centres on home and children, often feels lonely and Isolated

(Hopkinson, 1961; Spencer, op.cit., p.74; Gans, 1968, p.184; Fickard,

op.cit., p.110). Even the daily shopping trip can be a welcome

opportunity to make contact with other adults; this may explain why some

women shop almost every day. Indeed, a survey established that most



people viewed shopping as a social occasion (Consumers Association, 1969J.

Loneliness may also occur because young couples usually live in

their own homes, independent of parents, and without the mutual help

which the extended family has traditionally afforded (ludkin, op.cit.,

p.8). In these circumstances there is a need for a closer type of rela¬

tionship with neighbours if only for occasional practical help. When

children commence school, the mother has more spare time and so may

become more lonely during the working day. It is not surprising,

therefore, that increasing numbers of married women are choosing to take

up part-time or full-time work (Douglas and Blomfield, 1958; Gavron,

1966, p.35} Plowden et alia., op.cit., p.305)} a desire for company and

an escape from boredom are frequently given as reasons for working

(Gavron, op.cit., pp.107, 113} Hunt, 1968, p.19). In a recent survey,

9Zfo of mothers had firmly decided to return to work once their youngest

child went to school full-time (Gavron, op.cit., pp.69, 112).

Although many firms run shifts in order to provide part-time

jobs (O'Callaghan, 1968), there is an acute National shortage of women for

this type of work (Beckermann, op.cit., pp.231-232) Abrams, 1968}

Hunt, 1968, pp.19-20). Nevertheless, industries such as entertainment,

catering, repair work, hairdressing, retail distribution and nursing,

which usually employ women, are all expanding} for instance, two-thirds

of the hundred thousand workers employed in supermarkets are female

(Times, 1969b). In the United States, there ere already more jobs in

the service than in the manufacturing Industries (Webber, 1968), and

almost half of the former ere occupied by women (Newsweek, 1968); the

same trend is forecast for this country (Thomas, 1969, p.455).
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1.4.3. Leisure Time

Men hare an economically active life of over forty-five years before

the age of retirement! women who do not bring up children, have over

forty years. However, most women have two potential periods of employ¬

ment : the stage before marriage and until the birth of the first child

which occurs on average eight years after commencement of work (Savron,

op.cit., p.3l), and the second stage of at leaat fifteen years after the

youngest child reaches adolescence, up to the age of retirement (Registrar

General, 1968). This second period is increasing as a result of mothers

choosing to, or having to return to work whilst children are still at

school (Pinder, op.cit., p.629)*

k study in 1958 estimated that the American adult had about

forty-five leisure hours a week (Anderson, 1961, p.103). Similar

figures, based on the average current working week of forty-five hours,

were found in the National Recreation Survey, which also recorded that

over half of the time at weekends was spent away from heme (Rodgera,

1967, Sections 2.1 and 2.4).

.Leisure time spent outside the home declines from early adulthood,

because family responsibilities subsequently reduce the opportunities,

particularly when children are young (Scheuch, I960, p.42; British

Broadcasting Corporation, 1965! Gavron, op.cit., p.l4l! Tarrant and

Joyce, 1967, Table 3*14! Sillitoe, 1969, p.25h this appears to be

confirmed by the decline, with advancing age, of membership of adult

organisations (Pitt, op.cit., pp.8,11).

working women are usually obliged to fill the traditional role of

housewife in addition to their hours of employment! although these

working hours are currently only thirty eight hours full-time, and



twenty hours part-time (Department of Employment and Productivity, 1968),

household duties greatly reduce their effective leisure time. It has been

calculated that housewives who do not go out to work have about five

hours a day, free of household duties (Hole and Attenburrow, 1966, p.6).

By the year 2000, the average working week is likely to last

only thirty five hours (Beekexmann, op.cit., p.99)I as a result of this,

and the development of more efficient means of urban movement, weekly

leisure time is likely to total sixty hours. With rising standards of

living, and with greater use of labour-saving devices, leisure time for

the housewife should also increase) in the United States household tasks

occupy less than a third of the time taken in British households

(Dumasedier, 1967). Working adults may, in future, choose more leisure

time and lower incomes, or, as Kreps (1968) has suggested, a longer

working life, but with shorter hours of work.

1»4T4T ^vel Rqqu*rementff

Adults travel to places of work, shopping and leisure. The

vast majority of the male adult population, and over half the female

adult population travel to work) one third of the latter are employed

part-time (Hunt, 1968, p.23). The pattern of travel is, however,

changing^ the labour force is slowly increasing and the number of people

working shifts has risen to s level at which it now accounts for one

fifth of the total working population (Ministry of Labour, 196?); more

employees art obtaining second Jobs - in 1997, 13i° of workers had two

Jobs, and by 1964 the proportion was 16$ (Boston, 1968); the number of

women working part-time, particularly in service industries is also

increasing) in South East England, there are twice as many in white



collar and clerical smploymont as In manufacturing industry (Thomas,

1969a, p.946). Although there is a trend towards a shorter working week

(villmott, 1969, p.299), it can he seen that the number of journeys to work

is rising, hut that they are being spread geographically and beyond the

traditional rush hours.

Shopping is the most regular travel nedd of the housewife not

employed in full or part-time work. However, the more mobile may follow

the American pattern of weekly shopping, as a result of the increase din

supermarkets and ownership of cars, refrigerators and deep-freezerst

delivery services are also becoming common.

The greatest increase in travel over the last decade has been

for leisure, which ia being spent more culturally and actively than in the

pest (Rodgers, op.cit., section l). Over two million people go to

evening courses st present, in the United Kingdom, and a further three

quarters of a million attend part-time education during the day (Department

of Education and Science, 1969)t it has been forecast that these numbers

for I960 will be doubled and trebled respectively by 197? (Beckermann,

op.cit., p.48l).

Young unmarried adults spend the majority of their leisure time

sway from home (Kola and Attsnburrow, op.cit., p.8). Participation

sports, such as team games, swimming and tennis in town, and sailing,

skiing, camping, golfing and angling outttLde town, are the most common

recreational activities (Rodgers, op.cit., Tables 3.5»6)| these are gradually

replacing spectator sports, particularly for those with cars (Barr, 196?).

One fifth of free time is already spent in outdoor recreation in the

United States| it seems unlikely, however, that driving simply for

pleasure, which is the most popular activity there (Outdoor Recreation
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Resources Review Commission, 1962), will become popular in this country

(Rodgera, op.cit., Section 4.18). A survey amongst women between the ages

of 16 and 34 showed that sports, outdoor recreation, cinema and dancing

were their most popular leisure pursuits (Tarrant md Joyce, op.cit.,

Tables 4.1, 4.2). There may be a trend towards more social rather than

recreational activities, particularly after marriage. In particular,

mothers enjoy social visiting and have a need to take babies and very young

children to watch interesting activities in pleasant surroundings.

1.4.5. Constraints on Mobility

Adults of working age are generally the most mobile of all age

groups. The car represents an attractive choice for an increasing

number, although it is unlikely ever to be available as extensively for

women as it is for man (vide 2.7). It is particularly convenient, and

often essential, for those recreational activities which require the carriage

of bulky or cumbersome equipment or access to sites some distance out of

town. The number Kid variety of such trips has grown substantially in

recent years, with the rise in car ownership and a National Survey has

recorded far higher participation rates in leisure activities in car-

owning households (Sillitoe, op.cit., p.106).

Nevertheless, half of the households in the United Kingdom are

without a car, and therefore all individuals within them are dependent for

most Journeys on publio transport, which may be inconvenient or inadequate;

with two working adults in a one-car family, one of them is usually

dependent on this service (vide 2.7).

Mothers of young children have the greatest problems of mobility,

and many have to restrict their Journeys to those that can be made on
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foot) as a result, their activities are veyy influenced by physical

proxiaity. They often have to manage one or two children and a

perambulator or pushchair, as well as carrying shopping. The physical

effort involved is a constant deterrent to many inessential journeys,

particularly if they have to be made by public transport. The use of a

car could provide en escape for the isolated mother from the boredom of

housework (Gavron, op.cit., pp.106-107)I paradoxically, when a car la

available, the housewife may bs obliged to act aa a chauffeur to husband

and children (Bracey, 1964). It is not sufficiently realised, also, that

husband and wife may spend their spare time in separate recreational

activities (Gavron, op.cit., p.93l Pitt, op.elt., p.ll), and therefore

have to travel by different means.

The physical environment can encourage or deter journeys made on

foot; it can Influence in particular journeys which are made with a

perambulator, by the location of potential destinations such ss shops,

within reasonable walking distances and with soma measure of protection

from ths weather (ibid., p.17). Easy accessibility to a job was

considered by women to bs the most important factor, after high wages, in

making a job pleasant (Hunt, 1968, p. 187).

1,4.6. General Comment

The majority of adults are able to satisfy their travel needs

without undue difficulty. However, the problem of mobility of

housewives and mothers of young children deserves greater consideration,

for they are frequently Isolated during the working day from many urban

activities which they should be able to enjoy with or without their

children. Easy access to shopping, social facilities and place of work,
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and within a raaaonable tint, can obviously prow* to be a strong catalyst

to adult motivation.
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1.5. HLfERLY PERSONS (women over 60 yearsa men over 65 years)

1.5.1. Demography

In the United Kingdom, there ere 8.6 million old age pensioners,

representing 15.5% of the total population; by the year 2000, assuming

the pensionable age remains unchanged, it is expected that this proportion will be

14.1%. There has been a significant increase, over the last thirty years

in the number of very old persons, mainly women; over the age of 65, women

outnumber men by three to two, and over 75 years of age by two to one

(Central Statistical Office, 1969, Table 14).

39?W Aap^tp

Loneliness and isolation are recurrent social problems of elderly

persons. These conditions, which they do not like to admit, are

aggravated by the understandable desire to remain independent for as long

as possible. The vast majority at present prefer to live alone rather

than to go to an old persons' home, of which there is generally a fear

(Tunstall, 1966, p.55). Between 1951 and 1961 the number of elderly

people living alone increased by almost 50%, the percentage increasing

with age (ibid., pp.46, 49). It has been estimated that 50% are in private

households with no relatives nearby, and roughly one half of these two

million are living completely alone (Office of Health Sconoaics, 1968,

pp.18-19).

loneliness in retirement is intensified by the loss of 'distanced

intimacy* - the opportunity at work to communicate at an Impersonal level

about personal problems (Jones, 1969). It is further aggravated by the

fact that a widow has a mean life expectancy of fifteen years after the death
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of her husband (willmott, op.clt., p.294), and that nowadays young couples

are less likely to settle near their parents (firacey, 1966, p.46} Mental

Health Research Fund, 1966, p.3).

The psychological benefits derived from social visits and community

activities have been noted in several studies: Haynes and Raven (1963,

p.33) concluded that relatives and friends were 'the main sustaining force*

for the elderly| Beyer and Woods (1963, pp.13, 18) considered that social

activities were probably the most enjoyed and essential ones for them to

maintain; ^gutter (1963, pp.92-94) noted the value of clubs in encouraging

social participation and reducing loneliness; Bracey (1966, p.165) found

children and grandchildren to be a strong source of satisfaction which the

majority welcomed for the stimulation that they brought, and Shanas and

Townsend (1968, p.277) established a correlation between seeing children

and the frequency of loneliness.

The happiness and efficiency of old people is often dependent upon

their mobility (Sheldon, 1948, pp.133, 130-136; Shanas, Townsend et alia.,

op.cit., p.277), and the effect of physical incapacity is therefore, a

predominant fear of the aged (Aricley, 1963, p.2l); this applies

particularly to women whose physical ability declines with age more rapidly than

that of men (Hobson, 1937, p.ll). Their mobility has a significant influ¬

ence on daily activities outside home (Shanas, Townsend et alia., op.cit.,

p.266). Distance and inconvenient forms of transport make it more

difficult to preserve the frequency and infonaality of social visits in the

traditional three-generation family - reference will be made later to the

valuable reciprocal role that this used to serve (vide 1.7.2). It follows

that elderly persons are particularly vulnerable, unless they live in areas

with a strong sense of community (Hauser, op.cit., p.2l).



Enforced retirement results in boredom srri loneliness (Haynes and

Raven, op.cit., p.6; Mental Health Research Fund, op.cit., p.4; Clark,

1969, p.13), and appears to Increase the likelihood of Illness (Selye,

1957, p.265). Ropschits and Ovenstone (1968) showed a causal relationship

between retirement and suicide, and attributed it, as others have done, to

loneliness (Hauser, op.cit., p.77I World Health Organisation, 1969).

This is particularly unfortunate whan it ia appreciated how worthwhile a

contribution the elderly can make, particularly through engagement in part-

time work or in voluntary services5 Welford (1958, p.288) has referred to

the helpfulness that many retired people show when they have the time and

opportunity to practice good works.

The Ministry of Labour (1966) has recently started to encourage

pensioners to take up part-time employment, regardless of their ages its

successor, the Department of Employment and Productivity (1969) is urging

industrialists to provide work for the increasing number of elderly persons

seeking part-time employment to augment their pensions, and sometimes to

offset the traumatic effects of retirement, previously referred to.

Psychologists, sociologists, and doctors in the field of preventive

medicine, have stressed the value of Independence and of participation in

communal, social and recreational activities, aa old people are more able

in these circumstances to maintain their self-respect, instead of being

passive recipients of care (Halmos, 1948, p.92| Sheldon, 1956, p.378;

Townaend, 1957I United States Committee on Ageing, 1962) Boucher, 1962;

/gutter, op.cit.; Caplan, 1964, p.61; National Council of Social Service

1968). It has been suggested that social welfare focuaaed on the

integration of old people within the community ia preferable to the simple

accommodation of their neede (Shanaa, Tovnsend et alia., op.cit., p.426).
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1.5.3. Leisure Time

As a man aged 65 may now expect to live for a further twelve years*

and a woman of 60 for nearly twenty years (Central Statistical Office, 1969,

Table 27), this final stage in the life-cycle represents a significant

proportion of adult life, which will increase if earlier retirement is

enforced. Those in retirement have the whole waking day free to pursue

lifetime hobbies and Interests for the first time in their lives. Surveys

have indicated that the average length of their day is fifteen hours, only

five to six of which are devoted to such essential activities as eating,

housework and personal care (Hole and Allen, 1962, pp.16-20; Beyer and

Woods, op.cit., pp.7-8| Haynss and Raven, op.cit., pp.9-13)} as they

become older, these activities are carried out in a more leisurely way.

If?*4t Trftvq} Kequlyepentff

There appears to be a general decline in the activities of elderly

persons outside the home. They travel mainly for part-time work, shopping,

social visits, recreation and medical treatment.

A survey recorded that 2B% of male pensioners in Britain were

working; TVf> of these stated that they will never stop work (Shanes,
Townsend et alia., op.cit., p.340). Another survey found that 25^ of

the younger male pensioners were working full-time, and a further 11^
part-time (Clark, op.cit., p.14, Table 5).

Shopping is the most frequent travel need of pensioners: a survey

showed that it was a daily habit of female pensioners, who welcomed a

change of environment, an incentive to walk, and an opportunity for casual

encounters with neighbours and friends - 70fo of them went shopping at least



three to four times a week (Haynea and Raven, op.cit., p.l8)f another survey

found that 73$ of pensioners* and 90$ of the ones who lived alone* did most

of their own shopping (Bracey, 1966* pp.23* 193). The findings of two

other surveys were similar (Hole and Allen* op.cit., p.13} Tunstall* op.cit.*

p.190).

Elderly persons often asks social visits: Haynes and Raven (op.cit.*

p.20) recorded that 71$ of those who lived alone* and 36$ those who

lived with one other person, visited relatives about onoe a week. Old

persons also visit public houses* restaurants, cinemas* social and lunch

clubs, libraries* public nestings, hospitals and clinics, the journeys to

which often entail travel by oar or bus, since the population they serve

tends to be widely dispersed. The need that old people have for places

in which they can ait peacefully* yet have plenty of activity to observe

at close quarters, has been noted (Sreater London Council* op.cit.).

M-5- Conqtrfllntp pa, PpHUtiT

Elderly parsons are liaited in their aoveaent primarily by physical

disability. Tha slowing down of ssatal reactions and increasing physical

Incapacity are the scat apparent changes that occur in old age (Sheldon*

1936* p.379l Hobson, 1956) Binchcllffe, 1962} Shanes* Townaend at alia,

1968, pp.36-36), though tha correlation between ageing and the incidence of

disability is by no aeons constant (Clark* op.cit.* p.8). The physical

limitations securing with ageing are related to sensory lapairaent* including

hearing, vision and balance} impairment of nobility end physical agility}

increased susceptibility to environmental constraints and climatic changes.

These factors will be examined in more detail (vide 1.6).

Although definitions of incapacity vary* surveys of the condition of

old persona in this country have recorded the following: one third were
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found to bo suffering from impaired physical capacity as a result of chronic

illness (Hobaon, 1957); 30$ had some difficulty in seeing! had severe

difficulty in hearing! and 24$ some impairment in hearing (Townsend and

Wedderburn, 1965* pp.55. 59)! nearly three quarters of the over 60's were

mobile though the mobility of two thirds of these was limited (Brockington

and Lamport, 1968). A survey in Bristol recorded that 87$ of old people

were able to walk unaccompanied, and a further 6$ accompanied (Bracey,

1966, p.189)I three other surveys showed similar proportions who were able

to get about outdoors without help (Townsend and Wedderburn, op.eit., p.24!

Shanes, Townsend at alia., 1968, p.25, Table II-2i Harris, 1968). These

figures no doubt reflect the strong desire to remain independent for as long

aa possible, and perhaps the value of social activity on the street in giving

old people a sense of belonging. Indeed, it has been stated that the urge

to remain independent is so strong as to delay the onset of increasing

immobility (Sheldon, 1956, p.372).

A recent Commission recommended that oar drivers should he medically

examined at regular intervals (Norman, 1968)! if this happened, it is

likely that a large number of present drivers would be disqualified. Many

do not wish to take on the problems of owning a ear, and a high proportion

may not be able to afford one. It ia for such considerations that a maxi¬

mum vehicle ownership rate of 50$ has been forecast in this age group (Tan¬

ner, 1965, p«7). Nevertheless, the incentive to drive a car increases with

age because of its inherent advantages over other forms of travel in most

urban situations. In a survey in the United States, it was noted that

old people often continued to drive after their skill at ths wheel had

declined markedly, because of the fear of isolation (Bracey, 1966, p.185).

Aa the motor age develops, the urban environment could become less
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attractive for old people| in this respect, British pensioners are thought

to be more fortunate than Mexicans, a far higher percentage of whom go

shopping by ear (ibid., pp.23-24).

Although public transport is the main alternative to the car, old

people often hesitate to travel by it because of the strain of the

journey, which can entail walking in inclement weather, waiting in queues,

mounting high platforms of buses, and sometimes standing during rush hours

(ibid., p.193)} high fares may also discourage old persons with low fixed

incomes from travelling.

It is obvious that environmental conditions progressively affect

many of their activities. Surveys repeatedly refer to the influence

of distance and accessibility on the activity of the aged (Hobaon, 1957,

pp.32, 35-37) Blau, 1961; Haynes and Raven, op.cit., pp.18-21; Hole

and Allen, op.cit., pp.14-18 j Soddy, op.cit., pp.293, 324); in one

study, 25^ thought that it was sore important to be near shops than to have

a house they liked. The proximity of urban facilities must affect the use

made of them; visits to cinemas, clubs and clinics, for instance, are

apt to present problems since these facilities serve large populations and

therefore their location is likely to necessitate long journeys. A

significant proportion of old age pensioners state that they would partake

of more social activities but are prevented from doing so because they live

too far away from them (Arkley, op.cit., p.37; Bracey, 1966, p.23); oppor¬

tunities to do so may also be dependent upon the proximity of those able to

give practical help or even physical support.

The fear of road accidents, the high rate of whioh is mainly

attributable to their decreasing ability to react quickly in emergencies

(vide 2.3.l), may act as disincentives to movement. Further limitations



on old people's mobility are frequent or awkward changes of level and

inclement weather which can often deter them from making inessential journeys.

1.5.6. general Comment

The activities of elderly persons are particularly sensitive to the

urban environment in view of the likely decline of their physical* social

and economic conditions. It is clear that physical mobility is crucial to

their independence and mental health, and that easy accessibility has a

strong influence on the extent of their activity outside the home.

Since the care of elderly persons is a major social problem, more

consideration should be given to modifying the environment so that this

vulnerable section of the community is able to remain mobile and independ¬

ent for as long as possible.
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1.6. DISABLED PERSONS (all ages)

1.6.1. Demography

Accurate figures of the prevalence of physical disablement In the

United Kingdom are not known, although the Department of Health and Social

Security has recently initiated an investigation to find out. There are

about four hundred thousand mentally disordered persons being eared for

outside hospitals or institutions and within the community (National

Association for Mental Health, 1967). Estimates of the total disabled

population depend on the system of classification: Townsend (1967a) has

calculated it to be 3$ of the total population in the United Kingdom, and

considers that between 3^ and 6% of adults below pensionable age are physically

or mentally handicapped (1967b, p.8); he refers to the fact that in

Scandinavia it is thought to be as high as 6% of those under 65 years (ibid).

It is likely, therefore, that in this country there are between l| and 3

million disabled persons, whose disablements can be classified as handicap

in communication, usually involving sensory disability, or handicap in movement,

normally resulting from damage to the motor system.

The problems of handicap are individual to each classification, and

are usually greater in old age: for instance, visual acuity declines after

the age of 62 (Slataper, 1930); two out of every three blind persons are

over 65 years (Gray and Todd, 1966); the prevalence of deafness rises sharply

in old age (Soddy, op.cit., p.163); about four out of five of those who

use wheelchairs, are over the age of 50 (Goldsmith, 1967, para.2207).

Table 1.1. illustrates the estimated numbers of disabled persons.

It can be seen that there are many categories of disablement, which often

differ so fundamentally in nature, that there is no common solution to the
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Tabic 1.1. Estimated Numbers of Disabled Persons in England and Wales

Handicapped Persons on Local Authority Registers1 582.197

Handicapped in communication

Total Deafness (with and without speech)1 24,937

Hard of Hearing (Great Britain)^ 1,500,000

Registered Blind (registration voluntary)1 102,730

Partial Sigfct1 35,000

Mental Disorder (one third hospitals two thirds community)' 592,000

Handicapped in Movement

Rheumatoid Arthritis (two thirds women)* 315,000
5

Osteo Arthrosis 315,000

Cerebral Palsy6 96,000

Spina Bifida^ 12,000

Epilepsy (one third children)8 300,000

Amputation1 11,688
C

Wheelchair Users (three quarters over age of fifty) 85,000

Temporary Handicap

Alcoholism (Great Britain)9 500,000

SOURCE:

1
Department of Health and Social Security, 1969*

, Central Office of Information, 1965.
. National Association for Mental Health, 1967,
- Arthritis and Rheumatism Council, 1969*
~ Goldsmith, 1967.
_ New Society, 7 November 1968.
' Association for Spina Bifida and Hydrocephalys, 1969.
5 British Epilepsy Association, 1970.

World Health Organisation, 1969*
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travel problems of soy two of them. They do, however, represent a

significant proportion of the total population, which is likely to rise

substantially as a result of lower mortality rates, the greater efficiency

of modern medicine, and an increasing life span (Beckermann et alia, op.cit.,

p.430j Goldsmith, op.cit., para.1220).

1.6.2. Social Aspects

The desirability of Integrating disabled persons into the

community and reducing the degree of their dependence, has been stressed by

numerous authorities (wooly, 1952j Ministry of Health, 1967I Townsend,

1967b, pp.3, 22| National Association for Mental Health, 1967b, p.2;

Mental Health Research Fund, op.cit., p.4). Indeed, a relationship between

mental health and dependence has been established (Langner and Michael,

op.cit., pp.17-19). Not surprisingly, there is an unusually high incidence

of loneliness and depression, particularly amongst mentally disordered

persons (Mental Health Research fund, op.cit., p.4). Frequent social

interaction through activities and work opportunities outside the home are

recommended to reduce this (Hats, 1969), and are thought to contribute to a

reduction in disablement (Caplan, op.cit., p.67).

Physical disability doss not alter intelligence characteristics.

Disabled people have alms and ambitions, which may be amplified by their

condition! indeed, it has been suggested that their desire for a role in

society is more acute (Goldsmith, 1967, parm.1512). In soma ways it has

to be, to compensate for the limitations on choice of locus for their

activities, or because the specialised facilities on which they rely, are

likely to be sited some distance from their homes.
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MOf ^Igqrq Jj,mp

Although the time available to disabled persons for sotivltiss away

from hose say differ little from that of the rest of the population, their

speed of aoveaent is usually slower, and this effectively reduces the amount

of time which they are able to devote to leisure.

I'Mt TrtTfl Reqtrtrfayrtfl

Travel needs for work, shopping, social visiting and recreational

purposes are obviously siailar to those of the rest of the community. In

a limited survey in Edinburgh, disabled persons who did not go out to work

stated that their most frequent journeys were to shops, banks, restaurants,

department stores and special clubs (Planning Research Unit, 1969, p.18).

Although there is an increasing number of disabled persons

in normal employment, sany have to travel to 'sheltered' industries, or

places of work which can provide employment suited to their capabilitiesi

disabled children may have to attend special schools which cater for their

particular disabilities. Regular visits to hospitals or clinics are often

necessary, particularly in view of the new pattern of care for mentally

•rub-normal persons, the sis of which is to keep all those who do not need

oonstant attention out of hospital (Townsend, 1969;.

Finally, there are social, cultural and recreational activities,

in which young disabled people in particular, havs a strong motivation

to participate (Goldsmith, 1967, para.1512).

1.6.5. Cons+Tftl^tff

The desire and ingenuity of handicapped persons to accommodate
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their disability permits many to remain independent, though it generally

reduces their opportunities to engage in activities outside the hose.

However, for the more severely disabled, constraints on movement can be

critical. These are numerous but a few categories can be mentioned.

The independence of a blind person is related to his ability to walk

in safety and relative quiet, free of conflicting Bounds, so that he can

detect auditory cues. In these conditions, blindness is not as severe a

handicap to mobility as might be assumed (Liddle, 1965)f in a survey of

blind people, 90^ of those who went out unaccompanied, walked for over one

hour a week (Gray and Todd, op.cit.). Although advances are being made in

developing aids and techniques for greater mobility in existing urban situa¬

tions (Ministry of Health, 1967), the dependence of blind persons on

mechanised transport for most journeys is very likely to deter them from

travelling for purposes which are not essential.

There is no discrimination against deaf persons who wish to take a

driving test. However, the deaf pedestrian must obviously exercise

exceptional care, particularly in view of the trend towards the production

of quieter vehicles.

Epileptics have no difficulty in walking or travelling on public

transport, but legislation at present prohibits them from driving motor

vehicles. Even if the law were amended in their favour, there are

unlikely to be a substantially greater number who would benefit (British

Epilepsy Association, 1969). In these circumstances, s convenient public

transport service is undoubtedly vital to them.

Persons with cardio-vascular disorders are advised not to drive

for at least s year after a heart attack, In view of the stress that this

Imposes on their circulatory system (Hoffman, 1969).
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Most adult wheelchair users should preferably be mechanically mobile)

cars for the physically handicapped are now recognised to be of the highest

priority (Times, 1969a), and can bring about a substantial increase in

mobility. This need becomes more acute with the greater degrees of

disablement. Nevertheless, there are disabled persons who are too poor to

afford a car, or too young, too old or too Incapacitated to drive. For

this reason, a Parliamentary Bill to enable slow-moving invalid carriages to

be driven on pavements, and by children, is in the process of enactment

(Times, 1969c).

Disabled persons often find public transport inconvenient.

Access to bus stops, and crossing of roads can be difficult) the wait

for the bus in adverse weather conditions, and an uneven ride may also

discourage them from making trips which are not vital. In a Swedish

study of disabled persons over 50$ who did not require special aids to

move, said that they had great or unsuxmountable difficulty in using public

transport (Olsson, 1969)*

Arthritis, which is probably the greatest single cause of

disablement, is a condition affecting joints in the body, and therefore

influences walking abilityi a survey in Norwich recorded that Z7$ of

disabled persons were able to walk a quarter of a mile, and 45$ at least

fifty yards (Soldsmith, 1966b).

fiespondents in the Edinburgh survey referred to earlier, were

unanimous in mentioning environmental problems and adverse weather

conditions as reducing their activity (Planning Research Unit, op.cit.,

p.47). Nevertheless, the personal inconvenience of the majority of

disabled persons is thought to be sometimes exaggerated, and can often be

simply resolved) where movement on one level is impracticable, more rampa
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or lifts could be provided, end for those who drive cars or invalid

tricycles, reserved areas for parking, under cover and close to shopping

and social facilities, would be very beneficial (Goldsmith, 1968a).

Disabled persons should have to negotiate a minimum of curbs, steps and

other changes of level. Covered ways and seating, consistent surfaces,

and reasonable distances can increase the radius of their movement

(Planning Research Unit, op.cit., pp.19-21)} On the other hand,

underpasses or foot bridges employed to effect complete separation of

pedestrians and vehicles may be difficult or even impossible to negotiate.

All these considerations are of particular relevance to the movement of

wheelchair users; the extent to which these disabled persons are limited by

personal and environmental constraints may be gauged from the Swedish study

which recorded that the control group made twice as many journeys as those

in wheelchairs (Olsson, op.cit.)

1.6.6, General Comment

Disabled persons represent a small and generally neglected section

of the community who, as a result of their condition, are far more

dependent on the characteristics of the urban environment. Although

their problems of mobility often differ subatantially, there is little

doubt that many disabled adults are only abla to lead active lives if they

have a car, whilst others have to rely on being able to reach their

destinations on foot.

Their limitations are further aggravated by the likely need to

travel farther to the specialised facilities on which they often rely.

The design of the environment and siting of these facilities can clearly

play an important role in enabling them to integrate more easily into
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society and lead normal lives. Whilst their travel needs oust be

accommodated within the pattern of the physical environment designed for the

rest of society, further consideration of their problems could afford them

greater freedom of choice and action in their daily activities. They

would have better opportunity to act independently and thus improve their

status and dignity.
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1.7. SUMMARY A8TD DISCUSSION

The analyses of the travel needs and associated problems of

individuals through the life-cycle has been aainly drawn from available

aouroea in many fields. Although it is by no means comprehensive, it is

suggestive of wide variations due to age and ability.

It74. renography

The proportion of the population in each age group analysed in

the previous sections is set out in Diagram 1.1. This illustrates the

age structure of the population in the United Kingdom for the years 1951*

1961 and 1968, and predictions for the years I960 and 2000. In 1951,

pre-school, primary school, secondary school children and other adolescents

below the age of 17, represented 26$ of the total population; retired

persons of idiom tiro thirds were women, represented a further 13.6$.

It is anticipated that in the year 2000, 30.0$ of the population will be

below the age of 17, and 14.1$ will be above the current retiring age;

as a result, there will be a total increase to over 44$ of the population

which will be largely dependent on the working population. In addition,

the planned expansion of students in full-time education at colleges and

universities, the increase in the numbers of pensioners resulting from a

reduction in the retiring age, and the anticipated rise in the disabled

population of working age, should be added to this figure. Finally, it

could be noted that current research into the causes of ageing may result

in a significant extension of life years (Comfort, 1969); this would, of

course, affect the demographic analysis in a totally unpredictable way.
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Diagram 1.1. Age Structure of the United Kingdom Fopulation
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1.7.2. Socially Related Aspects of Movement

The broad stages of the life-cycle, relevant to movement,

are briefly summarised below*

0 to 4 years. This la the most Influential period of life for

the Individual's emotional and Intellectual development. Although the

very young child la mainly dependent on parents for movement outside the

home, this sphere of activity can contribute significantly to his social

competence.

5 to 11 years. The child at this age is increasingly allowed

to choose his own leisure activities. Learning through play, by observation

of adults and through the stimulus of new experiences is an essential aspect

of his social development, and is related to the extent to which he is

able to act on his own initiative.

12 to 17 years. This is a period of emotional instability when

the adolescent wishes to establish his claim to be treated as an individual

with equal rights to the adults upon whom he is still dependent. He

usually prefers to lead a social life with those of his own age; the

freedom to do so is limited more by the availability of convenient public

transport services and the physical characteristics of the environment

than by his parents' authority.

18 to 59 or 65 years. This period typically covers three stages in

the life-cycle: the early years before marriage when few familial

responsibilities and relatively high earning power engender the greatest

freedom of choice for leisure pursuits; the subsequent years when young

children are likely to effect a distinct reduction in the frequency of

leisure activities outside the home; the late years which is potentially

a period of increased leisure and comparative economic prosperity, once

the responsibilities of bringing up children have passed.
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60 or €5 years and over. This final stags of life is typically a period of

reduced economic circumstances, coinciding with a maximum time available for

leisure. Loneliness and boredom are recurrent problems, particularly of

women who have a far greater longevity relative to men. These problems

are aggravated by reduced mobility resulting from a decline in mental and

physical capabilities, and the increasing Influence of the characteristics

of the external environment.

Whilst the individual is naturally disposed towards social living

(storr, 1968), in the examination of the social problems of each age

group, the terms 'isolation', 'loneliness', and 'boredom' have frequently

recurred. In this respect, the value of frequent interaction with people

of all ages is a significant element in the development of children and

adolescents into competent adults, in the lives of housewives and mothers

of young children, for whom adult company is often absent during weekdays,

and particularly in the lives of elderly persons whose status and function

within the family and community gives them the identity and dignity, which

are essential to their well-being. This interaction has the further

advantage of countering the increasing polarisation of age groups (Gist

and Fava, 1967, p.406).

Increasing mobility for work and home location have contributed

to this polarisation of family life, the social hasards of which are only

now becoming apparent. The essential difference from the traditional

form of the family unit is due to the 'greater sensitivity' of the

nuclear family to life-cycle changes (Anderson, op.cit., p.157). There

are advantages in old people and young families living in close proximity

and forming integrated groups. The benefits are mutual, for the

reciprocation of services between individual members involves grandparents
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in the growth of the next generation and makes the task of child-rearing

less arduous. Their presence during the child's formative years is a

fundamental function of his understanding of the meaning of growing old.

and has a profound effect on his subsequent attitude to age and ageing} at

the sane time, elderly persons hare the reassurance of assistance from

their own family in time of need. These interactions are, however,

dependent upon the opportunity for the elderly and the very young to

reciprocate visits and services, and this is much related to their

mobility. All too often there is a one-way traffic of the independent

young family visiting their leas mobile ageing relatives; the effect of

this tends to result in more formal relationships being established.

However, there is a danger in too exclusive a family-orientated

way of life (Scheuch, op.cit., p.54), and the need and opportunity for

all age groups to participate in community activities has, therefore, been

seen as the most effective preventive measure against isolation, loneliness

and boredom. This aspect is of growing importance since It is clear that

society can only function satisfactorily today if its members provide

each other with the mutual support that the traditional kinship social

structure afforded (loung and Willmott, 1957; Spencer, op.cit., p.5!

Gist and Fava, op.cit*, p.570).

An Indication of the manner in which each age group spends the

twenty four hour day is shown in Diagram 1.2. It can be seen that age

has a strong influence on the free hours remaining from those devoted to

the essential functions of school or work, 'maintenance' - eating,

washing etc. - and sleep.
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The greatest amount of free time exists for a substantial number

of years at each end of the life-cycle: for children, the time deroted

to sleep declines sharply up to adolescence* so that free time on average

reaches a maximum of nearly ten hours daily during the seven day weeks

for working male adults there is on average seven hours of free time

dally, and for female adults between four and eight hours, depending on

whether they go out to work) for elderly persons, the day is relatively

uncommitted except for the hours devoted to housework end shopping.

Existing trends towards a shorter working week, longer holidays,

earlier retirement and lengthened life expectancy, will substantially

increase available leisure time, with the result that there could well

be a doubling of non-wozklng time between the years 1950 and 2000

(Eversley, 1967).

1'7«4- IfWnl Requirement?

Travel needs have been analysed from the point of view of the

individual at each stage of his life) it can be seen that the family

operates aa a unit on a relatively small number of the total journeys

mad# by the individuals within it, since increasingly age groups spend

their leisure times differently (Eodgera, op.cit., Section 4.24). The

variety of roles that each individual plays is usually more related to

the practical and social activities outside rather than within the family.

This trend is perhaps more evident in the more affluent and educated

families, and in those that have been formed in recent years (willaott,

1969, pp.295-301).

In examining the patterns of these needs at various stages in

the life cycle, the following significant points emerged:
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Pro-school child's journeys outside tho homo, other than those

specifically made for adult purposes, provide opportunities for social

mixing and for identification of a world beyond his immediate family.

Owing to his limited capabilities, however, these journeys are usually

made on foot and can rarely be made independently.

Journeys of the primary school child are made mainly to school

and for leisure purposes; the latter are often of an exploratory nature,

and are not therefore easily identifiable. In most circumstances, the

child prefers, and is able to, make them on his own, on foot or by

bicycle, provided that there are no environmental constraints.

Journeys of the adolescent differ from those of the primary school

child only to the extent that Journeys to secondary school and to social

and recreational activities are more likely to require greater travelling

distances, since they serve larger populations; this is particularly true

of the sphere of mass entertainment. In view of the desire to lead an

independent life, the adolescent makes most journeys by bicycle whan this

is possible, or by public trsnsport.

Journeys of the male adult and to a lesser though increasing extent,

the journeys of the female adult, are primarily for work purposes during

the weekday. The main travel need of housewives is for shopping though

the frequency of journeys for those with the use of a car is declining

in view of the esse with which large quantities of goods can be carried.

A rising proportion of journeys are made for social and recreational purposes

as s result of the increase in leisure time, affluence and car ownership.

Journeys of elderly persona for work and shopping are similar to

those of younger adults, though comparatively few seek or are able to

gain employment. The reduction in social and recreational activity may



be due to decreased physical capacity or unsuitable location of facilities

in relation to the home rather than to any decrease in desire to participate.

The level of car ownership is usually low, owing to reduced financial

circumstances, with the result that elderly persons are likely to be

dependent on public transport for a high proportion of their journeys.

Journeys of disabled persons at any age are similar to those of the

rest of the community. However, because of their greater need for special¬

ised facilities, they are often obliged to travel longer distances. Many

of the adults can only achieve an acceptable level of independence by using

s car, whilst others have to rely on the proximity of facilities to which

they can walk, as public transport is inconvenient to use.

1.7.5. Personal and Environmental nonetreinte on Mobility

Physical mobility changes with varying stages in the life-cycle,

from the entire dependency of the baby, to the energetic child able to

walk and later to cycle, to the adolescent often relying on public

transport, to the mother limited by dependent children, to the male adult

with his high degree of mobility, and culminating in the increasing

dependency of elderly persons. The degree of mobility appears to be

more influenced by age than by socio-economic circumstances. Although

the adult usually has the widest choice of methods of movement, with the

minimum of limitations on mobility, an appreciable proportion of the total

population is, and will almost certainly continue to be restricted in its

choice by legal, physical or economic conditions, and is, therefore,

dependent on the services of a driver for all journeys which cannot easily

be undertaken on foot (vide 2.7).



Much emphasis has been placed on the Talus of social independence

in respect of each age group. The value of independence applies equally to

freedom of movement, for it is clear that to be dependent on the service

of others must act as a restrictive Influence in both practical and

psychological respects.

Physical mobility is closely linked with environmental planning,

and its importance to the needs of many groups in society emerges strongly

from consideration of thsir needs. In some circumstances, the urban

environment may play s dominant role in encouraging or discouraging

individuals from engaging in leisure interests outside the home, and it

is thus an important influence on the extent of their participation in

urban activities. It can also provide opportunities for individuals to

extend their personalities through unforeseen and diverse experiences.

The catchment areas of urban facilities are continuously growing

larger because of the wider range of services that they provide (vide 5.l).

This accentuates the problems of accessibility of the leas mobile, since

the incentive to engage in activities outside the home is s function not

only of personal choice but also of assy accessibility. It could be

said that there exists a latent demand for many urban activities which

can only be met in s favourable environment, or that there is leas

motivation in an unfavourable one (Levin, op.oit., p.259).

Travel outside the home may have an indirect influence on

behaviour, for the external environment is an essential dimension of

activity for many people. The stimulation that it provides for children

la now widely believed to have a marked effect on personality development,

the pattern of behaviour in later years, and learning ability throughout

life. Informal activity on the street may also have a useful social value,

particularly for young and elderly persons.



I.e. CONCLUSIONS

Repeatedly in the examination of travel needs, the problems of

individuals being dependent upon others for their mobility and having

access to urban facilities have recurred.

It could be argued that more consideration should be given to the

needs of children because, during their development, the environment has

the greatest influence on mental and physical characteristics (wilner et

alia, 1962j Bloom, op.cit., pp.49-50, 209-210; Erlkson, 1965) which are

consolidated by late adolescence (Kussen et alia, op.cit., p.532; Bloom,

op.cit., p.87, Chart 8); it has been suggested that the only satisfactory

test of an human institution is to measure the extent to which it enables

youth to achieve its potential (Qesell, 1956, p.4). On the other hand, a

case could be made for preferential consideration for working adults, since

the community depends upon them for its standard of living - indeed, this

is often implicit in the current approach to planning (vide references in

2.7); alternatively, the needs of elderly or disabled persons could be

considered paramount, to compensate for their handicaps. The paradox of

the present situation is that those most socially dependent on the community

are also the most limited in their mobility; yet it could be contended

that the urban environment should be planned to lessen the limitations on

their Independence of movement.

Taking into account all the conaiderations in this chapter, it is

concluded that no individuals should be more favoured than any others

when suitable planning can permit the optimal satisfaction of the travel

needs of all individuals.
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2.0. TNTRQPUCTION

Considerations affecting movement in towns may be divided between

those likely to be taken into account by the individual, and those concern¬

ing the community) the former are examined in this Chapter and the latter

in Chapter 4.

Many studies have been carried out in the last seven years into the

influences on personal choice of travel mode. The great majority of these

are directed solely towards the choice between the use of the private car

or public transport, and are usually focused on the journey to work during

the rush hour (vide 2.7.1).

Parameters identified as having the main influence on modal choice,

in ten studies examined by the author, are listed in Table 2.1 (Campbell,

1963; Falrthorne, 1963I Teen, Marta and Irwin, 1963) Meyer, (Cain and

V/ohl, 1965, p.88) Freeman, Fox and Partners, 1966, pp.72-73J Ling and

Associates, 1967, p.131) Wilson, 1967, p.170) Transportation Research

Institute, 1968) Lennox and Clark, 1969) Bliss, 1969). It may be seen

that both time and cost are consistently employed to measure the

attractions of alternative methods of motorieed movement, although safety,

comfort, the purpose of the journey, car ownership level, economic status,

and convenience are sometimes also included. 'Convenience' can involve

a variety of factors which Chapman (1950) considers to include distance,

gradient, time, availability of services, cost location of facilities en

route and the amenity of the route itself) even in the studies which

include this parameter of convenience, it appears to be too vague a term

to be used in analytical investigations. Since the ten studies are concerned

with motorised movement, it is not surprising that they all omit the

specific influences of effort involved in travel and the visual interest
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Table 2.1. Major Influences effecting Choice of Travel Kode
Isolated In Previously Published Studies

Author Tine Cost Safety Comfort Conven Journey Vehicle
-ienee Purpose Ownership

Campbell
(19C3)

F&irthoms
(1963)

Isen et
alia
(1963)

Meyer et
alia
(1965)

Freeman
Fox ft Pts.
(I9£fi)

Ling
ft ASSOC.

(1967)

»ila on

(1967)

Transport
Pes.Inst.
(1968)

i^ennox and
Clark
(1969)

Bliss
(1969)
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of routes, which primarily affect pedestrian movement} moreover, no

reference is made in the studies to the age of travellers, yet the relative

importance of all the factors is likely to be affected by changes in age.

Since the main difference of the author's study from others

previously published is that it is concerned with all methods of movement

in relation to the travel needs of individuals, the following influences

are considered in this Chapter:

2.1. Travel time; 2.2. Travel cost} 2.3. Road safety}

2.4. Comfort and effort on journey} 2.3. Visual interest of journey}

2.6. Purpose of journey} 2.7* Limitations on choice of travel mode.

Six methods of travel are examined: car, motor-cycle, bus, taxi,

bicycle and walking. Journeys by train have been excluded as they are

only an economical form of intra-urban travel in large cities, and do not

therefore fall within the scope of this study. Statements regarding

motor-cycle movement generally refer to all motorised two-wheeled vehicles,

including mopeds and scooters.
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2.1. TRAVEL TTKB

Travel time has bean referred to aa the rarely acknowledged

'fourth dimension' of the day which is basically divided between work,

sleep and leisure (Crowther, 1963, para.15)• It has been calculated that

adults spend £$> of their waking hours travelling (aaeed, 1968a, p.33).

Saving of time is one of the main considerations influencing choice of

method of travel, and there is little doubt that time spent travelling is

highly valued.

Much evidence indicates that travel time is increasing: a recent

National Survey records an average of six hours a week on the journey to

and from work alone (ftodgers, 1967, C.23)| other calculations have shown

that in the United States, there was an eightfold rise in the average

mileage travelled by each person between the years 1906 and 1956 (Raggett,

1965), and in Britain, a rise of 4$ between the years 1956 and 1966

(Tressider, 1968). These increases have been primarily due to the vastly

improved mobility afforded by motorlsed vehicles, and, in particular,

ears. Many surveys have shown that the number of vehicular trips generated

by car-owning households is significantly higher than those by households

without cars (Wilbur Smith and Associates, 1961, p.78j Freeman, Fox and

Partners, 1964, p.158j Freeman, Fox, Wilbur Smith and Associates, 1968a, p.94).

This mobility has encouraged a form of urban growth which, concomittantly

necessitates more travel time or higher vehicular apeeds.

The public seems to he conditioned to accept the inevitability

of long hours of travel. In the United States, commuting time of thirty

minutes for school children was considered 'fair compensation' for the

advantages of living in low density residential areas (l-ieior and Blumenfeld,



1966); a typical work Journey of thirty seven minutes in an Mexican

suburb was not believed to appreciably affect family life by depriving

children of their father's presence (Gans, 1967)* Conversely, in the

United Kingdom, many families set off the increased travel time resulting

from living in suburbs against the cheaper housing (Kirwan, 1969), and some

prefer to live in comparatively expensive flats in congested urban areas

in view of the shorter Journeys to work (Thomas, 1969, p.460).

It is obvious that availability of time determines the distance

that can be covered by any method of travel and should, therefore, be an

important consideration in the location of home in relation to place of

work, shopping and leisure facilities. Bouladon (1967) suggests that a

'lav* exists of which people are subconsciously aware - that there is an

acceptable period of time for travelling various distances; this 'law'

varies also with the frequency and purpose of the Journey, the distance

covered for regular Journeys to work or shopping being more critical as a

rule than for infrequent Journeys for leisure purposes.

The paradox lies in the fact that whilst a greater proportion of

time is spent travelling, an increasing value is attached to time itself,

since the total available hours in which one can engage in activity of one's

own choice is thereby reduced. With the expanding range of opportunities

that urban life can offer, this aspect is becoming more significant.

Travel time is not however simply a function of speed; comparisons

of alternative methods of travel can only be made on the basis of measurements

of all the time-consuming components of a Journey.



2.1.1. Travel Time by Car

Thar® are three stages for oar journeys: the walk to and from the

car at each end of the trip, the length of which depends on the siting

of the car park or garage - the walk is usually short at the residential

end of a trip, but is likely to be much longer at the work or shopping end,

owing to the location of parking areas and intensity of traffic j secondly,

car preparation, including time spent starting the engine, and the

occasional mechanical check or cleaning of the windscreen - this depends

on the condition of the ear and whether it is garaged or kept under cover;

finally, the car journey, the time for which varies with the power of the

car, the density of traffic, the nature of the road network, weather

conditions and the time of year.

Average rush hour speeds in London in 1962 were 10 m.p.h. (Saeed,

1964, p.155) and 21*5 »*p.b. during off-peak periods (Freeman Fox and

Partners, 1964, p.158 '; a later study of traffic in Central London

recorded similar rush hour speeds (Holroyd and Scraggs, 1964, p.173* Fig*6).
The average time of 6.5 minutes to park a car in Central London effectively

reduced speeds to 5 m.p.h. for one mile journeys, and 8 m.p.h. for five

mile journeys (Smeed and Wardrop, 1964, p*507). Time spent from origin

to destination, excluding actual driving time, in Coventry and Edinburgh

during rush hours totalled 3*7 minutes and 4.3 minutes respectively

(Wilson, op.cit., p.102} Jackson and Palmer, 1968, p.357), thereby

reducing effective door-to-door speeds, though less dramatically than

in London.

It can, however, be assumed that design speeds of 40 m.p.h. for

recent Hew Towns will be achieved, in view of the refined techniques now

employed in traffic engineering and forecasting. Furthermore, adequate



parking areas can be provided adjacent to factories, offices, shops and

leisure facilities) in sobs cases multi-storey garages, integrated into

town centre complexes are proposed. The effect of these measures sill be

to reduce the ancillary time components of a car journey. Nevertheless,

it is anticipated that 6 minutes will be required for these purposes in

Runcorn, with the result that the average work journey speed of 25.7

m.p.h. will be reduced to an effective door-to-door speed of 14*6 m.p.h. (ling

and Associates, 1967, p.l52)| in Stevenage New Town, average work journey

speeds of 24 m.p.h. are reduced to effective door-to-door speeds of only

11 m.p.h. (Claxton, 1969).

2.1.2. Travel Time by Kotor-Cvcle

Journeys by motor-cycle caa be similarly analysed. Whilst their

typical urban speeds have not been published, it may be presumed that

they are faster then other vehicles over short distances, due to their

greater manoeuvrability in traffic, and the ease with which they can be

parked.

2.1.5. Travel Time by Bus

There are three stages for bus journeysi the walk from home to

the bus stop, and at the other end, the walk from the bus stop to the

destination - distances depend upon the proximity of a bus route and the

distance between stops) waiting for the bus, the time for which may be a

strong deterrent to its use) riding on the bus, the time for which is

dependent upon speed, stops to pick up and set down passengers, and, as

with the car, on road and traffic conditions.
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The relationship between the time spent travelling by bus and the

total journey time has often been demonstrated. Obviously shorter journeys

have lover ratios) this has been borne out in several surveys in which

walking and waiting take up between one third and two thirds of total

travel time (Smeed, 1964, p.142) Freeman Fox Wilbur Smith and

Associates, 1968a, pp.73-75 and Table 15.9, p.289) Scott, Wilson Kirk-

patrickjand Partners, 1967).

Average walking distances to bus stops are 350-450 yards in central

areas of towns (Smeed, 1964, p.139). In well-populated towns with high

demands for bus services, the average waiting time is from six to ten

minutes in the rush hour, and up to twenty minutes during off-peak hours

(Scottish Bus Group, 1969). In smaller towns, the population is unlikely

to support such frequent services.

Walking and waiting times for bus journeys in London's rush hours

averaged tea minutes (Holroyd and Scraggs, op.cit., p.172) Wilson, op.cit.,

p.102), and fourteen minutes at other times (Webster, 1968, p.40, Fig.3).

In Coventry's rush hours, the combined times were eight minutes (Wilson,

op.cit., p.102), and in Edinburgh they were seven minutes (Jackson and

Palmer, op.cit., p.357). Smeed and Wardrop's survey (op.cit., pp.304-306)

showed that an average of twenty seconds was lost at each stop, thereby

effectively reducing overall door-to-door speeds to 3*1 m.p.h. for one

mile journeys, and 4.7 m.p.h. for three mile journeys) Webster's survey

(op.cit., p.37, Table 20) recorded 2.6 m.p.h. for one mile journeys and

only 4.0 m.p.h. for three mile journeys) Jackson and Palmer's survey

(op.cit., p.357) recorded mean times of buses waiting at stops of 11.5

seconds. One-man buses suffer even greater time loss as the collection

of fares by the driver at a stop takes between five and six seconds per

passenger (Times, 1969a).



In many Hew Towns the maximum distance to bus stops is planned to

be between 400 and 500 yards (Ling and Associates, op.cit., p.18, para.

3.3; Llewelyn-Davies, Weeks and Partners, 1967, para.253)• In Runcorn,

it has been estimated that the average walking and waiting time will be

seven minutes, and the effective door-to-door speed will be 14 m.p.h.

(Ling and Associates, op.cit., p.132). In Stevenage, the effect of these

delays is to reduce the average bus speed of 14 m.p.h. to an effective

door-to-door speed of 7 a.p.h. (Claxton, 1969). Their deterrent effect
/

can be gauged from surveys which have recorded that walking and waiting

time is considered more than twice as important as overall trip time

in discouraging people from using buses (Quarmby, 1967)* and that passengers

prefer to spend three minutes extra in a bus than one minute extra walking

to the stop and waiting in the queue (Local Government Operational Research

Unit, 1969). It is, however, claimed that if mini-buses were employed

on the 'Lial-a-Bus* system proposed in an American study, the door-to-door

time would be almost as fast as by taxi (Haar, 1968).

Time spent travelling by bus is further affected by the frequency

of services if punctuality is necessary; in these circumstances, more

time must be allowed to ensure arrival at one's destination on time.

This aspect particularly concerns those living in suburban areas or New

Towns, where off-peak services usually run at half hour intervals

(London Transport, 1969).

2.1.4. Travel Time bv Taxi

Travel by taxi can be the fastest method of urban travel as the

journey at speeds similar to these by car, may account for most of the door-

to-door travel time. However, the effective speed depends greatly on
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whether the taxi is hailed in the street, or whether it has to be

ordered by telephone. In the former ease, it would be faster than by

private ear as there would be no parking problems and less walking distance

at the destination) in the latter ease it may be slower.

2.1.5. Travel Time by Bicycle

Pedal cyclists have the advantages of door-to-door travel, with

the minimum of 'preparation' time, except for extra dressing up against

the weather. There is only the need to take out the bicycle, occasionally

to pump up tyres, and to walk from where it is parked; this is likely to

be close to the destination, in view of the small space that is required

to accommodate it.

The average speed of cyclists varies with traffic conditions, road

gradienta and surfaces, and ths age and condition of the rider. In

towns with a comprehensive cycleway system, average speeds are high: in

Stevenage New Town, pedal cycle speeds vary between 10 and 20 m.p.h.

on the cycle ways, with an average speed of 12 m.p.h.) for short

Journeya up to one and a half miles, cycling compares favourably with

the affective door-to-door speed by car (Claxton, 1968, p.114).

2.1.6. Travel Time br Walking

Walking is the only time component of pedestrian Journeys; it has

ths further advantage that the most direct route can normally be taken,

since the pedestrian is not confined to s road network. Time spent on

regular Journeys is also vary predictable.

Ths distance that can be reasonably covered, without undue effort,
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varies with age, sex and physical condition: average speeds of 3.25 m.p.h.

have been measured on journeys to work (Smeed and Wardrop, op.cit., p.306).

Walking speeds are recorded in Table 2.2. However, on stairs and ramps

they are considerably slower for instance, on a 12° gradient, they are

reduced from 4.4 feet per second to 3*1 fast per second (Eoad Research

laboratory, ibid., p.393, Table 12.3).

Table 2.2. talking Speeds on Level Ground

Age and Sex mile/hr. ft./sec.

Men under 55 years of age 3.7 5.4
Men over 55 years of age 3.4 5.0
somen under 50 years of age 3.1 4.5
Women over 50 years of age 2.9 4.3
women with small children 1.6 2.3
Children between 6 and 10 years of age 2.5 3.7
adolescents 4.0 5.9

Source: Road Research Laboratory, 1965*

The main limitation on pedestrian movement is the time Involved

in long journeys and delay in crossing busy roads (inwood, 1968; Greater

London Council, 1969a, pp.91,93). Many post-war New Town plans have

assumed half a mile to be an acceptable walking distance$ however, a

number of other factors aruch as the physical characteristics of the route

and climatic conditions must be taken into consideration. This subject

is explored in more detail later (vide 2.4, 2.5 and 5.3)*

2.1.7. Comparative Times by the Six Methods of Travel

A comparison of travel times under present conditions shows that

door-to-door journey times by car are approximately one quarter of those
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by bus for distancss of one mile, and less than one half for distances

between three and fire miles (Webster, op.cit., p.3©, Table 3l). k

survey in Coventry recorded door-to-door travel times by car to be a

minimum of five minutes and an average of eleven minutes faster than by

bus (i'ilson, op.cit., p.97)} the fast Scotland Transportation Survey

(Freeman Fox Wilbur Smith and Associates, 1968a, pp.73-75) recorded that,

in the Edinburgh area, journeys by bus took on average twice as long as

those by car. This time difference is similar to findings in the

United States. In twenty-five American cities, the average rush hour

car speed was consistently 20 m.p.h. and the bus speed 13 s.p.h.; the

bus had at least a ten minute initial handicap compared with the car

(fiello, 1958). Meyer, Kain and Wohl (op.cit., pp.104, 251) have stated

that the bus would have to travel at speeds quite unrealistic in towns in

order to compete with overall times by oar. Even advocates of public

transport systems admit this disadvantage (Seal, 1965).

In New Towns, much faster traffic speeds are anticipated} in

Runcorn, buses are planned to run at 21.6 m.p.h. at two minute intervals

in the rush hour, and at between five and fifteen minute intervals during

off-peak hours (Ling and Associates, op.cit., p.73)} nevertheless, whilst

this town has been planned around a rapid transit network, the time spent

travelling by the more direct bus route, including the walk to the stop and

the wait for the bus, will be no shorter than by car for the work journey,

and four minutes longer for typical shopping tripe (ibid., pp.132-133).

In the planning of Irvine, it has been assumed that bus journeys will take

5Q^ longer than the equivalent car journeys (Israel Institute of Urban

Studies, 1969, p.87).
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Whilst in theory time spent travelling by bus can be used

productively, such as by reading the newspaper, in practice the superiority

of the car over the bus in terms of time appears to be firmly established,

both in existing and in Kew Towns. A further time advantage of journeys

by car is the freedom from dependence on bus service schedules, enabling

the individual to travel at his own convenience. Other disadvantages of

bus travel are the extra time to be allowed for possible delay if

punctuality is important. In larger towns, the passenger may require

extra time for transferring to another routet this proves to be a great

deterrent (Bums, 1967, p.40), and explains why multi-purpose journeys are

extremely inconvenient by bus. The most important reason given by

commuters for travelling by car instead of by bus was mainly the former's

time advantage (ibid., p.39j Wilson, op,clt., p.119f Travers, Morgan and

Partners, 1968, pp.173-176).

The efficiency of the ear in saving time, as compared with other

methods of travel, must however be set against the effective number of

hours that have to be worked in order to earn the necessary money to run

a car (vide 2.2.l)| moreover, account must be taken of the time spent in

refuelling, servicing and maintaining it.

Diagram 2.1 illustrates ths comparative time advantage of each

method of travel over varying distances. It can be seen that distance

alone is insufficient in determining the duration of trips. Whilst

most urban journeys are quicker by car or bus than by walking, this is not

true with short distancesi if one takes into account time lost on car

journeys, other than the actual ride, it is quicker to walk up to about one

quarter of a mils, and to ride a bicycle or motor-cycle for distances up

to about one and a half milesj walking is also faster than journeys by

bus for distances of up to about two thirds of a mile.
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Diagram 2.1. Travel Time According to Method of Travel and
Length of Journey

(time in minutes)

motor-

Distance in Miles

1. Calculation based on dcor-to-door travel times (vide Appendix 3R)
2. Road Research Laboratory (l965)
3. If hailed in street
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2.2. TRAVEL COST

The expenses of travel can have a strong Influence on nodal choice.

The ability to pay these ooets also appears to affect the chosen location

of residential accommodation, since peripheral areas of towns are usually

occupied by families of higher than average socio-economic status (Schnore,

1954). Obviously travel costs are more likely to affect those with low

incomes, especially pensioners and disabled persons (vide 2.7)s in

London car-owning households with incomes of £2000 made 40^ more journeys

per day than those with incomes of £1000 (Freeman Fox and Partners, 1964,

p.159, para 9.51).

Average weekly household expenditure on transport has bsen rising

steadily over the last few years, from 10.6^ in 1962 to 13.1 of the

weekly total in 1968 (Department of Employment and Productivity, 1969,

p.9)I in London, £71 per head la spent annually on fares and travel

(Britiafa Road Federation, 1968). The relative importance of this item

of expenditure can be Inferred from the fact that it now exceeds house¬

hold expenditure on housing! its increase is in contrast to the general

decline in all other measurable groups of consumer expenditure (Beckermann,

1965, p.180, Table 6.2).

Webber (1963) has pointed out that, aa effective costs of

communication decline, this influence will become less significant.

However, the value attached to time may replace it as individuals widen

their leisure interests. This value is difficult to calculate since

there is such a variety of factors to consider, but a number of surveys

have been undertaken with this aim in view. Reeder (1956) confirmed his

hypothesis that the value attached to time on work journeys tends to vary

according to socio-economic class. Beesley (1965) found that people
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minimise journey time, irrespective of the expense as long as cost

differences do not exceed some absolute limit: he quoted from a study for

the new Victoria underground line in London, in which savings were valued

at seven shillings per hour in working time, and at five shillings per hour

in non-working time. His own survey of office workers in London confirmed

that time spent on public transport was valued according to incomet for

workers with an average wage level, at about one third of their wage, and

for more highly paid people at about one half of their wage. These findings

were very similar to those of a survey in the United States to which he

referred. Stephen (1968) obtained similar results in a survey of lower

paid civil servants and University staff in London, who valued their time

at 32/^ and 5C$> of their wage rates respectively.

The value of time saving employed in Ministry of Transport road

investment calculations is shown in Table 2.3, comment on which is made

later (vide 2.7.4).

Table 2.3* Value of Time Saving in Transport Investment Appraisal

Working Time penee/hr. Non-Working Time pence/hr.

All Time Spent Travelling: Travelling Time:

All workers 234 All adults 39
Car drivers 261 Children 13
Car occupants 225 Walking and Waiting Time:
Bus users 157 All adults 78

Children 26

Sourest Lawson, 1969.
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2.2.1. Costs of Gar Travel

The total costs of running s private car are a major element in

household expenditure. A number of organisations have recently analysed

current costs, itemising them under the headings of standing and running

expenses: the former include vehicle excise licence, driving licence,

loss of interest on capital, depreciation and insurance} the latter

cover petrol, tyres, oil, servicing, repairs and replacements. An

investigation carried out by The Consumers Association (1968) demonstrated

that the annual costs for average mileages varied from £290 for a £600

car retained for three years, to £495 for a £1200 car retained for the

same period} the annual expenditure on a typical family car costing £800

vas £350.

It is perhaps paradoxical to note that the saving of time achieved

by car travel (vide 2.1) is considerably less than the hours that have to

be worked to earn the aim of £6 to £8 per week, which usually has to be

paid out of a much larger untaxed income.

On the basis of an average annual mileage in 1968 of 8200 miles

(Ministry of Transport, 1969a, p.45, Table 35) and an average engine

capacity of a British car of 1346 cc. travelling for 28 miles per gallon

(fiverall, 1969), a post 1969 budget figure for the cost per mile is 13

pence} average annual expenditure based on these calculations is therefore

about £400, or £8 per week (Eoyal Automobile Club, 1970).

However, a comparison with other forms of transport related to

fuel costs only appears to be more realistic than one determined by total

annual costs, since most people tend to assess relative costs in this way

(Quarmby, op.cit.; Travers, Morgan and Partners, op.cit., p.182} Wilson

op.cit., p.Ill) Williams, 1969, p.85). On this basis, cost per mile for

the average family car is 5 pence, which is only 23i» of costs based on



total annual expenditure; if an average occupancy rate of cars of 1.93

persona is taken into consideration (Smeed and Wardrop, op.cit., p.312),

the cost per person per mile is further reduced to only 1.3 pence.

It is anticipated, however, that car costs will continue to rise

as in the past) annual depreciation of ear values is now between 17$ and

25$ (Consumers' Association, 1969), and Govsrnsent safety measures are

resulting in sore expensive constructional costs. Increasing affluence

is likely to result in the purchase of more optional perquisites such as

fog lamps, heating and air-conditioning equipment, radio, reclining

seats, and headrests. Mandatory safety and anti-pollution measures

introduced in the United States recently, already cost the motorist

73-123 dollars extra, and higher standards for braking energy absorbing

bumpers, and seat restrainers are now planned (Charles, 1969b)t inflatable

air bags which are likely to be compilsoxy safety equipment in cars by

1972, will raise costs by a further 230 dollars (Charles, 1969c). All
\

these measures may well be made obligatory in this country during this

decade.

faxes paid annually by road users in Great Britain have doubled

in the last five years (British Road Federation, 1969a, p.8); service

charges are also increasing as a result of wage rises and the Selective

Employment fax. In addition, Insurance premiums will probably be higher

to cover liability for non-fare paying passengers and what Dawson (1967a)

has described as 'subjective losses' which include loss of expectation of

life, loss of amenities of life and affective injury. Since the average

cost of an injury in a road accident in Great Britain was £1020 (ibid.,

pp.40-41), current insurance premiums are insufficient to meet these costs

and increased premiums have been forecast for the near future (Blanden, 1969).



There are also costs Incidental to car ownership, including those

for parking, garaging and occasionally for fines, as a result of the

extension of aster zones and the prohibition of street parking} in

1959 payment of 12s.6d. per day in Central London was recommended

(Cooaittee on London Road, 1959). These costs are likely to increase as

more multi-storey garages are built to accommodate cars in central areas,

in order to make their construction and operational costs economical.

There is a distinct possibility that road pricing for vehicles will be

Introduced within the next few years (vide 4*2.7)•

Depending on the severity of cost increases and the prevailing

road conditions, the oar owner may be motivated to consider travelling

by other means. However, s study of the demand for oar parking apace

concluded that "many potential pazkera would pay considerable sums for the

convenience of parking quickly and centrally" (Roth, 1965)* This com*

elusion was confirmed in a later survey of regular car commuter's in London:

40^ claimed that they vere unaffected by any increase in the cost, and

60^ stated that they would only be deterred if the increases vers over

twenty to thirty shillings s week (Williams, op.cit., p.87). Tax

relief on car use for business purposes is s further consideration

influencing modal choice.

2.2.2. Costa of Travel bv ffotor-Cvcle

The overall costs of running s motor-cycle have been estimated

at between three pence and five pence per mile for the typical 350 c.c.

engine (Royal Automobile Club, 1969a), and one third of the running costs

of a car (Webster, op.cit., p.28, Table 17). Cost of travel by mopeda

and powered scooters are even lover, with petrol consumption at 100-150

miles per gallon, and insurance premiums as little as £2 per annua
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(.aterhouse, 1969), costs of travel by these means are clearly minimal.

2.2.-5. Costs of Travel by Bus

Bus fares'have relatively little effect on travel movement, largely

because the majority of those who travel by this mode have no alternative.

It could also be Influenced by the fact that payment is made for each

journey at the time, in small amounts, and therefore is not felt as a

significant proportion of overall expenditure.

Nevertheless, owing to the increase in car ownership, the share

of the total passenger mileage by public transport has declined in ten

years from 35$ to 16$, whilst the share by private transport has risen

from 45$ to 74$ (Ministry of Transport, 1969e, p.2, Tables 1 and 2); as

a result, the ratio of consumer expenditure on bus and car travel has

steadily widened from U2.0 in 1957, to li5.3 in 1967 (ibid., p.3. Table 3).

The reduced number of passengers utilising public transport has,

of course, aggravated the task of keeping fares stable. Fares have

increased by 48$ between 1958 and 1967 (Ministry of Transport, 1969e,

p.3, Table 4). It is now the Greater London Council's intention that

London Transport fares should be set at a commercial level, without

subsidy, and they will therefore have to rise substantially} an average

increase of 12$ in fares has recently been approved, raising the minimum

from fivepence to sixpence and the majority of larger fares by threepence

or sixpence (Times, 1969cJ. Typical fares in provincial towns have

doubled in the past decade) charges are now sevenpence for one mile,

and nlnepence for two miles (Scottish Bus Group, op.cit.).

3
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2.2.4. Coeta of Travel by Taxi

Taxis represent a financially attractive form of public transport,

where time is highly valued, since the door-to-door service saves time

parking and walking. A typical fare for taxis is: half a mile or first

five minutes - two shillings} one mile or tea minutes - three shillings)

two miles or twenty minutes - five shillings (Commissioner of Police of

Metropolis, 1969). Tips of about 15$ of the fare are normally added.

?.?.?. Cqpts of Travel fry Bfcyylf

The main cost of travel by bicycle is the purchase price) the

Family Expenditure Survey includes a figure of elevenpence household

expenditure per week for "the purchase and maintenance of bicycles,

perambulators etc." (Department of Employment and Productivity, 1968c).

An enthusiast who has kept records for the last forty-six years found that

the cost of his cycling 716,886 miles has been £507.17. Id. or one fifth

of a penny per mile (Chambers, 1969)! It is clear that the bicycle is

an extremely economical form of movement since there are no fuel costs or

taxes, and maintenance is minimal.

3f2r6f Qpgtg 9f

The cost of walking is also difficult to assess. There are no

precise figures of the average distance walked in this country, but an

American survey found the distance walked daily, both indoors and outdoors,

by housewives was 8.75 miles, and by men was 7.5 miles (Kauth, I960). The

average annual expenditure on footwear with leather uppers in this country

is just over £2 (Shoe and Allied Trade Research, 1969), with an average
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repair bill of ten shillings and sixpence (calculated from Central

Statistical Office, 1969, Table 230). This would suggest that the cost

per mile is approximately one fifth of a penny - the same as for bicycles.

2.2.7. Comparative Costs by the Six Methods of Travel

If as it is commonly held, incomes rise and no fundamental changes

in current attitudes occur, it may be expected that both working and non-

working time will become more highly rallied, with the result that the

advantage of the car over the bua trill become more significant | however,

even excluding any value attached to time, the coat per mile by public

transport is expected to be considerably higher than by car, in 1981 (Greater

London Council, 1969, p.148, Table F.2). It is not surprising, therefore,

to note that in an urban area in the United States, it was thought that

payment would become necessary to passengers on all modes of public transport

in order to divert many of those currently travelling to work by car

(Moaea and Williamson, 1963)* In a survey in Britain, only 51% of ear

commuters stated that they would transfer to public transport if it were

free (Williams, op.cit., p.86). Perceived costs are also very relevant

to the choice of travel mode: approximately the same percentage of car

commuters in the seme survey (ibid., p.85) thought the car cheaper than

public transport as those who thought to the contrary. Similar divergences

of opinion were noted in a study of a provincial town (Sharp, 1967, pp*

20,55).

For those who do not make long or regular journeys, travel by taxi

is cheaper than by car, since the fare of three shillings a mile ia

equivalent to the mileage coats of running a car for only 1400 miles a year.



In these circumstances, the economics of hired cars for specific periods

such as weekend out-of-town travel, and taxis for in-town Journeys, are

apparent. Even in a Hew Town, travel from outer neighbourhoods to the

town centre has been found to be as cheap by taxi as by bus (Vincent,

1967. p.60).

Diagram 2.2. illustrates the costs per mile of each method of

traveli on the basis of total annual costs of the car, costs of bus

travel are substantially cheapen if cost calculations are based on fuel

only, or if typical car occupancy rates are taken into consideration,

travel by car is substantially cheaper! Motor-cycles are the cheapest

form of powered movement and are, therefore, an attractive choice to those

with limited financial resources. The cost advantage of the taxi improves

when parking charges axe high, if the car driver has to park some distance

away from his destination, or if only a few journeys have to be madei for

those who have no car and who value their time highly, this is certainly

an acceptable alternative for journeys that are too long by foot. The

most economical forms of movement are walking and cycling.
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Diagram 2.2. Travel Cost According to Method of Travel and
Length of Journey

(cost in shillings)

1. Metropolitan Police (1969)
2. Calculated for 1970 annual costs (Royal Automobile Club, 1968)
3. Scottish Bus Group (l969)
4. Costs per person based on typical car occupancy
5- Royal Automobile Club (1969a)
6. Based on fuel costs only
7. Costs per person based cn fuel costs and typical car occupancy
8. Chambers (1969) 9- vide 2.2.6.
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2.5. TR,;iEu S.JFBIY

Road accidents are without doubt the worst hazard of vehicular

movement in towns. In the last twenty five years, one hundred and fifty

thousand persons have been killed on the roads, and over six and a half

million injured (calculated from Ministry of Transport, 1969a, p.14).

It has been suggested that our apparent indifference to the

danger arising from people and vehicles using the same roads will in

future be viewed with the same horror that we now view inadequate

sanitation (Crowther, op.cit., para.16), and that the quality of an

urban area is directly related to the freedom with which people can walk

about in safety (Buchanan et alia, 1963» para.96). These points of

view are now implicitly accepted, and planning proposals often include at

least partial separation of pedestrians and vehicles.

Safety is an important consideration in relation to movement.

Its significance is more often apparent to those responsible for the

safety of others, such as mothers with young children, or to old people

whose Blow reactions accentuate their vulnerability. For instance, Levin

and Bruce (1968, pp.57-58) reported that parents take their children to

school to know that they arrive safely as well as to lessen the risk

involved in the journey; old people ere often deterred from making

journeys because of the fear of crossing busy roads.

Driving is one of the comparatively few activities in which

individuals risk the lives of others repeatedly: consistently over the

last ten years, approximately 40^ of the annual road accident fatalities

have been pedestrians (Ministry of Transport, 1968d).



?.?.!• Relationship of to Travel Safety

Accidents correlate significantly with age and low or declining

sensory acuity; people below the age of twenty and over the age of slaty-

five are most in danger. The high rate amongst children is probably due

to inexperience and lack of training in road safety: such higher levels

of risk-taking have been recorded in a survey of young children, who tended

to act impulsively, without assessing hasards (Moore and Older, 1965,

p.22)i it has also been noted that they undertake kerb drill as a rite,

often without even focussing on the traffic (Pease and Preston, 1967).

Road accidents are the second leading cause of death of young

adults (Office of Health Economics, 1966c). Although these adults are at the

peak of their sensory and physical capacities, the high level of accidents

has been aggravated in the paat by the fact that they were more likely to

ride a motor-cycle, which ia potentially far aore dangerous than a car)

lack of driving experience aay be a further contributory factor. However,

a recent survey recorded much higher scores of aggression and anxiety in

the lower age groups of motorists (Parry, 1968, p.98). The steeply

declining insurance rates, up to the age of thirty one, has been introduced

in view of the marked concentration of young offenders (Royal Insurance Co.

Ltd., 1969) Midland, northern and Scottish Insurance Co.Ltd., 1969)» the

accident rate of drivers between the ages of fifteen and nineteen yeara is

about five timea the average of all drivers, and between the ages of twenty

and twenty four, twice the average (vide Diagram 2.5).
The other highly vulnerable section of the community are elderly

persons, for they are the only group in which physical illness or

disability plays a large part in causing accidents (Cspener, 1969). Their

slower reactions which result in a loss of flexibility of movement, and the
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i 2.3. Casualties by Class of Road Users and Age Group (l968)
(per one hundred thousand population)

!ar. Bus and Goods Vehicle

yiotor-Cycle, Scooter and Moped

Jicycle

Pedestrian

5 10 15 20 25 30 40 50 60 70 80
Age Group

e: Constructed from Ministry of Transport (1969a, Table 18)
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deterioration in their eyesight are thought to be contributory factors to

their high casualty risk Uelford, 1958I Cherns, 1962): it has been shown

that a doubling of light intensity is required every thirteen years to

maintain threshold vision. Although adults over the age of sixty

represent only 18^ of the total population they account for 68^ of

pedestrian fatalities, and adults over the age of eighty have a risk of

accident thirty five tines as great as those between the ages of twenty

and thirty (Staeed, 1968b, p.26l).

The magnitude of the problem can be seen in the number of fatal

and serious casualties occurring in each age group. The accident rates

are dramatised when they are more realistically compared on a 100 thousand

population grouping! this comparison is shown for 1966 in Diagram 2.3> it

can be clearly seen that the vulnerable age groups are children, adolescents

and elderly persona. On the baeis of projected forecasts of car ownership

and road casualties, it has been estimated that more than half the children

born each year will be injured in road accidents, and one in fifty killed

during an average lifetime (Ministry of Transport, 1967a, para.3)•

2.3.2. Main Causes of Boad Accidents

There ere three main causes of road accidents: mechanical failure,

dangerous road conditions, and human fallibility.

Mechanical failure. The Government has mads efforts to reduce the

likelihood of accidents due to vehicle defects by the introduction of

safety certificates for private cars and commercial vehicles, in the Road

Safety Act of I960. Compulsory testing of the braking, steering and

lighting systems of cars aged five years or more is required annually;

regulations regarding the thickness of tyre treads have also been made.
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Nevertheless, 48/^ of vehicles examined in 1967 were found defective (Her

Majesty's Chief Inspector of Constabulary for the Tear 1967, 1968, p.57),

and one hundred thousand persons prosecuted for vehicle testing offences

(Offences Related to Motor Vehicles, 1968, pp.4-5, Table l).

.Dangerous Road and Weather Conditions. Traffic accidents are also

a function of the design and condition of roads. Cohen and Preston

(1968, p.104; feel that drivers perform to the limit of their capabilities

in present conditions and any improvement must come from other factors

which contribute to the incidence of road accidents. Mackay (1967, pp.

11-27) has isolated these factors as parked vehicles, reduced visibility,

poor road surface, badly designed traffic intersections, and badly sited

pedestrian crossings. Conflicts arise between the needs of pedestrians

and those travelling by car; pedestrian crossings conveniently sited at

road junctions are particularly dangerous for drivers who have multiple

visual and hand duties to perform in these situations (Austin, 1966, p.l2l)>

traffic engineers seek to make an economical use of road space by keeping

traffic moving at as high a speed as possible, thus posing greater hazards

to pedestrians attempting to cross roads.

Bad weather conditions increase accidents as evidenced by high

rates during fog or on Icy roadst the risk of skidding on wet roads is

twice as great as on dry roads, and the fatal and serious injury rate per

vehicle mile in darkness is almost twice the daytime rate (Kunden, 1968,

pp.13, 15, Table 7, 10.).

Human Fallibility. Human factors causing accidents are numerous

and variedt they tend to result from boredom, inattention, anxiety,

impatience or aggression. Most accidents happen to 'normal* drivers at

times of mental aberration or when the required mental interaction exceeds



their capabilities (Brown, 1969)} the incidence of sudden illness in

drivers as a cause of road accidents is negligible (Grattan and Jeffcoate,

1967, p.l). This suggests that most drivers are accident prone for

brief periods, and this appears to be substantiated by the two hundred and

forty thousand persons found guilty of exceeding speed limits (Her Majesty's

Chief Inspector of Constabulary for the Tear 1967, op.cit., p.54).
Jn surveys in the United States, 80-9Q^ of road accidents were

judged to result from the driver's failure (McFarland and Moore, op.cit.,

p.793); in a Birmingham survey, human error was found present in 85» of

road accidents, yet well over three quarters were described as being in a

normal state at the time of the accident (de Fonseka, 1967b;; in a study

of 653 motor accidents, the majority were considered to be the responsibility

of those involved - some had dangerous personality traits, whilst others

showed evidence of ruthless self-interest (aillett, 1964, p.300); poor

standards of driving were considered to be the cause of over half the

traffic accidents in Stevenage New Town (claxtop, 1967, Section l.ll).

Fatigue and boredom affect skilled performance adversely and lead

to errors. Cohen, Hansel and Sylvester (1956) have shown that these

conditions interrupt focal concentration. It has also been demonstrated

that a driver's efficiency is affected by temperature, humidity, ventilation,

noise or vibrhtion (McFarland and Moore, op.cit., p.890). Motor responses

are disturbed in conditions of emotional stress, and this also contributes

to the risk of accidents (Hobhs and Richardson, 1967, p.27). Paradoxically,

lack of anxiety is equally significant: it has been observed that

concentration is best when the task performed is demanding (Antrobua, 1967).

This may partly explain why fatal and serious casualties per vehicle mile

are far higher in rural rather than in urban areas (Royal Society for the
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Prevention of Accidents, 1969; Ministry of Transport, 1968a).

Attitudes to accidents further reflect human fallibility, since

botoilets' estimate of their ability tends to be exaggerated by the number

of miles driven without accident (KcFarland and Moore, op.cit., p.895).

The vast majority of persons oonvicted of serious driving offences do not

consider themselves guilty of criminal negligence (Willett, op.cit., p.302);

in a recent survey, 70fo of motorists professed that they could never have

an accident (Parry, op.cit., p.5). In young drivers under hypnosis, no

concern about danger in driving was detected, and an element of bravado

and a feeling that further risks could be taken when safety standards

were raised, was noted (Black, 1966).

Storr (1968, pp.9-11) believes that aggression is a biological

necessity and evidence suggests that driving serves as an outlet for this

aggression. Cheras (op.cit., p.252) quoted Freud's studies in motivation

which detected the unconscious desire to precipitate accidents. Studies

have confirmed that the two main psychological characteristics which

transform the personality of drivers are aggression and anxiety (Parry,

op.cit., pp.97-108).

Accident proneness as a fairly stable function is implied in several

surveys> motorists with previous convictions for careless driving took

more risks than a random group (Quenault, 1968); a second motoring

offence was recorded amongst 2C#> of offenders examined (Willett, op.cit.,

p.304); drivers involved in 58^ of recorded fatal accidents were probably

suffering from some certifiable mental illness at the time of accident

(street and Elliott, 1968). Studies in the United States have shown

that drivers who have repeated accidents were seven times as likely to

have records with legal courts or credit and collection agencies



(KcFarlane and Koore, op.cit., p.794)} la Great Britain, criminology

rasaarch shows that crimes of violence, sexual orimes, and dangerous driving

offences are often committed by persons with similar psychological charact¬

eristics (Willett, op.cit., p.299).

Chanoit (1969) quotes two studies of ten thousand traffic

delinquents in the United States in which low intelligence and psycho-

neurosis were often found among the drifting offenders 1 in the other study,

there was a significantly lower accident rate amongst intelligent and

educated people. In this country, lower socio-economic groups include s

far higher percentage of motoring offenders (aillett, op.cit., p.503),

and one in five of the population has an 'I.Q.' below 80, rendering them

less capable of driving a car safely (Times, 1968a).

A large number of persona have minor ailments or are talcing

drugs, and this can affect their reaction time (Hobbs and Richardson,

op.cit., pp.10-25). A medical commission on accident prevention

emphasised the danger to drivers of taking many common drugs (Camps and

Laurence, 1968)j in England and Wales in 1968, fifteen million prescriptions

were issued for tranquillisers, over five million for sntl-histemines, and

nearly five million for stimulants or appetite suppressanta (Ministry of

Health, 1968). Side effects attributed to these drugs are drowsiness,

dizziness, blurred vision, loss of muscular co-ordination, and impairment

of Judgement (Hoffman, 1969I Payne, 1969)} a recent survey of motorists

found that over 13^ had taken pills or medicine in the twenty-four hours

before driving. It la also disturbing that research has Aiown the effect

of some drugs to he cumulative (Rushton et alia, 1968).

Lack of driving experience and ignorance of the Highway Code also

contribute to accidents: more than 17> of s sample of newly qualified
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driver* were involved in an accident within a year of passing the driting

teat (Skelly, 1968)t recent surveya have revealed that half the motorists

cannot identify the aimpleat and moat crucial road signa (Times, 1966c),

and that a high proportion of children are unable to distinguish left

from right when checking before crossing roads (Pratt, 1970).

Accidents clearly stem from a variety of causes, but the relative

consistency of accident figures over the last twenty five years seem to

reflect a basic danger increasingly attributable to human fallibilities

than to the condition of roads or vehicles.

2.5.3. Prevention of Road Accidents

Austin (op.cit., p.195) has referred to the common pattern of

measures to promote safer driving: improvement occurs for one or two years,

but by the third year standards have drifted back to their previous level*

The number of effective safety measures is limited} even the recent

Government white Paper (Ministry of Transport, 1967a, para.2) states that

it is unduly optimistic to hope that travel on the roads will become

much safer. Whilst the number of traffic accidents could almost

certainly be reduced by improving the design of roads and vehicles, it

appears that human behaviour can orifcr he improved nominally as a result of

higher standards of training, propaganda or further safety legislation.

Street and Elliott (op.cit., p.53) have questioned the principle

that one short driving test, when candidates are likely to be at the

peak of their mental and physical powers, gives them the right to drive

without further examination for the rest of thsir lives. Cohen and

Preston (op.cit., pp.33-34) have pointed out that driving teats neglect



both the motional and sensory capacity to procoaa information, and

concentrate aolaly on skill} Parry Vop.cit., pp.54-57) has commended tha

inclusion of a psychiatric asssssment in driving tssts. Visual tests arc

also considered inadequate since there is no test of Judgement of distance

at speed. In a survey of twenty thousand drivers, 40$ needed their eyes

testing, and it was suggested that one hundred thousand drivers in Great

Britain have insufficient eye-sight to be fit to drive (Shearer, 1969).

In view of declining visual acuity with age, an appropriate time to zetest

the eye-sight of ear drivers is between the ages of fifty five years

(Richards, 1966).

The deterrent effect of finse is arguable: the average fine for

careless driving in England and Wales in 1967 was £11} drivers found

guilty of causing death by dangerous driving were fined on average only

£40 (Offences Related to Motor Vehicles, op.cit., pp.4-5* Tables I and i ).

Such leniency is paradoxical when compared with the punishment in other

spheres of criminal and anti-social behaviour.

The compulsory fitting of safety belts in new cars should reduce

road accidents, for it has been found that an unrestrained car occupant

is twice as likely to sustain serious injury and four times as likely to

be killed, than if ha is held by a safety belt (Miller and Starka, 1968)}

however, lees than 10$ of drivers on urban roads wear their belts

(Ministry of Transport, 1969f» p.XIIl). Permanent headrests and non-

shatter windscreens are additional optional safety equipment designed to

lessen the severity of injury to ear travellers} the incidence of

pedestrian casualties may be reduced by improved braking systems.

. The current breathalyser legislation against drinking alcohol

excessively before driving has many deficiencies, for It has been shown



that moat people can drink about ten whiskies or five pints of beer and

still not reach the legally defined level of Intoxication (British Medical

Association, 1965a). Furthermore, the Medical Research Council's

investigation found that even 50 mg. of alcohol per 100 millllitres of

blood can impair many people's ability to drive safely (Fairley, 1968),

whereas the permitted level is 80 mg. (Road Safety ct, 1967, Fart l)|

in Sweden it is only 35 «g. Although 4Q^ of the fifty five thousand

breathalyser tests reported in England and '.vales in the first year of

their application were positive (Times, 1968b), there has been a marked

improvement in road safety since their introduction) there is, however,

evidence that the initial dramatic effect is beginning to wear off.

It is also possible that the reduction in accidents not involving injury

may be partly attributable to the fact that drivers have been reporting

them to the police less frequently (Guardian, 1966).

A theory that accidents are directly related to biological cycles

during which there are high and low periods of physical fitness and

intellectual capacity, has been applied to the drivers of a large

Japanese bus company: as a result, s reduction of one third of the

previous accident rate has been recorded (Tatai, 1969).

The effectiveness of legislation to limit speeds has been

questioned! surveys both in this country and in the United States show

that its imposition has little affect on the number of road accidents.

This may be because drivers tend to maintain s constant probability of

accident. Nevertheless, the proportion of serious injuries to total

injuries is much higher on roads not subject to speed limits (Ministry
of Transport, 1968d, Table 7).

The separation of vehicular and pedestrian routes is an effective



method of reducing accidents. In some New Towns this has been partially

achieved: in Stevenage, over the proceeding ten year period for which

records were available, the accident rate was 25% below the National

average (Cloxton, 1966, p.51, para.155)I in Cumbernauld, the figures for

the years 1962-1968 are 1Q% below the National average (Cumbernauld

Development Corporation, 1969).

A further measure to reduce accidents would be to reduce the need

for motorised movement. Whilst the accident rate ner vehicle mile has

declined fairly consistently with the increase in motor vehicles on the

roads, people are just as likely to be killed or injured as previously.

Since there is a positive relationship between the number of accidents

and the vehicle mileage travelled (Royal Society for the Prevention of

Accidents, 1969) any reduction in vehicular traffic will lower the number

of road accidents.

2.5.4. Road Safety by Methods of Travel

Safety of Journeys by Car. Accident statistics show clearly that

urban cor movement is the prime cause of injuries and fatalities on the

roads: consistently over the last decade, approximately three quarters

have occurred in built-up areas (Royal Society for the Prevention of

Accidents, 1967), although only 48% of all vehicle miles are driven in

them ( 'linistiy of Transport, 1968a). Nevertheless oars have a lower

accident rate per mile than most other vehicles (Ministry of Transport,

1969f, p.XIX.).

Higher powered cars, even excluding sports model, have the worst

accident rate (Austin, op.cit., p.64), the degree of severity being

related to the square of the impact speed (Garwood, 1962| do Fonseka, 1966a)
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In this respect, technology devoted to improving performance, both in the

design of vehicles and road networks, may be questioned.

The motorist takes increasing care of his own safety by means of

safety belts, padded head-rests, laminated glass windscreens, side impact

protective devices, and collapsible steering columns; the vulnerable

people are pedestrians and cyclists, and even car passengers whose ride

of injury is greater than car drivers (vide Diagram 2.4.)*

Safety of Journeys by Motor-Cycle. The lack of protection of the

rider of powered two-wheel vehicles explains to a large extent why travel

by this mode is so dangerous: casualty rates in urban areas are about

twenty times as high as for car drivers (Johnson, 1969). Declining

mileage and rates of ownership (Ministry of Transport, 1969a) and the

greater use of safety helmets in the last decade - it is estimated that

two thirds of riders wear then - has however considerably reduced the

number of accidents of persons travelling by this mode (Ministry of

Transport, 1969f).

Safety of Journeys by Bus. The casualty rate per passenger mile

on buses is considerably lowsr than that by car; furthermore, serious

injuries represent orifcr one eighth of total casualties by this soda (Royal

Society for the Prevention of Accidents, 1969). This is probably due to

the fact that drivers are trained to high standards, the bus travels at

low speeds, and passengers are better protected in large vehicles.

However, public transport operators intend to improve the speed of their

vehicles both for the convenience of passengers and to reduce operating

coats and fares (<#oolsgrove, 1966, p.2.) and this may increase casualty

rates.
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Safety of Journeya by Taxi. ffo separate atatiatics are available

of the casualty rate of those travelling by taxi (Commissioner of Police,

op.clt.). The rate is probably lover than that by car in view of the

fact that drivers are professionally qualified.

Safety of Journeys by Bicycle. Cyclists are particularly vulnerable

on motor roads, and it is only in towns with separated routes that the

accident rate is negligible (Claxton, 1967a, para.1.28). In spite of a

reduction in the estimated vehicle mileage to one third of its level ten

years ago, total fatalities have only been reduced to two thirds of the

previous numbers (Royal Society for tha Prevention of Acoidenta, 1969).

Safety of Journeys by talking. Pedestrians represent the largest

single group of road users killed in traffic accidents. Their vulnerability

is apparent from the fact that they are twice as likely to be killed as

other road users (Ministry of Transport, 1969f, p.Hi). This may be

aggravated by breathing air polluted by traffic, lowering ability to act

quickly (Consumers Association, 1969, p.365). Pedestrian accidents are,

of course, much less likely to occur in traffic separated areas: Smeed

(1968b) cited a study of two rasidantlal districts In Gothenburg in which

these vera six times the number of accidents in the one without separation

of pedestrian and vehicular traffic.

2.5.5. Comparative Safety by the Six Methods of Travel

a comparison of fatal and serious casualties in 1968, according to

age, by class of road user was set out in liagraa 2.5 (vide 2.?.l).

Diagram 2.4. shove the number of casualties in each category of road user

in which it can be seen that casualties to motorists and their passengers

have been rising and are far grsatar than other methods of travel.
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Diagram 2.4. Casualties According to Method of Travel
(casualties in thousands)
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However, a comparison of casualty ratss per alls travelled for each class

of vehicular road user is more realistic, and sobs of these have been

rising consistently: for the decade to 1967, the rate for cars and taxis

increased by 26^ and for motor cyclists by 66^ (Taylor, 1969). Diagram

2.5• shows this comparative analysis) it can be seen that in 1968 the

casualty rate for travel by motor-cycle was over forty times as high as

travel by bus, cycling twenty times as high and travel by car twice as

high. It is obvious that casualty rates of cyclists and pedestrians would

be minimal on traffic separated routes (vide 2.5.4).

In view of the consistency with which road accidents occur, the

fact that they are usually attributable to human fallibility, and in view

of the resulting high cost to the community, and the personal suffering

(vide 4.2 and 4.5), their prevention merits a re-appraisal of the means

by which people travel in towns.
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Diagram 2.5. Casualty Rates According to Method of Travel

(casualties per hundred million miles travelled)
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2.4. COMFORT nM> EFFORT

Comfort during a journey and the effort involved in making it,

are clearly consideratione which affect choice of travel mode, and may

even override other factors. Although their importance cannot easily he

quantified, they are closely related to basic physiological needs| indeed,

man has been said to be motivated by the 'Principle of Least Effort' which

applies to the movement of persons within a community (Sipf, op.cit.,

p.404).

These considerations are most relevant to journeys during which

one may he exposed to unpleasant weather conditions, overcrowding, air

pollution or noise} they are aggravated when heavy shopping or hand

luggage is being carried, when there are many changes of lavel, and when

long distances are involved. The relevance of comfort and effort to

travel is also influenced by age: mothers with young children, push¬

chairs and shopping will obviously be more affected than will teenagers>

elderly persons with lower physical capabilities are more likely to take

these factors into account.

Comfort and effort can play an important role in encouraging or

discouraging journeys. If a method of reaching one's destination

without undue discomfort and effort is not easily available, some

journeys may be deferred or never taken solely for these reasons1

furthermore, in unpleasant conditions, greater mental effort is required

to override obvious drawbacks. The character of the natural and urban

environment can strongly influence the choioe of travel mode. Distance

is probably ths most significant element (vide 5.3) but its importance

is greatly affected by the extent to which urban design can mitigate

inconveniences of journeys.
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Finally, psychological or 'mental comfort' factors such as attitudes

to particular methods of travel may also affect choice, and clearly

play- a role in the preferences of some Individuals for high powered vehicles.

2.4.1. Comfort and Effort in Travel by Car

In present circumstances it is obvious that the car is a most

comfortable method of travel, in view of the protection from unpleasant

weather, a well-upholstered and assured seat, and the personal control of

heating and ventilation. Furthermore, the opportunity of travelling in

comparative quiet and privacy is an added virtue, which for some represents

rare moments that cannot be enjoyed at home or at work. For family

outings, journeys can be made in a more relaxed way than by public transport,

as parents are free of the necessity of ensuring conventional behaviour

by children. On the other hand, driving involves a high degree of mental

concentration (Antrobus, op.cit.), and may cause tension and frustration

(vide 4.3).

Shoppers are likely to use a car, if available, for even short

trips, in view of the effort involved in carrying goods. The trend

towards less frequent journeys accentuates these difficulties as the

average weight of goods per trip is thereby increased} at present,

households consume about 112 lbs. of goods weekly (Powell, 1969). The

possible frustration of parking ia only likely to discourage shoppers from

using their cars in traffic congested large towns} however, multi-storey

car parks are disliked because of the effort Involved in handling shopping,

and occasionally push-chairs (Consumers Association, 1969a, p.340).

It is also very apparent that cars fulfill s psychological function

as status and prestige symbols (Morris, 1969), and this clearly motivates

the choice of some adults.
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2.4.2. Comfort and Effort In Travel by Motor-Cycle

The Bain discouragement for moat would-be-users of motor-cycles

is the gross discomfort experienced in cold, vet or windy conditions.

More effort is required to start them than the car. On the other hand

they have similar advantages with regard to the small effort involved in

driving) they also afford riders a very direct experience of speed, and

for some serve as symbols of potency (Kensies, 1969)*

2.4.3. Comfort and Effort in Travel bv Bus

Bus passengers are obliged to walk at both ends of a journey, and

to wait at bus stops, during which times they may be exposed to inclement

weather) the deterrent effect of this is evident from research which shows

that passengers value trip and times at twice the time spent on buses

(Quaraby, 1967). These inconveniences are aggravated when transfers to

alternative routes are necessary. The bus may be crowded and stuffy,

frequent acceleration and deceleration could be disturbing, and the

passenger may be obliged to stand. Some elderly and disabled persons

have difficulties in climbing onto the bus, and, with the introduction

of one-man buses, there are no conductors to help them. The unreliability

of services may be s psychological deterrent to the use of buses.

However, the passenger's compensations include the opportunity

to read, or watch the changing urban scene at ease, and freedom from the

strains of driving and the problems of parking.

2.4.4. Comfort and Effort in Travel bv Taxi

The taxi ride is particularly convenient: it has the advantage of
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the car for comfort and minimisation of effort, and of the hue for the

compensations Just listed.

2.4.5. Comfort and Effort In Travel by Bicycle

The cyclist is particularly exposed to inclement weather} it has

been noted that both weather and season affect their proportion of the

total volume of traffic, though it does not vary substantially (Claxton,

1966, para.29} Luna and Sheppard, 1968).

The bicycle is a very efficient form of movement) the effort

involved in cycling for regular journeys only appears to prove a

disincentive for distances over one and a half miles (Claxton, 1966, p.23).

At speeds between 7 m.p.h. and 15 a.p.h. the effort is considered equal

to that of a brisk walk (Chambers, op.Git.) The high proportion of

cyclists in regions with flat terrain reflect the deterrent effect of

gradients) in Cambridge, half of the total journeys are by bicycle

(Perraton, 1968, p.150). Cycling on motor roads is aggravated by the

'drag' effect of overtaking vehicles.

?'4.S. qqafprf

Pedestrians are also expoeed to unpleasant weather conditions.

The disincentives of low temperature, rain aid high wind, are evidenced

by empty pavements in these conditions. For these reasons it is

generally accepted that new shopping centres should he enclosed

(Capital and Counties Property Co.Ltd., 1969, p.15). On the other hand,

it should be borne in mind that rainfall and high winds are comparatively

rare in this countryt on average, the likelihood of rainfall during a
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ten minute walk in south east England is only one in a hundred (calculated

from Brooks, 1954).

Recent travel surveys show a preference for walking to destinations

within half a mile radius because little time and effort are involved}

acceptable walking distance in most New Town planning proposals are based

on this figure (vide 5*3). Gradients and changes of level also play an

important role in encouraging or discouraging walking. The progressive

reduction in speed on gradients steeper than 1 in 20 was recorded in a

surveys it declined by one third on a gradient of 12° (Ministry of

Transport, 1965). Although the effort of climbing vertically as opposed

to walking horlsontally is not a constant, a study has revealed that

between four and five times more energy is expended in climbing stairs

than walking an identical distance on the level (Bruce, Floyd and Ward,

1967)} in this context, footbridges or underpasses must have a deterrent

effect on pedestrian movement. Property developers have difficulty in

letting the upper levels of multi-storey shopping centres because of the

unwillingness of pedestrians to indulge in unnecessary physical effort

(Capital and Counties Property Co. Ltd., op.cit., p.2l).

On traffic separated routes, pedestrians do not have to be

constantly vigilant, and are free of the anxiety associated with vehicular

movement (vide 4.3).

2.4.7. Comparative Comfort and Effort by the Six Methods of Travel

Comfort was the second most important reason given by travellers

for preferring the car to public transport (Travers Morgan and Partners,

1968, pp.175-176), and it is anticipated tluit this proforimc® vi.ll be

emphasised as standards of living rise (Travers Morgan and Partners, 1969,

p.128). A promotional scheme in the United States to encourage car



commuters to travel on buses, by the use of hostesses and the provision

of free coffee, doughnuts and papers was unsuccessful (Burns, 1967, p.45)I

Journeys by car or taxi have considerable advantages over other

methods of travel, in terms of comfort and lack of effort) however, the

choice of people limited to travel by public transport, cycling or walking

is determined by weather conditions, distance and gradients involved, and

by the possible Inconveniences associated with changing vehicles. On

shopping expeditions the amount of goods that can be reasonably carried

home may be a consideration favouring the bus.
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2.5. VISUAL INTEREST OP JOURNBY

Choice of method of travel say be influenced by the viaual interest

and amenity of a route since people tend to seek ways of achieving novelty

and stimulation (Lee, 1966). A sell designed urban environment can

provide more enjoyable journeys although this is difficult to assess since

perception cannot easily be quantified. However, the importance of

urban design in this context is now widely recognised. Viaual interest

appears to affect the choice of travel mode of one age group more than

another, and its importance relative to other influences seems to depend

on the purpose for which journeys are made. The relevance of visual

stimulation on the development of children, and the desire of elderly

persons to interest themselves in activity on the street, has already

been referred to (vide 1.2 and 1.5)J the interest of the route may be

of little concern for the work journey, whereas shopping trips can be

made more enjoyable in shopping precincts where these is much to engage

one's attention.

2.5.1. Visual Interest in Travel by Car

In existing urban environments, journeys by ear are visually

satisfying when drivers and passengers can observe a constantly changing

scene of pedestrian activity, vehicles, and shop windowss moreover,

the car itself is often attractive to look at. However, appreciation

of detail declines sharply as speed increases (Lee, 1967a). Where there

is separation of pedestrians and vehicles, or where design is poorly

conceived, travel by car may be boring.
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2.5.2. Visual Interest la Travel bv Motor-Cycle

Journey® by motor-cycle ar® similar to the car In this respect,

with the added benefit of unobstructed all-round vision.

2.5.5. Visual Interest in Travel bv Bus

Journeys by bus may also be satisfying, and have the further

advantage that other people may be observed at fairly elose quarters,

which la considered by many people to be a pleasurable occupation!

2.5.4. Visual Interest In Travel by Taxi

Journeys by taxi may be more satisfying visually than those by

car, since the passenger does not have to devote his attention to

driving) however the passenger's field of vision Is rather restricted.

2.5.5. Visual Interest in Travel by Bicycle

The visual interest of the route is obviously of greater

significance to cyclists, since spaces and details are more likely to

be appreciated at slow speeds (ibid.). Moreover, textures, patterns,

nature and people can be readily observed.

2.5.6. Visual Interest In Travel on Foot

The design and activity along pedestrian routes encourages

people to walk for they are able to visually explore urban detail and

to observe human activity at a self-directed pace. Indeed, pedestrians

do not necessarily prefer the shortest routes, but often choose onee
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with many people, and along which they feel instinctively relaxed (Parr,

1965) 1966). 'Brennan's Law* of shopping behaviour, which states that

people are prepared to walk longer distances to shops on the 'down-town*

side of residential areas (hee, 1962), appears to confine these observations

since in these circumstances, the density of activity is likely to be

greater.

gfSt7r CcfflPfrTfltfrre Xnfor^ op Journey? by tpa Sp; ftethodfl of Trqvel
t

"Identity depends on scarcity, slowness and familiarisation"

(Blee, 1966)| in this respect, walking provides the best opportunity

for enjoying and appreciating the visual scene. However, design methods

to improve the convenience of travel by motor vehicle, such as the inclusion

of large planes of road surface and parking areas, elevated roads, street

furniture, and signs out of scale with human beings (Buchanan et alia,

op.cit., para.35) say Interfere with the visual enjoyment of pedestrians,

and thus make walking a lees satisfying experience. Separation of

pedestrian and vehicular routes is therefore likely to make walking

more attractive.



2.6. PUKPPSS OF JOtJRTTBY

Consideration of the relative importance of the factore analysed

in the previous sections may greatly influence the choice of travel made

for particular types of journey. These are generally classified into

'essential' regular ones to work, shopping and education, which are

usually made during the week, and the 'optional' ones which are mainly

for social, recreational and entertainment purposes, during leisure hours

in the evenings and at weekends (Buchanan et alia, op.cit., para.143).

2.6,1. Journeys to Work

Journeys to work are considered to he the most important of all

trips since they create by far the highest level of vehicular movement

in all transportation studies. They may also he given priority inadvert¬

ently, as they are regularly made by working adults, the group from which

the policy makers are drawn. Several surreys agree that they account for

almost half the journeys made by vehicles (Wilbur Smith and Associates,

1961, p.80} Freeman, Fox, Wilbur Smith and Associates, op.cit., p.105,

Fig. 9*3} Jamissoa and Maekay, 1969)} they also account for about 4C$»

of all car mileage (Ministry of Transport, 1967b. Work journeys are

usually undertaken during the morning and evening at fixed times, thereby

causing the 'rush hour'. The attention of transport planners has

therefors been mainly focused on this type of journey (vide Kain, 1962}

wamer, 1962} Traffic Research Corporation, 1962} Smeed, 1963, p.280}

Williams and Robertson, 1963, pp.668-671} Crompton, 1966} Quarmby, 1967,

p.273I Wilson, 1967} Thomas, 1968} lyles and Spiller, 1969} Borton

and Wittlck, 1969} Clark and Roeeke, 1969} Mackay, 1969)} the Sample



Census in 1966 films data only for this trip, which is also the most

straightforward trip to analyse in terns of origin and destination

(Meyer, Main and Wohl, op.cit., p.142). As a result, it has increasingly

influenced the reshaping of existing cities and the form of new towns) it

is also the largest single element determining urban road investment

(Thomas, 1968, p.335).

Although the working population is increasing, and the current

10- of men with two jobs is rising (fiodgers, 1969, p.369), other trends

may reduce the total number of rush hour work journeys. Developments in

telecommunications and computer technology will result in 'activities'

being taken to people instead of the costly current arrangement) it is

anticipated that the present labour force in manufacturing industry will

with the use of computers, be reduced by 50^ by 1980 (Times, 1969d).

Some professional people are already following the American pattern of

working at heme several days a week (Tetlow and Gose, 1965)) it is also

anticipated that the working week will be cut for many workers (Abrams,

1968b). In addition, as the cost of machinery rises* so will the economy

of working round the clock become apparent) the number of shift workers

had already risen by 50^ between 1954 and 1964 (Ministry of Labour, 1965)*

All thess considerations represent significant changes in working

habits, which could substantially reduce the volume of traffic during

traditional 'rush hours', thereby lowering the high public costs of

accommodating it at these tines.

The journey to work over long distances and in comparative comfort

has been made possible by the improved mobility afforded by mechanical

transport, particularly the car. This has enlarged the area within which

the worker can seek employment, or reduced the time that he had previously
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devoted to travel. Usually It has brought about a separation of home and

place of work, and increased travel time, with the result that potential

leisure hours are reduced (Rodgera, op.cit., para.2.19).

The most influential factors determining choice of travel node for

work Journeys are probably speed and comfort; the forcer arises from the

need for punctuality in most Jobs, and the latter from the need to reduce

the risk of exposure to inclement weather. Travel surveys demonstrate

, that the car is at present the preferred choice of the majority of adults

for these Journeys. In the United States, the choice is hardly influenced

by alterations in costs of travel (Keyer, Kain and feohl, op.cit., p.107).

Although about one third of commuters in British towns exceeding populations

of two hundred thousand persons travel by bicycle or on foot, a striking

correlation between houeehdd car ownership and the use of a car for work

Journeys has been noted (Eyles and Spiller, op.cit., p.228). Nevertheless,

a survey of commuters recorded that only 4% considered the car essential

for their Journey (Thomson, 1968).

2.6.2. Shopping Journeys

These Journeys are the most frequent trips of the housewives, and

are usually their only regular excursion outside the hone. There are

two types of shopping Journeys: those for the daily needs of the house¬

hold for 'convenience' goods,mad the less frequent Journeys for the purchase

of durable goods. The distinction between these two categories is rather

blurred: as a result of the growth of supermarkets, increasing acquisition

of refrigerators and deep-freese equipment, and the high rate of car

ownership, the American trend of leas frequent shopping for 'convenience'

goods may occur in this country.
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«ith more packaged and branded goods at standard prices,

traditional personal shopping for the identification of quality purchases

with good value for money, is becoming unnecessary. Furthermore, as

discretionary inoomes rise, the public are increasingly shopping by sail

order and by telephone (Reynolds, 1966, p.127; Byron, 1967, p.28). As

a result, it has been forecast that by 1977, only two to three shopping

expeditions will be made per week (Lintas, 1968, p.ll). Nevertheless,

at present the majority of housewives go shopping several times a week

(Times, 1969b); their Journeys are usually short and made on foot

(Ambrose, op.cit.j Gallup, 1968).

Considerations of effort and comfort are perhaps paramount for

shopping, in view of the need to carry purchases. It has been noted that

shoppers prefer covered pavements, no changes of level, protection from

the wind and traffic-free precincts (Consumers Association, 1969, pp.338-341).

whilst a survey of shopping habits concluded that the possession of a car

did not appear to influence the number of shopping trips made (Ambrose,

1968), there can be little doubt that in general, shopping is a lass

arduous and inconvenient task in these circumstances. A further

important factor is the social aspect of the shopping expedition, sines

it may be made to alleviate boredom and loneliness, particularly of

housewives and elderly people (vide 1.4.2. and 1.3.2.).

2.6.3. Journeys to School

Children go to school forty weeks in the year; some also return

home for lunch daily. Journeys to nursery or primary schools are

usually short, and children can easily undertake them on foot. In New

Towns, schools are located to enable Journeys to be safely made unaccom¬

panied. Secondary schools normally have larger catchment areas, so that
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longer journeys by bicycle ar public transport are usually necessary.

Schoolchildren represent approximately 16^ of the total population|

and will Increase to 18# as a result of the planned raising of the school

leaving age to sixteen years In 1971 (calculated from Central Statistical

Office, 1969, Table 14). School journeys therefore constitute a substantial

proportion of total daily journeys.

Safety and time have been found to be the main considerations

influencing choice of travel mode for this journey (Levin and Bruce,

op.cit., p.58), no doubt in view of the impulsive nature of children,

and the need for punctuality. In ideal circumstances, journeys are under¬

taken on foot or by bicycle along routes separated from motorlsed traffic,

so that they can be made unaccompanied by adults.

2.6.4. Journeys for Leisure

These journeys are undertaken by all members of a household, end

represent a significant component of the total number of urban trips;

activities as varied as golf, bingo, theatre, football, evening classes

and wandering about, clearly appeal to individuals with widely differing

backgrounds, and at particular phases in the life-cycle (vide 1.1.4 -

1.6.4). Older children and adolescents generally prefer to spend their

leisure time independent of their families; a survey in London in 1964,

found that children between the agea of eleven and fiftean used open spaces

far more frequently than adults (Benjamin, 1968).

Rising affluence and the growth of car ownership and leisure time

are increasing the frequency of leisure journeys: for instance, traffic

projections in a Scottish transportation survey show an increase of 125#
in the number of these trips over the twenty year period from 1965 (Freeman,

Fox, «ilbur Smith and Associates, op.cit., p.232).
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These journeys constitute an irregular pattern of travel activity:

trips for social purposes are diffused since friends and relatives tend

to be spread geographically! places of entertainment are sore likely to

be centrally located, whilst recreation is increasingly spent out-of-town,

due to the rapid rise in the popularity of participation sports (Rodgers,

op.eit., Table 4.4), which require large areas of land or eater. Where

opportunities exist, children sake random journeys in their free time, as

an expedition of discovery! adults snd elderly persons often enjoy a walk

in pleasant urban surroundings, if only to window shop.

Three functions of leisure have been described as relaxation

entertainment, and personal development (humazedier, 1967). Paradoxically

recreational activities such as skiing, sailing, camping, climbing and swim¬

ming, which may expose participants to discomfort and physical effort,

are very much on the increase, although it is just these conditions that

the individual seeks to avoid in his daily lifs. Nevertheless, It would

seem that, of the factors analysed previously, the most important considera¬

tions motivating choice of travel mode for leisure journeys are those of

maximum comfort and minimum effort. For these reasons, cars are the

preferred travel mode for these journeys, other than to destinations within

reasonable walking distance.

2.6.5. Comparison of Proportion of Journeys for different Purposes

In assessing the proportion of journeys mads daily for different

purposes, surveys tend to concentrate on work journeys snd other vehicular

trips of adults, sines these are the ones which determine the efficiency

of road networks, and are simplest to identify. The percentages in

several transportation surveys are set out in Table 2.4! estimates of



vehicular trips in the next twelve to twenty years in three of these

studies is set out in Table 2.5. They reveal a considerable decline in

the proportion of work journeys and a rise for all other purposes, particular¬

ly those associated with leisure activities.

However, these surveys have distinct disadvantages as they conceal

certain aspects of urban movement: data is collected on notarised joarneys

only and neglect those by bicycle or on foot, which represent a very high

proportion of short trips) furthermore, no differentiation is made between

the journeys of individuals and families as calculations are made of

'household trips'. The results are therefore weighted in favour of adults

and all persons in car-owning households.

Although it has been concluded that travel by ear is preferred for

most journeys, an analysis of the travel needs and nobility of individuals

derived from Chapter 1, suggests that noat trips are not, and are

unlikely in the future to be possible by this means.
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fable 2.4. Vehicular Trips According to Purpose of Journey

Study work shopping school leisure other total

National Pravel % 38.0 17.5* 8.8 23-4 12.3 100.0
Survey
1964

London Travel jC 50.0 8.0 5.0 25.0 12.0 100.0
Survey
1966

Ministry of f» 48.0 20.0* 5.0 14.0 13.0 100.0
Transport
1967

Greater Glasgow 44.0 7.0 8.0 15.0 26.0 100.0
Transport.Study
1967

East Central i 45.5 16.8* 9.9 14.4 13.4 100.0
Scotland
Transport.Study
1968

* includes journeys for personal business

Table 2.5. Estimates of Future Vehicular Trips According to
Purpose of Journey

Study work shopping school leisure other total

linistry of 36.0 28.0* 7.0 16.0 13.0 100.0
Transport
1961

East Cantral 29.9 22.5* 11.5 20.6 15.5 100.0
Scotland
1986

Greater Glasgow 32.0 9.0 13.0 22.0 24.0 100.0
Transport.Study
1990

* includes journeys for personal businass



2.7. LIMIT'TIOTTS ON CFOICB OP TRAVEL EOTS

The choice of method of movement by which the majority of the

population are able to satisfy their travel needs is limited to

varying degrees. In urban situations, the choice ranges from pedestrian

movement to a variety of vehicular modes. The latitude of adult choice

depends to a large extent on whether they are healthy enough to walk or

travel by public transport, wealthy enough to run a private car, or wise

enough to ensure that someone will take them to and from their intended

destination. At the other ends of the economic and age scales are those

for whom there is little choice: they have no access to cars, and often

have to rely on the availability of a public transport service; in the

extreme condition of being housebound, they require the help of others to

deputise for their travel needs. Between these conditions there is a

wide range of limiting factors which renders individuals 'dependent',

primarily by virtue of circumstances beyond their control. Finally,

there are those who do not wish to drive or own s car, because of the

disadvantages outlined earlier in this Chapter.

The mobility of individuals may be affected by age, condition,

possession of a driving licence, or the availability of alterative

methods of transport.

2.7.1. Aire and Condition

The relative importance of the influences on modal choice is

largely determined by age: as has been seen in the examination of

varying travel needs during the life-cycle, for instance, considerations

of time saving may be leas cogent for elderly persons, for whom safety

could be more influential; comfort may not have the same priority for



children as for adults, though safety is clearly a dominant consideration

of those responsible for then. However, age, physical ability and mental

capacity are much more likely to limit choice.

Persons below the age of sixteen years are not legally entitled to

drive motor-cycles, and below the age of seventeen to drive cars. It

is thought that approximately half the number of elderly persons are

unable to drive due to temporary or permanent physical deterioration or

impairment of their physiological reactions (Tanner, 1965), and certain

categories of disabled persons cannot drive as a result of their handicaps.

Bus travel represents a hasard to very old and many disabled persons

who find it difficult to mount the bus platform} the difficulties of

handling a push-chair, baby and shopping, can present problems to mothers

of young children. Furthermore, in presort urban conditions, parents

fesl apprehensive about young children travelling by bus on their own.

An indication of any physical limitation on cycling for ths general

population can be gained from the ownership rats of bicycles in Stevenage

New Town, since this town has a simple network of cycle ways, particularly

to school and to work: about one third of the population has a bicycle

(Bunker, 1967). There is no evidence to suggest that cycling is a

harmful form of exercise in middle age (vide 4.3).

The vast majority of the population are able to walk reasonable

distances. The exceptions include very young children up to the age of

about four years of age, s small proportion of elderly persons, and the

majority of severely disabled persona. Reference has already been made

to surveys of elderly persons which chow that increasing incapacity and,

therefore, the distance they are prepared to walk, reduces with advancing years

(vide 1.5*3); the influence of changes of levels has been demonstrated in



a survey which showed that their average speed of ascent was only half

that of young adults (sard, 1968).

These limitations on choice of travel mode due to age and condition

suggest that about half the population could drive a car or cycle, and the

vast majority travel by bus or walk reasonable distances (vide 5-3)•

2.7.2. Possession of Driving Licence

A further category of persons who cannot drive cars includes those

unable to hold a driving licence. The number of licences issued in this

country has increased from eight million in 1937 to nearly seventeen

million in 1968 (Ministry of Transport, 1969a, p.73, Table 57). If

persons below the age of seventeen are excluded they represent about

4C$ of the population (calculated from Central Statistical Office, 1969,

Table 14). whilst the proportion of licence holders is increasing,

there is likely to be a significant number of adults unable to pass the

driving teat: in the United States, 20^ of the adult population over the

age of seventeen cannot drive, some because they have no necessity or wish

to, but many because of physical disabilities or advancing age (Myers,

1968)| in this country, it is thought likely that 25^ of the adult

population below the age of seventy will be incapable of holding a licence

(Buchanan et alia., op.cit., para.50). Two million tests were taken in

1968, of which 53^ were failures (Ministry of Transport, 1969d). These

tests may become more stringent as s result of increasing concern over

dangerous driving.

There is a clear eex differentiation in car licence holders, which

can be primarily related to car ownership. Three surveys have shown

that men were more than four times as likely to hold driving licences as



women ( vtkins, 1964, Flg.20; Gray, op.cit., p.58, Table 4.2)} the National

Travel Survey (Ministry of Transport, 1967b) found that in the United

Kingdom as a whole, 5^ of men and only of women held driving licences.

Whilst the main explanation for this may be due to the predominant use

of the car by working members of households for work journeys (Atkins,

op.cit., p.36), it may also be related to the technical nature of driving,

which is likely to be more difficult for women to comprehend. It is no

doubt further accentuated by the high proportion of widows in the community

for whoa the problems of driving and the responsibility of running a car

are too great (vide 1.5.5*)•

Disqualification from driving is a further limitation on car use}

in 1967, sixty thousand motorists were disqualified (Offences Related to

Motor Vehicles, 1968, Table l), in most cases temporarily. There is also

the small proportion of drivers whose cars are out of service for maintenance

or repair, which typically puts them out of use two or three times a year

(Ministry of Transport, 1969c). In the latter case, delays may result

from waiting for insurance clearance, availability of service mechanics

as well as for the repair itself. Finally, it could be suggested that

a proportion of the population who do hold a licence, should not hold one,

"because of deficiencies in their behaviour" (vide 2.5.2).

2.7.5. Vehicle Ownership

Most adults who do not have vehicles for their exclusive use cannot

afford one; this is usually due to inadequate income which may be affected

by earlier age of retirement and greater longevity, or increasing survival

of disabled persons.

Cver ten million persons are earning less than £10 a week after tax



(department of Employment and Productivity, 1968a). The average weekly

earning before tax of men in Great Britain ie under £24, of women working

full-time under £13* and of households under £30 (Department of Employment

snd Productivity, 1969). Abel-Smith and Townaend (1965. p.6l) calculated

that nearly 18$ of households containing about 15.2$ of the population,

had incomes of less than 140- of the basic Rational Assistance scale}

it has been suggested that theso percentages are seriously underestimated

(Bagley, 1969). Moreover, the proportion of the population below the

poverty line has not declined in the last decade (Townsend, 1969), end

it has been forecast that in 1983, one third of all households will be

managing on income provided by one wage-earner in the family and that most

of these will cope only by being constantly in debt (Abrama, op.cit.).

Taking into account sources of privet® income, Townsend and

Wedderburn (1965, p.95) found income levels of the retired population one

half or more below those of the population generally! 2^ of old couples,

29$ of single men, and 5Q?> of single women ore living below the

poverty line (Sbsnaa, Townsend et aliu, 1968, pp.373, 438). Current

pensions are £4.10. Od. per week for a single person, and £7. 6. Od. for

a couple (Ministry of Social Security, 1968) - the former figure is less

than 20$ of the average wage in manufacturing industry. The new

Government Pension Scheme will provide a maximum benefit of £12. 2. Od per

week in 1992 (Ministry of Social Security, 1969).

Reference has already been made to the Increasing survival of

disabled persons (vide 1.6). Their numbers are likely to include a high

proportion with low income levels: from a survey in South-East England,

it was found that 60$ had a total of lass than £10 per week, and 86% lean

than £20 (Townaend, 1967). The Government make no tax concessions to

disabled persona owning cars.



Both the number of tripe and car ownership per household has been

shown to be a direct function of income (Wilbur Smith and Associates,

op.cit., p.70| Growther, op.cit., para. 7f Greater London Council,

1969a,pp.29-31). A National surrey showed that the car ownership rate In

households of upper socio-economic groups was orer fire times as high as

that of lower groups (Automobile Association, 1967a.. There were

similar findings In the London Traffic Surwey which showed that car

ownership was four times as high amongst those with incomes of £2000

per annua as of £1000 (Freeman, Fox and Partners, op.cit., pp.157-158); a

study in Coventry recorded almost identical figures (Wilson, 1967, p.l5l)l

a recent surrey in Scotland recorded that 7«$- of the non car-owning house¬

holds had estimated annual Incomes under £1000 per annum (Freeman, Fox,

Wilbur Smith and Associates, op.cit., p.4l).

The overall costs of car ownership were set out earlier (ride 2.2.1).

When these are related to earnings, it is clear that incomes in many

households are inadequate; they are likely to remain so for ersn a modest

standard of living, let alone the ownership of a oar which entails a

continuing heavy financial liability. The influence of household sise

and income in this context is very clear from the analysis mads by the

author of the 1966 Sample Census, which shows that people in two person

households were twice as likely as those in six person households to own

a oar, and four times as likely as those in eight person households

(General Register Office, 1967a, Table 21).

There are of course, people who do not wish to own a oar, in spits

of being able to fulfil all requirements for driving and ownership;

Hodgers (op.cit., Tahlo 4.1) recorded 21^ of households with incomes of

£1950 and over which had no oar.
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Car Ownership. The net effect of these factors on car ownership

is reflected In the most recent National surrey for 1966 which showed that

48.9$ of households owned one car, and 10.3$ owned two or more (Registrar

General, 1967). However, '.brans (1968) has predicted a doubling or trebling

of the standard of living in the United Kingdom by the end of the century,

and a progression towards a far higher level cf car ownership is almost

certain. A detailed forecast up to the year 2010 was made by Tanner

(1965). This was based on the present and future age distributions of

the population of Great Britain, and assumed that 1C$ of adults between the

ages of seventeen and sixty four would be unable or unwilling to drive,

and that 503? of those aged sixty five and over will be unable to do so;

the potential driving population was thereby reduced to 62$ of the

population at present, and 59$ by the year 2000. By analysing the ownership

level in the United States, now 40$ of the population (World Almanac, 1968,

p.573), and the lower rate in urban areas, he projected the ultimate

saturation level in Great Britain at 0.45 oars per head in the year 2010

(Tanner, op.cit., pp.7-8)I he subsequently revised his forecast (1967)

slightly and predicted the figures set out in Table 2.6. A more recent

study has confirmed the saturation level at between 0.40 and 0.45 cars per

head (Tulpule, 1969).

Table 2.6. Estimate of Future Car Ownership in Great Britain

Tear Cars/Head

1966 (actual) 0.18
1980 0.36
2000 0.44
2010 (saturation level) 0.45

Source: Tanner, 1967, p.5, Table 2.
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It may to seen that the 1966 percentage of the population

without the exclusive use of a car was 82$. On projected trends, by

1980 it will reduce to 64$, and by the year 2000 to 56$. Even excluding

children below the age of five, in the year 2000, over half the population

(and two fifths of the adult population) are likely to to without a car

for their exclusive use (vide 2.7.4).

Motor-Cvcle Ownership. This is also dictated by age and income;

it has already been noted that those below the age of sixteen are not

permitted to drive. Although licenced vehicles in this category have

declined to three quarters of the level in 1959 (Ministry of Transport,

1969a), the current ownership level of 0.02 per head of population is

predicted to remain static until the end of the century (Tanner, 1967, p.7«)•

Bus Services. There were seventy three thousand buses on the roads

in 1968 (Ministry of Transport, 1969f, p.XX), representing an average of

0.0017 per head of population) the number has hardly varied during the

last decade (Tulpule, op.cit.) in spite of its declining use.

Taxi Services. There are less than fifteen thousand taxis in

Great Britain, representing an avenge of 0.0003 per head of population)

this is only about one quarter of the level twenty years ago (Young,

Maltby and Constantino, 1969).

Bicycle Ownership. No detailed figures are available of the

number of bicycles in Great Britain. The National Travel Survey of 1964

estimated an ownership level of 0.15 per household) in Peterborough

the level is 0.44 per person (Goes, 1969) and in Stevenage New Town

where specific provision for its use has been made, the level is 0.30 per

person (Bunker, op.cit.). Its declining use is, however, evidenced by

the estimated annual mileage in 1968 which was about one third of the

figure in 1959 (Ministry of Transport, 1969b).
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2.7.4. i vailability of the Six Methods of Travel

The availability of a convenient form of movement has a

significant influence on participation in a vide range of activities outside

the home. In particular, the acquisition of a car results in a sharp rise

in trips for such purposes. Table 2.7. illustrates the variation

recorded in the London Traffic Survey (Freeman, Fox and Partners, 1964,

p.50, Table 15.4).

Table 2.7. Paily Trip Generation Rates by Basic Trip Purpose

Trip Purpose Car-owning Non car-owning
Household Household

work 2.34 1.50
personal business 0.97 0.17
social 0.44 0.17
shopping 0.33 0.16
school 0.35 0.08
other home based purposes 0.66 0.25
non home based purposes 0.96 0.14
all purposes 6.06 2.47

However, the figures in this survey distort the apparent

effects of car ownership, since they only refer to the number of trips

per household and to movement by motorlsed means, as do most traffic

studies (vide .villiams and Robertson, 1965* pp.137-140} Wooton and Pick,

1967b} Atkins, 1968} Freeman Fox Wilbur Smith and Associates, 1968, p.231}

Jamieson and Mackay, 1969). Furthermore, surveys of activities and

attitudes rely predominantly on adult respondents (British Broadcasting

Corporation, 1965} Sillitoe, 1969, p.20} Centre for Environmental Studies,

1969} Ministry of Housing and Local Government, 1969)} on rare occasions

adolescents are included (vide Rodgers, op.cit., p.2} Lichfield and /-.aeociatee,
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op.cit., Appendix El). The Result is to neglect many of the real issues

of individual travel needs.

A brief review of some literature on this subject reveals an almost

total disregard of the fact that human beings who are too young to drive

are 'people', and suggests ignorance of the fact that the family as a

composite unit has relatively few travel needs (vide 5.1«3)*

Characteristics of Urban Travel -"Car has become the primary mode of
urban travel" (wilbur Smith and Associates, 1961, pp.61-62).

Hook Hew Town - "Private cars will be the main means of personal transport"
(London County Council, 1961, p.78).

Factors Affecting Urban Growth - "The automobile has freed the family..."
(Vorheea, 1962, p.90).

Living with the Motor Car - "... problem of adapting our cities and towns to
the universal use of private motor transport" (Bay, 1963, P«5).

Traffic in Towns Steering Group - "We are approaching the crucial point
when the ownership of private motor vehicles, instead of being the
priviledge of a minority becomes the expectation of the majority" and
"The most recent estimate of the Registrar General is that in 50 years' time
the total population will be 25$ higher than now. These additional millions
will want to own ears (Crowther, 1963, paras. 6, 15).

Traffic in Towns - Limit to size of town "at which full motorisation of
the population is possible" sad "... in none of the first batch of new towns
commenced after the war did the designers consciously say to themselves 'near¬
ly all people living here are going to demand motor oars in the foreseeable
future and the right to use them, so what sort of a town ought we to design
to enable them to do so?'" (Buchanan et alia, pp.165, 167).

Skelaersdale New Town - "Anyway the increase of car ownership has resulted
in people becoming more mobile" (Wilson and Womersley, 1964, p.8).

On New Urban Structures - "The enlarged freedom to communicate outside
one's place community that the emerging technological and institutional
changes promise, coupled with an ever increasing mobility and ever greater
degrees of specialisation will certainly mean that urbanitea will deal with
each other over greater and greater distances" ... "the Individual spends
more and more of his time in the non-plaoe urban realm as a member of a
national or international set or community and less of his life in an
urban 'place'" (Webber, 1964, p.146).

Demand for Public Transport - "Up to a third of families in a major city may
not own a car" and "might be cheaper to provide these families (non car-
owning) with used cars" (Keefer, 1966, p.2l).
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Runcorn "ew Town - "Public Transport oust be provided for the people unable
to use cars, although they are relatively few in number (Ling and
Associates, 1967, para.8.13).

When Car Saturation is Reached - "at least 15,f> of journeys within a town
will still require some form of urban transport, aa this percentage of the
population will be without the use of a car" (Ling, 1967, p.ll).

Greater London Development Plan - "Londoners, like people elsewhere in the
country, are becoming increasingly mobile... more time and opportunity to
spend time and money in leisure activities" (Greater London Council, 1967,
p.167).

Washington New Town - "bringing the benefits of motor ear ownership within
reach of the whole population (Llewelyn-bevies Weeks and Partners, 1967,
p.13).

Public Transport and Traffic - "without doubt, in fifteen to twenty yeara
time, the majority of the travelling public will want to use their own
private transport" (Ministry of Transport, 1967d, p.113).

Recreational Influence of Car Ownership - "Complete personal mobility
has revolutionised our use of leisure time" (Rodgere, 1967, para.4.1).

Milton Keynes Interim Report - "the free-wheeling dynamic and mobile society
which the planners expect to inhabit Milton Keynes" ..."Freedom of choice
between public and private methods of transport" (Llevelyn-Davies, Weeks,
Forestier-w'alker and Bor ,, 1968).

Road Congestion - "Londoners want to own a car and enjoy all the benefits
that a car brings" (British Road Federation, 1968a).

Trends in Transportation - "But the public just doesn't generally agree with
this concept., to keep a lot of activities within walking distance of
people's homes" (Vorhees, 1968)

Town Resign - "the increased mobility of the population... with full car
ownership" (hlewelyn-bavles, 1966).

Moabrough Master Plan - "to devise en urban structure which... needs to be
extendable to accommodate almost universal car ownership" (Culpin and
Partners, 1968).

Forecast for the fear 2000 - "Britain will be a nation of car-owners with
about eight families out of tea running at leaet one vehicle" (Flowerdew, 1969).

Milton Keynes - "will be a car-owning community" (Cowan, 1969).

Planning Your Environment - "Universal personal mobility is something we all
value (Jiahworth, 1969).



Movement in London - "... the coming of en age in which the overwhelming
majority of citizens will have access to motor cars" (Greater London Council
19*>9a, p.9).

Tomorrow's London - "People have more money to spend and, thanks to the
shorter working week, domestic gadgetxy and cars for housewives, they have
more time in which to make their choices"... "hut people own cars"
^Greater London ouncil, 1969, pp.11,28).

Shaping Force of the Environment - "Conferment by the motor car of personal
mobility upon the ordinary person" (Ash, 1969, pp.42-43).

Where Public Transport is Uneconomical - "Cars could be made available to
... the earless poor" (*ebber and Angel, 1970).

The effect of these misleading published statements is to lend

credence to calculations in which it is assumed that children and old

people's travel time is valueless (Tanner, 1961), bus users' travel time is

worth half that of car users (Dawson, 1969), and pedestrians' travel time

worth half that of vehicle occupants (inwood, op.cit., p.5); it is even

suggested that no special provision for cycles is necessary in view of the

decline in their use (wilson end Woaersley, 1967, p.209). Planners have

become predominantly concerned with the prediction of volumes of traffic

resulting from increasing car ownership, and have focused their attention on

the needs of car owners so that facilities can be planned to accommodate

them.

Although many car trips are made by people in car-owning households,

a high proportion of journeys have to be made individually by other means:

a survey in Newcastle showed that 46.2^ of trips in one car households, and

25.4^ of trips in two ear households were by bus or on foot (Burns, 1967))

in London, 55% of total trips are by cycle or on foot (Greater London

Council, 1967, p.79).

Priority use of a car depends on ownership, occasional use typically

applying to the wife in a one car family; a recent survey in several urban

areas of the United States recorded the husband as being between five and



fifteen timee as likely to be the principal user in a one car family

(Transportation Research Institute, op.cit.). Alternatively, the vife is

obliged to assume the role of a chauffeur for her husband and children.

Naturally this situation is not fully resolved for adults until each has a car

for his or her own exclusive use} the financial burden of this is clear from

the analysis of the costs of car ownership (vide 2.2.1). As far as the

author ie aware, no surveys have been undertaken into the influence of

household car ownership on the travel activity of the individuals within

households, and it would seem, therefore, that research is clearly

exigent (vide Chapter 3),

The implications of analyses of car ownership by households rather than

by persons is particularly apparent in the comparison of levels of ownership

in different sized households in the 1966 Sample Census, as set out in

Table 2.8. It can be seen that people in larger households were far less

likely to have the use of a car} on the basis of predictions of similar

household size and composition up to the turn of the century (Becksrmann et

alia, op.cit., p.371} Roskill et alia, 1964, pp.35,37, Tables 2.12, 2.14),

it may be assumed that the implied limitation on their relative mobility will

only be partially removed. References to the need to accommodate 1.2 cars

per household by 1980, and 1.4 by the year 2000 are not very meaningful in

the context of individual mobility.

Table 2.8. Car Ownership According to Household Size

lp. 2p. 5p. 4p. 5p. 6p. 7p. 8p.+ All

Persona in
20.5Households 5.2 21.4 23.8 14.5 8.0 3.2 3.4 100.0

Cars per 12 41 56 61 66 54 48 39 45
Household

foCars per 13 22 22 18 14 11 9 6 18
Person

Sources 1966 Sample Census (General Register Office, 1967a, Table 21).



There are basically three levels of car use in car-owning households«

primary use of the car owner, secondary use of adults who can drive when a

car is available, and tertiary use of non-licence holders, including children,

who are only able to travel aa passengers. From predictions of population

and car ownership rates over the next thirty years, an assessment can be

made of the proportion of people who are likely to enjoy these three levels

of car use. This la set out in Diagram 2.6. It can be reasonably asswed

that adults with 'secondary use' of a car will also make use of public trans¬

port, and that people with 'tertiary use' willte fairly dependent on it.

When account is taken of the proportion of persons in households without ears,

the essential need for an sfflcient public transport service for the majority

of the population is apparent, even when the 'car saturation' level is reached.

The convenience of public transport is directly related to the

proximity to the user and the frequency of service| this aspect becomes moat

apparent during off-peak hours when they are often curtailed (Scottish Bus

Group, op.cit.); yet it is at these times that many of tha leisure

activities of those dependent on public transport take place.

The desirability of a cycle or pedestrian network, albeit integrated

with vehicular traffic, is rarely disputed, except perhaps in some of tha

moat car-orientated communities in tha United States. Although the

proportion of Jouroeya made on foot and particularly by bicycle has

declined substantially during the last decade (Ministry of Transport,

1966b, Table 33). this may be as much a consequence of management measures

and a general deterioration in environmental conditions which discourage

these forms of movement, as the rise in car ownership.
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0L
I960 1966 1970 1980 1990 2000

Year
1. Tanner (1965, Table IV)
2. Based on author's survey (vide Chapter 3)
3. Central Statistical Office (l969, Table 14)
4. Ministry of Transport (1969a, Table 57)
5. Sample Census 1966, Transportation Tables (1967, Table 2l)
6. Tulpule (1969, p.14, Table 5)

Diagram 2.6. Predicted Levels of Car Use According to Total Population
of Great Eritain (l960-20C0)

%
100-

INFREQUENT USE

cone of probability

NOT VERY FREQUENT USE

1 3
potential licence holders '

FtiWQIIKNT USE



2.7.5. Discussion
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The analysis of the travel needs of each age group and the

availability of various forms of movement, underline the relationship

between the diversity of individual needs and life patterns on the one hand,

and the restricted range of choice of the majority of the population on the

other. References therefore to "freedom of choice between the use of private

and public transport" or to "modal split" (Llewelyn-Davies, 1967} Derbyshire,

1967} Llewelyn-Lavies, Weeks, Forestier-Walker and Bor, op.cit., p.25}

Rubinstein and Speakman, 1969} Greater London Council, 1969a, p.91}

Brenikov, 1969, p.28), give a misleading impression as the choice can only

apply to adults with an available car. However, in their case, the car is

almost invariably used, except in the central areas of congested towns or

cities (Greater London Council, 1969a, pp.90-91), and the bus primarily by

non-car owners} in other words, availability is the crucial factor in modal

choice (ibid.). Wilson (op.cit.) recorded that only 65^ of car owners had

a real choice between using their car or travelling by public transport, since

20* needed the car for work, 1G& had no suitable bus service available, and

5^ had to leave the car at home. Furthermore, it should be noted that the

term 'modal choice' applies only to motorised movement and ignores the real

'modal choice' of the majority of the population which is between public

transport and walking.

Traditional family outings now occur far less often than hitherto,

and are largely being replaced by informal individual outings(vide 1.7.4).

In such circumstances personal mobility is, and will continue to be limited

by the availability of a driver for most urban Journeys. In the case of

Journeys by car, mobility is determined by the need for concurrence in time

and inclination of driver and passenger} in the case of Journeys by public
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transport, it is dependent on the immediacy, frequency and reliability of

the service. These factors may act as psychological deterrents to what may

superficially appear to be inessential Journeys, since prior knowledge of

availability is an essential pre-condition of many leisure journeys.

This aspect of dependency is most influential on the activities of

children, teenagers, mothers with young children, and elderly persons, and

the majority of disabled persons. Pahl (1968) has expressed this paradoxical

situation as one in which the least mobile are those for idiom it is socially

desirable to be the most mobile.

The majority of the population need to be as independent as possible

in their mobility, as social, and even psychiatric problems may be caused if

individuals are unable to travel when they choose, and at their own speed.

Tn a study of family dependency, it was stated to be unwise, and in the long

run, unkind and inefficient, to make people more dependent than absolutely

necessary (Brenner, 1968)t dependency on others is considered to be directly

connected with aggression in view of the restrictive Influence that the

dependent feels (Storr, op.cit., pp.43-44). These statements apply also

to freedom of movement (vide 1.7*5).

It is reasonable to argue that a welfare society should give priority

to those individuals with limited mobility, for the same reasons that persons

who fall ill are protected by the State from financial penalty, through

national Insurance. A more equitable basis for satisfying the travel require¬

ments of all groups of society would be established if needs were to determine

priorities.



2.8. SUMLiRT MP CONCLUSIONS

The main influences affecting the individual's choice of the six

methods of travel are summarised in Table 2.9*

Cars are the preferred method of travel - except for short journeys -

since they are fast, dependable, relatively cheap and relatively safe; they

are comfortable, and require little effort to drive. On the other hand, only

a minority of the population are able to enjoy the benefits of the sole use

of a car, because of limitations of age, income and ability.

Motor-cvcles are fast, easy to ride and economical, but their

appeal is limited to young adults, who are hardly concerned about comfort

and safety.

Taxis are advantageous in that they combine most of the benefits of

car and bus. Their main disadvantages are their high immediate cost, and

the uncertainty of the service.

Buses provide the only real alternative to cars for most journeys in

towns. However, passengers may be exposed to inclement weather at either end

of the journey. Moveover, they are unsuitable for journeys of less than about

one mile, are relatively slow, and are often infrequent and unreliable.

Bicycles have similar characteristics to motor-cycles. On the other

hand, although effort is involved in cycling, there is no age limit on their

use, and accidents are rare on routes separated from motorised traffic.

Walking has the advantage of cheapness, is entirely safe on traffic

separated routes, provides an opportunity for visual appreciation of the

environment and requires little skill. The main disadvantages are its limited

range, and exposure to bad weather.

id though buses are usually inferior to cars as a method of travel, the



majority of the population must rely on them. On the basis of this summary,

hopes that they can be made sufficiently attractive to compete with the car by

raising speeds, reducing fares, or by improving standards of comfort, appear

to be unrealistic. This suggests that, in congested cities, it is parking

restrictions rather than the attractions of buses, that persuade car owners to

transfer to buses. In New Towns where priority in planning has been given

to car travellers, those with cars are very likely to use them and those without

cars travel by bus on journeys that they cannot make by bicycle or on foot.

It may be concluded that only a minority of the population - the car users -

has any real choice.
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Table 2.9. Summary of Relative Advantages of Six Methods of Movement

Factor Affecting Personal Choice CAR MOTOR-CYCLE

TRAVEL TIME
measured by door-to-door
distance travelled in:

four minutes

eight minutes
twelve minutes

range of movement
punctuality in travel

TRAVEL COST
measured by:

total costs
fuel and occupancy
value attached to time

ROAD SAFETY
measured by:

years of life lost
accidents per mile
accidents per capita
accidents to other users

COMFORT MI) EFFORT
measured by:

quality of seating
degree of privacy
weather protection
physical effort involved
mental effort involved
carrying capacity
relishing of service
personal prestige

VISUAL INTEREST
measured by:

appreciation of detail
sensory modalities

PURPOSE OF JOURNEY

suitability for:
work

shopping
school
social
other leisure

LIMITATION ON CHOICE

according to:
age

ability
income

* ***

*-*•* ****

**** ***-*

**** ****

*** ****

* **

*** ***

**** ****

*

***

*

**** **

**** ***

****

**** ***

*

**** **

*** ***

**** ***

* **

* ****

**** ***

**** **

**** *

**** **

According to Major Factors Affecting Personal Choice

BUS TAXI BICYCLE2 WALKING2 notes

*

****

***

*•**

***

*

****

**

**

-****

****

***

*

****

****

Number of asterisks indicates
the relative advantage of
each method of travel assessed
as a conclusion from the
author1s consideration of
evidence in this chapter.

** represents the mean
- represents inapplicable
1 if hailed in the street
2 on traffic separated routes

*** ***

•*** *** **** ****

*** *** **** ****

*** K** **** ****

if* ** **** ****

*** **** * —

* *** **

** ****

** **** *

*** *** ** ****

** *■*** * **

* —

*<-** ** *

** **** ****

*** * **** ****

** *■** *** **

** **** * **

** **** ****

** *** * ***

*-** *** ** **

***

***

**--*

► **

****

*

**

**

-*•***

****

****

****
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5.0. ISlKwDPSflON

.Mi chapter covers ths author's «umy of ths travel activities

of the population In a Mew Town. The survey was concerned with journeys

of individuals rather than with motorised journeys generated by households -

the conventional method in traffic studies. It provides data which can

be quantified and need to measure the validity of evidence on individual

mobility mi travel needs, and on influences affecting modal choice

which were examined in Chapters 1 and 2.

The author's research has not rsveslsd sny reference to compre¬

hensive studies of the travel needs of the various sge groups, in spite

of its obvious significance to optimising movement systems. On the

few occasions when mm details of children's travel activities have been

solicited, parents have usually provided information, and in some

instances when this haa been investigated, significant differences have

bean noted between the date supplied by parents and that given by

children themselves (de Lauwe, I960; Stevenage Development Corporation,

1969, pp. 6, 9).

Travel surveys, with few exceptions, are directed towards studying

work journeys by adults and to estimating future traffic arising from

increased car ownership. The author considers that an adequate under¬

standing of the problems of mobility in towns can only be achieved by

analysing the travel activities of all ags groups by all methods of

travel.
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5.0.1. Aim of Survey

The survey was designed to elicit information about the frequency

of the main types of journeys, the frequency of accompanied journeys,

the influence of car ownership within the household on method of travel,

distances travelled and the attitudes to factors influencing the modal

choice of different age groups. The main findings of the survey

regarding mobility have been used to assess the relative advantages of

movement systems for New Towns (vide 5.5 aad. 5.6), and to support proposals

for a totally integrated and optimised system (vide 6.5).

5.0.2. Selection of New Town for Survey

Stevenage New Town (see Nap 5.1) was chosen for the survey for

the following reasonss

It was the first New Town designated under the New Towns Act of

1946, and has already passed its target population of sixty thousand

personal 49$ are employed as compared with the National figure of 51$

(Report of the Development Corporation, 1969, p.444) It was assumed

therefore, that responses from the population of a well-established town

with a fairly balanced age structure would be lees biased than those

from a 'younger' New Town. Moreover, it is one of the most 'self-

contained' of the New Towns< in 1966, 85$ of ths working population were

employed within the town (Thomas, 1969, p.594). As a result, respondents'

views would be less likely to be distorted by temporary occupational

situations necessitating an abnormal proportion of work journeys outside

the town.

The population's socio-economic structure is very similar to

the National average; the only atypical feature, as with all post-war
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Map 3.1. Plan of Stevenage New Town
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Hew Town®, is its age structure which shows a disproportionately high

percentage of children (Thomas, ibid*, pp.417, 448).

Stevenage is the only Hew Town with a comprehensive cycleway

system with a total length of 18.7 miles (Report of the Development

Corporation, op.cit., p.445), a high ownership rate of 1.05 cycles per

household (Bunker, 1966, p.23), and a defined pedestrian network.

Respondents to the questionnaire could be expected to relate their travel

activity to the extensive range of available methods of travel. There

is also a considerable amount of survey data already available. Two

travel surveys have been undertaken in Stevenage in the last eight

yeare: the 1($> Household Survey in 1962 (Bunker, 1966) and the Development

Corporation Survey in 1965 and 1966 (Claxton, 1967). The author^

study could be compared with these to observe possible trends in travel

movement, and to detect distortions which might result from the modest

else of his survey.

5.0.5. Type of Survey

Hme and resources for the survey were very limited. It was

therefore necessary to post tha questionnaires and to enlist the services

of a voluntary organisation for their collection (vide 5.0.5). The

postal survey made it possible to increase the sample since this method

is quicker, more efficient and lsss costly than a personal interview

survey.

Response to postal questionnaires in certain types of survey are

considered to be ss valid and as accurate as those conducted by a home

interviewer (Scott, 1961} Moser, 1967, p.176). In this survey, the
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administrative problems associated with organising personal interviews

with all members of households would have been considerable, unless they

were arranged at inopportune hows, such as at meal-times. This sight

have reduced the response rate) alternatively, it could have irritated

those interviewed, thereby increasing the likelihood of biased results

which reflected sore the opinions of 'considerate• people than those of a

representative crose-aection of the community (ibid., p.177). Furthermore,

one of the purposes of the survey was to obtain attitudinal responses

requiring time for consideration, so that an interviewer's presence say

have prejudiced their quality.

?tQi4t te&m Qt questionnaire

The questionnaire was simplified to permit Its completion by

children. All questions were limited to one sheet and phrased for

answer by ticks in appropriate boxes. An analysis of the previous

Stevenage surveys revealed that over 90$ of journeys vers covered by

five main categories> work, shopping, school, social and recreation

and entertainment (Bunker, 1966, p.3£| Claxton, 1967), and these were

used in the questionnaire so as to provide a basis for comparison.

Six main methods of traveli ear, motor-cycle and moped, train, bus,

bicycle, and walking, were used as they would cover the great majority

of journeys of respondents. Four alternative columns for distances of

journeys under four miles vers listed, with another for those in excess

of this distancet this enabled analyses of Journeys undertaken within

and outside Stevenage to be made, since it was calculated that nearly

all destinations within a four mile radius of home would be within the

designated area of the town. The six relevant influences on modal
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choice: time, cost, safety* comfort, effort, and visual interest

(vide 2.1 - 2.5) were listed against the five types of Journey.

Respondents were asked to record the following details for

each type of Journey: Journeys made during the previous seven days;

Journeys made accompanied by one or more members of their household;

typical distance from home to destination; relative importance of the

six main influences affecting modal choice; age, status and sex of the

respondent, and car ownership within the household.

a pilot survey was undertaken in Edinburgh (Appendix 3>a).

Questionnaires were given to fifty individuals, covering all age groups

and representing a socio-economic cross-section. In addition to

recording details of travel activity, respondents were asked to state

whether they had any difficulties in interpreting questions and these were

subsequently modified to accord with their comments. It transpired that

the only necessary amendment to the wording was the Inclusion in mi

the questionnaires, of the words 'FROM' work and 'FROM* school, since

some respondents had been unsure of their replies when the method of

travel differed on the outward and return Journeys; this made it possible

to take into account any variation in the method of travel to and from

work or school. a copy of the final questionnaire used in the survey

ie Included in Appendix 3.B.

3.0.5. Selection of Sample and Questionnaire Collection

Five hundred Stevenage households wars chosen from the October

1968 Electoral Register. The sampling, carried out for the author by

the Social Relations Department of the Development Corporation of

Stevenage, was a random selection of individuals from the Register, for



the six wards; Broadwater, Old Stevenage, Chells, Shephall, Bedwell and

Pin Green.
0

Copies of the questionnaires were sent for every member of selected

households, irrespective of age: six copies were enclosed since an analysis

of the 1966 Sample Census for Stevenage New Town established that only 3 >

of households contained more than six persons (General Beglster Office,

1967, Table 7a. It was therefore assumed that the coverage resulting from

this would be very representative and would not exclude any significant

group.

The survey was conducted during term-time, when there were no local

holidays and when extreme weather conditions would be unlikely to bias

responses. Fortunately, weather conditions in the area during the period

of the survey were normal for that time of year, with no rainfall on half

of the days, heavy rainfall on one day, and slight rainfall on the remainder

(Meteorological Office, 1969).

Since it was hoped that prior Press publicity would increase the

response, the Editor of the local newspaper, the Hertfordshire Express and

Stevenage Gazette, was approached, and helpfully consented to publish an

article on the purpose of the survey (ipipendix 3.C.). The local Scouts

Association very kindly agreed to co-operate in the survey collection, being

encouraged by a contribution to their club funds.

The six questionnaires, a covering letter explaining the purpose

of the survey (appendix 3.S.), and a printed return envelope (Appendix 5«B)»

were posted to the selected households on the first weekend of May 1969. On

the following Monday week, the Scouts, each with a letter of credential,

called to collect the completed questionnaires. If there was no reply,

they returned, as instructed, on the following two evenings. a letter of
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appreciation for the help given by the Scouts was published in the local

newspaper (Appendix 3.C.).

3.0.6. Response Bate

The household response to the questionnaires is shown by ward

in Table 3*1. Thirty-eight of the posted packets were returned by the

Post Office since the persons named on the envelopes were either not known

at the address* or had gone away this is fairly consistent with the figure

of 5^ of households recorded in the Stevenage Master Plan as changing homes

each year (Vincent* op.cit., p.22). It should be noted that the Electoral

Register from which the sample was selected* was published in the previous

year.

The collectors were unable to contact a email number of householders

on the three evenings that they called. They were given the following reasons

by householders for not handing over the questionnaires! they had already

returned them by post! they had not received them; they could not find

them) for various reasons they were not prepared to co-operate. Then

account is taken of postal packets returned by the < ost Office* the response

rate is over 43^.

Table 3.1. Household Response by Ward

Sample Returned Respondent
Postal X'kta. Households

no. no. no. fo

All wards 500 38 200 (43»3)

Broadwater 87 9 42 (48.3)
Old Stevenage 86 4 33 1,38.4)
Chells 86 5 33 <13B.4)
Shephall 105 6 48 <>46.7)
Bedwell 73 7 12 1 16.5)
Pin Green 63 7 18 (,28.6)
Unclassified - 14 -
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details of the total number of completed questionnaires are set out

in Table 3.2. Twenty two of them were not satisfactorily completed or gave

insufficient information and were therefore excluded from subsequent

analyses.

Table 3*2. Person Response by Ward.
Returned Spoiled Usable

no. no. no.

All Wards 600 22 578

Broadwater 142 8 134
Old Stevenage 95 4 91
Chells 105 1 104
Shephall 157 6 151
Bedwell 28 3 25
Fin Green 53 0 53
Unclassified 20 0 20

5.0.7. Characteristics of Respondents

The age and sex composition of respondents replying to questionnaires,

together with the equivalent percentages from the 1966 Sample census for

Stevenage, are given in Tables 3«3* and 3*4. With the exception of the OH

year olds, there is a strong similarity between the figures for the survey

and the Sample Census.

The number and percentage of respondents in non car and caz^-owning

households is set out in Table 3*5. and the car ownership rats par household

together with the figures for the two previous travel surveys in Stevenage

end the Sample Census are shown in Table 3*6. a consistent trend in the

acquisition of cars over the seven year period 1962-1969 is revealed.
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Table 3.3. Age Composition of Population

0-4 5-11 12-17 18-24 25-44 45-64 65+

Sample Census 1966
% (13.4) (15.9) (10.0) ( 8.9) (32.4) (15.6) ( 3.8)

Author's Survey 1969
% ( 7.9) (15.9) (10.7) ( 9.3) (34-6) (lB.0) ( 3.6)
no. 45 92 62 54 200 104 21

Table 3.4. Sex Composition of Population

male female unknown Total

Sample Census 1966 4 (50.6) (49.4) - (100)
Author's Survey 1969 % (52.5) (47.3) ( 0.4) (lOO)

no. 303 273 2 578

Table 3*5. Respondents According to Car Ownership in Household

Unspecified 0 car 1 car 2 cars Total

no. 1 155 372 50 578j-
^ (0.2) (26.7) (64.6) ( 8.6) (100)

Table 3*6. Respondent Households According to Car Ownership

Bunker's Claxton's Sample Author's
Survey 1962 Survey 1965 Census 1966 Survey 1969

4 <& 4 a

0 car (52.0) (38.6) (38.O) (M.O)
1 car (45.0) (56.6) (56.0) (56.5)
2 care ( 5.0) ( 4.9) ( 6.0) ( 9.0)
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These tables show that the respondent sample, though small, is

fairly representative of the Stevenage population in terms of age structure,

sex composition and car ownership. 55i of respondents travelled to work

compared with 49^ recorded in the 1969 Report of the Development

Corporation (p.444).

The 45$ response rate to a postal survey of the general population

is encouraging, especially as no direct benefit was to be gained by

completing the forms (Moser, op.cit., p.179). Two specific points should

also be mentioned: Stevenage Development Corporation were not enthusiastic

about the survey "in view of the number of surveys which the townspeople of

Stevenage are asked to deal with from time to time" (letter to the author,

dated 21st March 1969), and this may explain the low response rate of 16.

in Bedvell, the first ward to be built, and of 28.6$ in Pin Green, the

subject of several recent studies. In addition, the difficulties of

householders explaining the survey to all members of their family, and

arranging for the questionnaires to be completed on time, may have acted as

a deterrent to their completion.

5.0.8. Method of Analysis

Data on the eompleted questionnaires were converted to numerical

codes* The staff of the Social Science Research Centre of Edinburgh

University kindly co-operated by transferring the coded sheets to standard

punch cards, and than processed them on an l.C.T. counter and I.C.L.

tabulator.

Ron-responses were excluded from the analyses since there were few,

and their inclusion might have unnecessarily confused Interpretations.

All figures, including small samples, were recorded, although some



information about journeys of respondents in two-car households was

considered too sparse to permit conclusions to be drawn. 'Ten or more'

journeys and 'seven or more' accompanied journeys were treated as ten and

seven respectively. For analyses of distance, the mid-point in each

column was taken, i.e. 1-2 miles was taken as 1? miles, and 2-4 miles as

3 miles.

A dash (-) is used in the Tables to represent inapplicable data,

and an asterisk (*) in place of data idiich is statistically unreliable,

and to which obviously little validity can be attached. All calcuktlons

of percentages are shown between brackets in the Tables. The word

'recreation' and the abbreviated version 'recrtn.' is used to refer to all

leisure journeys other than social visits. Data on journeys by motor¬

cycle are combined with journeys by moped.

3.0.9. tlnitatlons of the Survey

In interpreting the results of this survey, ths author is aware of

factors affecting its accuracy and acceptability, and the important ones are

noted below:

Respondents were asked to recall journeys covering the previous seven

days, in order to rule out data biassed in favour of weekend rather than

weekday activities or vice-versaj a survey undertaken in Stevenage recorded

that respondents remembered 11.9$ mors trips mads 'yesterday' than 'the day

before' (Clarton, 1970)!

Although respondents were asked to make their own assessment of

distance, which would therefore not necessarily be entirely accurate, it was

anticipated that the data would proirf.de useful relationships between method

of travel and distance} moreover, the author considered that 'perceived
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distance' vas perhaps a preferable measure to actual distance as a factor

in modal choice.

Finally, multi-purpose journeys sere excluded to simplify

procedure, and respondents were only able to record data on journeys to and

from horns.
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5.1. analyses of ma! travel activities

Analyses of the survey were made primarily to obtain data on

the travel activity of all age groups according to frequency, independence

of movement, method of travel, household car ownership, and distance

travelled.

5.1.1. Frequency of Journeys

with the exception of the journeys of the 0-4 years age group,

and of those of the over 65 years age group, the frequency of journeys

of all age groups was almost identical at eleven trips per week. There

was a close similarity in the proportion of essential journeys made to

school, shopping and work, and of optional journeys for leisure purposes:

the frequency of the latter journeys rose steadily from early childhood

until the aid-twenties} in the 18-24 years age group - the period of

few familial responsibilities and of relatively high affluence - the

frequency of leisure journeys was almost double the number made by the

subsequent age groups.

(see Table 3.7 and Diagram 3.1).

Children in non car-owning households aade about one quarter

more journeys then those in car-owning households, for both school and

leisure purposes. There was s close similarity between the total number of

journeys of adolaaoents in car and in non car-owning households. People in

ear-owning households in the 18-24 and 45-64 years age groups made journeys

much more frequently: the marked Increases occurred in journeys for leisure

purposes, and to a lesser extent for work journeys. The frequency of

journeys of the 25-44 years age group differed only marginally.

(see Table 3.3 end Diagram 3*2).
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Table 3• Mean Frequency of Weekly Journeys According to Age
and Purpose of Journey

Purpose 0-4 5-H 12-17 18-24 25-44 45-64 65+ All

Ages

work 0.0 0.0 1.3 5-3 5.5 5.9 1.9 3.7
fehop 4.5 1.1 l.l 2.3 2.8 2.8 1.8 2.4
school 1.0

■

6.7 5.4 0.3 0.3 0.0 0.0 1.9
social 2.0 1.1 1.7 2.4 1.6 1.4 1.3 1.6
recrtn 0.7 2.2 2.1 2.3 1.3 1.3 0.3 1.5

All

Purposes 8.2 11.1 11.6 12.6 11.5 11.4 5-5 11.1

Diagram 3-1• Mean Frequency of Weekly Journeys According to Age
and Purpose of Journey
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Table 3.8. Mean Frequency of Weekly Journeys Acoording to Age,
and Household Car Ownership

Purpose 0—4 5—11 12—17 18—24 25—44 45-54 65+ All
Ages

work 0 car 0.0 0.0 1.5 4.1 5.7 5.4 1.7 3.4
1 car 0.1 0.0 1.6 5.6 5.6 6.1 * 3.7

shop 0 car 5-0 1.6 1.3 3-0 3-1 2.3 2.0 2.6

1 car 4.4 1.1 1.0 1.8 2.7 2.8 * 2.2

school 0 car 1.3 7.7 5.5 0.9 0.4 0.0 0.0 1.8
1 car 1.0 6.5 5.5 0.4 0.3 0.1 * 2.0

social 0 car 2.6 1.6 1.4 1.6 1.7 0.6 1.3 1.4
1 car 1.7 1.0 1.9 3.0 1.6 1.8 * 1.6

recrtn 0 car 1.0 3-0 2.3 0.7 1.2 0.9 0.1 1.3
1 car 0.7 1.9 2.1 2.7 1.4 1.4 * 1.6

All 0 car 9.9 13.7 12.0 10.3 12.1 9.2 5.1 10.5
Purposes 1 car 7.9 10.5 12.1 13.5 11.6 12.2 * 11.2

Diagram 3.2. Mean Frequency of Weekly Journeys According to Age,
and Household Car Ownership
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3.1.2. Independence of Movement

The proportion of accompanied journeys varied (substantially both by

age group and by the purpose of journeys: the vast majority of the trips

of the 0-4 years age group and all of those undertaken for leisure

purposes were accompanied} three quarters of school journeys and over

half the leisure journeys of ths 5-11 years age group, and nearly all the

journeys of adolescents vers unaccompanied. In the four stages of adult

life, ths proportion of accompanied journeys appears to depend upon family

needs: a peak was reached in the 25-44 years age group, when almost half

of the journeys were accompanied, gradually declining to only one quarter

of those made by elderly persona.

One seventh of work journeys, one quarter of school journeys, and

just over one half of shopping journeys, were made accompanied by another

member of the household. Only two fifths of the total number of journeys

made by respondents were accompanied} fewer journeys for leisure purposes

were accompanied than unaccompanied.

(see Table 3.9 and Diagram 3.3).

In discussing ths design of the questionnaires, it was pointed

out that half of the journeys were described as 'TO* and half as 'fROM'

work and school. the percentage of accompanied work journeys differed

little in either instance} however, in over one quarter of journeys to

school, children were accompanied by another member of the household,

whereas less than one fifth of than were accompanied on the journey home,

the probable reason for this discrepancy is the coincidence of times of

the parent travelling to work and the child to school, but not on the

return journey.

(see Table 3.10).
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Table 3.9. Percentage of Unaccompanied Journeys According to
Age and Purpose of Journey

Purpose 0-4 5-11 12-17 18-24 25-44 45-64 65+ All

Ages
f % f f f f f %

work ( 0.0) ( 0.0) (90.5) (78.8) (85.3) (82.4) ( 100) (84.1)
shop (14.4) (36.6) (71.7) (56.7) (47.2) (61.7) (65-8) (46.6)
school ( 7.8) (73.8) (93.0) ( 0.0) (0.0 ) ( 0.0) ( 0.0) (76.8)
social (10.3) (57.4) (88.5) (60.8) (33.5) (37.4) (55.6) (45.5)
recrtn ( 0.0) (51.8) (83.3) (76.0) (43.2) (50.7) ( 100) (51.1)

Purposes (ll.O) (63.2) (88.5) (70.6) (62.7) (67.8) (77-8) (60.l)

Diagram 3*3- Percentage of Unaccompanied Journeys According to
Age and Purpose of Journey
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Table 5.10. Accompanied Journeys To and From Work and School

no. %

Journey TO work
Journey FROM work

Journey TO school
Journey FROM school

129 (13.5)
188 (15.5)

124 (27.0)
150 (l8.0)

5.1.5. Method of Travel and Influence of Car Ownership

The total number of bicycle and walking Journeys exceeded the total

number by car; public transport was used consistently by all age groups,

and for nearly all types of Journeys. Approximately three quarters of the

Journeys of children and adolescents veve made on foot or by bicycle; the

number of bicycle Journeys Increased with age, concurrent with a decline in

the number of ear Journeys aid a rise in the use of public transport.

Bicycle and walking journeys by adults accounted for about one

quarter of all their Journeys, the number of car Journeys for about one half,

and the number of bus Journeys for about one seventh. The method of travel

of adults also appears to reflect the distinct family changes previously

referred to: in the 18-24 years age group, there was a dramatic increase in

the proportion of vehicular trips at the expense of those previously under¬

taken by bicycle or on foot; people between the eges of 25 and 44 years

walked slightly more often, and travelled by bus less frequently than those

in the previous and subsequent age groups. A high proportion of leisure

Journeys were by car, and a low proportion on foot. Over two fifths of the

Journeys of slderly persons wera made by bicycle or on foot - a higher

proportion than those made by car.

(see Table 3*11 and Diagrams 3*4 and 5.3).
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Table 3.11. Method of Travel According to Age

0-4 5-11 12-17 18-24 25-44 45-64 65+ All

Ages

Total no. 45 92 62 54 200 104 21 578
Sample % ( 7.8) (l5.9) (10.7) ( 9.3) (34.6) (l8.o) ( 3-6) (10c)

car nc. 54 143 63 318 1123 706 22 2429
% (14.5) (14.0) ( 8.8) (46.5) (48.7) (55.2) ( 19.8) (37.9)

m/cycle no. 3 0 5 4 49 15 0 76
% ( 0.8) ( 0.0) ( 0.7) ( 0.6) ( 2.2) ( 1.3) ( 0.0) ( 1.2)

train no. 1 1 35 24 53 14 0 128

% ( 0.3) ( O.l) ( 4.9) ( 3.5) ( 2.3) ( 1.2) ( 0.0) ( 2.0)
bus no. 27 80 116 155 348 235 19 980

% ( 7.3) ( 7.8) (16.2) (22.7) (15.1) (19.7) (17.1) (15.3)
cycle no. 1 103 204 42 161 97 20 630

% ( 0.3) (10.0) (28.7) ( 6.1) ( 7-0) ( 8.1) (18.0) ( 9.8)
walk no. 286 698 292 141 574 125 50 2166

% (76.8) (68.1) (40.7) (20.6) (24.7) (10.5) (45.1) (33.8)

All no. 372 1025 715 684 2308 1192 111 6407
Methods % ( 5-8) (16.0) (11.2) (10.7) (36.0) (18.6) ( 1.7) (100)

Diagram 3-4* Method of Travel According tc Age
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Diagram 3-5. Method of Travel According to Purpose of Journey
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By comparing Table 3*12 and Diagram 3*6. with Table 3.8. and Diagram

3.2., which represent journey frequency, several interesting results emerge

regarding journeys of persons in households with and without cars:

children's method of travel for the majority of their journeys was not

significantly affected by the ownership of a car within their household j

however, adults made more work journeys, slightly fewer shopping journeys

and far more leisure journeys| persons in households with no oar made a higher

proportion of journeys by all other methods of travel than persons in

car-owning households.

(see Table 3*12 and Diagram 3*6;.
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Table 3.12. Method of Travel According to Age, and
Household Car Ownership

0-4 5-11 12-17 18-24 25-44 45-64 65+ All

Ages

Total 0 car 12 21 14 12 48 30 18 155
Sample 1 car 32 64 48 30 135 62 1 372

car 0 car ( o.o) ( 0.7) (40.3) ( 3.3) ( 8.4) ( 5.9) ( 2.3) ( 5.5)
1 car (18.3) (14.4) (12.4) (56.3) (59.3) (70.3) * (45.0)

m/cycle 0 car ( o.o) ( 0.0) ( 3.1) ( 0.0) ( 7.4) ( 5.5) ( 0.0) ( 3.9)
1 car ( 1.3) ( 0.0) ( 0.0) ( 0.0) ( 0.5) ( 0.0) * ( 0.3)

train 0 car ( 0.9) ( 0.4) ( 0.0) ( 3.3) ( 4.9) ( 2.2) ( 0.0) ( 2.5)
1 car ( o.o) ( 0.0) ( 2.7) ( 1.8) ( 1.3) ( l.l) * ( 1.2)

bus 0 car ( 8.5) ( 7.4) (24.3) (46.3) (28.0) (45.1) (20.5) (26.4)
1 car ( 7-7) ( 8.9) (14.9) (l9.l) (l2.l) (13.9) •* (12.4)

cycle 0 car ( 0.0) (11.9) (12.2) ( 4.2) (13.0) (17.3) (22.8) (12.4)
1 car ( 0.4) (10.4) (32.6) ( 6.8) ( 6.3) ( 6.8) * (10.3)

walk 0 car (90.6) (79.6) (50.1) (42.9) (38.3) (24.0) (54.4) (49.3)
1 car (72.3) (66.3) (37.4) (16.0) (20.5) ( 7.9) * (30.8)

All 0 car 118 286 165 121 572 273 88 1623
Methods 1 car 247 668 565 398 1548 742 * 4167

Diagram 3-6. Method of Travel According tc Age, and
Household Car Ownership
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Male adults travelled twice as frequently to work by ear as female

adults: In households with no ear, only one seventh of the males travelled

to work by car whereas in one-car households three quarters, and in two-ear

households six sevenths travelled by car.

(see Table 3.13.)

Table 3*13* Method of Travel for Work ccording to Sex and
Household Car Ownership

Household Car Ownership Male Female
no. % no. ^

0 car 46 (15) 28 ( 7)
1 oar 128 (72) 70 ( 39)
2 ears 22 (86) 13 ( 54)

Total for ALL Households 196 (60) 111 ( 32)

Half the car journeys were to work and over one third for leisure

purposes; two thirds of train journeys were to work, with leisure

journeys accounting for most of the remainder; the majority of bus

journeys were for work and shopping trips and only one seventh were for

leisure purposes; bicycle journeys were primarily to work and school, and

only about ona tenth were for shopping and leisure; one third of walking

journeys were to school, and. just under one third for shopping.

(see Table 3.14 and Diagram 3.7.)

Over three quarters of work journeys were by motorlaed means;

just over half the shopping journeys were by bicycle or on foot; over

four fifths of the school journeys were by bicyols or on foot; half of

the leisure journeys were by car and only about one tenth by public

transport.

(see Table 3*13 end Diagram 3.8).
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Table 3.14. Purpose of Journey According to Method of Travel

Purpose car m/cycle; train bus cycle walk All

Methods

work no. 1083 39 .80 419 287 221 2129
% (44.6) (51.3) (62.5) (42.8) (45.6) (10.2) (33.2)

shop no. 362 24 0 270 69 654 1379
% (14.9) (31.6) ( 0.0) (27.6) (11.0) (30.2) (21.5)

school no. 69 0 5 131 158 723 1086
% ( 2.8) ( c.o) ( 3.9) (13.4) (25.1) (33.4) (17.0)

social ho. 440 5 22 62 53 333 915
% (18.l) ( 6.6) (17.2) (6.3) ( 8.4) (15.4) (14.3)

recrtn no. 475 8 21 98 61 235 898
% (19.6) (10.5) (16.4) ( 9.9) ( 9.9) (10.8) (14.0)

Total no. 2429 76 128 980 630 2166 6407
Journeys % (100) (100) (100) (100) (100) (100) (ico)

Diagram 3.7. Purpose of Journey According to Method of Travel
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Table 3-15. Method of Travel According- to Purpose of Journey

Method work shop school social recrtn All

Purposes

car no. 1083 362 69 440 475 2429
% (50.9) (26.3) ( 6.4) (48.1) (52.9) (37.9)

m/cycle no. 39 24 0 5 8 76
% ( 1.8) ( 1.7) ( 0.0) ( 0.5) ( 0.9) ( 1.2)

train no. 80 0 to 22 21 128

% ( 3.8) ( 0.0) ( 0.5) ( 2.4) ( 2.3) ( 2.0)
bus no. 419 270 131 62 98 980

% (19.7) (19.6) (12.1) ( 6.8) (10.9) (15.3)
cycle no. 287 69 158 53 61 63O

% (13.5) ( 5.0) (14.5) ( 5-8) ( 6.8) ( 9.8)
walk no. 221 654 723 333 235, 2166

% (10.3), (47.4) (66.5) (36.4) (26.2) (33.8)

All no. 2129 1379 1C86 915 898 6407
Methods % (100) (lOO) (lOO) (100) (lOO) (10c)

Diagram 3-8. Method of Travel According to Purpose of Journey

work¬ shop school social recrtn All
Purposes
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In households with one car, over three fifths of work journeys

were by ear, one half of shopping journeys wereby bicycle or on foot,

and nearly two thirds of leisure journeys were by car. In households

with no car, over two fifths of work journeys were by bicycle or on foot,

and two fifths by bus} over two thirds of shopping journeys were by

bicycle or on foot} nearly two thirds of leisure journeys were by

bicycle or on foot. The sethod of travel for school journeys did not

vary significantly between one oar and non car-owning households,

(see Table 3.16 and Ciagran 3*9).
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Table 3.16. Method of Travel According to Purpose of Journey
and Household Car Owner ship

Method work shop school social recrtn All

Purposes
% % * % % %

car 0 car (10.2) ( 1.0) ( 0.0) ( 6.4) ( 8.6) ( 5.5)
1 car (62.0) (31.0) ( 6.3) (59.0) (58.8) (45.0)

m/cycle 0 car ( 6.1) ( 4.8) ( 1.8) ( 0.5) ( 2.6) ( 3.9)
1 car ( 0.6) ( 0.0) ( 0.0) ( 0.3) ( 0.0) ( 0.3)

train 0 car ( 2.9) ( 0.0) ( 0.0) ( 7.3) ( 4.6) ( 2.5)
1 car ( 2.6) ( 0.0) ( 0.7) ( 0.4) ( 1.4) ( 1.2)

bus 0 car (39.7) (24.6) (12.7) (19.7) (20.7) (26.4)
1 car (14.2) (19.0) (13.2) ( 2.7) ( 9.9) (12.4)

cycle 0 car (23.5) ( 4.6) (ic.9) ( 3.1) ( 8.1) (12.4)
1 car (11.9) ( 6.0) (16.8) ( 6.4) ( 7.7) (10.3)

walk 0 car (17.6) (65.0) (74.6) (61.0) (55.4) (49.3)
1 car ( 8.7) (44.0) (63.0) (31.0) (21.2) (30.8)

Total 0 car (100) (ico) (ICO) (100) (100) (100)
No. 532 397 277 219 198 1623
Journeys 1 car (100) (100) (100) (100) (100) (100)

1370 837 762 607 590 4167

Diagram 3.9. Method of Travel According to Purpose of Journey
and Household Car Ownership
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5.1.4. Comparison with Earlier Surveys

Trends In methods of travel nay be detected by comparing data in

two Stevenage surveys: Bunker's in 1962, and the author's in 1969. In

the seven year period covered by the surveys, the proportion of car

Journeys has risen substantially at the expense of motor-cycles, cycle

and walking journeys, and the proportion of bus Journeys has risen slightly,

(see Table 3.17).

Table 3.17* Method of Travel in Two Stevenage Surveys

Bunker's author's
Survey 1962 Survey 1969

Method no. i no. *

ear 33,767 (28.1) 2,429 1[37.9)
m/cycle 5.722 ( 4.8) 76 I; 1.2)
bus 16,610 (13.8) 980 <[15.3)
train 1,343 ( l.l) 128 1; 2.0)
cycle 16,071 (i3.4) 630 (; 9.8)
walk 48,232 (38.5) 2,166 ([33.8)
unspecified 475 ( 0.4) - 1; -)

Total 129,220 (100) 6,407 (100)

The main point of interestin a comparison of the purposes of

journeys is the decline in the proportion of work journeys in favour of

those for shopping and leisure purposes. This appears to confirm the

difference in travel activity resulting from household car ownership,

(see Table 3.18).

Table 3*18. Purpose of Journey in Two Stevenage Surveys
Bunker's author's

Survey 1962 Survey 1969

Purpose no. % no. *

work 25,800 (40.7) 2,129 (33.2)
shops 11,340 17.9) 1,579 (21.5
school 13.000 (20.5) 1,086 (17.0)
recrtn 15,259 (20.9) 1,813 (28.3)

Total 63,399 (100) 6,407 (100)



H.B. The calculations shown for the 1962 Survey have been determined
from the comparable types of journeys, but include a correction,
suggested by Bunker (1967, p.217) for both work and school journeys, in
view of the time of year in which his survey was made.

More detailed trends can be noted by comparing the changes in

method of travel for different types of journey in Bunker's survey in 1962,

the Development Corporation's survey in 1966, and the author's in 1969.

Over the seven year period, there was a substantial increase in the proportion

of car trips, and decline in the proportion of those by motor-cycle, cycle

and walking; there was a small increase in the proportion of walking

trips; there was a very large increase in the proportion of car trips for

leisure purposes, and decline in the proportion of trips by all other methods,

(see Table 3.19).

3.1.5. Method of Travel within Stevenage

A comparison of Table 3*20 and Diagrams 3*10 and 3.11, representing

journeys within Stevenage, with Table 3.15 and Diagrams 3.5 and 3-8,

representing all journeys within and outside Stevenage, reveals that

there was a decline in the proportion of all work and leisure journeys

from three fifths of the total journeys to just over one half of those

only within Stevenage; only a very small proportion of school and shopping

journeys were to destinations outside Stevenage. There was a decline

in the proportion of all journeys by car from two fifths to just over one

quarter of those only within Stevenage, and a decline in the proportion of

all work journeys from half to two fifths of those only within Stevenage

(38$ recorded in the 1966 Sample Census, p.496, Table 17); there was also

a decline in the proportion of all leisure journeys from half to less

than one third only within Stevenage.
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Table 5.19. Method of Travel < ecording to Purpose of Journey.

Travel Survey Bunker1s Clexton's Author's
Survey 1962 Survey 1966 Survey 1969

. T no. i* no. ^ no. %ftork Journey

ear 8946 (39.5) 1348 (48.8) 1083 (50.9)
m/cycle 1880 1[ 8.3) 150 (5.4) 39 ( 1.8)
bus 3755 1[16.6) 524 1[19.0) 419 (19.7)
train 420 1 1.8) 52 { 1.9) 80 ( 3-3)
cycle 4581 <[20.2) 278 I 10.2) 287 (13.5)
walk 3063 1[13.5) 409 1[14.8) 221 (10.3)
unspecified 50 \[ 0.2) - - - -

Total 22695 (100) 2761 (100) 2129 (100)

Shopping Journey (faturday only)

car 1616 1(14.3) 724 (39.5) 362 (26.3)
m/cycle 178 1 1.6) - - 24 ( 1.7)
bus 1795 1U5.8) 313 (17.0) 270 (19.6)
train 13 <( 0.1) - mm 5 ( 0.5)
cycle 970 1[ 8.6) - — 60 ( 5.0)
walk 6730 1159.3) 799 (43-5) 654 (47.4)
unspecified 38 1[ 0.3) - - mm -

Total 11340 (100) 1836 (100) 1379 (100)

School Journey

car 225 ( 3.0) 71 ( 4.9) 69 ( 6.4)
m/cycle - mm 2 ( 0.1) - mm

bus 750 (10.0) 180 (12.3) 133 <[12.1)
train - - 13 (0.9) 5 1[ 0.5)
cycle 900 (12.0) 162 (11.0) 158 1[14.5)
walk 5650 (75.0) 1041 (70.8) 723 1[66.5)
unspecified - - am - - -

Total 7525 (100) 1469 (100) 1066 (100)

Leisure Journey

car 3909
»/eycle 639
bus 1368
train 194
cycle 1310
walk 5314
unspecified

not available

915 (50.4)
13 ( 0.7)

160 ( 8.7)
43 ( 2.4)

114 ( 6.3)
568 (31.3)

Total 12743 (100) 2313 (100)
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ill train Journeya were to destinations outside Stevenage since

there is no intra-urban service) only a small proportion of bus Journeys

were to destinations outside Stevenage. With the exception of a few

work Journeys, all bicycle Journeys were to destinations within Stevenage)

there was a substantial Increase in the proportion of Journeys on foot from

one third of all Journeys to over two fifths of those made only within

Stevenage.

(see Table J.20 and Diagrams 3*10 and 3.1l).
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Table 3.20. Method of Travel within Stevenage According
to Purpose of Journey

Method work shop school social recrtn All

Purposes

car no.

%
639

(42.4)
313

(24.4)
67

( 6.4)
174

(27.6)
201

(34.1)
1394

(27.5)
m/cycle no.

%
29

( 1.9)
17

( 1.3) ( 0.5)
3

( 0.5) ( 0.3)
56

( 1.1)
train no.

%
0

( 0.0)
C

( 0.0)
0

( 0.0)
C

( 0.0)
0

( 0.0)
0

( 0.0)

bus no.

$
382

(25.3)
242

(18.8)
96

( 9.2)
70

(11.1)
96

(16.2)
885

(17.5)

cycle no.

fo
245

(16.3)
69

( 5.4)
158

(15.1)
53

( 8.4)
61

(10.2)
586

(11.6)
walk no.

%
. 213
(l4.l)

644
(50.1)

721
(68.8)

331
(52.4)

231
(39.2)

2140
(42.3)

Total

Journeys
no.

%
1507

(100)
1285

(100)
1047

(TOO)
631

(100)
591

(100)
5061

(100)

Diagram 3-10. Method of Travel within Stevenage According
to Purpose of Journey

0 L

work shop school social recrtn All

Purposes
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Diagram 3.11. Method of Travel According to Pur-pose of Journey-
in Stevenage
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3.1.6. Distance and Travel Time

Analyses were mad* to establish the relationship between distance

and time spent travelling, and method of travel, purpose of journey and

car ownership.

Cars were used primarily for longer journeys - only one tenth of

the total were to destinations within one mile, and only one thirtieth

within half a milej all train journeys were to destinations between a

radius of one and four miles} four fifths of bicycle journeys were to

destinations within two miles} over three fifths of journeys on foot

were to destinations within half a mile, and nearly nine tenths within

one mile.

(see Table 3.21 and Diagram 3-12;.
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Table 3.21. Typical Distances Travelled According; to
Method of Travel

Distance
in Miles

car m/cycle train bus cycle walk All
Method:

4+ no. 1041 4 111 116 0 11 1283
% (42.6) ( 6.8) (100.) (11.6) ( c.o) ( 0.5) (20.2)

2-4 no. 720 22 _ 436 95 25 1298
% (29.7) (35.6) - (43.6) (16.2) ( 1.2) (20.3)

1-2 no. 425 12 296 176 269 1178
% (17.5) (20.9) - (29.6) (30.1) (12.5) (18.7)

i-l no. 164 15 _ 114 219 533 1045
% ( 6.7) (29.1) - (11.5) (37.4) (24.8) (16.6)

0-i no. 85 7 39 96 1313 1540
% ( 3.5) (11.6) - ( 3-8) (16.3) (61.0) (24.2)

car m/cycle train bus cycle walk AIL
Method s
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Mean distances travelled by alternative methods of travel to

destinations within Stevenage demonstrate a steady increase in miles

corresponding to the change in method of travel from walking to bicycle

to motorised transport.

(see Table 3.22).

Table 3*22. Mean Distances Travelled for Journeys within Stevenage

car o/eycle bus cycle walk All Methods

Miles 2.1 1.7 2.0 1.3 0.6 1.3

The typical distance covered for all methods of travel reflects

a rats of decline in the proportion of journeys as distance increased:

one quarter of all journeys were to destinations within half a mile,

two fifths within ons mile, three fifths within two miles, end four

fifths within four miles) the remaining fifth were to destinations

outside Stevenage. Excluding school journeys, less than one third of

journeys ware to destinations within one mile of home.

Three quarters of work journeys were to destinations within the

town) only ons fifth were within s ons mils radius of home, and just

over two fifths within a two mils radius. Mora than half the shopping

journeys were to destinations within one mile of home, probably to

neighbourhood centres) a further two fifths did not exceed four miles.

Over three quarters of school journeys were to destinations within ons

ails of horns, and over nine tenths did not exceed two miles. Over one

third of leisure Journeys were to destinations outside Stevenage, primarily

due to the considerable use of cars in car-owning households.

(see Table 3.23 and Diagram 3.13).
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Table 3-23. Typical Distances Travelled According to
Purpose of Journey

Distance work shop school social recrtn All
in Miles Purposes

4+ no. 576 63 36 303 305 1283
% (27.8) ( 4.7) ( 3.3) (32.4) (33.6) (20.2)

2-4 no. 632 246 77 141 202 1298
% (29.0) (18.2) ( 7.1) (l5.l) (22.3) (20.3)

1-2 no. 434 294 154 146 140 1178
# (22.4) (21.8) (14.2) (15.6) (16.2) (18.7)

i-l no. 283 289 282 114 77 1045
% (13.7) (21.4) (26.1) (12.2) ( 7.8) (16.6)

0-2" no. 148 456 534 230 172 154-0
% ( 7.1) (33.9) (49.3) (24.7) (19.0) (24.2)

Total no. 2073 1348 1063 934 906 6344
Journeys % (100) (100) (ico) (100) (100) (100)

Diagram 3-13. Typical Distances Travelled According- to
Purpose of Journey

%

work shop school social recr-tn All
Purposes
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Mean distances cited by respondents for journeys to work and school

are almost identical to those measured in the 1965 Stevenage Travel Survey,

giving further confidence in the use of their estimate of distances

travelled for all purposes.

(see Table 5.24)

Table 5.24. Comparison of Mean Distances Travelled within Stevenage
According to Purpose of Jbumey in Two Surveys

Distance in Miles
All

work shop school social recrtn Purposes

Clazton's
Survey 1966 1.8 - 0.8

Author's
Survey 1969 1.9 1.2 0.8 1.2 1.6 1.3

A more detailed examination was made of the Influence of the

car on length of journeysi the mean distance travelled by respondents

in car-owning households on all journeys within Stevenage, excepting

those for school, was about one third of a mile longer than that by

respondents in non car-owning households.

(see Table 3.25)

Table 5*25. Mean Distances Travelled Within Stevenage According
to Household Car Ownership and Purpose of Journey

Distance in Miles
All

work shop school social recrtn Purposes

Non Car
Households 1.6 1.0 0.8 1.2 1.5 1.2

Car Households 1.9 1.4 0.8 1.5 1.7 1.5
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The main function of the car in extending the range of travel

opportunity can he seen from the proportion of all journeys made to

destinations outside Stevenage, by persona in car-owning households{

this represents a far greater percentage than that Bade by persons in

non car-owning households.

(see Table 3*26).

Table 3*26. Percentage of Total Journey* Made Outside Stevenage
According to Household Car Ownership

All
Car Ownership work shop school social recrtn Purposes

Son Car
Houaeholda % (13) ( l) (2) (2l) (l6) (ll)

Car Houaeholda % (33) (6) ( 5) (40) (42) (27)

'There is strong evidence from the analysis of typical distances

travelled to conclude that car ownership significantly influences the

length and purpose of trips. The main difference in typical distances

travelled by those In non car end in car-owning households occurred in

journeys outside Stevenagei about one ninth were oited by people in

non car-owning households, iwhereas about one third were cited by people

in car-owning households. The most pronounced difference can be seen

In typical distances travelled fen: leisure purposes.

(see Table 3*27 and Diagram 3*14).
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Diagram 3.14- Typical Distances Travelled According to Purpose
of Journey and Household Car Ownership
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Table 3.27. Typical .Distances Travelled According to Purpose of
Journey and Household Car Ownership

Distance In Mies 04 i-l 1-2 2-4 4+ All

Respondents

Work 0 car no. ( 6 20 17 19 9 71
4 ( 8.5) (28.2) (23.0) (26.8) (12.6) (100)

1 car no. 11 19 43 57 64 194
4 ( 5.7) ( 9.8) (22.2) (29.3) (33.0) (100)

2 ear no. 5 4 4 11 11 35
4 (14.3) (11.4) (11.5) (31.4) (31.4) (100)

shop 0 car no. 42 25 24 13 1 105
4 (40.0) (23.8) (22.9) (12.4) ( 0.9) (100)

1 car no. 69 42 72 60 16 259
4 (26.6) (16.2) (27.8) (23.2) ( 6.2) (100)

2 car no. 8 8 5 17 2 40
4 (20.0) (20.0) (12.5) (42.5) ( 5.0) (100)

school 0 oar no. 19 13 6 3 1 42
4 (45.2) (31.0) (14.3) ( 7.1) ( 2.4) (100)

1 car no. 58 26 22 11 7 124
4 (46.8) (21.0) (17.7) ( 8.9) ( 5.6) (100)

2 car no. 4 3 « * * 7
4 (57.1) (42.9) * * (100)

social 0 ear no. 26 20 10 16 19 91
4 (28.6) (22.0) (11.0) (17.6) (20.8) (100)

1 car no. 35 24 59 37 91 246
i (14.2) ( 9.8) (24.0) (15.0) (37.0) (100)

2 car no. 3 1 2 7 22 35
4 ( 8.6) ( 2.9) ( 5.7) (20.0) (62.8) (100)

recrtn 0 car no. 27 4 19 22 14 86
4 (31.4) ( 4.7) (22.1) (25.6) (16.2) (100)

1 car no. 25 32 43 49 94 243
i (10.3) (13.2) (17.7) (20.2) (38.6) (100)

2 car no. * 3 2 11 24 40
4 # ( 7.5) ( 5.0) (27.5) (60.0) (100)

Ml 0 car no. 120 82 76 73 44 395
Purposes 4 (30.4) (20.8) (19.2) (18.5) (11.1) (100)

1 car no. 198 143 239 214 272 1066
4 (18.6) (13.4) (22.4) (20.1) (25.6) (100)

2 car no. 20 19 13 46 59 157
4 (12.7) (12.1) ( 8.3) (29.3) (37.6) (100)
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It is Interesting to note that, whilst men travelled to work

by car far acre frequently than women (see fable 3.13), women generally

travelled shorter distances} only one eighth of women travelled to

work outside Stevenage, compared, with over one third of men.

(see Table 3.28)

Table 3>28. ork Journeys according to Sex and Typical
Distance Travelled

Distance in Mies ©>4" i-1 1-2 2-4 4+ Total

male no. 6 22 38 56 70 192
i ( 3.1) (11.5) (19.8) (29.2) (36.4) (100)

female no. 16 21 26 31 14 108
i (14.8) (19.4) (24.1) (28.7) (13.0) (lOO)

A consistent Increase in the mean distance travelled for most

Journeys, up to the age of retirement was recorded} there was a

particularly sharp rise in the mean distance travelled for leisure

purposes.

(see Table 3*29 and Diagram 3*15).
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Table 3-29. Mean Distances Travelled within Stevenage According to
Age and Purpose of Journey

Purpose 0-4 5-11 12-17 18-24 25-44 45-64 65+ All

Ages

work 2.0 1.6 1.8 1.9 0.5 1.9
shop 1.1 0.9 1.1 1.1 1.4 1.7 0.9 1.2
school 0.5 0.6 1.2 * * - - 0.8
social 1.1 0.7 0.9 1.3 1.6 1.9 1.5 1.2

recrtn 0.7 1.4 1.6 2.4 1.8 1.8 1.7 1.6

Diagram 3.15. Mean Distances Travelled within Stevenage According to
Age and Purpose of Journey
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analyses of mean round trip tlmee for journeys within Stevenage were

made to correlate age and oar ownership with travel activities. The mean

time taken was calculated from survey data on distances travelled, and is

based on speeds by each method of travel in Stevenage recorded in a recent

surveyi these are detailed in Appendix 3.F. The table of travel time

according to distance, method of travel and purpose of journey, which was

employed for these analyses is set out in Appendix 3*6.

There was a fairly consistent, though surprisingly small reduction

in the travel times of people in two oar households as compared with those

in one car and in no car households. The greatest travel time per trip

was spent by the 18-24 years age group, and the least by elderly persons.

The mean round trip by all respondents, irrespective of car ownership, was

twenty two minutes.

Journeys tor recreation and work occupied the most time in

households with and without cars} in all households, journeys for

social purposes were the least time consuming. The most marked difference

in travel times of persons in households with and without cars occurred

with journeys for reereation and entertainment.

(see Tables 3.30 and 3.31).

Table 3*30. Mean Round Trip Times for all Journeys within
Stevenage According to Age sod Household Car Ownership

Time in Minutes
0-4 5-11 12-17 18-24 25-44 45-64 65+ All ages

0 car 24 20 28 30 25 24 16 24
1 car 22 18 19 27 23 23 * 21
2 cars # 14 # 23 21 21 * 20
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Table 3.31. Mean Hound Trip Time According to Household Car ownership
and Purpose of Journey within Stevenage

Time In Minutes
work shop school social recrtn

0 car 25 21 22 18 33
1 car 23 22 18 20 24
2 care 22 20 12 16 21

Mean Tims 24 21 19 19 26

By analysing the total distances covered and the total time spent

travelling, a seen speed for journeys within Stevenage was determined for

each age group. There was a steady increase in average speed on journeys

both by increase in age and household car ownership} the latter influence

was most pronounced on leisure journeys.

(see Tables 3-32 and 3-33).

Table 3*32. Mean Speed for Journeys within Stevenage According
to Age and Household Car Ownership

Miles per Hour
0-4 5-11 12-17 18-24 25-44 45-64 65+

0 car 2.7 3.6 5.7 5.6 6.7 7.8 5.3
1 ear 4.6 4.9 7.1 7.1 8.7 10.4 *

2 cara * 7.2 » 7.9 9.4 12.6 *

Table 3>33> Mean Speed for Leisure Journeys Within Stevenage
According to ;ige and Household Car Ownership

Miles per Hour
0-4 5-11 12-17 18-24 25-44 45-64 65+

0 car 2.7 4.5 4.4 6.1 7-4 5-9 5.9
1 ear 2.9 7.1 5.9 8.0 9.4 11.4 *
2 cars * 11.6 » 10.0 12.3 15.4 *
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3.2. ANALYSES OF DATA: ATTITUDES 10 INFLUENCES AFWSCTINO MODAL CiTOICS

The secondary purpose of the survey was to elicit opinion on the

relative Importance of the six main influences affecting modal choice, and

to ascertain the extent to which sttltudes varied with age, method of

travel, purpose of jouxney and distance travelled.

3.2.1. Method of Analysis

The completed questionnaires were analysed In two ways:

firstly, responses to questions were added solely on a 'one man, one vote'

hasis; secondly, responses were multiplied by the number of trips made

by each respondent for each purpose prior to the additions, in order to

provide a basis for the design of an optimised system of movement that

takes account of journey frequency. To determine weightings for the

degrees of importance listed on the questionnaire, the responses in each

'importance' column were added and calculated as a percentage of the total

for the four columns. The percentage figure for 'unimportant' was then

omitted, and the three remaining percentages multiplied by numerical values

assigned to the terms 'not very important', 'important' and 'very important*.

Six alternative weightings of importance were tested, but no significant

variation between the rankings of ths influences occurred! the simplest

system j>f weightings - 0, 1, 2, 3, to represent degrees of importance -

was adopted.

The number of responses recorded in each column was, therefore,

multiplied by the weighting for that column, the totals divided by the

number of respondents who stated their preferences, and finally this total

was multiplied by 3*3 in order to give a range of values from 0 - 10,

representing the relative importance of the influences.
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3.2.2. /'Dal?si8 of ,-ttitudea

The values measured according to respondents' opinion and

respondents' Journeys were very similar. There was a consistency not

only between the respondents but also within each age group, with a

difference between the two methods of measurement never exceeding one

point.

Safety was consistently the most Important consideration of all

age groups| comfort was the next consideration} time and cost wera

generally rated third and fourth in importance, in both cases the value

rising with adulthood) the effort involved in travelling and the

interest of the Journey were not considered by most respondents to be

very important.

An examination of responses in each age group revealed that age

has a fairly distinct influence on attitudes: the visual interest of

Journeys of pre-school children was considered by parents to be more impor¬

tant than time and coat) cost and effort involved in travel were of little

consequence to primary school children who considered safety and comfort

to ba important) adolescents considered time as important as comfort,

whilst cost, effort and visual interest of Journeys wers of little concern

to them. Adults of working age generally held very similar views concerning

the relative importance of all Influences: safety was most important, and

time, coat and comfort important) elderly persons recorded safety, comfort

and effort as the most important influences on their Journeys, and cost

fairly important.

(sea Table 3.34).
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Table 3-34. Importance of Influence^ Affecting Modal Choice
According to Respondent opinion (RO) and
Respondent Journeys (ftJ)

All

Age 0-4 5-11 12-17 18-24 25-44 45-64 65+ Ages

Persons in

Sample 45 92 62 54 200 104 21 578

Total

Journeys 372 1067 764 713 2388 1213 112 6627

time (BO) 4 5 6 6 6 6 4 6

(RJ) 4 4 5 6 6 ' 5 4 5

cost (BO) 3 3 4 6 6 7 6 5
(RJ) 3 3 4 6 6 7 6 5

safety (RO) 8 8 8 7 8 9 7 8
(EJ) 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8

comfort (HO) 7 6 6 7 6 7 7 6
(RJ) 7 6 6 7 7 7 7 7

effort (RO) 4 3 4 5 5 5 6 5
(RJ) 3 3 4 5 5 5 7 5

Interest (HO) 6 4 3 4 3 5 5 3
(RJ) 5 4 3 4 4 4 5 4

Scale:

0123456789 10

I Unimportant ^ 1'ot very I Important * *Ve^jr Important ^
important

An analysis of attitudes according to method of travel revealed

that safety, comfort and cost were the most important considerations

of respondents travelling by car and bus, and time and effort the least

important} however, more pronounced opinions were expressed by respondents

travelling by the latter mode.
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Time, cost, comfort sad effort on bicycle journeys were not

considered to be very important by the predominantly young respondents;

comfort was rated the second most important factor on pedestrian

journeys.

(see Table 3.35).

Table 3*35. Importance of Influences ffecting Modal
Choice According to Method of Travel

car ra/cycle train bus cycle walk

Total Sample 718 20 31 257 119 474

time 5 7 7 6 5 5
cost 6 6 6 7 4 4
safety 8 7 7 8 8 8
comfort 6 5 6 7 5 6
effort 5 4 4 6 4 4
interest 4 3 5 4 3 4

An analysis according to the purpose of the journey revealed

that time and comfort on work journeys was important, but effort of

little importance; comfort, coet and effort on shopping journeys were

almost equally important; time and comfort on school journeys were

important, but coet and effort of little importance; comfort was an

important consideration on leisure journeys, but time and effort of

little importance.

(see Table 3.3*6).
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Table 3.36. Importance of Influences effecting Modal
Choice According to Purpose of Journey

work shop school social recreation

Total Sample 316 438 170 436 446

time 7 5 6 4 4
coat 6 6 3 5 6
safety 8 8 8 8 8
comfort 7 7 6 7 7
effort 4 6 4 4 4
interest 3 3 3 4 5

An analysis was carried out to determine the extent to which the

Importance attached to time, comfort and effort differed according to

method of travel, over Increasing distances: the importance of time

rose for all methods except for walkings this exception may be due to

the far greater predictability of time on these trips. The Importance of

comfort did not vary for car or bus journeys, though it rose slightly for

cycle and walking journeys, reflecting perhaps the Influence of weather

on this 'exposed' form of movement) the importance of effort only rose

with walking journeys, well reflecting the 'frictional' effect of

distance.

(eee Table 5.37).

Table 5.37. Influence on Modal Ckhlce of Time, Comfort and
Effort over Varying Distances

o-i- •^-1 1-2 2-4

time car ♦ ♦ 6 6
bus ♦ 7 6 7
cycle 4 6 6 7
walk 5 5 5 *

comfort car # 7 7 7
bus # 8 7 7
cycle 5 6 6 6
walk 6 7 7 *

effort car * 6 6 6
bus ft 7 6 6

cycle 4 4 4 4
walk 4 5 6 •«



5.5. Discussion OP SURVEY

The survey provided evidence on issues relating to the travel

activities of different age groups* which were raised in the earlier

chapters of this thesis) the aoat relevant of these issues form the

subject of this discussion. However, even though there was a broad

consistency of data, the author's comments must be viewed with some

caution in view of the aise of the setnple.

3.5.1. Frequency of Journeys

In the conclusion to Chapter 1, reference was made to the changing

levels of mobility at each stage in the life-cycle. In view of this, it

was suggested that particular consideration could be given either to

children because of the critical stages in the development of their

intelligence and social adjustment, or to alderly persons in view of their

declining faculties. Alternatively, it was pointed out that adult

requirements daserve special attention, because of their present importance

to the economic and social life of the country. The author concluded

that each group merits equal consideration for satisfying its travel needa.

The similarity of activity of each age group in the author's survey

would appear to support this view. The frequency of recorded journeys

was fairly constant throughout the life-cycle) only the travel activity

of elderly persons declined substantially and this may be due to decreased

capabilities, diminished interests outside the home, or to an unsympathetic

environment providing few incentives to go out. The variation between

the number of weekly journeys for the essential purposes of travel to

work, shops or school, and the optional travel for leisure purposes,

was surprisingly small in each age group.



5.5.2. Independence of Movement

In discussing ths constraints on ths mobility of aach ago group

(ride 1.7)# the functions of independence of action and freedom of movement

were stressed as important motivations for undertaking optional journeys.

It was suggested that each person tends to travel on his own on the majority

of journeys and as a member of a household for only a minority.

The survey of the three pre-adult age groups* provided overwhelming

evidence of the increasing desire and ability of children mad adolascents

to travel independently of their parents. This is in agreement with

studies cited (vide 1.2.5 and 1.5.5), that they generally prefer to spend

their leisure time with others of the sane age rather than with their own

families. The ownership of s oar within the child's household had

relatively little influence on his method of travel* which la a further

symptom of the urge to independence. The survey recorded a steady

increase with age in children's travel by public transport and bicycle.

Indeed* adolescents travelled more by public transport than by ear* even

in car-owning households.

The main stages of adult life have been classified as the years

before marriage and the first years of marriage when there are relatively

few family commitments, the middle years which are largely associated with

bringing up children, the late middle years when children are likely to have

left home* and the years in retirement when household size is generally small.

These stages appear to be reflected in the proportion of accompanied tripe

made for aach type of Journey. The lack of precision of transportation

studies based on data on 'household trips', in assessing individual travel

needs is apparent from the fact that only about one third of all journeys*

and less than one half of leisure journeys, were made accompanied by another
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member of the respondent's household. The implication that leisure

journeys are not necessarily a family event appears to be borne out by the

National Travel Survey which reoorded an average car occupancy of only 2.1

persons for these trips (Ministry of Transport, 1967, Table ). In the

author's survey, it appears that the nobility of individual members of

a household was governed sore by age than by the ownership of a car within

that household.

Method of Travel and Influence of Car Ownership

The travel activity of each age group revealed some unexpected results <

more weekly journeys were made by children in non-ear-owning houeholds

than in car-owning households, but more weekly journeys were made by adults

in car-owning households than in non ear-owning households. This apparent

anomaly may be due to the small ample aise, though this is unlikely since

the variation occurred in both child age groups and in two adult age groups.

A possible explanation may bo that children in households with oars may have

less inclination to walk or cycle on their leisure journeys since they are

far more likely to have grown accustomed to the convenience of travelling

by car. The adolescent preference for independence could account for tha

change in pattern that occurred in this age group, for a marked similarity

in the number and purpose of their weekly journeys in households with and

without cars was recorded.

There was also little difference in the method of travel of

children and adolescents in car and non car-owning households. The

majority of journeys were undertaken on foot, end, increasingly with age,

by bieyole. This is probably due to the available pedestrian and cycle

ways for school journeys, and the convenient location of schools in relation

to the town wards. However, leisure journeys, representing about one third



of the total number of their tripe, were made increasingly by vehicle:

nearly half were nade by bus or ear. The effect of one or even two ears

in the household, did not appear to influence their method of travel

significantly.

The considerable increase in vehicular Journeys of young adults

may be due to two causes: Journeys to work are usually much longer than

those to school, end preferred leisure activities such as eluba and dance

halls* often necessitate travelling greater distances. Travel activity

of young adults in ear-owning households was greater than in households

without cam: the increase could be attributed to a rise in the number of

work Journeys* probably resulting from the greater mobility of adults in

these households, which enabled many of toem to return home for lunch

(Bunker* 1967* p.220), and made it more convenient for women to go to

work} there was also a doubling of their leisure Journeys* which suggests

that the improved mobility of those old enough to hold a driving licence,

considerably influences their activities.

The method of travel of adults between toe ages of 25 sod 44 years

differed substantially in car-owning and in non car-owning households:

in the former case* nearly two thirds of Journeys were by car* whilst in

the latter case* ever half were by bicycle or on foot. This again

emphasises the strong influence of household car ownership on method of

travel. As with adolescents* there was a close similarity between the

frequency and purpose of journeys made in car-owning and in non car-owning

households. This may be accounted for by the inconvenience of travelling

with young children* and the resultant decline in leisure pursuits at this

stage of life} this conjecture appears to be substantiated by the increase

in the number of accompanied journeys made on foot, and the decline in the

proportion of journeys by public transport.



These explanations are supported by the subsequent increase in

vehicular Journeys by people between 45 Kid 64 years of age, whose pattern

of activities is siadlar to that of the 18-24 age group, suggesting that

once adults are relieved of the responsibilities of looking after children,

they are sore able to suit their own preferences when travelling. The large

Increase in the number of weefy Journeys made In car-owning as opposed to

non car-owning households is almost entirely accounted for by leisure

Journeys. This probably reflects the previously noted improved mobility

and incentive to travel by ear-owning adults. In households without oars,

longer Journeys have to be made by public transport or by bicycle.

Reduced economic circumstances could explain the low ear

ownership rate of elderly persons, and the relatively high proportion of

Journeys by bicycle and on foot. However, this finding could be distorted

by the small size of the sample in this age group. Relatively few Journeys

were made by motor vehicle, probably reflecting the inconvenience* of

public transport (vide 2.8), which may deter people at this age (vide 1.5*5).

The small number of bus Journeys made by all age groups for social

and recreational purposes clearly reflects the disadvantages of public

transport during off-peak hourst services in Stevenage run at twenty or

thirty minute intervals, and sometimes terminate at 10.30 p.m. (London

Transport, 1969).

Perhaps the most significant finding in these analyses is that in

households without cars, nearly all Journeys were made by other means,

whereas in one ear households over half, end in two ear households one

quarter were made by other means. The figures are similar to those recorded

in the Tyneside survey - ons of the few travel studies recording data on

this aspect (Burns, 1966). Both this survey and the author's highlight
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not only the eff®ct of increasing car ownership on method of travel, hut

also the fact that, even in two car households a significant proportion

of trips are made by other means.

3.3.4. Distance and Travel Time

The primary use of the ear, accounting for over nine tenths of trips

by this method, was for journey# over one mile) over two fifths vers to

destinations outside Stevenage, and less than one twentieth to destinations

within a radius of half a mile. This suggests that the car is not

preferred for short journeys, although the exclusion of multi-purpose

trips may have affected these proportions (vide 3*0.9). The rare use of

the car for short distance trips appear to confirm the previous analysis

of the advantages of walking to close destinations (vide 2.1.6).

Few bus journeys were made to destinations within one mils,

presumably because they could be accomplished in a shorter time on foot}

over two thirds of bus journeys were to destinations between one and four

miles. This also appears to substantiate earlier findings (vide 2.1.7).

The marked decline in the number of cycle and pedestrian journeys

over increasing distances illustrates the influence of time and effort on

the choice of these methods of travel (vide 2.4*3* and 2.4.6): over three

fifths of pedestrian journeys ware made within a half mile radius, and

six sevenths within a radius of one mile. These figures clearly reflect

the limitations of this method of travel and confirm the evidence cited

with regard to the 'frictions!' effect of distance.

This frictional effect has less influence on work journeys than

on the other 'essential' journeys of shopping and school. This is

probably due to the high rate of car use for work journeys, and the
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importance of jobs overriding inconveniences associated with longer

journeys. The isolation of the industrial area on one side of town

probably accounts also for the relatively long work journeys and therefore

the need for notorised forms of movement.

About half the shopping journeys were made within a one mile

radius of home, almost certainly to the neighbourhood centres and two

fifths were over distances of one to four miles, probably to the Town

Centre. It should be noted that the wards of Broadwater, Shephall and

Chells are up to two miles from the Town Centre. Fewer shopping tripe

were made when a oar was available, probably because large quantities

of goods could be easily transported on one trip (vide 2.6.2).

Over three quarters of school journeys were made within a one

mile radius* demonstrating the well-considered siting of both primary and

secondary schools in relation to the residential neighbourhoods; the

greater distance travelled to secondary schools is probably due to their

location between neighbourhoods, and the fact that they serve larger areas

of population.

Half the leisure journeys were to destinations beyond a two mile

radius. The relationship of car ownership and increased distance

travelled, is particularly noticeable: leisure journeys to destinations

outside Stevenage were cited more than twice aa frequently by persons in

car-owning households as in non car-owning households. This is similar

to ths findings of the Government's Social Survey that car owners spent

four times the number of leisure periods in out-of-town excursions than

those who relied on public transport (Sillitoe, 1969, p.18).

Only one quarter of the total number of journeys in the survey

were made within e half mile radius; this confirms the conclusions of



Kuper (l953) and hillmott (l96?)» who vara unable to find ouch evidence

that neighbourhoods define the area of community activity.

Calculations of average time taken by each age group on Journeys

within Stevenage, support Bouladon's conjecture that there is an acceptable

time for different types of Journey (vide 2*l). The calculations also

confirm the findings of the Government Social Survey of leisure activities

which recorded a close correspondence in Journey times of those able to

travel by ear and those without a ear (Sillitoe, op.cit., p.28). Car

ownership, therefore, appears to enable adults to travel greater distances

within an acceptable time period: they can return home for lunch, enjoy

increased participation in leisure pursulte and widen their choice of

all activities within an effectively much enlarged catchment area.

7«?t5t -Attitude? bft MoW,

Analyses of respondents' attitudes to the six influences affecting

choice of travel mode produced unexpected results. Although time and

cost are the two recurrent Isolated parameters in transportation studies

(vide 2.0), this survey suggests that they may not necessarily be the

primary considerations. Consistently high ratings were attached to safety

possibly indicating current public concern and publicity on this subject.

The importance attached to comfort is evident throughout the various

patterns of travel activity, both in the surveys cited earlier in this

thesis, and in the author's survey{ bus passengers evinced most concern.

This may be due to tbe discomfort often associated with walking to the

stop and waiting for the bus in inclement weather. In this respect, the

advantage of cars over all other forms of movement which was observed

earlier (vide 2.4), was borne out in this survey.



Time and cost of travel were rated third and fourth in importance,

with all respondents| this agrees with the findings of a major survey

which recorded time and cost as relatively Insignificant factors in

modal choice (Greater London Council, 1969a, p«9l)> However, the ratings

rose steadily with adulthood, probably because of the need for punctuality

at school and employment, and a growing awareness of cost. Time and

cost were of more concern to bus passengers than to those travelling by

the other major methods of travel} this corroborates the view that the

majority of ear travellers assess costs on immediate running expenses,

and value time spent travelling (vide 2.1 and 2.2). Bus passengers are

also likely to be poorer than those who travel by car. Understandably,

pedestrians were least concerned with time and cost} it is possible

that the greater predictability of travel time on these Journeys also

accounts for the low rating, and for the consistency of rating noted over

varying distances.

Suggestions that time is far mors important thou comfort (Burns,

1967, p.44), and that cheap public transport may be the key to the problem

of urban movement (Buchanan et alia, op.cit., para. 457) are not substant¬

iated by the findings of this survey.

The importance attached to effort involved In travel rose with age,

weighing most heavily on the attitudes of elderly persona. The high

rating attached to the effort involved in shopping Journeys is self-

evident.

The influence of the visual interest of the Journey hardly differed

between age groups, although parents considered it more important for

very young children, and elderly persons thought it a mors important

influence than time. This may be because these Journeys acre less likely
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to be hurried, so that more opportunities exist to take an interest in

the environments this would also appear to be substantiated by the greater

importance attached by all respondents to visual interest on leisure

journeys.

*



5.4. COITC FUSIONS
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The most significant issue to emerge from the surrey was the

similarity in the pattern of travel of the seven age groups, in spite

of the widely differing methods of travel. This aspect tends to he

ignored in transportation studies which are based on household rather

than on individual tripst in the former, the beneficial effects of

household car ownership are seen to result in an Increase in household

trips. The author*s survey suggests that ownership of a ear within a

household does not result in a similar improvement of mobility of all

the Individuals within the household. The pronounced increase in mobility

resulting from car ownership appeared to benefit mainly the adult who had

a car at his disposal for the majority of hie Journeys. It was less

beneficial to the adult who only occasionally used its the far greater

use of cars for work Journeys by mala than by female adults illustrates

the influence of sex, and confirms cited evidence (vide 2.7). Household

car ownership is clearly least beneficial to those unable to drive.

This survey also reveals the high proportion of cycling and walking

Journeys when proper provision is made for them. They accounted for

over half of the Journeys made within the Hew Towaj these methods of

travel are usually omitted in transportation studies. Although the

survey demonstrated that work Journeys by car represented only one seventh

of all journeys made, the structure of New Towns is increasingly being

determined by this mode of travel (vide 5.6).

The fairly consistent use of public transport by all age groups,

and for all types of Journey, demonstrates its essential function for

the whole communityt a reduction in service frequency or in service

hours during the evenings and weekends clearly reduces the effective



mobility of thoee without the exclusive use of a car. The increasing

transfer from bus to car travel must affect the economy of public transport

services (vide 4.2.5){ the sise and extent of the road network to

accommodate the increased movement by car can cause further inconvenience

to those travelling by bicycle or on foot (vide 4.1.7).

The relationship between the mobility of people in the seven age

groups, and the satisfaction of their travel needs, was most evident

in the analysis of their effective average speeds. When these are

applied to determine the effective catchment area that is within their

acceptable time for travelling for different purposes, the disparity

between the age groups and between those in car-owning households is moat

apparent (vide 5.5).

There are considerable differences of opinion with regard to the

perceived importance of time, coat, comfort, effort and interest on

journeys, reflecting changing emphases at each stage of life, the

difference being most marked during progression to adulthood. The fact

that comfort was generally considered a more important influence than

either time or coat, is strong evidence that the car will almost invariably

be used if s choice exists between it and public transport. It has

already been noted that the importance of road safety appears to be a

factor largely ignored by thoee who travel by car. In these circumstances,

the relative advantage of the car over the bus in respect of all the other

influences examined in Chapter 2, further demonstrates the problems of

reconciling individual preferences and community needs. The survey

provides evidence emphasizing the need to establish systems of movement

based on the activities and attitudes of all age groups, since opportunity

to engage in urban life varies so substantially with mobility.
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4.0. INTROIDCTION

The motivating influence* affecting the individual•• choice of method

of movement were examined in Chapter* 2 and 3. It vaa seen that thia

choice is primarily based on the calculated benefits accruing to the

individual rather than on any perceived costs to the community of his

decision. This chapter examines the broad effects of these personal

decisions, in the fields of land use, economics, health and social welfare.

The relative advantages and disadvantages of alternative methods of movement

are, therefore, compared under the following four headings:

4.1. Area requirementsj 4.2. Public expenditurej 4.3. Community

health) 4.4. Social implications.

The six methods of movement analysed on a comparative basis in

Chapter 2 are examined: car, motor-cycle, bus, taxi, bicycle and walking.
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4.1. ARB A REQUIRE MSNTS

The total area required to accommodate traffic generated In toiraa

la dependent upon the proportion of journeys aade by different aethoda of

travel| conversely, the layout of towns can affect this proportion. Area

requirements of methods of travel, therefore, have an Important influence

on urban form. They may be evaluated as follows: the area occupied when

stationary, the occupancy rate where applicable, and the area needed in

motion.

4.1.1. Area Requirements! Movement bv Car

Although the average oar occupies only seventy square feet,

considerably more space is needed for turning the vehicle, for permitting

garage doors to be opened, and to accommodate the largest and least

manoeuvrable care (Ministry of Transport, 1967c, p.IJA), with turning

circles of forty one feet (Traffic Research Centre, 1966). One hundred

and fifty square feet ere usually provided for the garaging or parking of

private cars, with a further one hundred square feet for access, giving a

minimum requirement of two hundred and fifty square feet. Theoretically,

this area should be provided at every home and at aach of tha oar's potential

destinations.

Tn Great Britain, the area required for parking a car in a

residential area la some fifty square feet greater than the average area of

residential accommodation recommended for one personi less than two hundred

square feet in a typical four person dwelling (Ministry of Housing and Local

Government, 1961), and two hundred square feet more than the minimum area

of forty square feet recommended for each offlea worker (Shops, Offices and

Railway Premises Act, 1965).



The total effect of these requirements on land use is pronounced

since spacious car parks are increasingly required near factories, shops and

places of recreation, as veil as in the centres of towns. The area

recommended for cars on industrial estates is four hundred and fifty square

feet per worker, which represents nearly two fifths of total site requirements

(Needham, 1967). Extreme solutions of the parking problem may be seen in

the huge perimeter areas for suburban shopping centres in the United States

where between two and four times the retail shopping floor area is required

for parking (Lynch, 1962)} these areas must be large enough to accommodate

peak demands of Friday evening or Saturday morning shopping, although they

are only partially occupied at all other times. Parking areas must also be

provided for educational establishments: for example, recent plans for a

comprehensive school have Included places for one hundred cars (Skelmersdale

Development Corporation, 1968). It has been forecast that the present

parking areas provided in the centres of small towns will have to be

doubled to provide for the needs of 1966 (Lamb, 1966, p.52), and that

multi-storey car parks in these towns will occupy more space than carriage¬

ways (Smeed, 1963, p.285).

The greater the number of persons travelling in a vehicle, the

smaller is the road area required per person: occupancy rate must,

therefore, be an important consideration in respect of area requirements

for alternative forms of movement. The National Travel Survey in 1964

(Ministry of Transport, 1967b, Table 4ii)» and a Government Social Survey

(Gray, 1969, p.7, Table 5.1) recorded average car occupancy rates of 1.3

and 1.4 persons for work journeys, and 2.2 and 2.4 persona for leisure

journeysi the London Traffic Survey (Freeman, Fox and Partners, 1964, p.59

para. 9*45) recorded rates of 1.2 persons during working hours, and 1.43



persona for the whole week; in two provincial towns, occupancy rates were

1.4 persons per car for the journey to work, 1.7 for weekday leisure, and

2.2 persons per car for weekend leisure (Lamb, op.cit., p.66; Taylor, 1968,

p.122).

Roads have a profound influence on urban form, since moving vehicles

require prodigious areas of road: depending on the number of road inter¬

sections, a two-lane carriageway is required for the equivalent vehicular

capacities of between six hundred and fifteen hundred cars per hour in both

directions, and a six-lane carriageway when the flow reaches sixteen hundred

to forty five hundred cars per hour in each direction (Ministry of Transport,

1966, p.7, Tables 1-4).

Area requirements are also strongly dictated by the speed of vehicles.

Although the proportion of carriageway occupied by vehicles in towns is

larger with slower traffic, the effective area is such greater: seven

times the number of vehicles travelling at 20 m.p.h. instead of 10 o.p.h.

can be accomodated on a given stretch of carriageway (Smeed, 1968a, p.44).

The Ministry of Transport (1967c, p.16) has recommended design speeds of

40 m.p.h. on new urban roada, and this has the further advantage of vehicular

efficiency in time and cost.

Road networks designed for large volumes of traffic travelling at

high spaeds require several lanes and large areas for curves and complex

intersections to achieve minimum reduction in speed when there are changes

of direction, and considerable lengths of carriageway for changes in elevation.

Minimum desirable radii of two thousand one hundred feet are required for

design speeds of 60 m.p.h., nine hundred feet for speeds of 40 m.p.h., and

five hundred feet for speeds of 30 m.p.h. (Duff, 1962); even for local

distributor and servics roada, radii of ona hundred and twenty, and fifty
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feet respectively, are considered necessary (Jamieson and Mackay, 1965, Table

1, p.113). Furthermore, braking distances increase with greater vehicular

speeds for example, at 20 n.p.h. forty feet at 40 at.p.h. one hundred and

twenty feet, and at 60 m.p.h. two hundred and forty feet are required

(Ministry of Transport 19S8f, para.35). Critical lengths of eleven hundred

feet are necessary for the 4^ gradients of primary distributor roads (Goldstein,

1966, p.32, Table 2j Ministry of Transport, 1966a, p.15).

4.1.2. Area Requirements; Movement b? Motor-Cycle

Ten motor-cycles can park in the area normally occupied by one car

(British Cycle and Motor-Cycle Industries Association, 1967). Motor¬

cyclists carry passengers on more than one fifth of pleasure trips on

weekdape, and on nearly one third at weekends (Peters, 1966).

The motor-cycle occupies a smaller width of carriageway than do other

vehicles, and probably requires less 'braking space' since the rider can

exercise greater precision due to his all-round vision. Nevertheless, the

area it requires for movement on urban roads is considered to be three

quarters of that needed by a car (Ministry of Transport, 1968c, p.l, para.

15).

4.1.5. Area Requirements: Movement by Bus

Standard buses are seven and a half feet wide, have a length of

twenty six feet, and turn in a radius of thirty eight feet; a layby to

prevent the blocking of vehicular flow in one lane when the vehicle is at

rest, requires one thousand five hundred square feet (Traffic Research

Centre, 1968). The average occupancy rate of buses in Great 3rd.tain in
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1968 was sixteen persons (Ministry of Transport, 1969s, Tables 1, 36).

Taking into account the fact that a bus has to stop frequently for

passengers, it has been estimated that it requires an area equivalent to

about three medium-sixed cars (Ministry of Transport, 1968c, p.l, para. a5).

4.1.4. Area Requirements: Movement by Taxi

The area requirementa of taxis are very similar to those of cars,

with the important exception that taxis usually spend a greater amount of

time in motion: for instance, London taxis make a daily average of twenty

three trips and are driven eighty miles} their average occupancy is 1.6

passengers (Metropolitan Police, 1969). In theory, parking requirements

may, therefore, be reduced by the number of parking places which would

otherwise be needed for the equivalent number of car travellers that taxis

carry as passengers (Meyer, Kain and Wohl, op.cit., p.316).

4.1.5. Area Requirementsr Movement by B1cycle

The space occupied by a bicycle is very small: twenty can be parked

in the area normally occupied by one car (Claxton, 1968, p.117). In use,

a bicycle is thought to occupy the equivalent of one fifth or one third of

the area of a car (ibid.; Ministry of Transport, 1968c, p.l, para.A5).

The minimum width of cycleways is five feet although cine feet are

recommended (keeble, 1964, p.159). The efficiency in land use of bicycles

is clearly shown by the fact that twelve feet wide cycleways can accommodate

more than five thousand persons per hour, which is very much more than the

passenger carrying capacity of a twenty four feet wide carriageway used only

by cars (Claxton, 1968).
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4.1.6. Area Requirements: Movement on Foot

The minimum area for a stationary pedestrian can he calculated from

the number of passengers that can fit into a liftt for instance, eight

persons are contained in a cage of sixteen square feet.

The area required for walking has been estimated to he two and a

half square feet per person in a subway, and eight and fifteen square feet

for walking and running respectively (Cruen, 1965). The capacity of ten

feet wide pavements in pedeatrian shopping malls is six thousand pedestrians

per hour (Capital and Counties Property Co. Ltd., op.cit., p.19).

Paradoxically, pedestrian spaces tend to he over-dimensioned} a maximum

area of about twenty square feet per person in public squares has been

suggested (institut for Center Flanlaegning, 1969),

4.1.7. Comparative Analysis of the Area Requirements of Six

Mqttpdq pf Mpyflpqnt

Various calculations have been made of the relative area requirements

of wheeled vehicles. The Ministry of Transport (1966a, p.6, Table 1-5)

consider that on urban roads, buses require the equivalent of three times

the area of cars or taxis, motor cycles need three quarters of the area,

and bicycles need one third of the area. More detailed estimates of the

relative requirements of cars and buses have been based nn passenger

occupancy rates and road conditions: the higher the occupancy of the bus,

the more favourably it compares with the car, whilst greater traffic

congestion makes the comparison less favourable (Foster, 1965). Estimates

of the equivalent road area required for people travelling by car as compared

with the bus, vary according to these factors. a number of calculations

of this ratio have been made: twenty times the area (Constantine, 1968),



fifteen tines (Smigielski, 1968), seven tines (Road Research Laboratory

op.cit., p.253), six tines (Foster, op.cit.), and four tines the area

(Sharp, op.cit., p.104). If proposals for reserved lanes in central areas

are implemented (Constantino and Young, 1969), the advantage of buses will be

somewhat diminished.

Diagram 4.1. sets out the relative area requirements of the six

methods of movement at rest and at varying speeds. It can be seen that

car's and taxis make relatively high demands on the use of land because of

their size and parking needs at origin and at all potential destinations!

when in motion, and increasingly as speeds rise they require considerable

areas of carriageway, complex traffic intersections and separation from

pedestrians. If the area of land adjacent to motor roads, which cannot

be economically developed owing to the unacceptable noise levels, is taken

into consideration, the comparison with other methods of travel is dramatic.

Motor-cycles are not particularly economical users of road space

although they occupy small areaa when parked. Of all wheeled traffic,

bicycles require the smallest area both when parked and in use.

Pedestrian movement has, however, the lowest requirements.



motor cycle

-bicycle
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4.2. PUBLIC EXPENDITURE

Coats to the individual of different methods of travel vera compared

earlier (al.de 2.2) J cycling and walking are cheapest, while the relatively

high cost of motorised movement depends on such factors as vehicle occupancy

and whether the cost par mile is calculated on total annual costs or just

running expenses. However, in all circumstances public expenditure is

involved in the construction and maintenance of roads and these costs rise

steeply as more people choose to travel longer distances more quickly and

conveniently by car) costs are also inflated by the need to minimise risk

of accidents and to provide road networks accommodating peak-hour traffic.

4.2.1. Public Expenditure: Movement by Car

The main burden of road expenditure is imposed by the increasing

need to accommodate car movement. Estimated car mileage in Great Britain

represents a rising proportion of the total vehicle mileage travelled on

the roads: in 1958 it was 6oXf in 1963 it was 67^1 in 1968 it was

(Ministry of Transport, 1969b, p.44, Table 33).

A report by the Ministry of Transport (1968c) subdivided the

expenditure involved into public and community costs and defined public

costs as those mainly paid out of publio funds, and community costs as those

borne directly by society.

Public Costs. These Include expenditure on new roads, improvements,

maintenance, lighting, policing, administration, and accidents not borne

out of insurance payments. It is difficult to assess these costs reliably,

because they are financed by different agencies and vary considerably between

and amongst existing and Naw Towns. It la well known, however, that proper
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provision for car use is both very expensive and uneconomical, as roads

must be designed for peak hour conditions and therefore remain underused

for most of the time.

The total capital coat for accommodating the unrestricted use of

cars in all existing British towns of over ten thousand persons, has been

variously estimated at £10,OCX),000,000 and £20,000,000,000 at 1963 prices

(Reynolds, op.cit., p.72). The cost of roads to accommodate projected

peak hour travel by ear in Rev Towns is indicated by the following: highway

requirements for towns designed In the last twelve years vary between £142

per capita in Cumbernauld and £236 in Washington (Ministry of Housing and

Local Government, 1969)) radial and primary distributor roads alone in

Cumbernauld, with a planned population of seventy thousand persons, were

estimated to cost £100 per capita (Jamieson and Mackay, 1963* p.118).

The predicted peak-hour traffic cannot, however, be absorbed in

existing towns and cities, either physically or at tolerable costs, so that

there will still have to be some measure of restraint (Reynolds, op.cit.,

p.82)| furthermore, a delay of about twenty years would occur before motor¬

ways needed to carry the traffic could be completed, whereas the main

projected increase in the number of vehicles will have taken place well

before then (ibid., p.73).

In addition to the capital costs of new roads and major improvements

great expenditure is incurred for non-constructional purposes: costs of

maintenance, lighting, administration, traffic management, and control by

the police, represented over 30^ of total public road expenditure in the

years 1965-1966 (Ministry of Transport, 1968c, p.10, Table 3»l)j £52,000,000

were spent in that period solely on these latter police duties (ibid.).

In provincial cities, police spend one quarter of their time on traffic
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Wilson, 1969); fifty fire thousand breath tests were carried out in the

first twelve months of enabling legislation (Times, 1966b). Parking meter

zones are being extended rapidly in an attempt to control the number of

cars parked by commuters in central areas | of the revenue from them

has to be devoted to the administrative and operational costs, which include

the wages of one traffic warden for every thirty meters (Royal Automobile

Club, 1969b).

There is almost no limit to public expenditure that can be devoted

to reducing the risk of road accidentss separating of different types of

traffic} raising levels of lighting} providing road surfaces that are safe

in vet weather} using more frequent police patrols (Smeed, 1968b, pp.268-275),

and electrically heating steep gradients to prevent the formation of ice.

Community Costs. These are costs aeated by road users but paid by

everyone, irrespective of how they personally travel. These include

financial loss due to delays in traffic, loss of amenity due to noise,

vibration and fumes, and the effects of accidents, including loss of output

and the subjective costs of grief and pain (Ministry of Transport, 1968c,

p.4, para.13)} £1,000,000 were spent last year on road safety publicity

(Ministry of Transport, 1969f, p.XIIl).

Congestion on urban roads alone costs householders an average of

over £30 annually (Dawson, 1967b). In 1963 it was estimated that a car

parked in central areas of cities occupied an area for which it would be

reasonable to charge between £2 and £3 per day, if valued at the same rental

as adjacent land (Day, op.cit., p.78). Some indication of the costs that

the average motor vehicle Imposes on other vehicles at varying speeds during

off-peak hours can be gained from Table 4.1. Payment to the community
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through motor taxation, however, averages only about 3d. per vehicular

mile (Gregory, 1968; Ministxy of Transport, 1969a).

Table 4.1. Mileage Costa Imposed by Motor Vehicles on Other
Vehicles at Varying Speeds in Central London in 1964

Speed Cost Speed Cost

8 m.p.h. 6s. Od. 13 a.p.h. Is.Id.
10 m.p.h. 3s. 6d. 20 m.p.h. 0s.4^d.

Source: Ministry of Transport, 1964, p.3.

The faster vehicles travel, the lower the costs of roads to

accommodate them, and the lower the vehicular running costs (Boad

Research Laboratory, op.clt., pp.476-477, Table 13.1): if speeds are

increased from 13 a.p.h. to 40 a.p.h., vehicular running costs decline by

Tj/e Uoolsgrove, op.clt., pp.4-6 and Table 2). Using only the criteria

of time-saving and the predicted reduction in traffic accidents, it is

possible to justify the cost of motorway construction (Jaaleson and Mackay,

op.cit., p.110). Costs imposed indirectly upon the community are not,

however, included in the calculations.

Mr pollution caused by motor vehicles has been estimated to cost

annually £80-90,000,000 with noise contributing a further £30-40,000,000

(Ministry of Transport, 1968c, p.16, paras. 31,52). Other factors concerned

with environmental quality and health hasarda associated with driving cars

(vide 4.3), are no less important, despite the obvious difficulty of

quantifying them.

Costs of accidents have been calculated in detail: costs for the

whole country, including damage to property, medical treatment, administrative

costs and loss of output, total £630,000 daily (Ministry of Transport, 1968d).
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The average measurable costs of single incidents in urban areas in 1966 were

£2620 for fatal accidents* £450 for serious accidents* and £140 for slight

accidents* with an average of £240 for personal injury accidents* and £60

for acoidents involving only material damage (Dawson, 1967b, p.67). When

indirect costs such as those associated with pain, shock, and loss of

expectation of life were added* the total average coals per accident were

£8920 for fatal accidents* £710 for serious accidents* £150 for slight

accidents, and £500 for an average personal injury accident (Dawson* 1967a*

p.41* Table 29). a growing awareness of these factors may explain the

Increase in court awards for personal injury reaxilting from dangerous driving.

In theory* the eosts of accommodating cars on roads should be paid

for by those persona imposing them. In practice* few of these costs are

covered by vehicle taxation and duties! the British Road Federation estimated

that each motorist pays less than £100 per annum (Gregory, op.cit.). Although

revenues from this source have over the last twenty five years exceeded gross

expenditure on the road system by a factor of three (Mackay, 1967, p.108),

the proceeding analysis of all direct and indirect public and community coats

may indicate that taxes paid by motorists are unreallstically low.

4.2.2. Public Expenditure: Movement by Kotor-Cvcle

The estimated mileage of motor-cycles in Great Britain in 1968

represented only 2^ of the total vehicle mileage travelled on roads* and is

proportionately declining rapidly (calculations from Ministry of Transport,

1969b* p.44* Table 53). In view of the area that motor cycles occupy and

their small numbers* they incur low public expenditure to accommodate their

use on roads.
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4.2.5. Public Expenditure; Movement by Bus

Public expenditure ie involved in the construction of works

specifically for buses and their passengers, such as bus shelters and

laybys, in the share of road space that they require, and in the subsidy

of many services. However, it was seen in the previous seotion that bus

passengers effectively occupy a much smaller area than car travellers. It

should also be noted that the estimated mileage of buses and coaches in

Great Britain represented only 2$ of the total vehicle mileage travelled on

roads in 1968 (ibid.).

The declining financial viability of public transport is reflected

in evidence available from many sourcesi in I960, personal expenditure on

public transport was 36.^ of total travel expenditure, and was predicted

to decline to 18^ by 1975 (Beckermann et alia, op.cit., Tables 1.12 and 6.6)f

in the ten years up to 1967, passenger Journeys by public transport vehicles

declined by nearly 3Q^» and fares almost doubled (calculated from British

Road Federation, 1969* P«2l)) passenger occupancy of buses in peak hours

is nearly two and a half times of that in off-peak hours (Lyons, 1969),

and the average is only 2$ of seating capacity (calculated from Ministry

of Transport, 1969c, Tables 1 and 56) British Road Federation, 1968b).

It is not surprising that half the country's bus services are now running

at a loss (Hutchinga, 1967), and that many unprofitable services will either

have to be subsidised by grants towards operating costs and the purchase of

new vehicles (Ministry of Transport, 1967d, pp.15-20) Beesley and Politi,

1969), or discontinued.

The rapid increase in car ownership is the most important contributory

factor to the reduction in the economic viability of public transport and

has caused the sharp decline in bus passenger journeys particularly during
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off-peak hours, which in London has occurred at double the rate of peak

travel times (Thomas, 1968, pp.343, 346). Separated routes to speed buses

are uneconomical (Bennett, op.cit., pp.42-43), as are the smaller buses

which could take the lower number of passengers during off-peak periods<

it has been estimated that operating costs of twenty-seater vehicles are

two thirds higher than those of seventy-seater vehicles (Webster, op.cit.,

p.25, Table 13). The problem is aggravated by the need to subsidise

attractive bus services (Lichfield and Associates, op.cit., p.41), and

routes which tend to run at a loss (sharp, op.cit., p.36). The shortage

of labour at economical wages for a job entailing seven-day working and

evening shifts (Patsy, 1964) is of importance to a service in which wages

alone account for 6C^ to 7Q^ of operating costs (Jackson and Palmer, op.cit.|

Thomas, 1968, p.373)*

It seems paradoxical that whilst the cost of journeys to work does

not appear to strongly influence commuters' choice of travel mode (Meyer,
Kain and Wohl, op.cit., pp.107, 36l), it is primarily at these times, with

high occupancy rates, that public transport can make a profit (Wilbur Smith

and Associates, op.cit., p.ix).
f The uneven demand for public transport results in vehicles standing

idle for a large part of the day and much of the weekend. Peak demand

occurs in the morning when journeys to work and school coincide: in

provincial towns, between two and three times the number of buses and crews

are required in the rush hour than for the rest of the day (Storm, 1963,

p.22, Fig.19) Birmingham Junior Chamber of Commerce, 1968; Bennett, op.cit.).

To encourage the use of public transport in Runcorn New Town, five times the

number of buses will be required for the rush hour than at other times of the

day (Ling, 1967b). Nevertheless recurrent complaints of new town residents

refer to the inadequacy of bus services (Osbora and Whittick, 1969).
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Although public transport ia uneconomical to operate in towns with

populations of less than one million persons (Vorheee, 1968, p.555), various

methods have been proposed to make existing services financially viable:

improvements to attract more passengers such as smoother vehicle acceleration

and air-conditioning installations have been recommended} service frequencies

have been extended to economise on running costs, (Jackson and Palmer, 1968)}

buses are routed along priority lanes and the number of stops reduced so

that they can travel at greater speeds (Vtoolagrove, 1966; Dawson, 1967,

p.2, Table l)| seats have been removed to accommodate more standing

passengers at peak periods (Baily, 1968). Other economy measures now

being implemented include the introduction of 'one-man* buses, which were

expected to lower costs by to 2$ (National Board for Prices and Incomes,

1966), and reductions in the number of route miles over which buses operate.

The most common method employed to improve the financial viability

of public transport services is by fare increases, but all the indications

are that passengers faced with steeply rising fares or inconvenient services,

find public transport s quite unrealistic choice if they can alternatively

travel by ear. It is not surprising, therefore, that predictions for the

future of public transport, both in this country and in the United States,

are consistently discouraging (Sharp, op.clt., p.92} Bennett, op.cit.}

Meyer Kain and Wohl, op.cit., p*107). Even reductions in fares and improve¬

ments in service are unlikely to alter this situation, unless current pricing

methods for road use are drastically revised (vide 4.2.7).

4.2.4. Public Expenditure: Movement bv Text

Public expenditure on taxis is essentially different from that on

buses in that the service is always run on a profit-making basis, and attracts
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no public subsidy. Costs involved in accommodating taxis are identical

to those of the car: they occupy similar road areas and cause similar

scales of road congestion. However, in spite of their greater average

road mileage, the effect on public expenditure is marginal since there

are so few of them.

4.2.5. Public Expenditure: Movement by Bicycle

Similar observations regarding public expenditure involved in

accommodating motor-cycles on the roads are applicable to bicycles, with

the exception that the latter require less than half the road area of the

former (vide 4.1.7)* end on separated cycleways, s much reduced specification

for construction, lighting and maintenance (Perraton, op.cit., p.155).

4.2.6. Public Expenditure: Movement on Foot

Public expenditure involved in providing for pedestrian movement is

minimal compared with that for vehicular traffic: the area required for

pedestrian movement is lass than that for cyclists, and ths construction

and maintenance of pavements and footpaths are relatively very inexpensive.

4.2.7. Comparative finalvale of the Public Expenditure Incurred for
Six Methods of Movement

Conflicts Inevitably arise in the allocation of resources to achieve

acceptable environmental standards for pedestrians, an efficient public

transport system, and unrestricted use of cars. For example, traffic

engineers have the choice between designing an expensive but compact three

or four level interchange or one occupying a much larger area on two levels
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(Goldstein, op.cit., p.32). At road crossing points, they hare the option

of providing footbridges which are less convenient for pedestrians, or

underpasses which may be ten times as expensive (Ministry at Transport,

1965, p.400). Alternatively, to permit pedestrian circulation at

ground level, they have the option of providing elevated roads at two to

eight times the cost of roads at ground level, or roads in cuttings or

tunnels, which cause little environmental disturbance, at fifteen to fifty

four times the eost (Keronsky, 1968, Table 3)!

The diseconomies of providing an adequate public transport system

have been noted. With the rise in car ownership and the increased value

attached to time spent travelling, this aspect is proving to be increasingly

significant. fare increases to compensate for lose of revenue encourages

bus passengers to purchase cars as does a reduction in the frequency of

services (Humpidge, 1965). Thus, more public expenditure ia required to

accommodate more cars and to subsidise public transport services for people

without cars. In the United States, it has been shown that the annuel

deficit on public transport would probably cover the taxi fares for trips

of non car-owners, or pay for providing them with second-hand cars (Keefer,

1966, p.2l)l The imbalance between the two types of expenditure can be

seen in the calculation of public cost for each group of vehicles: public

expenditure for private cars is more than ten times that for public service

vehicles (Ministry of Transport, 1968c, p.30, para. 97), yet the estimated

passenger mileage by car ia only five times that by bus (Ministry of Transport,

1968d).

The community is adversely affected in other ways by car users: for

instance, the effect of a London commuter choosing to travel by car instead

of by bus can be seen in Table 4.2: an additional cost of 4s.7d. per mile
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is borne by the community. If it were possible to add social costs

(vide 4.4.1), it is possible to show that the community is paying substantial

costs towards accommodating car commuters (Mishan, 1969, pp.237-240).

Table 4.2. Community Costs Involved when Commuter Travels to
Central London by Car Instead of Bus

Community Savings Community Costs
Per Mile Per Kile

Subsidy to Public Transport 2e. 3d.
Road Congestion Imposed by Bus 6d.
Road Congestion Imposed by Car 7s. 6d.

Additional Cost Per Mile 4s. 7d.

Source: National Board for Incomes and Prices, 1969, p.36.

Introducing measures to encourage motorists to travel by public

transport would clearly result in considerable savings, and proposals

have been made to achieve this: motorists should park outside town and

travel free (Reynolds, op.cit., p.83)} the number of car commuters in

central areas of towns could be controlled by parking meters but the very

high parking charge required to effectively insure the transfer to public

transport would probably be so high as to be politically unacceptable

(Quarmby, 1964).

Proposals have been made for subsidising public transport to encourage

its use: Blumenfeld (1967) considered that if fares were abolished altogether,

the lost revenue would in theory be recovered from savings in new road

networks resulting from a reduction in car traffic. A free public transport

service could be provided by putting a charge on household rates: as a

result of the saving of 30i of running costs devoted to fares collection,

it has been estimated that in London, this would increase rates by the
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equivalent of four shillings per head per week, and in a provincial town,

three shillings and sixpence per household (Architects' Journal). The

implications of treating public transport as a social service are more

fully examined later (vide 4.4).

Various methods have been proposed for taxing road users so that

motorists would pay all the costs resulting from their movement; the most

promising method appears to be through the use of a charging mechanism such

as 'road pricing'. Charges would have to apply to private vehicles only

to avoid the further undesirable transfer of passengers to cars. Road

pricing may, however* encourage dispersal of facilities from central areas

to avoid these charges* resulting in those travelling by public transport

being involved in longer Journeys. In the absence of such remedial planning

policies* a continuing decline in public transport services can be forecast

and a concomittant increase in the vast costs of accommodating cars.

The most direct method of reducing public expenditure in this field

is, of course* by reducing the need for movement. This may be possible

in redevelopment areas or in New Towns where land uses can be allocated to

achieve this aim. Systems can also be developed to encourage walking and

cycling as the constructional and maintenance costs for these forms of

movement are comparatively low; furthermore* the area requirements would

be reduced (vide 4.1). Finally, employers could decrease peak demands on

roads and public transport services by staggering working hours.
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4.-5. ASPECTS 0? COMMUNITY HEALTH

The health of an Individual may be affected beneficially or injuriously

by hie method of travel. This aspect is usually ignored at the level of

personal choice, yet it has a cumulative influence which has considerable

impact on community health and welfare services. Sven in 1940, it was

noted that travelling, whether by car or by public transport, could have

adverse effects on health (Royal Commission on the distribution of the

Industrial Population, 1940, para.167). The main hazards associated with

vehicular movement are due to air pollution, noise and road accidents.

Air Pollution from Traffic. The toxic effect of vehicle exhaust

gases is recognised as a potential hazard to health; this is aggravated by

the increasing number of vehicles in use and by the fact that the pollutants

are omitted into the air at low level. Carbon monoxide resulting from

incomplete combustion is the most dangerous element in vehicle exhaust)

other harmful constituents are lead, unburnt hydrocarbons, and nitrogen

dioxide. In Great Britain, petrol engines are the main cause of air

pollution from motor vehicles (Ministry of Transport, 1967c, p.77). In the

United States, they produce more pollution than all other sources combined

(flaar, 1968, p.14); in one year, ten thousand inhabitants of Los Angeles

were advised by their doctors to leave the city because of its danger to

their health (Breach, 1969).

The effects of carbon monoxide on human beings depend on the length

of time which they are exposed to it: levels of 120 parte per million for

one hour, which are considered dangerous, have often been recorded (Cohen

and Preston, op.clt., p.141); during temperature inversions, concentrations

reach twenty to thirty times mean annual levela (Ministry of Transport,
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1967c, p.73)I on busy streets, levels several hundred times greater than

the accepted standard in aviation engineering have been recorded (ftackay,

1967, p.67).

Although Godber (1967) was unable to report any harmful effects from

vehicle exhausts under British climatic conditions, much evidence is

accumulating which suggests that comparatively low concentrations can impair

efficiency and affect a person's ability to perform skilled tasks such as

driving (Ministry of Transport, 1967c, p.103; Mackay, 1967, p.67| Lewis

et alia, 1970, p.96). Similar effects were reported in studies in the

United States, which shoved that carbon monoxide also affected vision and

caused lethargy (KcFarlsnd and Moore, op.cit., p.691), and that traffic

fumes were dangerously near the level where they could harm mental processes

(Larsen, 1962). Early symptoms of an excessive concentration of exhaust

fumes are headaches, nausea and giddiness; irritation of eyes, nose and

air passages has also been noted (Technical Committee of the National

Society for Clean Air, 1967, p.13). Recent research suggests that carbon

monoxide from Vehicle exhausts ie a contributory factor to heart disease

(Silcock, 1970).

whilst most health authorities agree that there is insufficient

knowledge of the effects on health of continued exposure to the tetraethyl

lead which car exhausts produce at the rate of one kilo annually (Lederberg,

1969), it is believed to cause irritability and to decrease brain function

(Times, 1966a). Other pollutants include hydrocarbon waste which causes

eye irritation, and nitrogen dioxide which aggravates chronic respiratory

disease (*einer, 1967, pp.11-12).

Studies are now being conducted to investigate whether aome pollutants

interact in the body with alcohol or drugs, to produce synergetic effects
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(Technical Committee of the National Society for Clean /ir, op.cit., p.14).

Smokers, pregnant women, people taking many drugs, and those consuming

alcohol, are particularly sensitive to high carbon monoxide levels since

their oxygen uptake is already abnormally high (Zander, 1969). Old and

very young people are particularly vulnerable to polluted air, the former

in view of their relatively undeveloped lungs, and the latter because of the

slow rate at which they can exhale fumes (Cohen and Preston, op.cit., p.145).

Noise from Vehicular Traffic. A survey noted that the sound of

traffic was the major source of annoyance in 84 of the urban situations

examined: the four main sources of traffic noise were from propulsion,

horns, brakes and door slamming (Committee on the Problem of Noise, op.cit.).

Composition of noise is of greater importance than Its volume, since

intermittent traffic can cause more nuisance than a continuous stream of

vehicles (Langdon, 1969, p.9l). Whilst commercial vehicles produce the

greatest reverberation, motor-cycles and cars are increasingly responsible

because of their numbers and ubiquity.

Although little research has been carried out into the effects of

noise and vibration on human beings, they obviously interfere with

communication and are generally believed to aggravate nervous states and

to cause psychological fatigue (Burns, 1968, pp.113-134). 'Two studies

have shown that noise undermines conoentrstion, thereby reducing efficiency

(Mackay, 1967, p.67)) in experiments with Post Office workers in Moscow,

significant improvements in productivity were recorded when noise levels

were lowered (Aitken, 1968). Studies on patients with ulcere and on rats

in laboratory conditions, have demonstrated the effects of this type of

stress on physical condition (Mental Health Hesearch Fund, 1967). tiara

cannot shut out noise in the same way that eyelids can shut out light,
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with the result that many people show fatigue from the effort of remaining

asleep in spite of noise (Lukas, 1969). Furthermore, because of the

unconscious fear of accidents, vehicular noise has to be constantly

monitored, even when it is heard indoors.

Various preventive measures to reduce the harmful effects of air

pollution and noise of vehicles have been proposed in recent years.

Legislation for dealing with these problems at source is inadequate)

statutory regulations governing permitted levels of exhaust pollution

simply state that there should be no 'avoidable smoke or visible vapour'

(Ministry of Transport, 1966b), but set no standards. It is clear,

however, that toxic fumes would be dissipated more quickly and safely if

exhaust pipes on vehicles were fixed higher) although petrol can be

processed to be free of any lead content, at no more than twopence per

gallon (Callow, 1970), no steps are planned to make this mandatory.

Vehicles are permitted to emit noise levels up to eighty seven decibels,

although this is louder than a pneumatic drill ten yards away (Connell,

1968); furthermore, the increase in the number of vehicles has largely

invalidated controls since noise levels represent the cumulative effect of

all traffic at any point in time (Ministry of Transport, 196?c, p.70)

Burns, op.cit., p.266). Improved sound insulation of buildings is ineffec¬

tive for a large part of the year, unless combined with expensive air-

conditioning systems, as windows need to be opened for ventilation.

There is s likelihood that greater leisure use of the car, and

improved traffic management will result in high noise levels over a greater

portion of the day and night< the Greater London Council (1969) has reported

an increase in overall traffic noise at night and weekends in the last few

years, in spite of a reduction in the level of noise emission from

individual vehicles.



Much research has been carried out to develop cars powered by

batteries, which would result la a considerable reduction in noise and air

pollution. Unless they are cheaper than petrol driven cars, or the latter

are banned from towns, they are unlikely to prove a practicable substitutei

the present estimate for adding a battery power system to a family car is

in the region of £400 (Times, 1968c), Other effective, though expensive

ways, are by erecting impermeable screens to shield buildings (Holden,

1969), or siting traffic routes well away from areas in which people live

or work (Langdon, op.cit., pp.90-91).

Road Accidents. These almost certainly have the most distressing

influence on community health, of all factors associated with travel. In

1968, there were 6,800 fatalities, 88,600 serious injuries, and 253,800

light injuries on roads in Great Britain (Royal Society for the Prevention

of Accidents, 1969, Table l). If accidents continue at this rate, and

there are few indications to the contrary, there is a 1 in 100 risk of death

on the roads, a 1 in 7 risk of serious injury, and a 1 in 2 risk of light

injury during any lifetime; over the last twenty five years alone, 150,000

persons have died and 6,600,000 persons have been injured on the roads

(calculated from figures, ibid.). During this period, there has been an

average of eight million vehicles on the roads; the forecast level for

1980 is twenty seven million, and for the year 2000, forty million (Tanner,

1967).

A further indication of the effect of accidents can be gauged from

the fact that they are one of the primary causes of premature death.

Diagram 4.2, which has been prepared by the author from available figures

of road fatalities and life expectancy in 1967, illustrates dramatically

the loss of life years from which can be inferred substantial suffering
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Diagram 4.2. Road Fatalities and Life Years Lost According to
Age (1968)
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and loss to the country of potentially productive human resources,

although it is known that old people feel grief for the loss of children

and other relatives for a considerable time (Office of Health Economics,

1968, p.175; Welford, 1969), and that children often suffer psychiatric

disturbance when a parent dies (*olff, 1969), research has not been carried

out to ascertain the degree of suffering and hardship through bereavement.

The full extent of stress is not apparent from statistics of road

casualties. Even if one only considers an average household of 3.5 persons,

all of whose members will have experienced at least acute anxiety when a

road accident occurred in 1968, there are now 17,000 bereaved persons as a

result of road fatalities in that year, 220,000 persons in a state of

stress as a result of serious injury, and 635,000 persona will have exper¬

ienced anxiety because of a light injury to a close member of their family;

in total, over 1,200,000 persons were emotionally affected to varying degrees

by road accidents in the one year. Even if one excludes friends of people

involved in accidents, and considers the grief caused only to relatives,

defined in the Mental Health Act (1959) as additionally consisting of

brothers and sisters, aunts and uncles, nephews and nieces, and grandparents,

these figures would be multiplied many times, as a typical kinship structure

consists of twenty members (Shanas, Townsend et alia, op.cit., p.169, Table Vl).

The possibility of traffic accidents may itself produce stress:

Gavron (1966) found that children's play was a constant source of worry to

more than three quarters of mothers for this reason; Levin and Bruce (1968)

also detected consistent parental anxiety for the safety of children travelling

to school; a survey into the use of playgrounds in Stevenage referred to the

same concern regarding return Journeys in the evenings (Stevenage Development

Corporation, op.cit., p.25).
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4.3.1. Health Aspects: Movement by Car

Th# comfort and convenience of car travel may relieve some of the

tensions and frustrations associated with movement by public transport, such

as* having to rely on service schedules. There is also no risk of picking

up contagious infections in cars as there is on buses. The car driver's

privacy on his Journey has been referred to as one of the few potentially

relaxing periods of the day (Cans, op.cit., p.222). Cars are also the only

practical means of travel for a small section of the population whose health

or handicap does not permit them to walk or travel by public transport. On

the other hand, car travel creates situations which are in many ways prejudicial

to the health of the driver and the community.

Driving. Stress in driving arises from the need to be careful at

all times, and to constantly assimilate information from traffic signs and

from other drivers, irrespective of physical or mental well-being. The

driver needs to exhibit a high level of skill, involving anticipation and

concentration, which entails a sustained quality of performance which, Judging

by the number of accidents, taxes many well beyond the limits of their

competence. It has bean calculated that near collisions take place one

hundred and twenty two times mora frequently than the number of actual

accidents (Piatt, 1958). These near-accidents may encourage aggressive

behaviour, frustration and anxiety, which era conditions deleterious to

health because they cannot be dissipated easily within a motor vehicle.

Studies have shown behavioural changes in drivers, and emotional

and psychological changes causing increased heart rate, higher blood pressure

and sweating (weinar, op.cit., pp.7-10): in a study carried out Jointly by the

Metropolitan Police and the Medical Research Council, in competitive situations
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tions (Observer, 1968). Other studies have shown conclusively that driving

causes an appreciable reduction in coronary artery circulations pulse rates,

even on country roads, were found to be 10$ above normal in three quarters of

driver's tested in city traffic; the rate of 80.6$ rose by more than 2C$;

in critical situations it increased up to 30$ in 28.3$ of drivers, and by up

to 40$ in 11.2$; similarly blood pressure rose by 30$ in 11.2$ of drivers

on lonely rural roads, in 28.5$ of cases in urban traffic and in 30.3$ of

cases in critical traffic conditions (Hofftaan, op.cit., p.5).

Belays due to road works may result in stress and anxiety. In

addition, there are the possibilities of electrical faults, which are the

most frequent cause of breakdown, running out of petrol, punctures, or

mechanical failures; a quarter of motorists interviewed in a survey had been

stranded in the previous twslve months (Automobile Association, 1967a), and

in 1969 there were two million calls from the four million members of the

Automobile Association, for their breakdown service (Automobile Association,

1970). Parking cars has been described as s "major anxiety attendant upon

every Journey by motor vehicle" (Buchanan et alia, 1963, para.11). Even

the absence of the oar for repair or maintenance may be a source of concern,

particularly for people dependent for their livelihood on its use.

Car Accidents. The most serious causes of stress result from road

accidents. Nearly one quarter of a million cars were involved in accidents

in 1968 (Royal Society for the Prevention of Accidents, 1969, Table 16). The

victims include not only drivers and passengers, but also pedestrians, who

together represent by far the largest category of road casualties caused by

vehicles. The gross effects of grief and stress have been Indicated earlier.
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two thirds of all indictable crimes in 1966 (Home Office. 1969. p.Xl):

over one million drivers were found guilty of traffic offences, and a further

one and a half million were found guilty of motoring offences. 880,000

drivers were convicted for offences counting towards disqualification, and

over 100,000 were disqualified (Offences Related to Motor Vehicles, op.cit.);

traffic wardens issued over a million summonses for parking offences, and

police departments a further four million (Charles, 1969a){ nearly two

million claims were made in 1967 on motor insurance policies (British

Insurance Association, 1969). It is very likely that some element of stress

was induced as a result of each of these incidents.

The possession of a car is dependent on numerous regulations covering

driving licences, vehicle licences, insurance certificates, test certificates,

condition of the vehicle, noise and exhaust emission, headlamps, tyre treads,

etc. These regulations say also cause anxiety, due to their need to be

adhered to, and the consequences should they be broken.

Noiee and Pollution. The harmful effects of noise and air pollution

from vehicles has been referred to (vide 4.3)* Cars are the cause of an

increasing proportion of these pollutants, resulting in lower efficiency at

work and sometimes disturbed sleep, particularly in residential areas where

cars are the predominant vehicles.

Physical Exercise. Regular travel by car usually results in failure

to take daily physical exercise and the danger to health resulting from this

is detailed later (vide 4.3.6).

Many of these aspects of car travel can directly or indirectly cause

physical or mental disturbances. Stress is difficult to measure though it
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is now fully accepted in the aetiology of psychosomatic illness; there are*

however, few studies on this subject. Selye (1957) reviewed the physical

and chemical changes in the body when living organisms are subjected to

stress, and concluded that the same changes occured whether stimuli are

physiological or psychological; he also stated that there were long term

consequences of excessive activity of adrenal glands, due to the limit of

the adaptability of the body (pp.130, 274). Duboa (1967) similarly

affirmed that whilst human beings can adapt to extreme situations, they pay

later in one way or another for adjustment to undesirable conditions.

Physical disorders resulting from chronic stress include ulcers,

coronary thromboses, strokes, increased vulnerability to infection and

emotional disturbance (Stafford Clark, 1968). It has been surmised that

stress reduces energy available for creative purposes (Pateraon, 1969),

and this would seem to be borne out by the ennui felt after travelling in

congested traffic conditions at rush hours. The increase of 3^* in the

last two years in the number of prescriptions for tranquillisers, which rose

to an annual total of 14*7 million in 1967 (Ministry of Health, 1968),

may be indicative of this problem.

4.3.2. Health Asnectst Movement by Motor-Cycle

The main advantage of travel by motor-cycle is its convenience, free

of the frustrations of servlcs schedules. However, similar conclusions

regarding the deleterious health aspects of driving cars can be drawn

about riding motor-cycles. Moreover, the risk of accident is far greater

(vide 2.3)i in 1968, nearly 900 riders and passengers were killed, and

60,000 injured (Royal Society for the Prevention of .-ccidents, 1969, pp.4-5,

fables 4-6). Furthermore, motor-cycles at present cause excessive noise;
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they subject riders and their passengers to strain due to the comparative

instability and lack of protection of two-wheeled vehicles, and expose them to

air polluted by exhaust fumes from other traffic.

4.5.3. Health Aspects: Movement by Bus

There are a number of health advantages associated with bus travel:

the walk to and from the bus stop ensures same regular exercise, the benefits

of which are described later (vide 4.3.6); bus passengers are free of the

responsibilities of driving and parking, and in contrast to motorists, they

can relax, read, or even dose; the risk of accident is small.

The main cause of stress and frustration associated with travel by

public transport are due to the inconveniences of the various stages of the

journey: waiting and queuing, sometimes in inclement weather and for

inadequate services; there may be nervous tension associated with the desire

for epeed and punctuality (Wolffs, 1966). Indeed, convenient public transport

to communal amenities has been cited as an essential element in the field of

preventive medicine (Kyasnlkov, 1966)!

In this context, even recent proposals for the 'lial-a-Bus' system

(Haar, 1969) are unsatisfactory the passenger, having boarded the vehicle

to reach his destination as soon as possible, will constantly be in doubt

as to the number of stops and re-routings that may occur on the way; this

would certainly prove frustrating.

Bus passengers are exposed to cross-infections which can be a

significant consideration from the point of view of community health,

particularly during influenza epidemics. The health hazards of air pollution

and noise from vehicle exhaust are particularly relevant to the dieeel engines

of buses, though the net effect per passenger journey is far less than that



caused by the number of oars which might otherwise convey the same passengers.

Although buses produce sixteen times the noise equivalent of oars (Vulkan,

1969), they are also less likely to cause disturbance owing to their

infrequenoy, particularly in residential areas, and their restriction to

main roads.

4.3.4. Health Aspectst Movement by Taxi

Travel by taxi is advantageous in most respects of health. Passengers

are relieved of the strain of driving and the problems of parking! further¬

more, risk of accidents is considerably reduced with their professional

drivers. Depending very much on economic circumstances, the traveller can

be disturbed by the taxi meterI

4.3.5. Health Aspects: Movement by Morels

Cycling is ons of the most silent forms of transport, and also has

the advantage of not producing noxious fumes. It is a complete form of

exercise, the benefits of which are discussed in the next sub-section, and is

entirely conducive to good health (Woodward, 1965). Moreover, there is no

medical reason why persons of any age, including pregnant women, should not

cycle) indeed, it has been cited as an effective preventive measure for many

rheumatic and arthritic conditions (ibid.). However, in the absence of

separated cycleways, oyolista are exposed to noise and exhaust fumes from

motor vehicles, end run a high risk of accident, the severity of which is

generally great owing to thair lack of protection.
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4.5.6. Health t.specie: Movement on Foot

In common with cyclists, pedestrians srs szpossd to th« noiss and

fuses of motor vehicles, and run a high risk of accident where no traffic-

free routes exist. However, most health aspects of walking are entirely

positive: it is a simple form of exercise which encourages natural use of

limbs and lungs, and permits a wide range of exertion by varying speed;

no adverse effects amongst healthy persons have been noted to result even from

an excess of it (Abrahams, 1962, pp.103-105). It is only in existing

traffic situations that pedestrians are exposed to vehicular noise and

fumes, experience frustrations and delays in negotiating busy roads, and

anxiety about their safety. Punctuality is relatively easy to achieve since

the time taken on the Journey is very predictable.

The decline in pedestrian movement is thought to be a significant

contributory factor to ill-health; mechanisation and the development of

modern means of transportation have reduced physical effort to such an extent

that there has been a notable reduction in the use of muscles (Davies, 1968).

A relationship between coronary heart disease and environmental factors such

as lack of physical exercise has been demonstrated: for example, drivers of

London's double-decker buses are more likely to die from coronary thrombosis

than the conductors (Morris, 1951)» and Government clerks suffer more than

postmen from rapidly fatal heart attacks (Carter, op.cit., p.59). This

causal relationship between heart disease and physical inactivity has been

confirmed by numerous other authorities (British Medical Journal, 1963b;

Office of Health Economics, 1966a, p.37t Office of Health Economics, 1966b,

p.6; Teraslinna et alia., 1968; YudkLn, 1969).

A further contributory factor to heart disease is obesity (Baird, 1969),

which carries an even greater health risk than smoking twenty five cigarettes
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a day (Office of Health Economics, 1969a, p.3)l one in five of the population

of this country ia technically obese (Lynn, 1969)* According to some

authorities, one of the main causes of obesity is lack of exercise (Craddock,

1969; Lloyd, 1969), for physical exertion has been shown to be very effective

in keeping down the level of cholesterol (Susser, 1962). Moreover, obesity

is believed to arise more from Insufficient exercise than from too such

eating (Cavies, op.cit)t a survey recorded that obese subjects walked only

two miles a day, compared with controls' five miles (Office of Health

Economics, 1969a, p.13)• Leg exercise is a great variable in the expenditure

of energy since 100-350 calories are used up per hour walking, and up to

600 when cycling (Mayer, 1968, pp.69-71).

Walking has been cited by many authorities as an effective method

of taking regular exercise, and especially for those suffering from most heart

conditions. In a study in Canada, an increase of 10^ to 20in the working

capacity of young adults resulted from half an hour's exercise five days a

week, and exercise for only ten minutes a day considerably improved working

performance (Roskamm, 1967). Many authorities at an International Symposium

on the cause and prevention of heart disease (Raab, 1966) recommended walking

as a daily exercise throughout life because of its prophylactic value in

this respect. It has also been cited as an effective means of treating

obesity (Mayer, op.cit., pp.163, 201) and of combatting strokes which are the

third commonest cause of death in England and Wales (Carter, op.cit., pp.12,

72).

Rheumatoid arthritis is also a degenerative condition of elderly persons;

it is one of the two diseases with the highest consultation rates (. orld

Health Organisation, 1963). Severe arthritis is aggravated by physical

inactivity (Luthie, 1969); preventive measures recommended for this condition
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are to be as active as possible (Thomson, 1962), provided that nothing

heavy is carried (Goldsmith, 1967).

In a study of old age, one of the three main recommendations made for

the prevention of disability was that physical mobility should be maintained

for as long as possible; it was stated that the quality of life would thus

be raised, and economic benefits would be brought to the community by the

reduction of direct health and welfare expenditure (office of Health Economics,

1966, pp.28-31). Indeed, exercise has been cited as an ideal measure to

reduce both physical and mental illness in later life, resulting from

decreasing mobility; to be effective, however, it must be taken regularly

and throughout life (Hobson, 1956; Abrahams, op.cit., pp.103-105).

Participation in sporting activities such as golf, tennis, other

intermittent sports and health clubs is considered a totally inadequate

alternative to daily exercise, in preventive medicine (Cureton, 1966).

Walking is clearly beneficial to the physical health of children;

it can also contribute indirectly to their psychological well-being. A

study of the relationship between the journey to school, and social and

emotional adjustment has shown that there is less absenteeism, higher academic

results, and less mental anxiety amongst children who walk to school than

amongst those who travel by bus or car (Lee, 1957); it was thought that this

was partly due to the fact that the child knows that in a crisis he can reach

home on foot whereas he would be crossing a 'no-man's land' if travelling by

bus, and would feel entirely cut off from home if he had to wait to be

collected by car.
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4.3.7. Comparative -Analysis of the Health Aspects of Six Methods
of Movement

The harmful effects of traffic on the health of the community are

very evident. It has been seen that they are primarily caused by decreasing

incentives to walk, by road accidents and by air pollution. The stress and

anxiety associated with vehicular noise and driving also have adverse consequ¬

ences. Various preventive health measures have been noted, including

proposals to ameliorate the ill-effects of traffic noise and exhaust pollution,

mors effective legislation to contain them at origin, and development of

alternatives to the petrol engine as the source of vehicular power.

Although travel by car has been shown to be beneficial in limited ways,

it is suspected of having a causal link with much ill-health; increasing

affluence and rising standards of comfort reduce the need for physical

activity in movement. Frustration associated with infrequent or unreliable

bus services are to some extent compensated for, from the health point of view,

by the beneficial effect of walking to and from bus stops. Community health

is also affeoted by an increasing dependence on motorised transport; children,

in particular, are victims of restraints imposed by exigencies for their

safety, which effectively reduce their mobility and relative freedom of action.
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4.4. SOCIAL IMPLICATIONS

Social implications vara implicit in the analyses of the area

requirementa, public expenditure and affects on health of alternative

methods of movement. Many of the aspects examined, which influence tha

individual's choica of method, ware seen to be at variance with tha

interests of tha community and indicate that choica is dictated almost

entirely by considerations of personal advantage. There are also more

direct social consequences: since movement in a town can be a social

activity, the chosen method may influence social behaviour. Even twenty

five years ago, reference was made to tha "depersonalising effects of movement

by mechanical means" (CarzSSaunders, 1944).

4.4.1. Social Implications: Movement by Car

Whilst cars enable journeys to be made frequently, quickly, in

comfort and with little effort, and provide opportunities for their owners

to occasionally provide a service for their lass mobile friends or relatives,

the broader social implications of car journeys should be weighed against

these benefits. Social costs involved in the unrestricted use of cars in

towns are difficult to assess} however, conflicting spatial needs of private

and public transport (vide 4*1) highlight the fact that, with more people travel¬

ling by car, the relative immobility of people without the use of a car is

accentuated (Bracey, 1966; Gans, op.cit., p.226} Pahl, op.cit.; Haar,

op.cit., p.17).

It has been argued that accessibility rather than propinquity is the

more important condition for maintaining social contacts (Webber, 1964), but

this does not hold true for people without the use of cars. In their case,



accessibility and propinquity are synonymous, and social interaction and

other leisure activities are very such influenced by distance; as a result,

the convenience of those without cars is reduced in areas planned to

accommodate unrestricted vehicular movement (vide 5.5).

Travel by car also has a direct influence on the speed of all other

road users: Smeed and Eardrop (op.cit., p.JOl) have calculated that in

Central London, if all journeys to work were undertaken by bus, vehicle

speeds would rise by 24^, but would fall by 20/^ if the percentage travelling

by car increased by only loX - they considered these calculations to be

generally applicable to other large towns. Webster (op.cit., p.l) has

established that if all commuters travelled by public transport, the aggregate

time for journeys of the total number of travellers would be reduced by one

third. Yet the individual cannot be expected to be governed by this

consideration when contemplating his own journey.

Similarly, although road accidents are an undesirable consequence of

travel by car, it ia unrealistic to expect a car driver to travel by bus

because he feels it immoral to risk the lives of pedestrians, or because he

wishes to make his small contribution to ensuring the viability of public

transport!

In the analysis of the causes of road accidents (vide 2.3), reference

was made to the personality transformation which the car driver often undergoes;

this can be attributed to the anonymity of the motorist, who can withdraw from

an embarrassing situation simply by driving faster. Hie physical detachment

and the insulation from the noise of other vehicles, can engender a lack of

sensitivity to other drivers and pedestrians (Lorenz, 1963; Morris, 1969, p.75),

and a loss of appreciation of the environment. The driver's inability to

communicate verbally prevents him from expressing gratitude, annoyance, caution
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or courtesy. This decreases his social concern, encourages latent anti¬

social habits anl selfish behaviour, and provides outlets for natural

aggression, all of which are preferably dissipated in situations less

disadvantageous to society.

Other social consequences of car travel include such immeasurable

factors as the unsightllness of vehicles, road signs, signals, markings,

parking meters and other associated 'street furniture* (Buchanan et alia,

op.cit., p.21, paras.32-35), and the visual fragmentation of towns with

publlo and commercial facilities surrounded by parking lota. Comparatively

little research has been carried out in this field, although it is generally

acknowledged to be 'a major social problem' (ibid., p.36).

4.4.2. Social Implicationst Kovenent by .Motor-Cycle

The main social disadvantages of travel by motor-cycle are

disturbance caused along its route end the costs to the community

from the high accident rate. It is however fairly economical in

the road area that it occupies and associated public expenditure.

4.4.5. Social Implications; Movement by Bus

The increasing transfer from travel by bus to car, which has contributed

to the comparatively steep rise in bus fares, appears to encourage undesirable

social stratification since those who travel by bus are usually poorer than

those who travel by car. The declining financial viability of public

transport (vide 4.2) ia, therefore, of great ooncem to those who feel that

this form of movement should sot necessarily have to pay for itself, but should

be a social service provided from public taxation. Even in an affluent

society, various social, economic and age groups are still very dependent on

the noise

resulting

terms of



public transport; the fact that a substantial decline in its use has been

forecast, in no way reduces their need for a frequent, reliable and economic

service.

It has been estimated that the majority of the population are likely

to be without the exclusive use of a car, even by the end of the century

(vide 2.7)* this includes not only all members of households without cars,

but also people who do not wish to, or are unable to use 'the household car'.

School children require transport throughout the day during the fifteen weeks

a year that they are on holiday and to a reduced extent during term time;

teenagers, until they are old enough and can afford to run a car, may require

transport at all times of the day, often when the demand for a service is low;

all adults without the exclusive use of a car are dependent on transport at

varying times of the day. In these circumstances, buses are very clearly

required as a public service.

A further example of conflict of interest can be seen in the

introduction of 'one-man' buses: mothers with push-chairs and shopping,

and old and disabled people who move with difficulty, obviously appreciate

the assistance that a conductor can give them, and these are the people who

are most dependent on public transport. The inconveniences of bus services

are the subject of consistent complaints in established and new towns.

Although substantial grants are being given by the Government (vide 4.2.2),

and buses are recommended to be given priority on roads (Ministry of

Transport, 1969b), current policy is that public transport should pay for

Itself, and local authorities are not prepared to run it as a social service.

Society must choose whether it wants public transport to be run to maximise

profits for the operators, or whether it wants a comprehensive though

uneconomic service to be provided all day in the public interest (Foster,

op.cit.); those who have no alternative to using buses clearly would prefer

the latter option.
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Travel by bus provides some opportunities for social behaviour.

The immediacy of the situation, vith the reward of social approval, is

obviously more conducive to conversation or rendering of assistance to

people in difficulty. Moreover, bus travel can be viewed as a typical

communal activity since passengers share a public facility to satisfy their

private needs.

4.4.4. Social Implications; Movement by Tail

Travel by taxi has similar social consequences to travel by car, since

both vehicles make demands on road space and effectively reduce the speed

of other vehicles. However, the taxi has an advantage similar to the bus,

in dally transferring a large number of people who may otherwise travel

individually by car.

4r4t?• Soqlflfl TppUcat^on?: Movement by Bfcyylf

Travel by bicycle is beneficial from a social point of view as it does

not cause noise or pollute the air. Along traffic-separated routes, only

very rare and minor accidents are likely to occur; in these situations also,

cyclists are able to communicate fairly easily with each other and with

pedestrians.

4.4.6, Social Implications» Movement on Foot

Mutual recognition is considered the most important condition of

communication, and is fundamental to social integration (Wynne-Edwards, 1962).

People are more likely to evoke sympathy and reaction as a result of

identification with others, for a greater sense of responsibility is shown
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in places where people are recognised (Hall, 1966} Seebohm Report, 1968);

it is also thought that there are mors feelings of identity and friendliness

in surroundings with which they are familiar (de Lauwe, 1963; Parr, 1965;

Sommer, 1966; Ardrey, 196?; (hitman, 1967; Russell and Russell, 1968, p.175).

Pedestrian movement makes this possible and encourages social

intercourse between people of different ages and in different walks of life

and circumstances, thus promoting integration. Occasions arise naturally

when help, such as carrying shopping for old people, can be given. The street

generates interaction due to the likelihood of recurrent informal meetings

(Festinger, Shachter and Back, 1950; Hole, 1959; Haynes and Raven, 196?;

Hitter, 1964, pp.31, 225; Lee, 1967a). The social value of these occasions

was stressed earlier (vide 1.7)* in particular it was noted that children

benefit from the observation of adults' activities and from contact with people

outside their normal home and school environment; the street also acts as a

convenient meeting ground for adolescents who Increasingly prefer activities

away from home, and for housewives who enjoy opportunities for meeting others

in informal surroundings; it was also suggested that even the superficial

level of social interaction may contribute to elderly persons' feelings of

psychologies! well-being, and as s result, could be a factor in the

prevention of their loneliness.

4i4,7r Comparptftyp of Social Implications pf
Six Methods of Movement

The chosen method of movement of one individual may conflict with

the convenience of movement of others: pedestrians crossing roads may reduce

the effective speeds of vehicles substantially, yet measures to prevent this

delay usually result in pedestrians walking farther, with aore effort and

discomfort; travel by bicycle is inhibited by the danger, noise and pollution

from vehicles.
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Travel by oar has social consequences which are mainly detrimental,

whilst travel by bus, cycling and walking sake such smaller demands on public

space and expenditure, and encourage some social interaction. It would

appear to be beneficial to the community, therefore, if more people could be

encouraged to travel by means other than by car. There are many indications

that public expenditure devoted to this end, such as treating public transport

as a social service and providing covered ways and direct routes for

pedestrians, could be of considerable social benefit. These considerations

should be weighed against the personal preferences of the politically articulate

adult car owner (Buchanan et alia, op.cit., p.3l)•

Parr (1967) has referred to the virtues of the pedestrian era of

previous times In which the orbits of all members of the family coincided,

resulting in many shared experiences} he considers that communication is

not encouraged by the social separation ao evident in existing residential

neighbourhoods} this observation would appear to be equally applicable to the

unwitting thou# effective separation, by age, income or ability, of people

able to travel by car, and those obliged to travel by bus or on foot.
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4.5. su; » F.Y /■TO CONCLUSIONS

The effects on tha community of travel by the six methods of movement

are summarised in Table 4.3.

Cars. Taxis and Kotor-Cvcles are uneconomic from the community

viewpoint: they have high areal requirements per person both when stationary

and in movement. Considerable direct and indirect public expenditure is

involved as a result of their use, particularly if it is unrestricted. The

reduction in environmental quality due to noise and air pollution, the detriment

to health and other social costs to the community, greatly exceed those of

other methods.

Buses use little road area when vehicular occupancy is taken into

consideration and public expenditure on roads per passenger mile is, therefore,

much lower than for ears. They are more advantageous than cars from health

and social viewpoints.

Cycling and talking are extremely economical in terms of areal

requirements and public expenditure. They are very beneficial to health,

and have considerable social advantages relative to the other methods.

The author strongly calls into question any solution to the problems

of movement in towns, which primarily benefits only on# section of society

to the detriment of others. He believes that the convenience, health, and

social welfare of the community as a whole, are more valid criteria than the

cost or time-saving of the minority who have sole use of cars, in assessing

the relative advantages of different methods of movement.

The planning of towns requires conscious decisions about the

allocation of public resources - both areal and financial - to meet the

optimal needs of persons travelling by car, public transport or on foot.
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Since it has been concluded that cere, motor-cycles end to a limited extent,

taxis are mainly disadvantageous to the community, particularly in reducing the

efficiency of the other methods of movement upon which the majority of the

population depend, it would appear that a reappraisal of the movement systems

for towns is merited. Consideration could be given to methods of reversing

the current trend of increased travel by car. The only realistic solution,

applicable primarily in new urban areas, would appear to be to plan deliberately

to reduce the need for vehicular movement and to promote travel by other methods.

If this could be achieved, both the individual and the community would benefit

substantially.
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Table 4.3. Summary of Major Aspects of Six Methods of Movement Affecting the Community

Factor Affecting Community CAR MOTOR-CYCLE BUS TAXI

AREA REQUIREMENTS
measured by economy
of road space:

when stationary
when in motion
with typical occupancy

PUBLIC EXPENDITURE
measured by saving of costs
on roads per person mile:

construction
maintenance
traffic control
costs of accidents

and by saving of concealed:
social costs
health costs

Hr

* #*

# #*•

** •*

** **# **-*

** **# *#*

COMMUNITY HEALTH
quality measured by lack of:

air pollution * * **
noise and vibration * ** »

personal stress ** ***
stress to others * *** *

spread of disease *#** #**♦ * *#**
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6.0. IHTE0I.-0CTIOT

The main advantage of living in towne ia the opportunity for

interaction with pooplo and activities, and the stimulation that it

can bring (Morris, 1969)} urbanity can ba measured by the amount and

variety of this Interaction (webber, 1964b, p.88). whilst the physical

environment may be relatively unimportant in determining behaviour (Broady,

1968), where individuals work, or which schools or hospitals they attend,

It can affect Individual motivation by reducing the 'costs' and effort of

travel and by increasing the available options.

A number of conclusions were drawn in the previous chapters, from

identification of the mobility and patterns of activity of each age group,

and the characteristics of alternative methods of movement} these factors

are generally the main determinants of urban structure. The basic criteria

for an optimal structure designed to balance the travel needs of people of

all ages in the community are examined in this chapter. They must be

based on the activities, abilities and preferences of individuals, with

minimum prejudice to the interests of the community. Conflict of interests

inevitably arise: in nature, this ia resolved by the subordination of

individual activity when the welfare of the community ia threatened (Carr

Saunders, 1922, p.216} Wynne-Edwards, 1962)} the planner's function would

sesm to he to attempt to make Individual and community interest coincident.

The following interrelated aspects of urban structure are considered:

5.1. Activities} 5.2. Location} 5*3. Accessibility} 5*4. Community Siie}

5.5. Activity Options} 5.6. Movement Systems.
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5.1. ACTIVITIES

Peoples' activities can be divided between the essential ones of

work, shopping and school, the primary purposes of which are economic,

domestic and educational, and the optional ones of friendship, entertainment

and recreation, which are aainly for social, cultural and physical cultural

purposes. It has been suggested that an essential characteristic of

urban life is the wide range of opportunities it provides: this has always

been dependent on Catchment areas', usually of population (Bauer, 1952).

In many surveys, families that have moved from London to New Towns have

complained that they missed most the facilities and amenities of the big

city (Thomas, 1969, p.390). The range of opportunities is being affected

by two clearly identifiable trends: greater expectation of choice (Mann,

1965, p.104), as a result of higher wages, rising standards of comfort,

increased leisure time and improved mobility, and a concomitant increasing

specialisation of facilities.

to examination of these aotivities shows that their size and

location are usually determined by economic considerations which diotats

larger rather than smaller units. This is socially justifiable, for example

in the case of health centres that may provide a better clinical service,

or commercially, in the case of supermarkets which can offer s wider choice

of goods. Social interaction is also dependent upon population catchments,

and this is particularly relevant to the formation and maintenance of

friendships of children, mothers of young children and elderly persons.
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54.1. Fftcjmnef

Many facilities auch aa churches, parka, sports centres, clubs,

cinemas, and restaurants, are frequented by people of moat ages (Waldorf,

1966). Swimming and dancing are the most popular activities outside the

home (Bodgera, 1967, Section 1.7} Sillitoe, 1969, p.34); sports centres

that include gymnasia and club facilities catering for school children

during the week, and for the recreation of the whole family in the evenings

and at weekends, are increasingly popular (Allen, 1969). a library

service, secondary school, and community college complex can be organised

most effectively for populations of thirty thousand (Department of Employ¬

ment and Productivity, 1968).

The Ministry of Health recommends large health centres with six

doctors, to serve about ten thousand people; these centres can contain

maternity and welfare clinics, and offer dental services, preventive

screening facilities, and a twenty four hour emergency service (Cohen, 1966}

Ministry of Health and Social Seourity, 1967a; 1967b). District General

Hospitals normally serving populations of one hundred to one hundred and

fifty thousand persons, and providing treatment and diagnostic facilities,

and short stay psychiatric and geriatric units, are also recommended

(Ministry of Health, 1962). The Seebohm Report (1968, paras.108-109)

refers to the benefits of decentralisation of social services so that they

can be more accessible to the public; it also refers to the advantages

of all departments being under one root in area establishments serving

between fifty and one hundred thousand people (ibid., pp.583, 590). Such

numbers of people are necessary to support mental health centres (capian,

1964; Department of Health and Social Security, 1969).
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Ia addition to tha above, social facilities are required, for

specific age groups:

Pre-achool Children. Tha naad for nurseries, preferably planned

near primary schools, vas stressed in the Plowden Report (Plovden at alia,

1967, para.302). Small children also need outdoor play spaces, preferably

supervised by trained adults, or within sight of their mothers (Hole and

Miller, 1966; Antony Beckingham et alia., 1968; Stevenage Development

Corporation, 1969, p.34).
Prtnmrv School Children. The Plowden Report recommended two- or

three-form, rather than one-form entry primary schools (Plowden st alia,

op.cit., para.467); a choice of schools is also preferable (ibid., para.

130; Levin and Bruce, 1963, p.63). Children require a range of playground

facilities and equipment to meet their changing needs, and a choice of

locale for their outdoor activities (Hole, 1966, p.34; Planning and

Research Department, 1966, p.10; Shankland, Cox and Associates, 1969, p.13),

preferably with toilets, indoor accommodation for bad weather, and flood¬

lighting in winter months, to extend their period of use (Stevenage

Development Corporation, op.cit., pp.29,34).

Adolescents. The benefits of combining two large comprehensive

schools with a total student population of eighteen hundred pupils, in

order to make it economic to provide specialised facilities, has been cited

(Sports Council, 1966, p.7l); in the United States, 'educational* parks

for over four thousand pupils ere proposed for similar reasons (Abel, 1970).

Population catchments for the leisure activities that adolescents enjoy,

increase as they grow older: they develop interests in the diversity of

central urban activities such as dance halls, clubs and sports centres,

rather than the security and limited range of local ones.



Adults. Ths range of opportunities for employment Increases with

the else of population. This can strongly affect women's motivations to

work, especially in part-time employment; the complementary functions of

nurseries, upon which working mothers often rely, are likewise dependent

upon adequate population catchments. The ease with which they can return

home for lunch or attend to young children is a further influence.

Housewives prefer shopping centres with more than one supermarket, to

give them a wider range of goods and competitive prices (Byron, 1967,

p.103; Consumers Association, 1969). Here again the trend is towards

serving large populations: the forecast growth of supermarkets in the

decade from 1967-1977 is 25Q$>, by which time it la estimated that they will

be responsible for three quarters of the retail trade (Lintas, 1968).

Supervised play areas and public lavatories in shopping centres were given

high priority in a shopping survey enquiring into the existing provision

of facilities (Consumers Association, op.cit.); coffee houses and social

clubs are also desirable. Maternity child welfare clinics and social

service centres within walking distance of home, for mothers with peram¬

bulators, have been recommended (Cullingworth et alia, 1967, pp.31-33).

At present, half the men and one third of the women in the United

kingdom are members of clubs, and nearly one in four men prefer organised

group activities (Sillitoe, op.cit., pp.18, 30). A preference for large

dance halls, rather than local community centres has also been noted

(Aldereon, 1962). Adults seek a choice of sports facilities (Willis, 1968;

Sillitoe, op.cit., p.32): in the last ten years, there has been a consid¬

erable growth in sports activities such as golf, judo, badminton, squash

racquets and archery, especially amongst adults over the age of thirty

(Sports Council, 1969)• It has been suggested that the expanding range of
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leisure activities in vhich adults participate, are related to class and

intelligence, and should be provided in an analogous Banner to vhich the

B.B.C. provides four channels on radio, and two on television (Brooke-

Taylor, 1963).

Elderly Persona. Old age pensioners are even noire dependent than

younger adults on large populations for job opportunities, since the scope

of their work is likely to be sore United. They visit surgeries, clinics

and hospitals bore frequently than the general population, and these too

require large populations to support then. The same criterion is true

of luncheon clubs, day centres and welfare centres, which often cater for

the social needs of old peoplej many prefer clubs and organisations which

are not exclusive to their own age group (Shanas, Townsend et alia, 1968),

and which tend to serve urban rather than local areas Uillia, 1969).

Old people also spend ouch of their time walking and visiting parka

(Sillitoe, op.cit., p.18), and enjoy places where they can sit in comfort snd

watch other people (Greater London Council, 1968, p.6).

The population catchments of social facilities, and a suggested

frequency of visits by age, are shown in Table 5.1* However, it cannot be

assumed that specific populations will necessarily be able to use facilities

which they can support in theory (Brown, 1966a); in practice, some of

these facilities may not be provided until substantially larger populations

exist.

5.1.2. Social Activity

Participation in many urban functions, such as shopping or sports,

may have social significance. However, satisfaction of social needs is
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Table 5*1* Potential Frequency of Visits to Social Facilities
According to Age of User

(keyi * monthly ** weekly *** daily)

0-4 5-11 12-17 18-24 25-44 45-64 65+

LOCAL FACILITIES (Four thousand oersons)
5 Nursery Playgroups *■#* (**•*) (***)
1 Corner Shop (*+*) *** **•# #** *** *** ***

Playground ■*## *** *** (*■**)

MINOR DISTRICT FACILITIES (Eiaht thousand pereonis)
2 Primary Schools ***

2 Public Houses ## *■# ** **

1 Post Office * * * * ##

1 Church ## ** *•* ** ** ** #*

1 Public Park *** ** ** *** #** ** **#

LISTRICT FACILITIES (Sixteen thousand oersons)
Local Employment *#* **# *** ***

2 Secondary Schools
(*##)

***

Range of Shops #■* *## *** *** *#*

1 Community Centre *** **# *** *#* *##

1 Public Library # * * * * *•*

1 Health Centre ? r ? ? *> ?
1 Restaurant/Cafe *■* ** ** ** **

1 Bank *# •** *#

1 Catholic Church ** **■ ** ** ** *#

Public Playing Fields *** ** at*

CENTRAL FACILITIES (Sixtv four thousand oersons)
Range of Employment *** *** •**"* ###

1 Community College
fee)

*** *** *** *## #*#

Department Stores # ** ** ** #*

Specialised Shops (**) # ** *

1 Civic Centre * # * * *

4 Banks * * # *

1 Main library * ♦ * * *

1 Social Service Centre ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
1 General Hospital V ? ? 7 ? ? ?
1 Cinema #* *# ** ## *# *#

1 Lance Hall ** #* ** * *

3 Restaurants #* ** ** *#

1 Sports Centre **# *** ** *

1 Swimming Pool ** *# #* ** **

1 Bowling Alley ** ** ** **

1 Central Sports Ground *# *# #* ** *

1 Town Park *# ** ** ** ** ** **

1 Golf Course ## ** ** **

Asterisks in brackets refer to visits accompanying user. Question marks
are used where frequency is dependent on personal circumstances
Sources: Population Catchments - Consultants' Reports for New Towns

Frequency of Use - mainly from evidence cited in Chapters 1 and 5



far mora dependant upon direct social interaction with friends and faaily,

the iaportanoe of which ia recognised in the field of preventive medicine.

The Seebohm Report (op.cit., para.451) recommended the proration of conditions

which "coaaon sense indicates lessen overall risk of social distress"? it

is thought that this distres8> which say cause illness, could be reduced

by encouraging neighbourly co-operation (Fearse and Crocker, 1943? Taylor

and Chave, 1964). A rider to this recommendation could be added regarding

the need to lessen the risk of 'distress' due to a reduction in physical

nobility, for it is clearly desirable that there are the minimum of

constraints on the ability of the individual to satisfy his daily needs

independently. The influence of the urban environment In this context was

examined earlier (vide 1.1.5 - 1.7.5): it was seen that individuals have

diversified needs, which alter rapidly throughout life as a result of physical

and mental development, changing roles in society, and relationships within

the family unit. Korris (1967, pp.162-163) believes that individuals

need a similar number of intimate relationships to the original tribal

group? the satisfaction of this basic need appears to be influenced by

mobility. The author's survey found a consistency in the frequency with

which each age group makes social visits? it also established a correlation

between independence of movement and age (vide 3*1.1 and 3*1.2).

Each age group has specific social needst

Pre-achool Children. There is a strong discrimination in friendship

on the basis of similar age and sex. Social interaction with persona

outside the family ia a fundamental element in the development of an

awareness of a world beyond the security provided by parents (vide l.l).

Primary School Children. Friends of similar age are preferred and

are changed fairly frequently, so that opportunities for establishing s
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wide range of social contacts are particularly limited by their mobility.

The external environment is the locale for much of their play and social

interaction (vide 1.2).

Adolescents. Preference is shown for the company of other

adolescents, and a strong desire develops to lead lives independent of

parents; this independence relates not only to the type of activity

engaged in, but also to the methods of movement permitting a high degree

of spontaneity of action and personal initiative. The street often

provides a satisfactory informal environment for social activities (vide 1.3).

Adults. The need for social contact varies according to the

relationship with colleagues at work; housewives and particularly mothers

of young children, may be tied to the home and become socially isolated.

In view of the decline of the reciprocal helping role traditionally afforded

between members of the three generation family, adults have a greater need

for closer and more informal relationships with friends and neighbours

(vide 1.4).

Elderly and Disabled Persona. These groups benefit by active

participation in community life, which contributes to their well-being and

sense of belonging. They are particularly prone to isolation and

loneliness because of thalr reduced mobility. The retention of independence

may be the most important single objective concerned with their welfare

(vide 1.5).

It may be concluded that the wide range of facilities which

individuals of all ages are obliged, or increasingly wish to use, require

large population catchments for their support. Furthermore the choice

and frequency of friendships is related to the number of persona that can

be easily contacted. In addition to their practical function, these
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activities and social relationships can contribute significantly to physical

and mental well-being, particularly if individuals can act on their own

initiative: ability to do so is dependent upon their location and the

ease with which they can be reached.



">.2. LOCATION

In traditional towns* the location of different urban functions

vas determined by ouch criteria as earn of access on foot* site

characteristics, climate, and occasionally, prestige or defence. The

close relationship of people and varying land uses had many advantages*

but insufficient social and health legislation to control urban development

since the Industrial Revolution, caused the appalling conditions from which

many people still suffer.

This problem was apparently easily solved by the separation of land

uses, particularly as increasing specialisation and 'land hungry' industry

required larger sites which could only be found in peripheral urban areas|

the population could disperse to residential suburbs, travel to and from

which was facilitated by the development of public transport, and sub¬

sequently by the rise in car ownership. Urban activities could be located

so that the environment of residential areas was not marred by the close

proximity of untidy sites, noisy or noxious industries, or heavy volumes of

commercial traffic; land could be designated for particular uses, to

maintain environmental standards and to simplify planning control.

The results of adopting these measures have been positive in respect
f

of these limited aims: in suburbs, families are able to live in spacious

surroundings and to breathe clean air, whilst the disturbance of commerce

and industry is confined to appropriate areas. However, this solution

accentuates problems of movement. Although, in theory, essential journeys

to work, school and often shopping, can be organised efficiently, most jour¬

neys are lengthened; uneven levels of traffic are generated, requiring

specially designed road networks which remain underutilised for the greater

part of the day. Furthermore, many of the reasons for which land use



restrictions vers imposed no longer apply: for instance, much industry

today is quiet, the energy source is clean and the traffic generated by it

interferes only minimally with the local environment. Aa a result, the

planning proposals of the last decade often exclude the more rigid soiling

of land uses of the previous decade.

5.2.1. Problems of Optimal Location

The arrangement of land uses and the siting of urban facilities

are the most direct ways in which the planner can affect the pattern of

movement in towns* facilities can be sited so that all 'costs' of travel

are reduced, and the movement systems serving them optimised. Nevertheless,

consideration must be given to overriding factors such as objectionable

effluents from certain industrial processes.

Decisions about the location of facilities must be based on

considerations of both the convenience of the 'supplier' and the 'users*:

for instance, in the case of a cinema, the patrons' needs are clearly

paramount as negligible traffic is generated in servicing it, whereas the

delivery and dispatch of goods to factories could be a more critical

consideration than the convenience of the employees. This aspect is further

complicated in the case of the location of a hospital: it is sometimes

preferable to site it for the convenience of visitors rather than patients,

since it may be more important to mitigate the stressful experience of

hospital stay by enabling frequent visiting than to have the more specialised

but less accessible facilities of a larger hospital (Forster, 1970).

In the author's opinion, the optimal location of urban facilities

can best be determined by analysing the available methods of movement of

people wishing to visit the facilities and their likely use of them:



factories, public houses, or golf courses - used invariably by adults -

can be easily sited if one assumes that nearly all users of these facilities

trill eventually be able to travel by car; the siting of schools and play¬

grounds can be determined by the fact that nearly all school children have

little alternative to walk or cycle to them. However, the location of

most facilities is more complex: although they very often serve people of

all ages, they cater for such large populations that they can rarely be

reached on foot. The increasing proportion of vehicular journeys to reach

facilities means that access by many sections of the population is

inhibited; in the author's survey, a high proportion of journeys were made

unaccompanied (vide 3*1.2), suggesting a dependency on public transport,

which has been shown to be very inferior to the car.

5.2.2. Benefits of Optimal Location

Many advantages would accrue if convenience of access were

the primary criterion for location of facilities. Abolition of zoning

would be beneficial in this respect, and restrictions would have to apply

only to noisy or noxious industries, to those requiring large areas of land,

or to any function generating abnormal levels of traffic. It should be

noted that the main expansion in employment has occurred in the service

sectors of Industry, and in whits collar jobs relative to heavy industry

(vide 1.4*4); light industries such as toy, confectionery or bakery,

printing or bookbinding, could be sited in residential areas, and their

working hours would not conflict with the need for quiet and absence of

traffic during evenings and weekends. A move away from rigid zoning can

be seen in the plana of recent New Towns, in which a few light industrial



factories have been located In residential districts.

Increased flexibility would result from the optimal location of

land uses* since many urban facilities required for comparatively short

periods, could serve several functions: schools and playing fields are

usually vacant in the evenings, at weekends, and during holidays, and could

thus be used by adults at these times; 'all-purpose' halls could serve as

youth clubs for most of the week, and for adults organisations at agreed

times (Department of Education and Science, 1970). The function of

buildings, the uses or needs of which had declined, could be interchanged,

thereby permitting expansion or contraction of floor space: it should be

noted that the area requirements for residential accommodation, professional

offices, or small ahops hardly differ (Ministry of Housing and Local

Government, 1961I Langdon, 1967). A computer analysis of locations of

urban activities showed that there was a greater stimulus to social activity

where land uses were intermixed to the maximum (Roberts, 1969); in this

way, therefore, it could be assumed that participation in urban activities

would be encouraged. The Integration of land uses would contribute to a

visually more stimulating environment and to a feeling of urbanity, which la

more often felt in towns where differing functions are in close proximity

(Gruen, 1965, p.28; lynch, 1962).

Finally, the integration of land uses, particularly for

employment, could reduce traffic considerably, and decrease land requirements

sines compensatory flows could be created (Brown, 1966): a theoretical

analysis of alternative urban locations for industry showed that person

mileage and lane requirements were minimum when employment was evenly

distributed (ilewelya-Davies, weeks, Forestier-walker and Bor, 1968, p.146).

Although this analysis related solely to car journeys to work, it would



be equally applicable to the location of numerous facilities that do not

hare to be central. Land requirements could also be reduced since many

facilities could share parkin# areas, and multi-purpose journeys could be

more easily made due to the greater ease with which a variety of activities

could be engaged in. For instance, recreation or entertainment could be

enjoyed during lunch hourss adult attendance at colleges of further

education or cultural centres after working hours would be facilitated, and

visits to playgrounds or libraries could be made on the way home from school.

The convenience of locating local social services near schools, libraries,

playgrounds, nurseries or even coffee houses, has been stressed (Seebohm,

op.cit., para.584).

The advantages of distributing facilities within a town to improve

accessibility refer to car travellers, since the 'frictional' effect of

distance on them is largely outweighed by the speed at which they travel.

On the other hand, it has been noted that a large proportion of the

population are dependent upon public transport which operates more

efficiently on a radial rather than a grid road network since transfers

are not necessary. In order to encourage the use of facilities which often

have to be reached by public transport, therefore, central locations

would be necessary.

An even greater degree of accessibility could b# achieved by

having a high proportion of facilities within walking distance; in this

way all age groups could benefit. More women and old age pensioners would

be able to take up employment, particularly part-time, if, for instance,

there were light industrial factories and offices within residential areas.

An increase in the proportion of journeys undertaken on foot would result

from reducing the distance? that pedestrians have to walk for essential
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purposes, and by siting facilities which, occupy large areas of land, such

as playing fields, on the periphery of towns.

It nay be concluded that the dispersal of facilities improves the

accessibility of persons able to travel to them by car, whereas their

centralisation is far more likely to be convenient to bus travellers.

Location should, therefore, be determined by consideration of the method ✓

of access of those who wish to use the facilities, and the likely

frequency of their visits.
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Participation in activities depends on the ease with which they

can be reached. Many studies, including the author's survey, have noted

that travel tine is the nain limitation on Journeys. In view of this,

planning often concentrates on reducing vehicular time, since it is generally

believed that greater use of urban facilities can be assured by optimising

the convenience of travel by car. The result has been that more 'flexible'

urban structures with dispersed facilities are planned (Llewelyn-Dairies,

Leeks, Porestier-Kalker and Bor, op.cit., p.15). However, the author has

argued that car mobility ia achieved largely at the expense of the

efficiency and convenience of those other methods of travel upon which the

majority of the population rely.

5.5.1. Accessibility and Proximity

The strong influence of distance on all types of urban activity

has been frequently reported. The Importance of factories being within

reasonable walking or cycling distance of residential neighbourhoods was

emphasised in the Final Report of the New Towns Committee (1946). Surveys

have indicated that distance from work is significantly associated with the

attractions of living on a new estate (Chesler, 1965, p.20), and that easy

aooe88 to work and to friends is considered more important than social

aspirations (Jennings, 1962). In a study of New Towns, It was noted that

satisfaction with Jobs was reduced by the square of the intervening distance

to the place of employment (Ogilvy, 1968). People who have moved from

London to new or expanded towns consider accessibility to social facilities

to be one of the most valued features (Rock, 1969, p.395).
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In the United States, numerous studies cited by Bosow (l9Sl) and

Cans (1963, pp.152-153) have confirmed the almost mechanical effect that

proximity has in the formation of social relationships; its importance has

been particularly noted in close-knit working class communities, although

the social activity of middle class children, and to an extent non-working

middle class mothers and elderly persons, is similarly affected (Webber,

1964a, pp.62, 66). In this country, corresponding findings have been

recorded (Hole, 1959, p.167} Hole and /lien, 1962j ^illraott, 1962, p.125}

Mann, op.cit.j Gavron, 1967} Shankland, Cox and Associates, op.cit.,

p.69) } an inverse relationship between distance and frequency of contact

between parents and children has been established (Hubert, 1965). The

importance of opportunities for reciprocation of visits between young

families and grandparents, which is usually dependent on proximity, has

been stressed (vide 1.7.2).

Close proximity of friends enables relationships to be maintained

no re easily and informally (Bole, 1959, p.165), and the quality of

friendship thereby influenced. Am job mobility extends to wider sections

of the population, this aspect could be of increasing significance, since

friendships take time to develop. Alexander (1965) has suggested that the

trend in urban living formalises and, as a result, trlvialises personal

friendships. He argues that one needs several intimate contacts for mental

well-being, and that these must be sustained by frequency of meeting and

informality of situation} in his opinion, such conditions can only be made

possible by living within close proximity of friends. The term 'close

friendship' perhaps reflects this basic requisite.

Many surveys have established the significance of proximity in the

maintenance of 'interaction' and participation in leisure pursuits:
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increased distance to recreational activities reduced demand (Rodgers,

op.cit., p.ll); greatest use of playgrounds vas made when they were located

for visibility and could be easily reached on foot (Hole, 1966, pp.8-25)i
there were large increases in attendance at evening classes, sporting

activities and in visits to open spaces when they could be easily reached

(Byron, op.cit., pp.110-114). The distance between home and parks in

London was found to be a major factor determining their use, for there

were two and a half times the number of visits by those living within one

quarter of s mile as those living between one quarter and one half a mile

(Greater London Council, 1968, pp. 22, 78, and Table 13); recreational

places to which people walked were generally visited two or three times

as frequently as those visited by other methods of movement (Sillitoe,

op.cit., p.20).

Nevertheless, it has been suggested that accessibility, rather

than proximity, is becoming the key determinant of urban form (Ginsberg,

1967). This theory of communications is based on the assumption that

interaction can be maintained without people living closely together

! (Vebber, 1964b, pp.81, 109; Cans, 1968, p.226); indeed, geographical

considerations are thought "the least influential of the variables affecting

personal growth and economic growth" (Webber and Angel, 1970). The

implication of this argument is that Improved communications and the

extension of physical mobility afforded by the car, negate the 'frictional*

effect of distancei proposals for the new city of Milton Keynes refer to its

future 'mobile and sophisticated population' for whom communications and

not movement will he Important (Cowan, 1969). These widely held views on

! accessibility, however, only take account of the requirements of adults
i

with cars, and ignore the needs of large sections of the community which
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j have to be very dependent on local activities, and for whom accessibility

i and proximity are synonomoue (vide 2.7).

5.5.2. Distance and Methods of Movement

The influence of distance on the attractions of alternative methods

of movement is apparent from studies of the chosen methods for journeys

to work in four provincial towns: journeys on foot declined sharply over

half a mile; the proportion of cycling journeys declined for distances

over one and a half miles; journeys by bus only reached significant

proportions over distances of three quarters of a mile; journeys by car

rose consistently as a proportion of total journeys, as the distance

increased (Hobbs and Richardson, 1967). The London Traffic Survey recorded

that people ware prepared to walk one and a half miles on the work journey

rather than travel by public transport (Greater London Council, 1969).

The author's survey recorded that, in Stevenage, average car journeys were

over two miles, whereas cycle journeys were less than one and a half

miles, and walking journeys only half a mile (vide 3.1.6).
A survey of the use of open spaces in London recorded a sharp

decline in pedestrian journeys up to one mile, whereas no rise in use

occurred for other types of journeys until over three quarters of a mile

(Greater London Council, 1968, p.21, Fig.7); the National Leisure Survey

established that car owners made four times the number of trips for out-

of-town journeys ss those who relied on public transport or walking

(Sillitoe, op.eit., p.18). In the United States, there were substantial

declines in the rates of attraction of urban facilities as the distance by

car increased (Wilbur Smith and Associates, 1961, p.109).



Th# influence of method of movement on the distance that can he

covered within an acceptable period of tine becomes more acute as distance

increases, since the relative advantage of the faster methods is accentuated.

Clearly pedestrian journeys are the most sensitive and ear journeys the

least sensitive to distance: only one hundred yards can he covered on foot

in the time that a bus passenger can travel an additional quarter of a

mile, or a car driver can travel half a mile.

i factory Iflfluenqjnfl Acceptable rjgtqnce

Various distances or travel tines to social facilities proposed in

planning reports are described as 'reasonable' or 'the maximum acceptable',

and some of these are aet out in Table 5.2: many are based on the assumption

that people can walk aa directly 'as the crow flies', and do not materialise

in accordance with planner's expectations (vide 5.6.2). The distance

that a person is prepared to travel is, in fact, influenced by a vide

range of considerations, many of which also determine his chosen method of

movement (vide 2.1 - 2.8).

ristance and Available Time. Economy of time is perhaps the

primary consideration of acceptable distance. It appears to be the

critical determinant of leisure journeys, and to s lesser extent, of

essential journeys (vide 3.1«7). Th# influence of time has been noted

in relation to certain activities, such aa those of women or old age

pensioners who are considering taking up work: one of the two main

factors which make a job pleasant for women is being within easy travel

distance of work (Hunt, 1968), particularly if they have to take and

bring home children from school (Byron, op.cit., p.109)I it ia also one
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Table 5.2. Recommended Distances to Social Facilities in lev Tovns
in Great Britain

Recommendation Late Facility Miles

Ministry of Town
Country Planning

1944 Local Centre l-k

lew Towns
Committee

1946 Neighbourhood Centre
and Primary School

k

Ministry of Town
Country Planning

1952 Local Centre £

Marie 1 New Towns

Stevenage 1946 Primary School
1
4

Crawley 1947 Local Centre and Primary School T

Harlow 1947 Town Centre
Neighbourhood Centre

Marie 2 New Towns

Cumbernauld 1958 Town Centre (70# pop.)
(100% pop.)

*
*

Book 1961 Town Centre (60$ pop.) *

Mark 3 New Towns

Skelaersdale 1964 Town Centre (100# pop.)
(70# pop.)

k
i

Reddltch 1964 Local Centre k-k
Washington 1966 Local Centre and Bus Stop i
Irvine 1966 District Centre and Bus Stop k-k
Runcorn 1967 Local Centre and Bus Stop l"k

New Cities Sub-Region

Northants, Beds,
and 1. Bucks

1965 Local Centra and Bus Stop k

Central Lanes. 1967 District Centra
Neighbourhood Centre

k
-I

Milton Keynes 1968 'Activity Centre' and Bus Stop k
Warrington 1969 Bus Stop

i

i

Source: Reports of Consultants to lev Town Corporations



factor determining whether a school child or working adult is able to return

home for lunch. a preference for employment within, rather than outside

New Towns has been noted, in view of the greater time that can be spent

with the family (Thomas, op.cit., p.398). The influence of time can also

be inferred from earlier references to the effect of proximity on social

relationships (vide 5.1.2), and appears relevant to the frequency with

which many recreational activities are engaged in: lack of time was by

far the most important reason quoted for not using parks more frequently

(Greater London Council, 1968, p.16, Table 4)*

Distance and Economic Costs of car ownership are

the main influence that economic circumstances have on the movement of

adults, for the car relieves the owners of many of the 1frictional'

effects of distance} the use of s taxi can achieve the seme effect.

Costs of travel may deter people with low incomes, including children,

from making long or frequent journeys by public transport.

Distance and Physical Comfort and Effort. Comfort and effort on

a journey play an important role in determining the distance that can

reasonably be covered. Lack of protection from inclement weather can

datar both pedestrians and bus travellers who have to walk at either and

of their trip} changes of level may reduce the distance that can be

covered, particularly if goods have to be carried. Gruen (op.cit., p.250)

considers that lazy pedestrians are prepared to walk two minutes in an

unprotected attractive environment, and sixteen minutes in a protected and

highly attractive environment.

The effort involved in journeys also depends on the way that they

are perceived and understood (da Lauwe, 1963): the 'mental map* or imagined

distance to desired facilities, which is related to the clarity of the
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movement network, is also an Influential factor in a person's travel

behaviour (Lee, 1964} Carr, 1967} Levin and Bruce, op.cit., p.58). In

conditions of danger, distances are consistently overestimated (Longer
et alia., 1965), and this may, therefore, affect attitudes to journeys

involving crossing main roads.

Distance and the Interest of the Route. The distance that people

are prepared to travel may be influenced by the degree of visual interest

of the route. Parr (1965) has written eloquently on the pleasure of walking

in traditional towns, where the diversity of activity and unexpected meetings

make journeys such more exciting. It is well known that people prefer to

walk along routes with more visual interest and human activity, and that

good company can reduce the apparent distance covered; women are prepared

to walk long distances in supermarkets, and commuters on the Underground

in London walk relatively long distances through tunnels and up and down

escalators when transferring from one line to another.

Distance and the Frequency and Purpose of JournevB. Motivation

may affect the distance people are prepared to travel: the attractions of

work opportunities in the United States are so great that employees are

prepared to travel within a fifteen mile radius of their homes (Wilson

and Womersley, 1965, p.43)I the wider choice of goods in town centres is

sufficient to attract housewives to travel long distances rather than to

shop in local centres (Jones, 1969); children are prepared to walk much

farther to an equipped playground (Council for Children's weIfare, 1966),

and attendance at 'serious' educational establishments is hardly influenced

by distance (Lee, 1966). Although studies have shown a 'null relationship'

between distance and the rate of use of specialist medical facilities, far

greater attendances at preventive medical centres have been recorded when



they were close (Shannon, Baahur ami Metsner, 1969)} a study of the

relationship between parental visiting and distance to a Hospital for

Sick Children has established a substantial decline In frequency as

distance increased (Porster, op.eit.). Other social contacts and leisure

activities are encouraged by close location to the home, and are engaged

in far more frequently when they can be easily reached (vide 5.l).

Distance and Availability of Choice of Method of Travel. A large

proportion of the population without the use of a car does not have a real

choice for distances beyond those which can reasonably be undertaken on foot,

and are therefore greatly dependent upon the availability and frequency

of public transport (vide 2.7)* The significance of this aspect is illus¬

trated by the satisfaction with living in residential areas, which is

greatly Influenced by the availability of public transport and door-to-

door distances to destinations (Chesler, op.clt.. Tables 34, 38, 42}

Vorhees, 1968, p.335} Architectural Research Unit, 1968).

Pletanca and Habit. People become accustomed to particular ways

of life, even if they are detrimental to their health. Long journeys to

work by car or bus may be made regularly, the initial degree of discomfort

hardly continuing to register} regular walking along the same routs

often decreases appreciation of the real distance covered: in the author's

survey, it was suggested that the mors frequent journeys of children living

in households without cars could be because they act more often on their

own Initiative rather than wait for the opportunity of travelling in a

comfortable car (vide 3.3*3).

Distance and Age and Mobility. Soma of the factors outlined above

are of more significance to certain age groups. This is primarily due to

the rise and decline of mobility of the seven age groups of the life-cycle

and the particular problems of disabled persons (vide 1.1.5 - 1.6.5)}
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for instance, the variation in walking speed at different ages was set out

in Table 2.2 (vide 2.1.6).

As children grow older, their nobility is limited more by the

freedom of movement that they can be given than by their physical capacity)

Levin and Bruce (op.cit., p.60) found that primary schools within a radius

of 0.4 niles were accessible on foot even for five year olds. In a

comprehensive survey of playgrounds, 70% of children using them lived within

a half mile radius, yet only an additional 15% lived within a one aile

radius of them (Planning and Research Department, op.cit., p.5, Table 3»

and p.8)| in the London survey into the use of open spaces, short distance

from home was found to be the most important consideration for young

children, mothers with infants, and old people: as a result, recommendations

were made for small parks within one eighth to one quarter of a mile from

homes (Qreater London Council, 1968, p.77)> It has been noted that

children's friendships axe strongly influenced by proximity. In a survey

in provincial towns, between 70^ to 80% walked daily to destinations within

half a mile, and this was reduced to 3C% to 75% for destinations between

half a mile and one mile (Atkins, 1964)} similar findings were recorded

in the author's survey (vide 5*1.6).

Easy access to places of employment ie important to women early in

marriage, and subsequently once their children are at school, particularly

as they usually prefer to work part-time. Elderly people use accessible

amenities far more frequently. In a survey, the vast majority were able

to walk half a mile, and considered shops within this radius easy to reach}

even when a bus was available, attendance at cinemas, churches etc. dropped

dramatically when they lived farther away (Hole and Allen, op.eit., Table 5).
No doubt for these reasons, it has been recommended that old persons dwellings
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be sited within two to three hundred yards of centres catering for their

daily needs (Brooke-Taylor, 1966).

Since attraction appears to decline with distance, the author

suggests that a latent need for auch social, cultural and recreational

activities would be met if less effort and tiae had to be expended to reach

then, for in these situations the 'friction of distance' operates in

discouraging those who cannot conveniently travel from doing what they would

otherwise have chosen to do.

It may be concluded that a minimisation of the 'costs' of travel

will play a significant motivational role in encouraging participation

in activities, particularly of those dependent on others for the majority

of their movements outside the home.



5.4. COMMUNITY SIZE

The extent of choice of work and leisure opportunities Is related

to the size of population and the area in which the community lives, both

of which are components of population density.

5I4T3.T Pppqlftttoq

Although it has been suggested that every community has an optimum

number that enables the greatest income per head to be earned (Carr

Saunders, op.cit., pp.200, 213), the wide variation of population size of

towns and cities in Britain seems to indicate that there are no criteria

on which to base formulations for Hew Towns. However, larger urban areas

are generally growing faster than smaller ones, probably because they are

better able to offer a diversity of employment, educational, cultural

entertainment opportunities and groupings of complementary activities;

costs per capita of services and infrastructure are also usually lower

as s result of economies of seals (Nicholson, 1961). These factors are

increasingly promoting the growth of towns. The analysis of urban

activities and their population catchmenta (vide 5.l) suggests that large

populations ere necessary to support many activities and facilities for which

demand is rising. Prom a social viewpoint, large communities are more

tolerant and less conservative (Cist and Psva, 1967, pp.444-449).

On the other hand, in email communities, the need for vehicular

movement and concomitantly environmental disturbance are reduced, unrestricted

car use can he more easily accommodated, and the countryaide is more

accessible. People are thought to be happier in small communities which

they feel they can influence (storr, 1968); sociologists have found that
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that social behaviour is encouraged, and that aa a result of personal

relationships tending to be less anonymous, criminal culture is less likely

to develop (Mann, op.cit., pp.48-49, 63, 102; Gist and Fava, op.cit., p.452).

The New Towns Committee (1946) recommended populations of thirty to

fifty thousand persons as the maximum size which would allow reasonable

access to facilities, at acceptable densities: the majority of New Towns

designated in the years immediately after the Seoond World War were of this

size. It is interesting to note that approximately one third of the urban

population of Great Britain live in towns with populations below one

hundred thousand persons (calculated from General Register Office, 1962),

and that one half of the population live in communities below fifty thousand

persona (Mann, op.cit., p.170). More recently, the case for larger

populations has been put forward; examples of these and the premises on

which they are based, are set out in Table 5*5.

The result of this new climate of opinion has been that in the

last decade, several New Towns, well advanced in construction, have been

replanned with substantially increased populations, and more recent

proposals have usually recommended far larger populations than were

previously entertained. Furthermore, the importance of planning for

continuous growth has been stressed in view of the experience gained from

the first New Towns. The trend in increasing populations over the last

twenty years can be seen in Table 5*4.

5.4.2. Physical Size

Traditionally the size of towns was limited by the distance that

people could walk to work; thus the typical centre of old cities was

about one square mile and contained no more than fifty thousand persons
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Table 5.3. Recommendations for the Sise of Urban Communities

Premise Author Date Population
(ths.)

Provision of locally based
social services

Present else of economically
thriving country towns

Unrestricted use of cars

Reasonably spacious home
and garden with tolerable
distances to work, social
facilities and countryside

Full range of leisure and
health facilities

Adequate services and
accessible facilities

Decreased travel time
with smaller populations

Adequate range of facilities
if not far from a metropolis

Optimum expenditure per
capita for facilities

Reasonable access to full
range of facilities

Wide range of facilities
and employment opportunities

Loss of mobility

Administrative purpose
of Local Government

The larger the population,
the relatively cheaper are
public facilities, owing
to economies of scale

Seebohm

Hall

1968

1968

Buchanan et alia 1963

Wilson and 1967
Womeraley

Whittle 1965

Robertson 1964

Vorheea 1968

Stegman 1969

Ash 1969

Rirsch 1959

Martin 1967

Wilson and 1965
Woaersley

Wilson and 1965
Womeraley

Redcliffe Maud 1969

Nicholson 1961

50-100

50-200

(max.) 80

(max.) 90

80

(min.)l00

100

100

100

150

100-200

200

(max. )200

(min.)250
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Table 5.4. Proposed Populations for New Towns in Great Britain

Tear of Persons in
Designation Thousands

Reith Committee 1946 30 - 50

Fart: 1 New Towns

Stevenage 1946 60
Crawley 1947 50
Harlow 1947 60
Hemel Hempstead 1947 60
East Kilbride 1947 45
Glenrothes 1948 30

Mark 2 Wew Towns

Cumbernauld 1955 50
Hook 1961 100

Mark 3 New Towns

Skelmersdale 1961 80
Livingston 1962 100
Redditch 1964 90
Runcorn 1964 90
Washington 1964 80
Irvine 1966 90

Marts 1 and 2 New Towns (revisions)
East Kilbride I960 90
Cumbernauld I960 70
Hemel Hempstead 1963 80
Stevenage 1966 105
Crawley 1966 120
Glenrothes 1966 95
Harlow 1967 90

New Town and Citv Sub-Reaions

Peterborough 1966 175
Northampton, Beds, and Bucks. 1966 220
Ipswich 1966 170
Central Lancashire 1967 450-500
Harrington 1967 210
Milton Keynes 1967 225
Telford 1968 200-250

Sourcesi Osborn and Whlttiok (1969)J Reports of Consultants to the
Respective New Town Corporations.



(Doxiadis, 1969). Densities increased as the population grew, and environ¬

mental standards declined in the absence of public health provision. with

the development of public transport, and subsequently of the motor car,

the distance that could be travelled to work within a reasonable time

extended greatly, industry was no longer tied to central locations, and

the original deterrent to the physical growth of towns was removed. This

coincided to a large extent with a general rise in the standard of living,

improved environmental standards, more leisure, and a greater demand for

space within and around the home.

The growth of suburbia which appeared to cater for the pre¬

requisites of these developments, has however resulted in increased time,

cost and effort of travel} this has often been insufficiently appreciated,

possibly because traffic studies have been primarily concerned with

solutions to problems posed by peak hour travel on the journey to and from

work (vide 2.6.1). There is also a common misoonception that the car

enables most people to maintain social activity over greater distances,

and that therefore the needs of car users should be the paramount determinant

of the shape of future cities (Webber, 1964b). However difficulties of

access may be aggravated for people of all ages who do not have sole use

of a car (vide 2.7*4 and 3*1*3)} their effective mobility in suburbia

is often reduced since they are far removed from facilities which are

concentrated in central areas in order to serve the whole town.

Many New Towns were planned in the belief that the main disadvantage

of suburbia could be avoided by planning neighbourhoods containing facilities

for the majority of family needs, other than places of employment. This

is often expressed in the names that have been used for these areas -

the 'superblocka' of Hook Nev Town (London County Council, 1961), the



•Tillages' of Washington New Town (Llewelyn-Eavlee, Weeks and Partners,

1967) and the 'residential districts' of Irvine New Town (Wilson and

Womeraley, 1967)* Their sixes have usually heen dictated by the maximum

acceptable volumes of vehicular traffic which can be contained with a

reasonable degree of pedestrian and vehicular separation, and without

major road construction: indeed, 'environmental areas' have been described

as "no more and no less than a method of arranging buildings for motor

traffic" (Buchanan et alia., 1963)* However, in view of the volume of

traffic generated in these areas, they can ideally only have populations

of between one and two and a half thousand perrons (Burns, 1966): the

number of people required to support social facilities demonstrates how

ill-equipped such populations are to accommodate the majority of family

needs (vide 3.1.1).

It appears that the neighbourhood can have little functional value,

apart from the fact that its components are better perceived and that it

encourages a sense of identity (Lee, 1963-1964). Only the needs of very

young children are likely to be within its boundaries and few of the

preferred activities of teenagers (Mann, op.clt., p.160). It does not

contain the major activities of ita population: in the author's survey,

only 24# of all journeys were to destinations within a radius of half a

mile, and only 4C# within a radius of one mile of home (vide 3*1.6). In

a survey of the hire of premises in New Towns, nearly three quarters of the

organisations catchment areas were from the whole town or outside it, and

only one quarter for local functions (Ministry of Housing and Local

Government, 1966). Yet activity outside the neighbourhood ia usually

dependent upon travel by car or bus, which acta as a particular limitation

on movement, particularly of children and elderly perrons.
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It Is surprising to note that recommendations to include 'reasonable

accessibility' to communal facilities (Ministry of Town and Country Planning,

1946), and the 'minimisation of the need for local transport' (Hew Towns

Committee, op.cit., p.8), in the first New Towns, are not mentioned in

recent planning proposals.

Since most journeys within a town are made by public transport

or on foot (wide 2.7, 3*3), the area of a town is an important determinant

of accessibility) in the United States, journeys were more frequent and

shorter in smaller communities than in larger ones (Wilbur Smith and

associates, op.cit., p.65). Similar findings have been recorded in Britain,

although length of journey is not directly proportional to the size of a

town (Taylor, 1968). In the Border towns of Scotland, half the journeys

to work were made on foot (Scottish Development Department, 1963). It

appears that the smaller the town, the higher is the proportion of

potential pedestrian journeys.

Aristotle stated that a town should be able to encompass all its

functions without interfering with them. This social concept may be as

valid today as it was when first proposed, although in those days citizens

were equally mobile whereas today there is a widening gap between the

mobility of car drivers and all other travellers. This aspect is neglected

in plans which cater for unlimited growth of towns by 'flexibility', on

the grounds of economic logic, unrestricted car use at predicted levels

of ownership, and the apparent preference of 'people' for low density

living.



5.4.?. Population Penalty

Population density is a function of the size of a town and its

population, and has a close relationship with the activity, movement, and

type of housing within it.

Population Density and Urban Activity. At low densities many of the

annoyances resulting from the proximity of neighbours and their children

are removed, although some of the pleasures of their company may be

sacrificed. Low density housing is also more satisfactory for babies

and very young children who prefer to play in private gardens, and who are

in any case dependent on parents for their movement outside the home;

r working adults with exclusive use of a car are able to enjoy the quiet and

privacy of a home in spacious surroundings, in contrast to their working

environment. Social facilities, however, may be distant and the activities

of children, mothers and old people, which must willy-nilly be local, are

limited) furthermore, social activity tends to become formalised (Gist

and Fava, op.cit., p.121).

On the other hand, a wider range of facilities and a greater choice

of social contacts are available in areas planned at higher densities (Hole,

1959, p*171| Chermayeff and Alexander, 1963) Webber, 1964b, p.92)

Pickard, 1965) Fracey, 1966; Lee, 1967) Poxiadis, 1968; Stoller, 1969).

Isolation and loneliness are less likely to occur, and childrens* friendships,

which are dependent on peer groups and are often of short lived durations,

can develop more easily (vide 1.2, 1.5 and 5.1*2).

Population Penalty and Movement. The opportunity to engage in a

vide range of activities is governed as much by accessibility as by

availability. The increased mobility afforded by the car has Indirectly



extended distances to social facilities, since proximity is no longer

thought to he an important factor in the location of home in relation to

them. As a result, housewives are increasingly obliged to act as chauffeurs

to the family when only one car is available. This situation is worse in

low density areas, where difficulty of access may be a strong deterrent to

many journeys. Significantly higher proportions of journeys by vehicular

means are recorded in both car and non car-owning households, as population

density declines (Hall, 1969). There is a dramatic contrast between the

size of s town predominantly planned for public as opposed to private

transport (vide Table 9.9). The oar competes with public transport

because the letter's efficiency and financial viability depend on high

population catchments (Dyckman, 1969) Burns, 1969) Meyer Kain and Wohl,

1969) Keefer, 1966)) pedestrian journeys are also extended by an optimal

layout designed for car movement.

Conversely, high density usually enables a greater proportion of

journeys to be undertaken without the aid of bus or car, and in less time.

However, if this density is achieved in multi-storey flats, movement is

dependent on mechanical lifts the 'frictional' time effect of this is

similar, though limited, to that of public transport (vide 2.1.9).
Population Penalty and Type of Housing. Density of population

largely dictates the type of housing and the extent of available private

outdoor apace for each household. Whilst it may be desirable that the

minimum of restrainta be placed on residential development at low densities,

the additional land required effectively extends travel distances. It

has been argued that low residential densities only increase the size of

towns by a narrow peripheral ring (Best, 1966). However, all journeys

within and beyond that ring are thereby extended) moreover, as leisure
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time increases, it nay be anticipated that journeys to destinations

outside towns will increase more than others. It has also been argued that,

on current trends in the construction of low density housing, the urban

area of the United Kingdom will only rise from 11$ to 16$ by the end of the

century (Best, 1968), but this extra land will probably have to be located

in overpopulated regions with already inadequate countryside for recreational

purposes.

.Animals in crowded conditions exhibit disturbances of psychological

and social behaviour, and these have been compared with the effects of

high densities on human populations (Calhoun, 1962). Pears have been

expressed about their correlation with social distress and unhealthy

conditions in existing slum areas (Spencer, 1964, p.282), yet the causes

may be due to numerous interacting factors, such as poverty, noise, and

lack of proper sanitation, privacy and sufficient open space, or 'withdrawal'

from the stress of traffic congestion in existing urban areas. People

have traditionally lived comfortably in socially cohesive communities with

high densities of population: much high density housing built in the 18th

and 19th centuries had high standards of amenity (vide fable 5.9).

Furthermore, there is no evidence that mental disorders increase with high

density (Stoller, op.cit.).

Table 5*5. Some Existing Residential Densities in London

Existing Development in London Period of Net Density in
Construction Persons per Acre

Nash Terraces: Regents Park 18th c. 104
Speculative Housing: Regents Park 18th c. 130
Residential District of Kayfair 19th c. 200
Town Houses: Brompton Square 19th c. 100
Town Houses: Pembroke Square 19th c. 90

Sources: Penby (l956)j Xanthorpe (1956).



A preference for low residential densities has been noted in

numerous social surveys carried out in post-war years} respondents have

usually been asked to state whether they would choose to live in flats or

houses, or in houses with large or small gardens and generally show a

preference for detached houses with large gardens. Whilst this preference

has occurred with the rise in living standards (willaott, 1969) it could be

due to the unfortunate associations previously referred to, or to the fact

that both land and housing are cheaper on the outskirts of towns. It Is

also possible that high density and high flats are synonoaous concepts in

the public mind, because of the far greater problems of altering flats

to meet a family's changing needs, the desire for home ownership and the

greater opportunities for self-expression in houses (Ministry of Housing

and Local Government, 1961, p.10} Jung, 1965} Morris, 1967, p.160}

Gans, op.oit., p.153). Furthermore, many of the health hazards of living

in multi-storey flats (Fanning, 1967} Stevenson et alia., 1968} Times,

1968) are more commonly appreciated by the public.

Surveys show divergent uses of gardens such as relaxation in fins

weather, hanging out washing, and storage (Willaott, 1963, p«90); only a

minority are used for children's play, and there are relatively few active

gardeners in the increasing numbers of households owning cars and in which

wives go out to work (Cook, 1968, pp.219, 231-232} Sillitoe, op.cit.,

p.51). As people devote more time to leisure interests, their preference

for large gardens and gardening declines because of the constant care and

effort involved (Ministry of Housing and Local Government 1961} willaott,

1963, p.217). Other surveys have shown that people want gardens for

cultivation rather than privacy, and that those without cars prefer high

density housing with small private gardens (Sillitoe, op.cit., p.190}

Centre for Urban Studies, 1969).



Interest in gardens also varies with age: small private screened

open spaces are considered an adequate alternative to gardens, except by

families with very young children (Cook, op.cit., p.232} Shankland, Cox and

Associates, op.cit., p.14); children over six years of age rarely like

playing in their own gardens, but prefer public places (Architectural

Research Unit, op.cit., p.59; Cook, op.cit., p.219)} married people, both

with and without cars, favour higher densities with smaller gardens, as they

grow older (Sillitoe, op.cit., p.3l).

Urban sociologists have argued that most people prefer low densities

because of the greater privacy but, at the same time, that they want a wider

choice of facilities and opportunities for social contact (v.lllaott, 1962,

p.120). Elderly persons are more concerned with social interaction and

access to facilities than about having a garden and prefer to live centrally

for the convenience of facilities, and for the psychological security of being

in animated surroundings (Sillitoe, op.cit., p.17} Siamie, 1969). It is

germane to note that surveys on this subject are usually addressed to

householders (Abraos, I960} Cook, op.oit., pp.217, 227; Sykes,

Livingstone and Green, 1968), and it could be rewarding to question other

social groups.

It appears that the alleged preference of the majority for large

gardens may well be exaggerated, and that, in part, it is due to a lack

of appreciation of the relationship between density and accessibility

(vide 5.5). As this preference for low density housing is one of the

primary reasons for planning new towna in the last decade at the densities

that can be seen in Table 5*6, and since its effect is to adversely influence

accessibility other than by car, it would seem necessary to give greater

consideration to this aspect of urban structure.
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Table 5.6. Proposed Pens!ties for Nov Towns in Great Britain

Tear of Proposed Net Density
Designation in Persons per Acre

Abercrombie (1945) (max.) 50
New Towns Committee (1946) (gross) 13 - 15

Mark 1 New Towns

Stevenage 1946 35 - 60
Harlow 1947 30-50
Ilemel Hempstead 1947 45
East Kilbride 1947 45 - 50
Glenrothea 1948 45-50

Hark 2 New Towns

Cumbernauld 1955 (sv. 81) 44 -120
Hook 1961 40 -100

Hark 5 New Towns

Skelmersdale 1961
(av. 46)

40 - 70
Livingston 1962 30 -200
Redditch 1964

(av. 70)
25 - 75

Runcorn 1964 50 - 80
Washington 1964 (av. 43) 40 - 50
Irvine 1966 25 - 75

New Town and City Sub-Redone

Northampton, Beds, and 8. Bucka.1966 60
Ipswich 1966 50-60
Central Lancashire 1967

(av. 45)
30-60

Warrington 1967 20 -120
Milton Keynes 1967 20-30

Sources: Reports of Consultants to their respective New Town
Corporations! Oaborn and Whittick (1969).
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It aay bo concluded that there is a basic conflict between the

desire of each individual to live in a 'Buckingham Palace* while at the same

time having the facilities of the 'West End' on the doorstep; it oust be

resolved for the vast majority of the population by a compromise. The

resolution of this conflict is rendered more difficult since the relative

importance attached to these two aspeets changes at each stage in the life-

cycle. It is clearly desirable to afford a range of residential densities

in varying locations, with acceptable standards of space and privacy, and to

impose a minimum restriction on land use and growth. Although there is no

ideal community size or density, larger populations and greater densities

provide wider choices of accessible facilities and social contacts.

However, it should be borne in mind that both pedestrian and public transport

movement function better at higher densities, whereas private transport

movement functions better at lower densities.



5.5. ACTIVITY OF?IONS

The desire for apace around tha home and a high level of aeeeaaihllity

has been considered mainly in relation to adult requirements, with the result

that emphasis in planning has been directed towards the provision of low

density housing in the belief that popular car ownership would ensure

adequate accessibility. However, evidence cited earlier in this thesis, and

particularly data from the author's survey, show that the relative mobility

of individuals varies substantially according to age and household car owner¬

ship.

5.5.1. Method of Travel and .available Time

Speed of travel is an index of the social opportunities available

to individualb, since the linear measurement of speed determines both how

quickly point destinations can be reached, and the potential sphere of

interest. Diagram 5.1. illustrates the distance that can be covered and

the 'area of accessibility' in four, eight and twelve minutes, by the three

main methods of travel. The great advantage of oar travel is apparent from

the comparison with both bus. and walking} travel by bus is advantageous

over walking only for journeys lasting over ten minutes, and is considerably

slower than by car; it is quicker to walk up to about one third of a mile

than to travel by car.

Mean speeds for each age group, which were calculated from the

distances covered in Stevenage by each method of travel, in the author's

survey (vide 3.1.6., Table 3.32) have been used to measure the 'area of
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Diagram 5-1* Distance Travelled and Area of Accessibility According
to Method of Travel and Time

Distance Area in
in Miles Sq.Miles

3.50-

3.0CH

2.50

2.0Q-

1.50

l.OO

0.50

O.OO
Car Bus Walk
four minutes

Car Bus Walk

eight minutes
Travel Time

Car Bus Walk
twelve minutes
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accessibility* in a fixed travel time; these are shown in Diagram 5*2.

Although the calculations should be treated with some caution since they are

based upon a small sample, they do give an indication of the considerable,

if not unexpected, influence on mobility of both age and car ownership.

Present ear ownership is approximately 0.5 cars per household; by the end

of the century, this is expected to rise to 1.5 cars per household.

5.5.3. Density and Opportunity

Mobility can be viewed as a measure of convenience since it largely

determines "the space of free movement of individuals" (_ewin, 1952, p.245).

An attempt can therefore be made to relate accessibility to urban form by

this measurement: the population accessible within the area travelled in an

acceptable time can be considered at different densities. An index of

convenience can be determined, which is related both to the frequency of

potential social contacts and the ease of access to different social facilities.

In this way a relationship between accessibility and density can be established.

Furthermore, the efficiency of alternative movement systems proposed for New

Towns can be evaluated in terms both of the convenience of individuals at

different ages, and of the total community.

On the assumption that the speed at which an Individual travels

determines his convenience, then the number of people with idiom he may come

into contact will be given by the equation:

tt (st)2 x r

where S = mean speed
T « travel time
I) = density of population

and the 'community convenience' will be:
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Diagram 5-2. Area of Accessibility in Ten Minutes of Travel Time
According to Age.Group and Household Car Ownership

(area in square miles)
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^ tn (st it)2IP1IE
where i * age group* (l-7)

P. « th* proportion of th* population in ag* group 1
87 » th* mean speed in nil** per hour of the population

in age group i

In attempting to establish the number of people that nay be

contacted, problem* arise regarding calculations for individuals living

close to the edge of towns since their 'area of accessibility* will partly

encompass countryside. Such detailed calculations are not warranted in this

limited study. However, the percentage of the population in any particular

age group, that can theoretically reach a particular social facility will bat

T^sr?)2 ^ ;oo
TTR2

where S « mean speed
T » travel time
R * radius of the population catchment of the facility.

Table 5*7 has been prepared to show these percentages according to

population density, ags group, and household car ownership. For the

purpose of comparison, district and central facilities supported by

populations of 16,000 and 64.000 persons have been taken (vide Table 5«l)

with travel times of six minutes and twelve minutes respectively, to

represent reasonable time periods to rsaoh these facilities. For the

calculation, distances have been increased by one fifth to compensate for

measurement* being straight line (Holroyd, 1969)) different densities in

three new towns examined in the next section of this chapter - Milton Keynes,

Washington and Cumbernauld - have been chosen to demonstrate the influence

of density on mobilityt net residential densities are used for calculations

of access to district facilities and gross town densities for calculations of

access to central facilities.
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Table 5.7. Population with Easy Access to Facilities, According to
Density of Persons per Acre, Age Group and Household Car
Ownership
(figures represent percentage of total population in
each category)

Six Minutes to Twelve Minutes to
District Facilities Central Facilities

net residential density 27-5 p.p.a. gross density 11 p.p.a.

1° % % fo * fo
0- 4 21 61 100* 8 24 41*

5-11 37 70 100 15 28 60

12-17 95 100 100* 37 58 70*

18-24 91 100 100 36 58 72

25-44 100 100 100 52 87 100

45-64 100 100 100 70 100 100

65+ 81 100* 100* 32 52* 63*

net residential density 43 p.p.a. gross density 15 p.p.a.

0— 4 33 95 100* 12 33 56*

5-H 58 100 100 20 37 81

12-17 100 100 100* 50 79 98*

18-24 100 100 100 49 79 100

25-44 100 100 100 70 100 100

45-64 100 100 100 97 100 100

65+ 100 100* 100* 45 70* 86*

net residential density 81 p.p.a. gross density 20 p.p.a.

CP- 4 61 100 100* 15 44 76*

5-11 100 100 100 27 50 100

12-17 100 100 ICO* 68 100 100*

18-24 100 100 100 66 100 ICO

25-44 100 ICO 100 94 100 100

45-64 100 100 100 100 ICO 100

65+ 100 100* IOC* 59 94* 100*

0 car 1 car 2 car 0 car 1 car 2 car

* Author's interpolation
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It can be seen that adults in car-owning households have a high

level of accessibility even at low densities, sufficient to enable most of

them to reach all facilities within a reasonable travel time. However, the

proportion of children and adolescents in car-owning households and of all

persons in non car-owning households, who are able to reach these facilities

is much lower, and declines sharply with lower densities.

The theoretical 'community convenience' could be calculated with the

figures in Table 9.7, by relating them to the present age structure in car

and non car-owning households, or to figures projected for future dates.

Unfortunately no detailed data are available: the Sample Census in 1966

only recorded household car ownership according to size of households.

It may be concluded, however, that living at low density with

easy access to social facilities can only be enjoyed consistently by

ear-owning adults, who are at present about one fifth of the population,

and even at the end of the century are likely to be only two fifths

(vide 2.7).
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5.6. MOVEMENT SYSTEMS FOR HEW TOWNS

Movement systems srs primary determinants of urban structure,

patterna of land use, and levels of accessibility. Efficient ayatema

reduce the 'coats' of movement which, the planner has to consider if he

wishes to reconcile the previously noted conflict between the interests of

the individual and the wider community, (vide Chapters 2 and 4).

At present, moat movement systems proposed for post-war Hew Towns

give preference either to private or public transport; the desirability of

separating vehicles and pedestrians has been recognised for at least a quarter

of a century (ibercrombie, 1945), though with the notable exception of

Stevenage, the principle has only been widely applied in the Mark II and III

Hew Towns. Commercial traffic does not influence the design of new town

systems since it represents a small proportion of total traffic, and its use

of the road network generally occurs at random times (Jamieson and Mackay,

1965. p.110).

Three alternative systems to encourage travel by particular methods

have been identified, with the following order of priorities:

5.6.1. Private car, public transport, pedestrian;

5.6.2. Private car, pedestrian, public transport;

5.6.3. Public transport, private car, pedestrian.

There appears to he an unaccountable lacuna with regard to a

fourth alternative system:

5.6.4. Public transport, pedestrian, private car.

These four systems are assessed by examining current proposals

based on them, to determine how they work or are likely to work in

practice.
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5.6.1, The Private Car Public Transportt Pedestrian System

Proposals for ths new town of Washington and the new city of Hilton

Keynes are based on movement systems orientated towards the maximum

convenience of oar users, and the provision of a viable public transport

system and safe pedestrian routes (iJLewelyn-Davles, Weeks and Partners,

1967; Llewelyn-Davies, Weeks, Forestier-'Walker and Bor, 1968). Since

cars afford "enormously increased mobility'' and since this can be catered

for without restriction, "the design of a new town needs to be such as to

enable these advantages to be enjoyed" ... "by the provision of an adequate

road network" (Llevelyn-lavies, Weeks and Partners, op.cit., pp.13, 57),

and the accommodation of the highest likely levels of use during peak hours

so as to reduce delays to a minimum (Llewelyn-Bavies, Weeks, Forestier-Valker

and Bor, op.cit., p.146, Table 1). In Washington, calculations for the

road network were made solely from projected figures for car journeys in car-

owning households, and ignored all other motorised, cycling and walking

trips (Llewelyn-Lavies, Weeks and Partners, op.cit., pp.119-120); in London,

the proportion of trips made by bicycle or on foot was 55% of all journeys

(Greater London Council, 1967) and, in the author's Stevenage survey it was

44% (vide 3.1.4). There are no comprehensive cycleway systems in either

town, in spite of the convenience of bicycles particularly for children and

adolescents (vide 3.1*3).

Alternative models simulate the projected pattern of car journeys in

the future to establish an optimal system for their unrestricted movement;

this is achieved basically by dispersing the traffic load on roads through

assignment of land uses on a hierarchical road grid to 'even out' accessibility

(Llewelyn-Laviea, Weeks, Forestier-Walker and Bor, op.cit., pp.15, 145-146),

and by developing the town at low densities of population. Only grid



patterns for primary road networks are examined in detail (ibid., p.15;

Llswelyn-Davies, Weeks and Partners, op.cit., p.15).

Private Vehicular System. The structure of these towns has the

advantage of accommodating the unrestricted use of cars and the preference

for more living space within and around the home. It has the effect of

increasing the opportunity of people who can travel by car, by the

provision of an adequate road network for driving quickly, and facilities

for parking anywhere. The area requirements are determined by the need

to accommodate projected peak hour levels of traffic (Llewelyn-Pavies, Weeks,

Forestier-Walker and Bor, op.cit., pp.145-150), to permit high vehicular

speeds, to reduce traffic noise and air pollution, and to provide a high

level of road safety (vide 4.1}. They are also closely related to the

number of persons travelling by car: Liebrand estimated that, on a nine

feet wide carriageway in a town centre during the rush hour, thirteen times

the number of pedestrians, or four and a half times the number of bus

passengers, can be accommodated than the equivalent number travelling by

car (fiitter, op.cit., p.14, Table III). Smeed's (1963) theoretical

analysis of the urban area for commuter traffic on forty feet wide carriageways

demonstrated the great increase in space required for roads and parking for

unrestricted car use, compared with predominant travel by bus (Table 5*8)}

he also showed that eleven times the number of commuters can travel to

work by car if 40$ rather than 20$ of the ground area is devoted to roads

and parking (Smeed, 1964).

The relationship between the proportion of the central area of some

existing towns occupied by roads and footpaths, and their population, has

been examined by Owens (1968) { he has shown that the road area alone

occupies 12$ of the centre of towns of about ten thousand persons, but over

18$ when the population exceeds three hundred thousand.
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f

Table 5*8. Area Requirements According to Type of Commuter Traffic
and Urban Population.

(percentage of total urban area)
Method of Travel Mature of Parking Road Parking Total Area

Area Area Road ft Fkg.
% % &

10,000 population
Bus - 1 0 1
Car multi-level 5 11 16
Car ground level 4 54 58

50, (XX) population
Bus - 2 0 2
Car multi-level 11 10 21
Car ground level 6 53 61

100,000 population
Bus - 2 0 2
Car multi-level 16 11 27
Car ground level 11 51 62

Source: Smeed (1963).

The area occupied by cara travelling at preferred high apeeda la ao

great (vide 4.1) that transportation planners can only accommodate them com¬

pletely in two ways: by constructing multi-width carriageways and grade

separated intersections on the primary road network (hlewelyn-Davies, Weeks

and Partners, op.cit., p.20) both of which Involve very high public expenditure,

or by dispersing certain urban uses and developing land at low densities,

which require relatively low capital eoats of construction but far greater

areas of land (Ilewelyn-Pavies, Weeks, Foreatier-Walker ft Bor, op.cit.,

pp.79, 82). Paradoxically, plana to economise on road apace and costs by

decentralisation of urban facilities (ibid., pp.147-148; Buchanan et alia,

op.cit., paras. 55-56) must Include for each facility, large parking areas

which will be used for a fraction of the day, when in other circumstances

they could be shared, for example, by workers during the daytime, and
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visitors seeking entertainment In the evenings.

The need for road space is exaggerated In low density development,

since all adults capable of driving are encouraged to own a car, in vie* of

its Inherent convenience for most journeys over a third of a mile (vide

2.1.7); in Washington, population densities vill have to be lowered to

provide more residential land for two-car families (Llewelyn-Davies, weeks

and Partners, op.cit., p.70). The total volume of rush hour traffic cm

only be accommodated without restriction in new towns planned at low densities

of population (Llewelyn-Bevies, Weeks, Forestier-Walker and Bor, op.cit.,

p.82).

The siting of buildings is directly affected by noise, vibration and

air pollution from motor vehicles» the subjective response to traffic noise

has been shown to decline appreciably with increased distance from the road

(Griffiths and Langdon, 1968) - at a distance of one hundred feet, the noise

levels from two thousand vehicles per hour was seventy five decibels, and at

one thousand feet it was fifty decibels (waters and Waters, 1969).

Considerations of noise are thus highly relevant to the area requirements

of vehicles for they effectively raise the apparent width of roads and

motorways. A distance of three hundred feet to buildings in which people

live or work, has been recommended, in order to reduce noise to an acceptable

level (Coomdttee on the Problem of Noise, 1963)*

As s result the distances that have to be travelled by all methods

of movement are considerably extended. The claim that a safe and

environmentally attractive system can be achieved on such a network

(Llewelyn-Daviss, Weeks, ForeatieJvV,alker and Bor, op.cit., p.25) is to an

extent denied by the effecte of increased motorised movements; furthermore,

the risk of accidents may be exacerbated particularly by the incentive to
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ignore saber traffic lights to get in phase with the next green ones.

Public Transport System. A bus system is considered essential for

"a fairly small minority" ... "who cannot, or do not wish to own a car"

(ibid., p.27). In fact when ear 'saturation* level is reached towards the

end of the century, well over half of the total population will still require

regular public transport (vide 2.7)I in both towns under examination, over

one third of the population will be below driving age (Llewelyn-Davies, Weeks

and Partners, op.cit., p.46; Llevelyn-Davies, Weeks, Forestier-ftalker and
\

Bor, op.cit., p.70).

Hierarchical grid networks which are optimal for cars, conflict with

the needs of public transport systems which operate most efficiently on

radial routes in existing towns, or along central spines in new towns

(Wilbur Smith and Associates, op.cit., p.45) Jamieson, Mackay and

Watchford, 1967} Buchanan, 1968); a grid network Increases the mean length

of journeys up to 27compared with a radial road system (Holroyd, op.cit.).

It is not surprising that no justification could be found for a fixed track

public transport system on the grid layout of Hilton Keynes (Llewelyn-Daviss,

Weeks, Forestier-Walkar and Bor, op.cit., p.147).

The geographical spread of facilities and population also results in

a less efficient public transport system. The number of stages of a journey

may be greater because transfers become necessary more frequently, causing

loss of time; yet the need to change buses is the most important factor,

other than time, operating against their use (Burns, 1967). Furthermore,

convenient access to public transport is more difficult to provide in low

density residential areas, since services are less financially viable when

operating over longer routes (Buchanan and Partners, 1968). Claims that

"the road network and indeed the whole form of the town..." of Washington
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has been planned "... to provide the beat possible transport system"

(Llswelyn-Davies, Weeks and Partners, op.cit., p.63} and that the "diffuse

distribution of facilities together with a well distributed and efficient

public transport system allows good accessibility" in Milton Keynes, "...

for those least likely to own private cars" (Llewelyn-Navies, Weeks, Forestisr-

Walker and Bor, op.cit., p.8l) thus appear to be erroneous. Moreover, the

suggestion that a grid network has a flexibility "to allow for expansion

and change" (ibid., p.25) would not appear to be applicable to an optimal

public transport system.

'Those without ears in Washington, are dependent on bus services which

run around the secondary road network at off-peak frequencies of one quarter

to one half an hour, with quarter mile walks at either end of their Journeys

(Ardill, 1969). After considering forty six equipment types of public

transport for Fdlton Keynes, the most convenient and yet one of the most

expensive systems is most favoured! it consists of fourteen passenger buses,

which a person can call by dialling his destination when he reaches the

bus stop1 this "frequent and convenient service" (Llewelyn-Daviee, Weeks

Forestier-Walker and Bor, op.cit-, p.25) enables people to travel to a

typical destination two 'grids' from home in about eighteen minutes, at an

average direct door-to-door speed of 4.5 m.p.h. (ibid., p.155, Table 2)!

Moreover, it is clear that passengers an routs to their destination will

experience soma frustration each time the bus is re-routed to pick up

additional passengers.

Whilst the movement system is designed to include a "high quality

public transport service" and to "attract a substantial number to use it in

preference to their cars" (ibid., pp.25-27), it is accepted that travel by

bus will never improve on equivalent Journeys by car (ibid., p.150).



As has been suggested earler (-vide 2.8), there is no ''freedom of choice between

private and public methods of transport" (ibid., p.25) in a new city: if

you have a car, you use it, and if you do not, you have no 'choice*. The

form of the grid network and the dispersal of facilities to enable unrestric¬

ted car use will have the effect of encouraging car ownership, and increasing

dependence of those without a car, because public transport operates

optimally on radial or linear routes to centralised facilities.

Pedestrian System. Although "provision for free and safe movement

as a pedestrian" is cited as a transport goal (ibid., p.25), it is clear

that pedestrian distances are effectively extended in layouts which permit

unrestricted and relatively safe movement of vehicles. Wide carriageways

extend pedestrian journeys: on average, pedestrians have to wait ten times

as long to cross a road twenty four feet wide as one twelve feet wide (Stoned,

1968). Diversions to pedestrian underpasses or footbridges are necessary

to separate vehicles and pedestrians economically and safely; the number

of intersections and pedestrian crossings must be kept to a minimum for they

can halve the effective road space for vehicles (Road Research Laboratory,

1965, p.78), whilst vehicular segregation can treble it (Ministry of

Transport, 1966).

Although pedestrians can in theory move around freely and safely

over the whole town, in practice they are obliged to walk long and indirect

distances on all trips other than the radial ones to the local centres with

their limited facilities (Llewelyn-Lavies, Weeks and Partners, op.cit., pp.

25, 71); only about 10f* of the population of Washington will be within

reasonable walking distance of the Town Centre (West, 1967).

\ serious disadvantage of the grid form structure is that the

'villages' of Washington, and the environmental or 'cellular' areas of



wilton Keynes contain only a entail proportion of the total trips generated

by then (vide 3*1><5)| a 'local activity centre' in Hilton Keynes sill

contain on average only the facilities that can be supported by a population

of one thousand two hundred persons, yet houses will be as such as one third

of a mile from them (Healy, 1970). The consequence is the sane as that

outlined with regard to the proportion of traffic that can by-pass an

urban centre (Buchanan et alia, op.cit., p.34): environmental areas are kept

small to increase this proportion and to facilitate the separation of pedes¬

trians and vehicles. As a result a high proportion of journeys are made

beyond the area defined by the primary road network, which acts aa a

barrier to pedestrian movement, and whose form is inconsistent with an

optimal public transport system.

It seems paradoxical that a car orientated system should require

dispersal of 'traffic generators' for unrestricted car use of a minority of

the population, although the road networks will remain uneconomically used

at all other times. By giving priority to the convenience of car

travellers, the efficiency of public transport is diminished and pedestrian

movement is deterred physically and psychologically. This renders the

access of the majority more difficult, as the less mobile are dependent on

car drivers or on public transport, the viability of which is itself

threatened by pressures for increased car ownership. Estimates of the

likely proportion of trips that will be made by means other than by car when

the near saturation level of 1.5 cars per household is reached, are found in

both the Tyneside survey (Bums, 1966) and the author's Stevenage survey, in

which two fifths of the total trips at this level of car ownership would

atill be made by other means (vide 3.1.3)•
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5.6.2. The Private Car; Pedestrian: Public Transport System

Plans of the new towns of Cumbernauld (allson, 1958, 1959 and 1962)

and Skelmsrsdale (Wilson and Womersley, 1964) are based on hierarchial road

patterns designed to accommodate future peak levels of car traffic for work

journeys on the shortest and most convenient routes (Crow, 1961, p.112), and

are structured on "desire line diagrams indicating ideal paths for traffic"

moving about the town for various purposes (Bibbs, 1959). It is felt that

the realities of accommodating unrestricted use of cars at the projected

levels of ownership must be faced as they are expected to "continue to be

the most economical form of transportation over the distances involved" in

new towns (Wilson, 1959* p.5? Wilson and Womersley, 1964, p.l).

The communications pattern consists of a main road system clearly

defining the local areas linking the various sections of the town, and

giving access to the main regional routes) industrial areas are sited around

the town to spread the peak hour traffic load. Footpath systems are included

to provide safe and convenient routes for pedestrians; to achieve easy

accessibility for all inhabitants to the town centre, a compact form is

planned so that all housing is within easy walking distance of the major

facilities concentrated there (Wilson, 1958, pp. 1, 9, 17 32) Wilson and

Womersley, 1964, p.l). It is hoped by these means to provide for the

maximum convenience of both motorist and pedestrian (ibid., p.30).

Bicycles ware not expected to cause 'any major difficulties' in

Cumbernauld, because of the hilly nature of the site and the local weather

(Wilson, 1959* p.6;; the decline in their use was anticipated to be eo

great that, in Skelmeradale, no special provision has been made for them

other than cyclsways to some of the industrial areas (wilaon and Womersley,

1964, pp.32, 70). let in the author's survey, one tenth of all journeys
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including over one quarter of those of adolescents, were made by this means

(vide 3.1.3).

No special consideration was given to the influence of public

transport on the structure of the town since it only represents a very

small percentage of total peak flows) buses are routed along the most

convenient roads, the else and distribution of which have been determined to

accommodate car traffic. Neither town is oriented towards pedestrian nasi

in Cumbernauld, it was originally anticipated that 2CP& of the working popula¬

tion would walk to work in 1983 (Crow, op.cit., p.113), but this was

subsequently revised to 11.0$ (Cumbernauld Development Corporation, 1966,

p.6)| in 1967 only 8$ walked to work, and nearly half the residents

travelled to the town centre by motor vehicle (Sykes, Livingstone and Green,

op.cit., p.19). In Skelmersdale, only 5$ are expected to walk to the central

area, and to work (Wilson and Womersley, 1964, p.70).

Private Vehicular Movement. Every attempt has been made to

accommodate the unrestricted use of cars - indeed restrictions are

referred to as 'despairing suggestions' (Wilson, 1959, p.4). Phis has

necessitated the construction of multi-level intersections and a complete

redesign of the road system to reduce traffic unnecessarily passing through

the town centre (Srow, op.cit., p.114)) surface junctions which are

relatively economical in road space were 'unacceptable', primarily because

they would delay traffic (Jamieson and Hackay, op.ait.). The road network

will, however, remain underused until car saturation level is reached (Crow,

op.cit., p.114).

It was originally forecast that 39^ of people would travel to work

by car in 1983 (ibid., p.H3)| in 1967, the percentage was 59.2$ (Sykss,

Livingstone and Green, op.cit., p.19). Detailed studies of the peak hour
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by car In Cumbernauld (Cumbernauld Development Corporation, 1966, p.6); In

Skelmersdale, the figure is expected to be 85$ (Wilson and toomersley, 1964,

p.70). The higher than anticipated levels of car usage suggest that the

road networks of both towns adequately meet the needs of car travellers.

Pedestrian System. The independent footpath system in Cumbernauld

was planned to radiate from the town centre to the residential areas (Wilson,

1958, p.2) "by the most direct routes possible" (Wilson, 1962, p.22).

It was stated that 70J of houses would be within one third of a mile of the

town centre and that all houses would be within three quarters of a mile

(wilson, 1958» p.30). In practice, in 1980, only 36$ of the population

will live within straight line distances of half a mile, and only 52$ within

three quarters of a mile of the town centre (Copcutt, 1963); it is a quarter

of a mile closer by road than by footpath from many local areas, such as

Kildrum and Abronhill (Waters, 1970). Furthermore, the pedestrian system

is often circuitous, confusing and not comprehensively planned. It vas

proposed that the footpath system would enable walking "in comfort and safety

between the various parts of the town" (Wilson, 1958, p.20). However, the

provision of a footpath system separated from vehicular traffic has not

totally insured the safety of pedestrians1 since the routes are not the

most direct and involve the extra effort of crossing by footbridges or

underpasses, many pedestrians use the roads, with the result that, over the

seven year period to 1968, the proportion of pedestrian casualties to total

casualties differed little from the National average in built-up areas

(waters, op.cit.).

Although the sites of both towns are exposed to prevailing winds

(Wilson, 1938, P>4; Wilson and Womersley, 1964, p*5), weather protection is
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\

\ not provided along the footpaths. Moreover, in Cumbernauld, people have
j

I to climb aa ouch as tvo hundred feet from some residential areas to reach the

town centre which has been built on a hilltop (Brown, 1964) * identical to

the climb from Holyrood Palace up to the Esplanade of Edinburgh Castle!

Pedestrian movement between many of the local areas is not facilitated as the

major roads "form barriers between one part of the town and another" (Wilson,

1959, p.5).

In the Cumbernauld Household Survey which was carried out in the

autumn, one third of respondents thought the pedestrian system inadequate

because it was too lengthy and inconvenient, not sufficiently direct, too

uncomfortable in bad weather, or because it had a poor surface: over 44$
visited the town centre by car or bus, and only 8$ walked to woric (Sykes,

Livingstone and Green, op.cit., p.19) - already well below the originally

predicted for 1983 when the level of ear ownership will be far higher (Gibbe,

op.cit.). Although it la claimed that Skelmersdale ia planning to give

"primary consideration to pedestrians", 3C$ of primary school children, and

7C$ of sixth form and college students are expected to travel to school by

motor vehicle (Wilson and Womersley, 1964, pp.70, 71).

It is apparent that the characteristics of the pedestrian system do not

encourage residents to walk; it is not surprising, that therefore, assumptions

regarding the proportion of residents who would walk to work and to the

town centre (Cumbernauld Development Corporation, 1966) have proved to be

totally unreliable.

Public Transport System. Although it is considered that public

transport can only succeed if it provides a form of transport as convenient,

quick, clean, comfortable and cheap as the private car (Crow, op.cit., p.115),



no attempt has been made in Cumbernauld or Skelmersdale to make buses

competitive with cars for any journeysi regional bus services are simply

re-routed for local use (Wilson and Womerelay, 1964* p.52). The majority

of the population are thus dependent upon services which Ideally should run

on routes radiating from the town centre* but in practice use roads designed

to accommodate car traffic* and therefore, operate uneconomically (vide 5.6.1),

and are infrequent particularly outside peak hours of travel.

Although 41% of workers were originally predicted to travel to work

in Cumbernauld by bus in 1965 (Crow, op.cit.* p.115), a decline to only

10.5% was subsequently forecast (Cumbernauld development Corporation* 1966*

p.6)| in 1967* the figure was only 22.5$ (Sykes* Livingstone & Green* op.

cit., p.19). Inadequate public transport Has not surprisingly been s common

complaint of residents (ibid., p.53).

Revisions to forecasts of the method of travel to work and town

centre suggest that a direct result of planning for unrestricted car use

even in rush hours has been to diminish the efficiency and effectiveness of

other methods of travelt grade separated junctions occupying large areas

of land, and underpass or footbridge crossings of primary roads extend both

the length and effort involved in pedestrian journeys. In view of the

inadequacies of the pedestrian system in respect of directness and clarity

of route* protection from weather* end the hilltop site* residents without

cars axe dependent upon unsatisfactory public transport for a high proportion

of their journeys.

A detailed survey of the urban form system in Cumbernauld has established

that the road system is the dominant organising feature of the town as a whole

and the local areas) the pedestrian network is not structured on a 'systemic

basis', with the result that the road system strongly influences the movements
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of both car travellers and pedestrians (Waters, op.cit.). The intention

that in a compact town the unrestricted use of cars would not prejudice the

convenience of pedestrians, does not appear to have been fulfilled.
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5.6.3. The Public Transporti Private Car: Pedestrian System

The new towns of Runcorn (Ling and Associates, op.cit.) and Irvine

(tvllson and Womersley, 1967), fcave been planned to accommodate peak hour

levels of traffic| however, both towns are orientated to give priority to

public transport so that residents will enjoy a high level of accessibility

irrespective of whether or not they own a car. It is felt that since a social

need exists for public transport for a proportion of shopping, social and

school Journeys, and even of work Journeys, public transport can operate sore

economically if some car owners can be induced to travel by it (Ling and

Associates, op.cit., p.66). A Symposium on New Towns similarly concluded

that emphasis should be given to public transport rather than cars for all

regular Journeys (United Nations, 1964).

The public transport system is designed to serve "at least 15^ of

the population who will be without the use of a car at a particular time"

(Ling and Associates, op.cit., p.66). The planners were probably only

considering adults, for it has been shown in the present study that when the

car ownership level is saturated, three fifths of the total population, and

two fifths of the adult population will be without the optional use of a ear

(vide 2.7) and that at this level of car ownership it is likely that two fifths

of total trips will be made by other means (vide 3*1.3)*

The structure of both towns is linear, since public transport operates

most efficiently along a 'corridor*; stopping plaoes as foci of 'neighbour¬

hoods' or 'districts' are provided at intervals along its length. This should

encourage a far higher passenger load per route mile than would operate on a

grid layout. A reserved route for buses, with priority ensured by the use

of phased traffic lights where it crosses distributor roads, and a design

speed of 40 m.p.h., is planned either on an exclusive road as in Runcorn
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(ibid., p.70), or on the central carriageway of the main traffic route aa in

Irvine (wilson and Woaersley, 1967, pp.6-7). Single deck buses, with low

floors to facilitate mounting, will operate during peak hours at intervals

of five minutes, and during opp-peak hours at intervals of fifteen minutes

(Ling and Associates, op.eit., p.73).
All other motor traffic is accommodated on residential distributor

roads and expressways at Runcorn (ibid., p.69) and on residential distributor

roads and the outer carriageways of the central 'communications spins' at

Irvine (..ilson and Womersley, 1967, p.13). lend uses which generate high

levels of traffic are dispersed to achieve the maximum balance of peak flows

at the predicted levels of car usage (ibid., p.6). Within the residential

communities, pedestrian movement is segregated and given priority, and is

encouraged by restricting walking distances. In Runcorn, pedestrian paths

are split for use by cyclists on some routes} in Irvine, it is thought that

the use of bicycles by sdults (sicl) will declins to such an extent aa to be

'unworthy of particular consideration" (Wilson and Womersley, 1967, p.209).

Public Transport System. Economy in the use of vehicles can be seen

in Table 3*9. Although buses travel over four times aa much aa cars on

urban roads, they carry over ten times the number of travellers. Moreover,

the emphasis on movement by public transport achieves benefits through lower

road network sizes and less public expenditure than would otherwise be

required if all car owners travelled to work by car.

Both towns, however, have twenty four feet wide carriageways

exclusive to the bus service and it is thought that over 70% of work journeys

in Irvine will be by car (Wilson and Womersley, 1967, p.209), and 85^ of

motoriaed leisure Journeys in Runcorn (Ling and Associates, op.eit., p.128).
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Table 5-9. Daily Vehicular Mileage and Vehicular Occupancy on Urban
Roads According to Method of Travel

1 2
Daily Mileage Average Occupancy

Private Car 11 1.5
Motor-Cycle 7 1.2
Bus 48, 16.0
Taxi 8Sr 1.6

2 Calculated from Ministry of Transport (1969, Tables 35 and 38).
, See figures in Chapter 4.

National Board for Prices and Incomes (1969).

Nevertheless, a modal split of 50t50 between the use of private cars and

public transport on work journeys has been taken as an objective at Runcorn,

with a service planned to be cheap, fast and frequent, giving as near a

door-to-door service as possible (ibid., p.67). Although the town is

structured to focus cm the public transport route, and the bus system is

designed to attract a substantial number of workers who will own a car,

in the comparison of work and shopping journeys by car and bus, the car is

shown to be faster even when car speed is taken at half the speed for which

roads are designed: typical journeys by bus outside the rush hour, will

take double the time taken by car, and the average door-to-door speed will

only be 5.6 m.p.h. (ibid., pp.152-133).

In assessing the relative coats of a typical journey it is shown that,

by employing the questionable technique of including a fairly high parking

charge of 2/- a day, the journey by public transport will be 7d. cheaper.

This analysis clearly takes neither account of the value that the commuter

attaches to the extra time, effort, and discomfort involved in travelling by

public transport, nor of any parking concessions that employers may offer to

their workers. JPurtheraore, analyses of the likely modal split are made
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taking earnings at a future annual Income of £1370, which is already the

average wage.

The public transport system in Irvine is aimed at keeping door-to-door

times 'comparable' with the car (Wilson and Womersley, 1967, p.8), but evidence

cited (vide 2.1) suggests that this will not be achieved. A further

disincentive is that passengers must walk to bus stops on a central island

reservation through an underpass about one hundred and twenty feet long,

then to climb to road level and there be subjected, from the adjacent

carriageways to noise which is expected to exceed 80 decibels in the rush

hour (ibid., pp.13, 93)* It seems highly unlikely that those with the

option of travelling by car will choose the bus, in view of its many

disadvantages (vide 2.8).

Private Transport System. Private vehicular traffic is accommodated

on expressways consisting of dual two-lane carriageways with grade separated

junctions, designed for speeds of 50 m.p.h. (Ling and Associates, op.cit.,

p.69). The convenience of this network for car users is apparent from the

references in the sub-section on the public transport system.

Pedestrian System. The majority of people in Runcorn will be within

five minutes walking distance of a bus stop and a local centre for eight

thousand people (ibid., pp. 18-20); In Irvine, they will be within a seven

to ten minute walk from a bus stop and district centra for about fifteen

thousand people (Wilson and Womeraley, 1967, p.7)* In both towns the pedes¬

trian ways are focussed on these centres. let in the author's survey only

about one quarter of all journeys were made within a half mile radius of

home, which suggests that only a minority of journeys will be able to be made

conveniently and in safety on foot. Ifo indication is given of how
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pedestrians can travel conveniently between residential cooarunities and

town centres: to control pedestrians at Irvine, the central communications

spine is to be a "continuous impenetrable physical barrier", with enclosed

footbridges or underground arcades only at the public transport stops

(ibid., p.93).

The traffic figures for Runcorn show that few pedestrian Journeys are

likely to be made to destinations outside the residential communitiesi only

of Journeys to the central shopping area, and 55^ of Journeys to secondary

schools will he made on foot (Ling and Associates, op.cit., pp.127-128);

at Irvine, less than 10$ will walk to work (Wilson and Womersley, 1967*

p.209). These figures suggest that the form of both these towns will

strongly favour motorised movement for the great majority of journeys.

The case for public expenditure by improving public transport rather

than seeking to accommodate unrestricted car use has been proven, in a cost

benefit study, from the point of view of community costs (Lichfield and

Associates, 1969, p.38). However, in concluding that this expenditure is

preferable, it is admitted that no attempt has been made to discover whether

the public will prefer it - its high attraction had to be 'presumed* (ibid.,

p.8).

It may be argued on the basis of the evidence cited that the public

transport service will attract few travellers who can otherwise travel by car,

particularly as car ownership is not expected to be deterred to any degree

by the attractions of buses (Ling and Associates, op.cit., p.127). As

car ownership increases, the financial viability of bus services becomes

uneconomic and results either in reductions in frequencies, particularly

during off-peak periods, or in gradually rising fares: it is unlikely that
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the eighty to ninety passenger buses to be used in Runcorn (ibid., p.73)

can be operated economically with low occupancy rates. Alternative measures

to encourage car owners to travel by bus would be to restrict parking or to

increase parking charges considerably, neither of which measures would appear

to be acceptable in a New Town) moreover, they would not be applicable to

most off-peak journeys when higher occupancy rates on buses are necessary

to improve the viability of services.

Although in theory the orientation on public transport systems is

preferential from the viewpoint of the community, it would appear that in

the two plans examined, the achievement of a 'balance' (ibid., pp.66, 114)

between public and private transport is not possible without restricting car

use.
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5.6.4. The Public Transport: Pedestrian; Private Car System

The plan of a new town designed with this order of priorities would

be structured to integrate the movement systems so that public transport and

walking would be the predominant methods of travel} public transport would

be employed to extend the pedestrian's range, and the oar would fulfil its

most useful role for long distances to otherwise Inaccessible destinations,

or for essential journeys in town. In this way, each element of the movement

system would be functioning optimally.

In Britain, there are no plans for a New Town specifically designed

with these objectives. Since it has been seen that the percentage of the

population who are unable to walk reasonable distances and to travel by

public transport is extremely amall, it is clear that such a system would

meet the vast majority of travel needs, and a high level of mobility would

not be dependent upon age, ability or incests® - the three requisites of car

ownership.

Public Transport System. The main disadvantages of buses compared

with other methods of travel, are the slowness of door-to-door journeys and

their unreliability (vide 2.8). Therefore, a movement system designed to

truly compete with the car would have to make door-to-door journeys beyond

reasonable walking distances more convenient by public transport. To

achieve this, pedestrian movement would have to be channelled towards a

highly efficient public transport system in order to optimise its us#. Such

a solution could only be viable in circumstances in which it operated on a

very frequent cheap wd totally reliable service.

Pedestrian Movement System. The relative advantages and disadvantages

of walking compared with other methods of travel were examined and summarised



in Chapter 2. It waa concluded that pedestrians have a time advantage over

those who travel by car only for journeys up to about one quarter of a mile,

and over those who travel by bus for journeys up to about three quarters of

a mile. Costs of travel are negligible, and in traffic separated areas the

risk of accident is almost nil. Pedestrians are also better able to appreciate

the visual aspects of the environment. However, they have a limited range of

movement, they are exposed to inclement weather and to physical effort when

walking long distances, in negotiating changes of level, and occasionally

in having to carry goods.

Many of the public considerations of urban movement conflict with

those of the individual able to travel by car at will, quickly, and in comfort.

Prom the examination of these aspects in Chapter 4, it was concluded that a

reduction in vehicular movement would bring about a concomitant reduction in

the sise of road and parking facilities (vide 4.l)j there would be considerable

saving of public expenditure for their provision, maintenance and management

(vide 4*2). The primary health benefit of the pedestrian movement system

would be the promotion of walking, which has considerable prophylactic value

in preventive medicine} the decrease in the number of motozlsed journeys

would lessen stress, and subjection to noise, vibration and air pollution,

thereby contributing to the physical and mental welfare of the community

(vide 4.3).

Aa a result of the reduction in the need for vehicular movement, the

maximum degree of independence would be enjoyed by all, thereby contributing

to individual freedom of movement and initiative; a relationship between

long journeys and mental anxiety in school children would also indicate the

desirability of walking (vide 4.4). Furthermore, there would be a feeling

of security through not having to pay attention to motorised traffic
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(Buchanan at alia* op.Clt., paras. 23, 96; Parr, 1969)* The opportunity

of walking to moat destinations would reduce the isolation fait by certain

sections of the population, particularly children and elderly persons} it

would decrease the chauffcuring role that many adults are obliged to aaauae

for those unable to travel independently. The formation of friendships

would not be restricted to one side of the road (tohyta, 1956} Hole, 1939,

p.167), social intercourse would be encouraged and the visual stimulation

of such an environment would be of particular benefit to children and

elderly persons (vide 4.4).

In order to achieve the aim of promoting pedestrian and public transport

movement, facilities would have to be located at the convergence of their

routes; major space utilising facilities like playing fields, parks, and

csrtain types of industry would need to be sited on the town periphery,

thereby reducing walking distances and enabling expansion outwards without

interfering with the structure of the town. An integrated system of

pedestrian ways would permit choice of open or covered routes on the rare

occasions when it rains on a short walk (vide 2.4*6). There would be few

changes of level and gradients, and delivery of shopping would be encouraged)

in this context, it should be noted that surveys have shown that woman

increasingly rely on packaged goods, so that quality and viewing are

becoming less necessary, and expansion of delivery services is anticipated

(Times, 1969)* Finally, walking would also be encouraged by the inclusion

of features of interest to make routes visually stimulating.

Private Vehicular System. in view of the inherent disadvantages

of the private ear to the community as a whole (vide 4.1 - 4.4), the aim

of this system would be to promote journeys by other methods, but not to



restrict travel by car. The rood network would be available for those

unable or unwilling to walk, such as sons disabled people and housewives carry¬

ing weekly shopping, and for all essential vehicular traffic. In practice,

a car or taxi could be hired for these journeys or for urgent journeys outside

town, thereby rendering it unnecessary for a household to own even one ear.

The car would be fulfilling the role for which it is ideally suited

since it would be mainly used for diverse out-of-town activities, which are

increasingly likely to be for leisure purposes (Rodgers, op.cit., Tables

4, 9) J moreover, it would be serving family travel needs far more

frequently on these journeys.

This suggested movement system attempts to exploit the virtues of

the main methods of movement examined in Chapters 2 and 4 so that each could

function optimally without prejudice to the efficiency of the others.

Considerable savings in personal and public expenditure would result from the

reduction in vehicular journeys, and from the removal of the incentive for

every adult to own a ear because of the great advantages in towns designed

for its use. Road accidents would be greatly reduced as fewer journeys would

be made by car. Almost all the public considerations point to the outstanding

benefits of such a system. If the limitations of walking could be greatly

reduced by integrating a pedestrian network with a truly efficient public

transport service, this system would go a long way towards reconciling

individual and community interests.

If we measure the efficiency of a movement system by ita satisfaction

of the travel needs of the whole community, then this arrangement of priorities

of the main methods of movement would appear to represent a feasible alter¬

native to the three systems previously examined. Such a system would

reduce dependency on motorieed movement for most journeys, and grant equality

of access to each individual irrespective of age, condition and income.
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The main factors by which the planner may evaluate the efficiency of

movement systems have been analysed in this chapter. In New Towns today,

only one form of vehicular movement is given preference, although the aim is

that the three sain methods of movement should each function optimally.

However, unrestricted car use, efficient public transport and a convenient

pedestrian network are not attainable simultaneously since the optimal con¬

ditions for each are incompatible. Furthermore, different methods of movement

are more convenient for particular types of journey and st each age of the

traveller. There is no perfect solution because of the conflicting desires

of maximum space around the home as well as a high level of accessibility.

At present the full potential for a pleasant environment may be

unrealised since planners do not see a compact community as a functional

necessity in view of the predicted increase in the number of care. However,

the low density necessary for their optimal use satisfies the need of only s

minority, albeit an economically powerful one. Although there is no doubt

that new towns can accommodate unrestricted car use, the total effect is

socially undesirable and contrary to community interests: the dictum that

feasibility is not a main indication for performance appears particularly apt

in this context.

The cost benefit study of public transport in Stevenage, concluded that

the car orientated movement system was less preferable than either of the

public transport systems analysed, from both measured and unmeasured costs

and a strong case was made for public intervention in the community interest

against "individual consumer preference" (Lichfield, 1969, pp. 36-41). The

studies in this chapter support the suggestion that a reappraisal of the
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benefits of planning primarily for unrestricted car use is necessary, as

alternative systems provide for the travel needs of all individuals more

equitably. Current proposals have been criticised on the grounds that

physical mobility is becoming increasingly dependent upon vehicular movement,

which only satisfies the needs of adults with optional use of a car. It has

been shown that this effectively reduces the accessibility and, therefore,

the opportunities of the majority of the population.

In reviewing the relative advantages of alternative movement systems,

it is suggested that the aim of an optimal solution must be to make individual

and community interests coincident. It appears that the fourth movement

system examined meets this criterion since people of all ages can enjoy

equality of access with the minimum of undesirable social consequences.

A movement system that neglects these considerations should be regarded as

inadequate.
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6.0. INTRODUCTION

Chapter 5 concluded that an urban atructure orientated towards

public transport and pedestrian movement would be the moat efficient in

satisfying total travel needa. This chapter makes proposals for a new

community based upon this conclusion.

Traditionally the size of towns was conditioned by the distance

that people could reasonably walk, and the speed of wheeled traffic was

rarely so great as to constitute a hazard. Weather protection was often

provided: even in pro-historic tines, there were covered streets in the

Stone /ge settlements of Skara Brae in the Orkney Islands (Childe, 1935)}

the arcading in the centres of mediaeval towns, such as Prague and Berne,

and in the Rue de Bivoli in Paris, is a traditional solution to this

probleat in the 19th century, a New Town named after Queen Victoria was

proposed, in which the "comfort and convenience of all classes'' was to be

afforded by continuous shelter from the weather in the main parts of the

town, under a twenty feet wide first floor promenade which could ba used

in fine weather (Buckingham, 1859).

Development of horse-drawn public transport, of motorlsed buses, and

later of the private car, meant that the limits to urban growth were

extended and determined increasingly by the amount of time adults were

prepared to spend travelling to work. Less attention was given to

pedestrians, and gradually the forms of existing towns were adapted, and

those of new towns structured, on motorised traffic systems. This has

resulted in greater numbers of journeys having to be made by motorised

methods.

The principle of giving pedestrians priority of movement in New
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Towns has besn applied so far only at Toulouse-le-fiirail in Francs, at

Neu-»insen in West Germany, and at Noord-Kennemerland in Holland (Bitter,

1964, pp.126, 138, 139). In this country, a "walking sise town" was

considered for Runcorn New Town but rejected because of the "extensive area

covered by existing settlements" (idng and Associates, op.cit., p.l). It

is only in some town centres, new residential neighbourhoods, and in the plans

of a few of the new British universities (Brawns, 1967) that a comprehensive

attempt has been made to give pedestrian movement preference over motorised

movement; this has been achieved by keeping walking distances within

acceptable limits, by excluding vehicular traffic, by providing covered

routes, and by focussing activity and Interest on these routes.

The author has, however, been associated with designs for three urban

communities based on this principle, from which the present proposals have

evolved. These are described here in outlinet

In 1956, proposals were made by Lehrman and the author, for a

pedestrian orientated linear New Town (Hillman, 1957). The form of the

town was an interpretation of some of Jose Sort's proposals for a city.

It was designed to allow an "adequate communal life within walking distance"

of residential areas, by disestablishing the neighbourhood centre in favour

of a single linear centre, by limiting distances to this centre from the

residential areas to half a mile, by planning to a net density of sixty five

persons to the acre, and by siting all major open space outside the town;

in fact, this was the first time in prototype new town plans, that green

belts between residential areas were omitted (Tyrwhitt, 1963, p.95).

A linear central area was proposed as a continuous sequence of piazza®,

walkways and small parks. Similarly, the residential strips were long super



blocks, entered frost flanking roads but focussing on the footpath system which

linked schools, local shops, recreation and light industry. The complete

separation of pedestrians and motor traffic was achieved without imposing

restrictions on the free use of the cart cula-de-eac were no more than one

hundred and fifty feet from any dwelling.

(vide Appendix 6.a).

These ideas were further developed in later Hew Town proposals for

Cumbernauld (Wilson, 1958), Hoord-Kennsrmerland (Backssa, 1959), Hook

(London County Council, 1961), Laureat (U.A.A. Architects, 1961), Meu-

Winsen (Hosner, 1962) and Pulo Has (1964) all of which had aims and forms

similar to those of hehraan and the author.

In 1967, the author carried out studies for the Planning Research Unit

of the Department of Urban Design, and Regional Planning, University of

Edinburgh, for the sub-regional plan of the Central Borders) this was prepared

for the Scottish Office. The research involved the construction of a model

for a new town. The main aim was to plan for the convenience of all

inhabitants by designing a compact pedestrian orientated town in which the

need and desire for ear use to take part in the majority of activities was

unnecessary. The structure waa rectilinear and provided a hierarchical

framework within which the separate movement systems could function effectively

yet flexible enough to accommodate natural features without disruption of the

basic form. Open and covered pedestrian ways were proposed along the most

direct routes, to the activities focussed on them. The built-up areas were

arranged around arenas of open apace, each of these being planned with a

distinctive character by varying its dimensions, and by having a minimum of

land use zoning. Stepped housing, rarely exceeding four storeys in height,
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was proposed, since it provides private outdoor terraces for each dwelling,

and meets the greater demand for lower floors of residential accommodation.

(vide Appendix 6.B).

within the terms and conditions of a competition, similar principles

were applied in a design for a residential community of eight thousand persons

in Runcorn (Hillman and Samuels, 1968): the pedestrian network was structured

eo that routea would ha short, safe, and weather protected, and have a clear

'image'. This waa achieved by radiating the routea towards ths local centra

and bus stop, by planning s 'spine and rib' system of sheltered ways, and by

serving most housing off cule-de-oac. At the same time, a very high proportion

of dwellings was planned at ground level, with immediately adjacent parking

areas and open apace. The structure of the neighbourhood waa laid out on a

flexible principle so as to retain existing landscape features. Housing

types were specifically chosen so that there would be a minimum of disturbance

from traffic distributor roads.

(vide Appendix 6.C).

The main disadvantage of these pedestrian orientated plans is ths

limitation on their size and growth. In attempting to overcome this,

planness have sought to increase ths range of pedestrian movement by

focussing ths structure of the town on s linear public transport system

(vide 6.1.1). The present proposals evolve from this attitude, in

consideration of the research and evidence discussed earlier. The structure

of the proposed community is primarily determined by ths integration and

location of land uses and ths movement system. A population of sixty thousand

persons has been considered initially, so that comparisons can be made with

data from Stevenage New Town. Nevertheless, it is suggested that the

population and growth of the community need not be limited (vide 6.4.1).



6.1. URB*K STRUCTURE

The urban structure la designed to provide a vide range of 'activity

options' - community facilities and social intercourse (vide 5.5)• These

activities are to be easily and safely accessible for children and adolescents

as veil as adults* by reducing the need for car movement, and by promoting

public transport and valid.rig; at the same tine, restrictions are not to be

imposed on ear aovement. To achieve this, the population vould have to live

at fairly high densities, though adequate privacy and private open space

vould be provided and the majority of dwellings vould be on the ground. Land

use sonlng vould be minimal so that location could be determined, wherever

possible, by convenience of access and sharing by adjacent urban functions of

such facilities as parking areaa (vide 5.2). Flexibility for future growth

and change vould be possible, providing it vaa not achieved to the detriment

of the criteria outlined above. Diagram 6.1 illustrates the proposed

urban structure.

6.1.1. Linear Grid

The long history of rectilinear and linear patterns of towns has bean

documented in detail (Tyrvhitt, op.cit.; Collins, 1968). In the fourth

century B.C., Prions, a Creek colony in Asia Minor, vaa planned on a

rectilinear grid, probably as much for aesthetic reasons aa for the

convenience of laying it out) this vaa the model for many subsequent new

towns. Linear settlements have developed from early times aa a result of

topographical variations, such ss s valley or ridge aa in mediaeval Edinburgh}

it has been suggested that Venice is a linear city, the apine of which la the

Grand Canal (Collins, 1968, p.212). However, the concept of a town
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deliberately built on a linear axis was the inspiration of Soria y Mats in

1882: Ciudad Lineal in Madrid was planned to take advantage of public

transport operating most conveniently along a central spine.

In this century, many prototypes for urban development have been

based on these formes Garnier*a Cite Industrialle, 1901j Kdgar Chanbless'

'Roadtown* 1910} Gonsales del Castillo's Belgian Idnear City, 1919}

Neutra's Rush City Reformed, 1923-1930} Benoit-Levy's Expansion of Paris,

1927} 1« Corbueier's Villa Radieuse and Garden City for Algiers, 1930}

Killutin's Tractorstoi and Magnitogorsk, 1931} Stanley Freese'a 'Ten Tear

Plan', 1932} Soetewey's plans for industrial regions in Belgium, 1935} the

Kara Group's London Plan, 1937} Le Corbusier'a Industrial Idnear City, 1942}

Jose Sort's Idnear Plan, 1944} lillberseimer's Idnear Plan, 1944} Maleolnaon's

Metro-linear City 1956} Hillaan and Lehrnaa's Idnear Hew Town, 1956} Hugh

Wilson's Cumbernauld, 1958} Shankland's Boston Manor, 1958} Backema's

Noord-Kenneraerland, 1959} loxiadis' Dynapolis 1959} London County Council's

Hook, 1961} Cullen and Matthews' Linear Circuit Town, 1964. In 1966, Van

den 3roek and Sackema proposed a new town 'Stad op Pampus', adjacent to

Amsterdam, in the form of a linear residential development for one hundred

thousand persons, on either side of a fast urban motorway and monorail system

to give easy access to the city (Hillaan, 1966)} in 1967, Ling produced the

plan for Runcorn which was based on the linear principle, and focused the

residential communities on stops along a rapid transit system (vide 5.6.3).

The linear form has many advantages! the capital investment in roads is

lees then two thirds of that for a ring and radial network (Jamieeon, Kackay end

Latchford, 1967)} it provides a high level of accessibility and when combined

with dispersal of traffic generators along its spine, represents the most

efficient arrangement for private and public transport (Kackay, 1969)}
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moreover, it is an economical way of separating private cars, buses and

pedestrians. Land values are more even than in towns with a radial

structure, since the more attractive sites can be spread along the spine

(Reiner, 1963). It is a fairly complete entity at each stage of its

growth, permitting the development of the central area parallel with

residential and industrial expansion, and is open ended thus avoiding

interference with earlier construction. It can accommodate physical

features and other site restrictions in Hew Town situations without impairing

its advantages (Plowden, 1967aj Collins, 1968, p.3). Finally, it is an

easily identifiable form. Criticism that it does not have a recognisable

centre (Reiner, op.cit.) is more appropriate to the grid system which

disperses facilities and land uses in order to even out traffic densities.

Objections that it increases distances to the geographical centre (Keehle,

1964) and does not have an optimal form for the ear (Llewelyn-Davies, 1967)

are balanced by the improved accessibility by bus and on foot, for the

majority of people (vide 6.3*4).

The proposed structure is based on a linear grid, with a central area

along the spine containing intensively used facilities, which art located at

nodal points to optimise access from residential pedestrian routes.

$.jl.?. Coapqfffr

Compactness would be achieved by locating the more intensively used

land, including residential areas, most social and commercial facilities,

and some light industry, in a quarter of a mile vide strip on either aide of

the central urban spine. Fairly high densities (vide 6.2.1) would also

contribute to the compact form. The less Intensively used land, including



sites for primary and comprehensive schools, all playing fields, main public

open spaces, and most industry, would be located outside the built-up areas<

these uses cover the majority of land for Rew Towns (stone, 1965, p.131).

Reference was made In the previous chapter to the relative advantages

and disadvantages of high density residential development (vide 5*4.3):

it vas suggested that the relationship between density and accessibility had

been largely ignored in view of the bias for mobility of car users. It was

noted that, at higher densities, increased accessibility to social facilities

was possible for the majority of the population, that opportunities for frequent

social interaction were greater, azui that there was less need for vehicular

movement. On the other hand, it was not possible to provide a large private

garden for each dwelling, nor to afford high levels of privacy, and these were

seen to be the moat important factors affecting area requirements.

Nevertheless, in these proposals it might bo reasonably anticipated that

there would bo loss demand for largo gardens since paries and playgrounds would

be so easily and safely reached.

The benefits of high density, low rise residential housing have been

well documented (Lehrman, 1966; Rofftaann, 19671 Hsward et alia, 1967):

a good microclimate can be established, land and servicing costs are low,

and all dwellings are close to ground level, so that outdoor facilities are

very accessible and within verbal and visual contact. Dwellings can be grouped

flexibly and adapted easily to the terrain. In many recent high density, low

riee schemes, it has been found that houses with small private gardens can be

built at densities of up to 110 persons per acre (stone, 1965, p.132); with

favourable land use planning, densities as hi$i as 200 persons per sere can be

achieved with two atorey houses (March, 1967; Hoffmann, 1967, p.22); indeed,
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an average of 80-120 persons per acre is considered reasonable (ibid.), and

1?0 bedspaces per acre not "incompatible vith satisfactory family life" (Ash,

1966).

Fewer journeys are likely to be undertaken by car in a compact town,

and this would result in reduced road sises and parking facilities than would

otherwise be required. Even excluding any share of ancillary service roads,

an area of one hundred and twenty five square feet per person for garage or

parking space and apron is required at the recommended allocation of 1.75

spaces per dwelling in Washington (Llewelyn-Devies, Weeks and Partners, op.

cit., p.72). This is almost exactly half of the living area per person.

calculated from an average household of 3*13 persons (Beckermann, 1965), the

predicted household structure (Roskill et alia, 1964) and the area recommended

for accommodation, storage, access and ancillary uses (Ministry of Housing

and Loeal Government, 1961).

The author'a detailed study for a compact new town showed gross

densities of over 150 persons per acre, with all dwellings having gardens

or outdoor private terraces (vide Appendix 6.B)| the residential community

of eight thousand persons in Runcorn was planned at a density of sixty five

persons per acre, yet provided 95.^ of the dwellings at ground level with their

own private gardens (vide Appendix 6.F). Commended low rise high density

residential schemes in Britain indicate that the amenity of housing,

compatible with reasonable privacy, is mora a function of design than of

number of residents par acre (vide Appendix 6.D).
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6.2. LAWU USB

The location and intensity of land uses can strongly influence the

types and levels of movement within a town (wide 5*2.2). In particular,

they can affect the need to travel by car by raising or lowering the relative

'costs' of travel by other means. Much emphasis has been placed on the latter

alternative in these proposals.

6.2.1. Housing

The average density of one hundred persons per acre is relatively

high for a new town (vide Table 5.6), but by no mesne high compared with

residential developments in existing towns, particularly in view of the

proximity of open space. Housing would be served by cula-de-eac, spaced to

limit walking distances to one hundred and fifty feet. The cule-de-sac

would be interlocked with the pedestrian network, along which most movement

would occur (vide 6.3). Maximum walking distances to and from schools, from

areas near the central spine, would be a quarter of a mile, and no vehicular

routes would have to be crossed.

6.2.?.

Primary and comprehensive schools and some nursery schools would be

located on the edge of the built-up areast the remainder of nursery schools

would be sited in residential areas. Since the maximum distance would be

only a quarter of e mile, even young children would be able to walk to them

without difficulty (vide 5.3.3). The advantage of this arrangement le that

playing fields, which take up most of the area of school sites, and which
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are usually flat and featureless, would not extend walking distances within

the built-up areas| furthermore, the effect of noise froa then would be

considerably reduced: this principle was applied in the linear new town

proposal of Lehman and the author Olillman, 1957)* As schools are located

close together, children and adolescents would be able to follow common paths

or accompany each other* thereby benefiting froa shared experiences (wide 4.4*6).

Dual use of sons school facilities would also be aade easier (wide 5*1*1).

Industry occupies large areas of land* and its location* therefore,

has an Important bearing on the structure of the town. Much of the industry

in Mew Towns is light and clean (Clark, 1966)* noise is rarely a major problem

(HcConnell* 1967) and manufacturing has declined to such an extent that only

38$ of the total working population in Hew Towns are engaged in it (Orr, 1969).

Consequently, much of it can be integrated into residential areas* thereby

providing local employment* particularly for part-time workers (ride 1.4).

Service industries which depend for their efficiency to a large extent upon

personal contacts can be located in thia way; 'nursery* factories providing

employment in industries auch as clothing or woodworking can be sited adjacent

to residential areas* without loss of amenity. Since the majority of employees

could walk to work* an increase in the recommended density of workers per

acre oould be anticipated: 17$ of Industrial areas arm required for parking,

and 21$ for roads and open space (fteedham* op.cit.). Only noisy or noxious

industries, those requiring large sites* or those generating high lsvels of

traffic* need be sited away from the town in areas sonsd specifically for

them* adjacent to regional transportation routes, and preferably separated

from residential areas by a recreational parkway.
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6.2.4. Central Facilities

It has bean suggested that the optimal location of urban facilities

can best be achieved by relating them to the method of aocess of users and

the frequency of their visits (vide 5*2.2). For this reason, commercial,

cultural and social facilities, are sited along the linear 'spins' of the town.

These facilities may then font foci of informal activity around pedestrian

squares adjacent to public transport stopsf in this way, they would

'punctuate' the spine in a manner analogous to the pedestrian routes in the

residential areas (vide 6.3.2), thereby contributing to the coaprehensibility

of the urban structure.

6.2.5. Open Space

Most outdoor recreational areas, including playing fields and parks,

would be sited 'without the town', as in mediaeval towns (Mumford, 1966),

in order to attain compactness. Nevertheless, in view of the layout, these

open spaces and the countryside would be easily accessible. Only relatively

small playspaees and public and private squares would be in the immediate

vicinity of residential areas, to provide for the needs of children, their

mothers, and old psopls * all of whoa could enjoy the activity and visual

stimulation of an urban environment (vide 1.1, 1.2 and 1.5).

The proposed allocation of land for various uses is shown in Table

6.1.
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Table 6.1. Land Use for a New Community of 60,000 People

(area in acres)

Intensity of Land Use

Land Use High low

Housing
range of residential densities 600
(average 100 persons per acre)

2
Education
nursery schools (1,250 persons per i acre site) 8 16
primary schools (5,000 persons per 6 acre site) 72
comprehensive schools (15»000 persona per 40 acre site) 160
college of further education 10

Industry'
light at 80 employees per acre 42
medium at 40 employees per acre 350
heavy at 30 employees per acre 250

Central Facilities .

shops (9 sq.ft. per person) 12
commercial and public buildings 58
sports centre 30

Open Space5
town paries (2,000 persons per acre/ 30
children's playspacea (2,000 persons per acre) 30
public playing fields (400 persons per acre) 150
other open space (100 persons per acre) 600

Roads
distributor roads (3 lane carriageway) 20 20
primary roads (4 lane carriageway) 80

Other Uses ?
ICfi of town area 250

Total 810 1978

Sources:
1. vide Appendix 6.4.
2. Author's sadlysis of proposed land use budgets for Marie 2 and 3

New Towns.
3. Orr, 1969*
4. Copcutt, I960.
5. Winterbottom, 1967I Burnstt, 1969.
6. Ministry of Housing and ocal Government, 1967, p.14.
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6.3. MOVEMENT SYSTEM

It has b«en stated earlier that only an appreciation of the

importance of the influences affecting nodal choice can provide a reliable

basis for satisfying the travel needs of individuals, since decisions are made

on the principle of Minimising all the ionediate 'costs' of reaching an

objective. For this reason, it is necessary to establish that individual

calculation of the relative benefits of travel by available methods will

accord with the planner's intentions.

The aim of the proposed system would be to encourage movement by

foot and public transport, by asking then generally preferable to movements

by car. A corollary of this would be that an optimal movement system should

exploit the virtues of the main methods of movement without suffering from

their limitations! only in these circumstances could it provide a high level

of mobility to all. The proposed system is based on this principle. It

would provide complete separation of pedestrians and motorised vehicles in

order to permit uninterrupted and safe movement by both methods. It

would be planned to be comprehensible to the traveller by the superimposition

of linear grids for pedestrians and vehicles, on a hierarchical pattern of

primary, secondary and tertiary networks. The components of the system

are the public transport, pedestrian and private transport systems.

Pedestrian movement would be focussed on the central 'spine' of

the town along which the public transport system would operate, in order to

optimise its use. The function of this system would be to increase the

range of pedestrian movement so that total Journeys would rarely take longer
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than equivalent oar journeys. The maximum walking distance from the edge

of the built-up area of the town to the spine would be about a quarter of a

mile.

The public transport system would operate solely along the spine,

and consist of a high speed bus service along an exclusive track. It

could be similar to the one proposed for Suncorn, with an average speed of

21.6 n.p.h. (Ling et alia, op.cit., p.73)♦ Access points would be sited

at junctions of covered pedestrian ways and the central 'spine*. In view of

the limited route, and the likely high passenger loads, services could

probably be provided at a minimum of four minute intervals.

Alternatively, a new system which is being developed by the Battelle

Research Institute, Geneva, and the Dunlop Company Ltd., Liverpool, with support

from the National Research and Development Corporation, could be employed:

this consists of a continuous two way pedestrian conveyor belt travelling at

10 m.p.h. - similar to a fantasy ides in science fiction in which a

'travelator' moved at 60 m.p.h. (isimov, 1928). At quarter mile intervale

access would be by means of 'integrators' which gradually accelerate

passengers at twenty inches per second over a series of belts, from normal

walking speed to that of the main belt, at which time they could board it}

the reverse procedure would operate when leaving it. The belt has a high

degree of vertical and horisontal flexibility so that it could pass through

public or commercial buildings at convenient levels and positions, in the

earns way that the public transport system operated through the pavilions

at the World fair in Montreal in 1967} continuous weather protection is

provided. The system is slsetrioslly driven and, therefore, silent.

Moreover, there would be no difficulty for passengers of any age, who could

maintain their equilibrium easily while standing or walking along it
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(Bouladon, 1969)* It would provide a similar freedom enjoyed by pedestrians,

combined with the acceleration of public transport, but without the waste of

time involved in waiting. In the past, moving pavements have been unecon¬

omical unless large numbers of passengers were assured} furthermore,

maximum speeds of only 3 m.p.h., could not compete with vehicular movement

(Henderson, 1969).

A comprehensive network of pedestrian and cycle routes, completely

separated from motorised traffic, and designed to encourage walking would be

provided) it is intended that disabled persons would use power operated

wheelchairs on this network (Harsh, 1968). The routes are designed to be

directional and consistent, with a hierarchical structure to establish a

legible and easily perceived system, by signposting and lighting, and by

providing a distinctive character to each nodal point. The central 'spine'

of the town should add greatly to its clarity.

In view of the limited range of pedestrian movement, the routes

would be short, and integrated with the fast public transport system

operating along the central spina. Alternative covered ways would be

provided throughout the town, for use in inclement weather. These are

envisaged generally aa arcades, to form an integral element of the higher

density areas: the more intensively used could be enclosed, heated or even

air conditioned at a later date.

Social activity would be focussed on pedestrian routes; facilities

requiring road accaaa would be eited at their Junction with cula-de-sao.

The routes would be planned as linear, transitional spaces with interval



nodes of activity, such as children's play areas, tennis courts and meeting

places, designed to provide interest, contrast and surprise. They would be

related to topographical features and prevailing winds to give weather

protection, and landscaping would encourage the appreciation of nature

throughout the year.

6.3.!?. Private Transport

No restrictions on the use of private cars are proposed, as it is

anticipated that it will be more convenient to travel by other methods within

the town (vide 6.3.4). Cars would be used primarily for out-of-town journeys,

and for some essential trips in town when, for instance, heavy shopping has to

be carried. Since there would be little incentive for every adult to own

a car, it is anticipated that their number and use and, therefore, the road

and parking provision, would be considerably lower per capita than in New

Towns proposed to date.

However, the need is acknowledged for the close proximity of roads:

distances to dwellings would be no greater than one hundred and fifty feat.

Parking bays art seen as an integral part of the road system, and would be

provided on either aide of the cula-da-aac leading into the housing areas from

the local distributor roads. Distributor roads would lead to the main

peripheral town roads, beyond the recreational and industrial areas surround¬

ing the town. The junctions of the distributor roads with both culs-de-sac

and primary roads, would be 't-junctions', thereby considerably reducing the

risk of road accidents (Bitter, op.clt., p.306). The dimensions of the

local areas bounded by the distributor and primary roads are close to the

optimal onee proposed by the traffic engineers of Warrington Lew Town

(Austin-Smith, Salmon, Lord Partnership, 1969).
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6.3.4. The Movement System In Uae

A calculation can b« made of the distance above which it would be

quicker to travel by ear, rather than by foot and public transport. If a

typical journey were aade from a dwelling sited in the centre of the residential

area to one of the social facilities on the central spine, and if we take the

distance along the spine as then it can be seen from Diagram 6.1. that

the journey time by car would be:

(l.5 + ) miles at 24 a.p.h. + 4 minutes time loss (vide Appendix

3F), and that by foot and bus, it would be:

i mile at 3.4 B.p.h. ♦ 'x* Biles at 21.6 a.p.h. + 2 minutes time

loss (vide 6.3.1). On this calculation, it would only be quicker to travel

by car for journeys where 'x' exceeded twelve Biles. Since the aaximum

journey in the town in lees then three Biles, this indicates that it would

ba quicker to travel this journey by the latter method. Similar calculations

can be Bade to show that if the continuously moving conveyor belt, previously

described, were substituted for the bus, it would only be quicker to travel

by car for journeys where 'x' exceeded two and three quarter miles. This

latter system would have advantages over the bus for short journeys since

no time would be lost in waiting.

Diagram 6.2 illustrates the speeds at which individuals in each age

group would be able to travel from the centre of a residential area to a

destination; similarly placed, at distances of on# mile end two miles, as

compared with speeds according to age and household car ownership, found in

the author's survey of Stevenage (vide 3*1.6). It can he seen that generally

the speeds represent a substantial Increase on those recorded in Stevenage,

even of individuals in two car households. At these speeds most

destinations could be reached within the average travel tine in Stevenage
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of eleven minutes. The effect of the proposed eovement system is* therefore*

to close up the gap between the levels of nobility according to age and

household car ownership (wide 5*5)» by raising the aeaa speeds of aost age

groups, whether in car owning households or not.

It has been argued that a system orientated to promote travel by foot

and public transport could only be successful if the convenience of total

journeys could compete with equivalent journeys by car (vide 5*6.4). The

proposed system appears to meet this criterion: journeys would be quicker*

cheaper* safer* and more visually stimulating than journeys by ear, and covered

routes could be taken in inclement weather. In these circumstances* it is

felt that there would be little incentive for those with a car to travel by it.
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Diagram 6.2. Mean Speeds According to Age of Typical Journeys in Proposed
Community Compared With Mean Speeds Recorded in Stevenage

(miles per hour)

Age in Years
Shaded areas represent mean speeds for one and two mile journeys in
proposed community
Sources:
Walking speeds according to age (vide 2.1, Diagram 2.l)
Public transport speeds (vide 6.3.4)
Mean speeds according to age and household car ownership in
Stevenage (vide 3.1*6)
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6.4. COMKUKITY SIZE Af?D REGIONAL CONTEXT

Tha siBe of population is a major factor affecting the level of

work opportunities and social facilities that can he supported (vide 3.1

and 5.3.1), and the phasing of development is clearly Important in this

context. A new community also has a powerful social and economic

influence on the region in which it is located.

MAt CfiffEPifrr Sftse

Although calculations in these proposals have been made for a

population of sixty thousand persons, the community could expand: the

comparison of distances travelled by ear, with those by foot and public

transport (vide 6.3.4) suggests that considerable growth could occur without

invalidating the principles on which the proposals are based. Moreover, in

view of the linear form, it can function as an entity at each stage of its

development. This form and a flexible zoning of land would permit changes

in floor space requirements for different uses, and in residential densities

as and when necessary.

Increases in population could be met by the growth of new settlements

adjacent to the regional transportation network, by linear expansion, or by

'off-shoots' of the main urban structure, similarly based on a corridor of

accessibility on either side of the high speed public trsnsport spine. The

flexibility of these alternatives would permit Increases in population on the

moat advantageous sitaa for the existing community, and on the most suitable

topographical or economical area for expansion.
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6.4.2. Regional Context

The relationship of such a community to Its region must bo tho subject

of further research at a later stage in the development of these proposals.

However, it is clear that if the new community were sited adjacent to a regional

motorway and railway line* so that growth could commence at this junction,

these networks could provide a convenient link with its own public transport

system. If developed on this principle, st a nodal point along the regional

routes, it could incorporate major facilities serving regional catchment

areasi people arriving by oar could park at this interchange} they could

then join those arriving by public transport, and transfer to the frequent

and high speed public transport system along tho town spins.

Ilagraa 6.3. Illustrates alternative ways in which the community could

grow, and how it would be related to its region.
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Diagram 6.3. Alternative Form* of
Growth >

>
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6.5. COSTS AND BENEFITS

A comprehensive study of the cost implications of this proposal,

possibly in the form of a 'planning balance sheet' (Lichfield and Chapman,

1968), is beyond the scope of this study, and it la only possible to indicate

some of the factors that could be considered in detail in further research.

Moreover, the author is not persuaded that the efficacy of the proposals

should be primarily evaluated in these terms) almost invariably more weight

appears to be attached to those factors, such as car trips which can be

assessed and predicted numerically* Since there are no reliable methods

of measuring health improvement and social benefit, it does not necessarily

mean that these considerations are not so important. Nevertheless, a

preliminary assessment can be made of some of the additional expenses and

likely savings that could be expected.

(jrlStlt

Although costs of construction would be increased at the proposed

higher densities of development andin the construction of covered ways,

substantial overall savings in privets and public expenditure could be

anticipated: these would result from the simplified public transport system

operating only along the linear 'spine', and the lighter road infrastructure

for the anticipated reduced use of oars.

Swltri, PmHta

Many benefits to health could be expected from the reduction of air

pollution, noise and stress associated with vehicular traffic; there would be

greater incentives to walk and cycle, and individuals could travel more freely.

In addition, savings in personal coats and time of travel are apparent (vide

6.3), in expenses otherwise involved in ultimate car ownership for each adult
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and In the concomitant need for parking facilities.

Table 6.2. aats out the differences in coats and benefits between the

present proposals and existing new towns, illustrated by reference to

available data. This appears to Justify further appraisal of the economic

and social advantages of the proposals.

Table 6.2. Public Costs and Social Benefits of Proposed Community Compared
with Existing New Towns

Public Costs

Housing (45^ of total costs*)»
2

Constructional costs are higher { on the other hand, cross
wall construction implicit in low rise building is cheaper .

Site development costs are lower^, and less land is required.
Lees parking provision is necessary^. g
Costs of heating and services are more economical at high densities.

Roads and Sewers (10.5"? of total costs1)*
Less road construction, maintenance and management due to _

reduction in vehicular traffic and higher residential densities .

Publlo Utilities (Q.*i% of total content
Simplified bus service, or moving pavement , operating on one
route only instead of total town network.
Extra arcading or covered ways integrated with building forma.

Cgmwrirt bpA ftWs ,U# foW PQptft1).'
Reduced parking provision due to reduction in vehicular use.

Variations in Social Benefits

Health Benefits (vide 4.3) «

Prophylactic value of more frequent regular walking
Less stress in urban movement,
less noise, vibration and sir pollution.
Reduced road accidents .

Social Benefits (vide 2.8 and 4.4)
Increased independence of movement and thereby reduced isolation.
Greater social intercourse in travel.
Greater contact with nature and increased'Visual stimulation.
Reduced obligation to chauffeur those unable to drive.

Other personal Benefits (vide 2.1 and 2.2)
Costs and time of travel considerably reduced.
Increased accessibility for majority of population.
No incentive for each adult to ultimately own a car.
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References to Table 6.2. on Previous Page

1. Element* of Nev Town Construction (Stone, 1964).
2. 3 to 4 storey housing costs 20% more than 2 storey housing

(Ministry of Housing and Local Government, 1967a, p.15)
3« Hoffmann (op.cit., p.32.
4. Stone (1965, pp.130, 134).
5. Average cost of garaging is £200-£375 (Ministry of Housing and Local

Government, 1967a, p.25, Appendix II).
6. Haseler (1965)* Elder (1969).
7> One lane of carriageway costs £65,000 per mile (Roberts and Roberts

(1969)I costs of distributor roads and sewers per dwelling at eight
dwellings to the acre are four times those at 40-50 dwellings (Stone, 1965).

8. Installation of moving pavement and civil engineering £2.8 million per mile;
depreciation £0.1 million per mile per annum (Dunlop Company Ltd., 1970).

9. National Health Service eosla of circulatory diseasea alone are
£83 million per annum (Office of Health Economics, 1969).

10. Vide 4.2.1. for costs of accidents - in Stevenage, a new town of
comparable population there were 563 road accidents in 1966 (Claxton, 1967).
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6.6. carccjpsions

The proposals contained in this chapter are in outline only, and

clearly considerable research would hare to be carried out to develop them

to a stage at which they could be implemented. Studies would have to

determine the influence of accessibility on patterns of friendship and

frequency of use of facilities by different age groups. In this way, optimal

ranges of population density and locations for social facilities could be

determined. The comfort and effort involved in walking would have to be

assessed more precisely physiologicallyj psychological influences, such as

visual interest, sense of security, and convenience, would have to be

measured as they affect the mobility of each age group. In this way, the

physical characteristics of a community in which it would be clearly

advantageous to travel by foot and public transport could be established.

Subsequently these studies could be used in the design of buildings incorpor¬

ating weather protection for pedestrians and of dwellings with adequate privacy

and private open apace.

The basic conclusions resulting from this thesis may be summarisedt

Equal consideration should be given to satisfying the travel needs of

all age groups (vide 1.6).

Although cars are the preferable form of movement, only a minority of

the population can have optimal use of them. Mobility should, therefore,

preferably not be dependent upon age, ability or income - three prerequisites

of car ownership (vids 2.8).

Household car ownership Improves the mobility of adults far more than

children although the frequency of their journeys are similar (ride 3.4).
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In view of the conflict that often arises between individual travel

needs and community interests, it is desirable to reduce the need for motoriaed

movement, particularly by oar (vide 4.5).

a movement system can only be considered adequate if it raises the

level of mobility of all age groups equitably and incurs a minimum of

dependency on others (vide 5*7).

On the basis of these criteria and conclusions, it would seem that

the proposals outlined in this chapter represent a preferable alternative

to the urban forma currently in use or proposed.



Appendix 3. A. Pilot Travel Survey: Edinburgh Questionnaire

THS ATTITUDES TO JOURNEYS OP EDINBURGH RESIDENTS TRAVEL SURVEY AlRIL '69

(Only put tioks in boxes for those Journeye YOU usually make)

Number of journeys made in last 7 days Number of journeys made in last 7 daye
(Count any journey back to worlc or school aooompanied by another member of family
in afternoon separately)
10 9 8 7 6 $ 4 3. 2 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

JOURNEY TO WORK
SHOPPING
JOURNEY TO SCHOOL

| SOCIAL VISITS
| ; | , RECREATION/ENTERTAINMENT)

Relative Importance of Different Influences Listed Below On Your Journeys.
Please tick in appropriate box to represent its relative importance to you.
You might want to use the same column more than once.

Very Quite Little No
JOURNEY TO WORK Important Important Importance Importance

Prime :
Cost

Safety
Cimfort, including weather protection
^Effort, such as carrying goods
Visual and social interest of journey

SHOPPING
Time
C081

Safety
Comfort, including weather protection
Effort, such as carrying goods
Visual and social interest of journey

JOURNEY TO SCHOOL
Time

Cost

Safety
Comfort, including weather protection
Effort, such as carrying goods
Visual and social interest of journey

SOCIAL VISITS
Time
Cost

Safety
Comfort, including weather protection
Effort, such as carrying goods
Visual and social interest of journey

RECREATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
Time
Cost

Safety
Comfort, including weather protection
Effort, such as carrying goods
Visual and social interest of journey



Appendix 3.8. Travel Purvey: Stovunage Questionnaire

TRAVEL SURVEY! STEVENAGE MAY 1 I 6 •

Ple»B« answer questions a,b,C,dt«,f • only tick journeys TOU have mads in last SEVEN days)

(«)
Number of journeys made in last SEVEN days
(If you return home for lunch from work or

school, add extra journey in the afternoon)
1?3456?89 10 11

(b)
Number of these journeys
accompanied by one or more
members of your household

0 1 2 3 4 5 6
JOURNEY TO/FROM WORK
SHOPPING
JOUHNEY TO/FRGli SCHOOL
SOCIAL VISITS
RE CREATION/ENTERTAINMENT

(c)
Method of Travel

(Only tick major method)

<d)
Typical Distance
(Home to Destination)
Miles

journey to/from work
shopping
journey to/from school
social visits
recbeationAntertainuent

(e)
Please tick in appropriate boxes how important you consider the factors listed below,
on each type of journey TOU make (You might want to use the same column more than once)

Not very Very
JOURNEY TO/FROM WORK Unimportant Important Important Important
Time
Cost
Safety
Comfort, including weather protection
Effort, such as carrying articles
Visual interest of the journey

SHOPPING
Time
Cost

Safety
Comfort, including weather protection
Effort, such as carrying goods
Visual interest of the journey

JOURNEY TO/FROM SCHOOL
Time

Cost

Safety
Comfort, including weather protection
Effort, such as carrying articles
Visual interest of the journey

SOCIAL VISITS
Time 1

Co 8 t

Safety
Comfort, including weather protection
Effort, such as carrying articles
Visual interest of the journey

recreation and entertainment
Time

—

Cost

Safety - -

Comfort, including weather protection
—

Effort, such as carrying articles
Visual interest of the journey

(f)
Please tick in appropriate boxes

sea
Male
Female

STATUS
Single
Marriedj
Other

AGE

18-24
CM 25-44
5-11 45-64
12-17 654

CARS IN
HOUSEHOID

None
One ,

Two
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Appendix 3.C. Stevenage Gazette: Press Report and Letter to Editor

THURSDAY, MAY 1, 1969

TRAVEL SURVEY
'QUIZ' FOR 500

FAMILIES
LETTERS bearing a Scottish stamp will drop through thedoors of 500 Stevenage New Town houses early next week.
They will be posted on Monday by the Department of Urban
Design and Regional Planning at Edinburgh University.
With each letter will be

questionnaires for the family,
and the answers may help
travellers who live in the New
Towns of the future.

Mr. Mayer Hillman. a Fellow
of the Royal Institute of Bri¬
tish Architects, who is con¬

ducting the survey, which will
determine travel patterns many
years ahead, hopes everyone in
the 500 households will answer

the questions carefully, ready
for them to be collected per¬
sonally on Monday evening,
May 12.

"As the questionnaires are
being sent only to a limited
number of households," Mr.
Hillrnan says, "it is of the

greatest importance to the
accuracy of the survey to have
a high response."

The purpose of the survey is
to assess the extent to which
difTerent methods of travel
satisfy the journey needs of
persons of all age groups, and
to use the information to help
establish standards for the
New Towns of the future.

As the size of the households
is not known, six question-jnaires are being sent to each!
address. Details of the jour-i
neys of each member of the
household, including children,
are being sought, in an at¬
tempt to find out the relative
importance attached *o the in-i
fluences such as time, cos£,!

safety, comfort and effort on
their journeys to work, school,
shopping, and for leisure pur¬
poses. The questionnaires have
been simply designed and only
require ticks in the appropriate
boxes.

"This survey," says Mr. Hill-
man. "forms part of a larger
study which 1 have been under¬
taking for the last two years
in the Department of Urban
Design of Edinburgh University,
and which should be com¬
pleted by the end of this year.
The study is concerned with an
analysis of the travel needs of
individuals through the life-
cycle, and the relative advan¬
tages and disadvantages of the
alternative forms of movement
for meeting these needs.

"It is hoped that the find- [ings of this survey, together t
with the current research >rudy, ,

will help in establishing a more I
equitably based form for New ,

Towns of the future." 1

U

u

THURSDAY, MAY 29, 1969

sioner of Scouts. Mr. V. Olley,
to Mr. F. Taylor, and to all
the Scouts who co-operated so
magnificently in the organisa¬
tion and collection of the ques¬
tionnaires in the travel survey
conducted in Stevenage. The
data is now being coded on
punch cards in the University
nf Edinburgh, and we hope to
draw conclusions in the next
few weeks.

Questionnaires
^IR — I would like to express

my thanks through your
j paper to the District Commis-

When I telephoned Mr. Olley
to ask if the local Scouts'

I Association could help us, he
; responded with enthusiasm.

with the result that we now
1 have a fairly representative
j sample of the attitudes fo Stev-I enage residents to their regu¬
lar journeys.

I would also like to take this
1 opportunity of thanking all
those who were kind enough
to complete the questionnaires
and so contribute to our re¬

search.

MAYER IIILLMAN

Department of Urban Design
and Regional Planning,

University of Edinburgh

17 Chester-street.
Edinburgh.
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xvey: setter ccompanying Questionnaire

DEPARTMENT OF URBAN DESIGN AND REGIONAL PLANNING, EDINBURGH UNIVERSITY

Dsar Resident,
Tou will probably have read in the looal Press about a Survey of the regular

Journeys of residents, whioh is being undertaken in Stevenage. This Survey is

being oarried out within the Department of Urban Design and Regional Planning,
University of Edinburgh, with the co-operation of Stevenage Development

Corporation.

The purpose of the Survey is to assess the extent to which different methods

of travel satisfy the Journey needs of persons of all age groups, and to use

this information to help us establish standards for the New Towns of the future

We would very much appreciate your completing the attached questionnaires,
which only require ticks in the appropriate boxes. As we do not know the size

of your household, six questionnaires are enclosed. If there are any children

they too should each complete a form about their own Journeys, and give their
own views, with the help of a parent if necessary. Would one parent kindly

complete a form for any children under the age of 5 years.

This questionnaire has only been sent to a limited number of households,
selected at random, and it is therefore of great importance to the accuracy of
the Survey, to have a full response. Would you please complete the

questionnaires before next Monday 12th May, and hand them in the enclosed

envelope to a member of a local voluntary organisation who will call that

evening to collect them.

We are most grateful for your help in this important research. Thank you.

Yours faithfully,

Mayer Hillman, BA(Arch), FRIBA, Dipl.TP.(Lond.)
Project Director, 'Travel Survey* Stevenage'

Please note*

1. Each question refers to the main purpose of the Journey.
2* 'Journey to Work' also includes Journeys to college or university.
3. 'Social Visits' refer to visits to friends and relations.
4. 'Recreation and Entertainment' includes all other leisure Journeys such as

to cinema, club, pub, restaurant, evening classes, Church, playground etc.

TRAVEL SURVEY* STEVENAGE MAY 1969

urn Envelo

Mr Mayer Hillman
"TRAVEL SURVEY: STEVENAGE

Department of Urban Design and Regional Planning

University of Edinburgh
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ppendix 3.F. Journey Times and Speeds in Stevenage According
to Kethod of Travel and Purpose of Journey

CAS

2.0 mins.
3.0 mine.
2.0 oins.

1.0 mia.
3*0 mins.

24.0 a.p.h.

Getting on to road
Parking end walking to work
Parking and walking to shops
Parking and walking to school
Parking and walking to social visits
Parking and walking to recreation/entertainment
average speed

MOTOS/CYCLS

Getting on to road
Parking and walking to
Parking and walking to
Parking and walking to
Parking and walking to
Faxking and walking to
Average speed

work

shops
school
social visits
recreation/entertainment

1.0 min.
2.0 mins.
2.0 mins.

1.0 min.
2.0 mins.

27.0 m.p.h.

BUS

Walking to bus stop 2.3 mins.
Waiting at bus stop for half the time of sendee frequency 3.0 mins.
(if service frequencies are in excess of 10 mine.,
timetables will probably be consulted).

Walking to destination 1.3 mins.
Average speed 14.0 m.p.h.

MUPSD CICAS

Getting on to road, parking and walking to destination 1 min.
Average speed 12 m.p.h.

WALK

2.3 m.p.h.
4.0 m.p.h.
3.0 m.p.h.

Average speed for children
Average apeed for adolescents
Average apeed for adults

Source: Correspondence with E.C. Claxton, Chief Engineer:
Stevenage Development Corporation, September and -October 1969.
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appendix 3«G. Journey Times la Stevenage ^cording to Ustance,
Method of Travel and Purpose of Journey

Time in Minutes
4 mile i mile lir miles 3 miles

wOEK

car 5.6 6.9 8.8 12.5
m/cycle 3.5 4.6 6.3 9.7
hue 10.1 12.2 15.4 21.9
cycle 2.2 4.7 8.5 9.5
walk 3.7 11.2 22.5 45.0

SHOP

car 4.6 5.9 7.8 11.5
m/cycle 3.5 4.6 6.3 9.7
hue 10.1 12.2 15.4 21.9
cycle 2.2 4.7 8.5 16.0
walk (children) 6.0 18.0 36.0 72.0

(adolescents) 3.7 11.2 22.5 45.0
(adults) 5.0 15.0 30.0 60.0

SCHOOL

car 2.8 3.9 5.8 9.5
g^/cycle 1.5 2.6 4.3 7.7
bus 10.1 12.2 15.4 21.9
cycle 2.2 4.7 8.5 16.0
walk (children) 6.0 18.0 36.0 72.0

(adolescents) 3.7 11.2 22.5 45.0
(adults) 5.0 15.0 30.0 60.0

SOCIAL

ear 3.6 4.9 6.8 10.5
«/cycle 2.5 3.6 5.3 8.7
bus 10.1 12.2 15.4 21.9
cycle 2.2 5.7 8.5 16.0
walk (children) 6.0 18.0 36.0 72.0

(adolescents) 3.7 11.2 22.5 45.0
(adults) 4.4 13.2 26.5 53.0

RECEEATI QN/E3TERT AINKENT

car 5.6 6.9 8.8 12.5
a/cycle 3-5 4.6 6.3 9.7
bus 10.1 12.2 15.4 21.9
cycle 2.2 4.7 8.5 16.0
walk (children; 6.0 18.0 36.0 72.0

(adolescents) 3.7 11.2 22.5 45.0
(adults) 4.4 13.2 26.5 53.0

Sources appendix J.F.
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ainments square in the central area.

PROJECT FOR A LINEAR NEW TOWN

OAD — RAILWAY

UNIVERSITY CENTRE

COMPREHENSIVE
SCHOOL

: map

When we published, on November 22, a

project for a new town prepared by students
of the Town Planning Department of
University .College, London, we referred
briefly to an alternative project designed by
a" few students who disagreed about some
of the ideas that had been put into the first
scheme. A member of this minority group,
Mayer Hillman, writes here about the

alternative scheme—a scheme in which

densities in the residential area are higher
and the town is even more for pedestrians.

It is generally agreed that the time has come to

reconsider the principles and practices followed in the
planning of the new towns, as outlined in the New
Towns Act, 1946, and as executed in Harlow, Craw¬
ley, Stevenage and elsewhere.
Some of the points criticised are as follows:
Sprawl and long journeys—resulting from low den¬
sity.
Lack of physical cohesion—due to the demarcation of
neighbourhoods and the splitting of land uses.
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$t$t Ctt»tnrt,P9rttT9 ytudyt Urbpn Fpy^ frepm*
Extract from heport

This proposal is a trialtarian concept la terse of:

s Umti Btfu<?turf on
a linear arid on

* tn-purWt

It consists of a central elongated tiered spina with tiered 'vertebrae'
sad 'sub-vertebrae• forming a rectilinear network of tiered 'aranaa' for
residential, educational, administrative, or industrial usas or a
combination of such usaa. The tlarad structures are cut lengthwise and sep¬
arated out to accommodate the vehicular or pedestrian oatworks. This fora is
than adapted to the conditioning social, physical and economic factors.
The baaic advantages of the 'tiered structure on a linear grid' are eat out
briefly under various headings:

'social'

'planning'

'micro-climate*

'infra¬
structure'

'construction'

'sssthstlcs'

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

18.

19.
20.
21.

22.
23.
24.

The dual rola of sociability and privacy arc distinctly
expressed.
There la a positive progression - communal open,7
coaaunal enclosed/private enclosed/private open.
Types of housing accommodation are not segregated, so
there is a mixture of family types.
Arenas represent distinct structures which give them
an identity.
Greater demands of land use et lower leveie are catered
for within the form end parking is contained within It.
Statural features are accommodated without disruption of
the for* or lose of visual cohesion.
Variations in user requirements are possible within
the context of the forsi is this way a compensatory
How and return of traffic can be encouraged and more
double use of perking space is possible.
There is a build up of tiers for Increasing intensity of
development, along the distributor roads and town centra.
Shadow greatly diminished end more natural daylightlag.
Orientation lees critical in siting.
Creator solar gala.
Climate control between tiers.
Alternative open or covered pedestrian ways.
Hierarchical pedestrian and traffic networks.
Pattern of services related to network.
Tiered structures lend themselves to standardisation.
Both linear grid and tiers provide flexibility
for grevth.
flexibility for qualitative improvement such aa
covering and heating pedestrian ways.
Visual continuity in three dimensions.
Visual containment in 'arenas'.
Tiered structure clearly related to the scale of
human beings.
'Architectural' context within structural context.
Town/country contrast emphasised.
Homogeneity to whole torn.
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The 'tri-partite' function pattern relates simply to a hiararchical planning
network, into which tha rarious 'elements' of tha town - land use, movement
systems, schools, housing, population densities. Industry and open space - fit.

The following studies were undertaken:

1. Diagrammatic plans and sections of various tiered
structures to determine a practical range of dimensions.

2. Diagrammatic 'arenas* plotted in relation to the
structures*

3* Parking requirements determined aa a figure related to
the squars footage of residential accommodation.

4* Footpath and oul-de-eac network established to
provide s maximum sight ninute walking distance to
the centre.

5. Framework for a <000 peraon environmental area
(determined by the provision of basic community
facilities).

6. Analysis of the various land use requirements.
7. Approach to ths integration of open spaoea with ths

arena pattern in which function and topography can be
related*

8. Suggestion for tha disposition of the various town
functions.

9* Diagrammatic representation of an environmental area*

These studies have resulted in the preparation of a modal to a scale of
1:500. This represents approximately 90 acres of development between
two main spine roads, showing several residential areas with pockets of
mixed land uses, along s pedestrian routs leading to a section of ths
town centre.

PHOTOGRAPHS OF TKB KODSl. ABB SHOWN 03 THS NEXT TMfO PAGES
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hvvvn&ix 6r.fi.ti Brookvale Community. Runcornt 1968
.Architectural Competition Report

LAYOUT Eight factors have determined the form of the proposed
community«

1. Convenience

2. Safety

To provide the maximum number of
dwellings on the ground, with
immediately adjacent car parking
and garages.

To provide a safe environment by
preventing any vehicles crossing
the community and by laying down a
straightforward traffic-free
pedestrian network.

To accommodate the parking requirements
with the minimum length of service
roads, and to lay out the dwellings
for economy of construction.

To provide a clear image for the
inhabitants and a direct relationship
between dwelling and community.

To express the identity of the
individual dwelling within a
rationalised building system.

To retain the existing woodland,
as newly planted trees would take a
generation to mature*

To ensure proper orientation for all
dwellings.

To meet the challenge of the
unpredictable climate in this
pedestrian-orientated community, by
planning a clear network with potential
for continuous sheltered routes.

These factors determined the structure of a spins and eight
flexibly radiating ribs.

3. Economy

4. Image

5. Identity

6. Landscape

7. Orientation

8. Climate

LAND U£$ Dwellings 1. To emphasise the image of the
community there is an increase in
building height from the patio
houses around the periphery of the
site, to two and three storey terrace
houses along the ribs, which link to
the four storey maisonettes along
the public transit route.
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2. Individual identity is
expressed is the staggering of
each dwelling and each group of
dwellings.

3. Proven house types have been
adopted.

4* Patio houses are grouped adjacent
to the distributor road, to ensure
the minimum of aural disturbance, and to
enclose the community.

5* Houses are orientated so that
living rooms face west and the majority
of bedroons face east. Maisonettes are

orientated so that habitable rooms face
south.

6. 95^ of dwellings have been provided
at ground level. 97.7^ of persons
will live on dwellings on the ground.

Open Space 7* The open apace and play areas
are conveniently sited at the rear
of all dwellings. It ia semi-
private in character but related to
the subsidiary pedestrian network.

Local Centre 6. The buildings in the local
centre have be«t grouped to form the
only enclosed space in the community.

Corner Shops 9* 411 corner shops and the four
smaller publio houses are situated
at the junction of the pedestrian
bridges and the main pedestrian
east wast routs.

Schools 10. 411 school sites relate to
their catchment areasI the two
County Primary schools are closer to
the centre, to provide a choice for
all children in the community.

Industrial Area 11. The industrial site has bean
located ia a position where there
should be minimum disturbance from
vehicles using it, yat conveniently
situated adjacent to one of the
main pedestrian routes.
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KGVEtfENT Vehicles 1. The peripheral distributor
road carries the traffic from the
sixteen service roads. Parking
and garaging, as an integral part
of the system, have been set out
alternatively along their length.

2. The stain pedestrian network
is a direct image of the housing
form, reflecting the build-up of
movements. It follows desire lines
towards the local centre. Subsidiary
systems encourage cross movement to
adjacent ribs and the public transit
stops at either end of the community
or along semi-private open spaces
behind the dwellings.

3* Bridges have been provided at
the Junction of the sain elevated
pedestrian route and each rib.

4. The network will allow for
an economical cover along the
western side of all pedestrian
'rib' routes linking them to
the main east-west way so that
there would be continuous cover

from outside each dualling to
anywhere la the community.

REPRODUCTIONS OP COMPETITION DRAWINGS ARE SHQV,7f ON THE SENT POUR PAGES
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Appendix 6.T. High Lensity Low-Rise Residential Levelopsent
in Britain, 1966-1970.

(density in bedspsces per nor*)

Location Typs of Housing

L.oloh Village Rousing * Cefo-
cQed-yeymmer, Breconehire.

Lillington Street^,
Westminster, London

Foundling Fatate', Karchaont
Road, Camden, London.

Marquess Rosd*. Islington,
London.

5
Bonaay Street » Southwark,
London.

6
Flsst Road , Camden,
London.

7
King Street , Cambridge.

8
Thamesaead , Woolwich,
London.

o

Rsporton Road , Hammersmith,
London.

10
Edith i.wsnus , Washington
Lurham.

Greshaa Road11, Brentwood,
Essex.

1?
St. John's Housing ,

Cambridge.
St. Mary's Oldham1',
Lancashire.

Milton Road1*, Haringey,
London.

15
Housing st Ealing ,

Middlesex.
16

Linden Ore** , Southwark,
London.

Central Hill17, Lambeth,
London.

18
Coulsdon woods , Surrey.

Clarkhill19, Harlow, Essex.

20
Bishopafield , Harlow,
Essex.

3 snd 4 etorey 288
tiered fists

4 snd 5 storey 254
maisonettes

5 storsy tiered 210
fists

5 and 5 storsy 200
fists end maisonettes

3 snd 4 storey 173
fists and maisonettes

2 and 3 storsy 165
tisred flats (gross)
2 and 3 storey 152
tiered flats

2 to 4 storsy flats, tiered 140
Hats and maisonettes

4 storsy tlsrsd 136
maisonettes

3 to 5 storsy flats 136
snd maisonettes

2 storey tiered 126
fists

4 storey tiered flats 120
and maisonettes

2 storey houses end 110
3 to 5 storey fists
2 storey houses and 109
flats

3 storsy houses 100

2 and 3 storsy 96
bouses snd fists

2 storey houses and 86
3 storey tiered fists
2 storey houses 60
3 storey tiered fists snd 80
maisonettes and patio houses
4 storey tiered flats 71
and patio houses
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appendix 6.D. High Lensity Low-Rise Residential Development
in Britain, 1966-1970.

(density in bedspaoes per acre)

Location Type of Housing

Welsh Village Housing , Cefn-
eoed-y-cymmer, Breconahire.

3 and 4 storey
tiered flats

288

Lillington Street ,

Westminster, London

Foundling Fstate', Marchmont
Road, Camden, London.

4
Marquess Road , Islington,
London.

5
Bonamy Street , Southvark,
London.

g
Fleet Road , Camden,
London.

King Street7, Cambridge.

Thaaesmead , Woolwich,
London.

Q

Reporton Road, Hammersmith,
London.

Edith .venue10, Washington
Durham.

Greahaa Road11, Brentwood,
Essex.

St. John's Housing1^,
Cambridge.
St. Mary's Oldham1',
Lancashire.

Milton Road1*, Haringey,
London.

15
Housing at Ealing ,

Middlesex.
16

Linden drove , Southvark,
London.

Central Hill17, Lambeth,
London.

18
Couladon Woods , Surrey.

19
Clarkhill , Harlow, Essex.

Bishopefield^0, Harlow,
Essex.

4 and 5 storey 254
maisonettes

5 storey tiered 210
flste

3 and 5 storey 200
fists and maisonettes

3 and 4 storey 173
flats and maisonettes

2 and 3 storey 165
tiered fists (gross)
2 and 3 storey 152
tiered flste

2 to 4 storey flste, tiered 140
fists and maisonettes

4 storey tiered 136
maisonettes

3 to 5 storey fists 136
and maisonettes

2 storey tiered 126
fists

4 storey tiered fists 120
and maisonettes

2 storey houses and 110
3 to 5 storey fists
2 storey houses and 109
fists

3 storey houses 100

2 and 3 storey 96
houses and flats

2 storey houses and 86
3 storey tiered flats
2 storey houses 80

3 storey tiered fists and 80
maisonettes and patio houses
4 storey tiered fists 71
and patio houses
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appendix 6.D. continued.
References: Architects and Sources.

1. Gammon, Williams ft Associates (Architects' Journal. 25th Kerch 1970.
Kerch 1970. pp.737-752).

2. Darbourne k Darke (Architects' Journal. 1st October 1969- pp.813-815).
3. Patrick Hodgkinson (architects' Journal. 8th April 1970. p.842).
4. Earbourne k Derice (Architectural Review? Vol.l43» January 1968.

p.64).
5. P.O. Hayes, Southward Borough Architect (Architects' Journal, 3rd

September 1969. pp.573-576).
6. 3.A.G. Cook, Camden Borough Architect (Architectural Review: Vol.143,

January 1968* p.60).
7. Morton, Lupton k Smith September 1967.

p.422).
8. Hubert Bennett, Architect to Greater London Council (Architectural

Review* Vol.142, November 1967. p.386).
9. Higgina Ney k Partners (Architects' Journal. 24th July 1968.

pp.129-142).
10. Nappar, Errington ft Associates (Architects' Journal. 9th July 1969.

PP.56-58.
11. Associated Architects ft Designers (Architectural Design. September

1967. p.416).
12. Colin Wilson (Architectural Design. September 1967. p.415).
13* Ministry of Housing and Local Government Research and Development

Group (Architects' 9th July 1969. pp.43-46).
14. C.E. Jacob, Harlngey Borough Architect (Architects' Journal.

11th June 1969. pp.1584-1586).
15. Ian Eraser ft Associates (Architectural Design. April 1965.

p.181).
16. Michael Neylan and William Unglsss (Architectural Design.

September 1967. p.409).
17. Edward Hollamby, Lambeth Borough Architect (Architectural Review:

Vol.141, January 1967* p.23).
18. Team 4 (Architectural Design. September 1967. p.4Q5).
19. Biekerdike, Allen ft Rich (Architectural Design, September

1967. p.405).
20. Michael Neylan (Architectural Design. .September 1967. p.401).
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para. 59*
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